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This thesis addresses the challenge of Christian dialogue with Buddhism in
Taiwan. It explores the hypothesis that Christian dialogue with Buddhism is essential
for the fuller contextualization of Christianity in the religiously plural society of
Taiwan, and argues that such dialogue is possible on the basis of common Chinese
humanistic values and ethical-spiritual concerns.
The thesis begins with a historical analysis of religious plurality of Taiwan, and
recognizes that Taiwanese Christianity has historically distanced itself from the
tendencies of pragmatic syncretism that characterise religious pluralism in Taiwan.
The thesis then examines, on the basis of empirical research, the perceptions that
Taiwanese Christians and Taiwanese Buddhists have of each other, and their actual
experience of inter-religious dialogue. Against this analysis of factors that impede or
impel the growth of inter-religious dialogue, the thesis proceeds to develop a model
for dialogue between Taiwanese Protestants and Buddhists, based on 'Humanistic
Buddhism' and the resources of contextual theology as developed
particularly by the Presbyterian Church of Taiwan in the last quarter of the 20th
century. The thesis argues that these trends offer the basis of a "Kingdom-centred"
contextual inter-religious dialogue, in which Taiwanese Protestants and Buddhists
may draw on their shared Chinese heritage, and their respective concerns for the
transformation of society through the implementation in this world of their
eschatological hope of the Pure Land and the Kingdom ofGod.
The thesis is presented in three parts. Part One offers a conceptual analysis of
religious pluralism in Taiwan, illustrating the syncretistic and pragmatic character of
Taiwanese religions, and arguing for the necessity of inter-religious dialogue for the
fuller contextualisation of Christianity in Taiwan. Part Two examines the
contemporary state of Christian-Buddhist interaction in Taiwan, identifying problems
and potentials of dialogue. Part Three constructs a contextual model of
Christian-Buddhist dialogue that draws on the insights of selected Taiwanese
Protestant contextual theologians, and other international dialogue theologians, and
integrates the Confucian values of altruism, moral attainment and concern for this
world with 'Humanistic Buddhism' and Protestant contextual theology. The final
chapter proposes a framework for contextual Christian-Buddhist dialogue that
engages common commitments to a praxis of social and spiritual reformation of
Taiwanese society through the implementation of the Buddhist vision of the Pure
Land and the Christian vision of the Kingdom ofGod.
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Introduction
Aim of the Thesis
This thesis, "Pure Land and the Kingdom ofGod: Towards a Contextual Christian
Dialogue with 'Humanistic Buddhism (in Taiwan" seeks to further
Christian dialogue with 'Humanistic Buddhism' in Taiwan through the common
ground ofTaiwanese culture and the parallel of two religions' views on the ideal world,
which in 'Humanistic Buddhism' is the establishment of the Pure Land in this world
and in Taiwanese Christianity is the actualisation of the Kingdom of God in the
homeland of Taiwanese. The religious situation in Taiwan and the tendency of
globalisation provide the setting of this thesis.
As in many Asian countries, Christianity in Taiwan finds itself in a peculiar
religious situation. Taiwan, as a nation, expresses itselfa religiously pluralistic society.
Prior to the introduction of the Christianity, many religions existed in Taiwan, steeped
in both a long history and rich cultural heritage. Taiwan also maintains a state of
religiosity, meaning that religion is closely related to the daily life ofTaiwanese people.
In addition, Taiwanese Christianity, as a new comer, is a minority religion and has not
yet been accepted as a part of Taiwanese culture.
This situation marks the urgency with which the Christian Church in Taiwan must
deal with its relationship to other Taiwanese religions. The established Christian
churches in other areas of the world view inter-religious dialogue as a new form of
mission directly due to the advent of globalisation and the Church's desire to foster
relationships with other religions. This has not been the case with the Church in
Taiwan. It is in this setting that this thesis attempts to encourage the Christian Church
in Taiwan towards dialogue with Buddhism and other religions by positing a workable
model ofChristian-Buddhist dialogue.
This thesis will not produce a comparative study between Christianity and
Buddhism, though there will be a brief treatment of elements that could prove either
barriers or common ground for dialogue. It does not aim to deconstruct the historical
study of Christian-Buddhist dialogue in Taiwan though the history and present status
of Buddhist-Christian interaction will be briefly examined in order to evaluate the
prospect of future successful Christian-Buddhist dialogue. Moreover, this study can
not represent a real dialogue because real dialogue between religions can not occur in a
one sided literary work, but takes place in terms of people, either person to person or
community to community. The aim ofthis thesis is to critically assess the factors in the
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pluralist religious culture of Taiwan that impede or promote the growth of
inter-religious dialogue, and, with reference to Taiwanese and international
theologians of inter-religious dialogue, to identify and examine contextual theological
resources upon which Taiwanese Christians could engage in dialogue with
'Humanistic Buddhism' in Taiwan.
The actual condition of religions in Taiwan leads the author of this study to
consider 'Humanistic Buddhism' to be the primary dialogue partner for Taiwanese
Christianity. First, Mahayana Buddhism has been one of three Chinese institutional
religions,1 and has been considered a great success in its indigenisation with Chinese
culture. In a country where most of the residents are Chinese emigrants, Buddhism
exerts a profound influence in Taiwanese society. Second, the rise of the Humanistic
Buddhist movement since the 1980s has helped Buddhism to become the most
prominent religion in Taiwan. Its influences are shown not only in the burgeoning
increase of Buddhist followers, but also in its active engagement with Taiwanese
community. Related to this, the transformation ofBuddhism in the early 1980s yielded
a faith with expressly humanistic characteristics, which are considered by this thesis as
essential elements of Chinese culture, and therefore the common ground for
inter-religious dialogue in Taiwan.
The Scholarly Disciplines to which This Thesis Relates
A Study of Inter-religious Dialogue
This thesis draws from different fields of theo-scholastic disciplines, of which
their literary sources constitute this study. At first, the topic of this thesis has clearly
shown it to be a place of research about inter-religious dialogue. The writings of
Christian theologians and religious leaders who have worked on inter-religious
dialogue, provide profound resources for this study.
Asian Theologians of Inter-religious Dialogue
The researcher is inspired by the writing of Stanley J. Samartha, late director of
the Dialogue with People ofLiving Faiths and Ideologies, World Council ofChurches
(WCC). In his 'Courage for Dialogue', Samartha illustrates the importance and
purpose of inter-religious dialogue claiming:
At this hour ofhistory when the destinies of all people everywhere—not
' These three institutional Chinese religions are Confucianism, Daoism, and Buddhism.
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only of Christians—are being drawn together as never before, and when,
because of the massive power of impersonal forces, the need to recognize
the ultimate source ofhuman personal being and community life is so urgent,
dialogue offers a helpful opportunity to renew true religious quest...
Therefore, Christians cannot and should not at this juncture withdraw from
dialogue; on the contrary, there is very reason to extend and deepen it.
In this passage, Samartha points out the urgency and significance of inter-religious
dialogue to the Churches in the researcher's context.
Lynn de Silva, a Methodist theologian working on Christian dialogue with
Buddhism in Sri Lanka, also presents marvels of great value to this thesis. In his 'The
Problem of the Self in Buddhism and Christianity,' de Silva indicates the value of
inter-religious dialogue, claiming that 'theological thinking in order to be meaningful
and relevant must be contextual'4 and that 'one's own faith can be deepened and
broadened by a sympathetic and intelligent understanding of the faith of others.'4 In
the same work, he also provides a model of dialogue of Christianity with Buddhism,
which is relevant to this thesis.
Taiwanese Theologians
Writings from two ofTaiwan's first generation contextual theologians, Shoki Coe
(jijr $f[)3 and Choan Seng Song (5j5 Jpt ) show the great significance of
inter-religious dialogue for the Christian Church in the Taiwanese framework. They
not only identify the necessity for Christian dialogue with indigenous Taiwanese
religions in the Church's mission of contextualisation, but also elucidate the direction
which that dialogue should take, established in the Taiwanese cultural heritage and
meeting the needs of the Taiwanese context. Coe's speech, 'A Rethinking of
Theological Training for the Ministry in the Younger Church Today' given to the
Principals' Conferences of South Eastern Asian Theological Schools (PCSEATS) is
the first source and the thesis explores his views on the necessity of contextualisation
2 S. J. Samartha. Couragefor Dialogue: Ecumenical Issues in Inter-Religious Dialogue, Geneva: World
Council of Churches, 1981, 14.
3
Lynn A. de Silva, The Problem ofthe Self in Buddhism and Christianity, London: The Macmillian
Press Ltd, 1975, xiii.
4 Ibid., xii.
5 A Taiwanese growing up in the Japanese colonialist period, Shoki Coe is his Japanese name. Coe's
original Taiwanese name is if§2®, which is usually translated to Ng, Chionghui according to
Taiwanese pronunciation, or Huang Changhui according to Mandarin pronunciation. So, when he was
director ofTEF, he used the name C. H. Huang in the west.
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and inter-religious dialogue for the Taiwanese Church. The other source, 'Ministry in
Context', is an article published by Theological Education Fund (TEF), WCC in 1972,
when Coe was director ofTEF. The present study of these two sources in this thesis is
indebted to William P. Russell's exposition in his dissertation 'Contextualization:
Origins, Meaning and Implications.'6
C. S. Song's abundant writings inspire this thesis by seeking a novel approach to
Christian dialogue with Buddhism in Taiwan.7 In his 'Third Eye Theology,' Song
points out the influences of the culture on the people and on religions indicating 'We
are all under the power of the culture into which we are born. Our cultural heritage
makes us what we are.'8 He also cites the need for the Asian Church to establish a
relationship with domestic Asian religions, noting 'the churches in the Third World are
forced to reappraise critically the relationship between Christian faith and the cultural
forms that shape the formulation of the faith.'9 His thinking not only points out the
necessity of inter-religious dialogue for the Taiwanese Church's mission of
contextualisation, but also provides direction in seeking the model of inter-religious
dialogue which best incorporates Taiwan's situation.
An Inter-religious Dialogue in an Asian Context
The difficulty facing inter-religious dialogue is that 'while similarities in
religious experience and expression abound, the differences are even more
abundant.'10 Paul Knitter, in his 'One Earth Many Religions', proposes a direction for
dialogue. A globally responsible model for dialogue, he argues, will eliminate the
barriers to inter-religious dialogue resulting from the differences and make the
common concerns of people in different religions the common ground of
inter-religious dialogue. In his writing, Knitter points to a dialectical direction, in
which 'all religions take on global responsibility as the central ingredient in their
6 See William P. Russell, Contextualization: Origins, Meaning and Implications— A Study ofWhat the
Theological Education Fund of the World Council ofChurches Originally Understood by the Term
'Contextualization, 'with Special Reference to the Period 1970-1972, Ph.D. diss., Apud Pontificiam
University S. Thomae in Urbe, 1995.
7 These writings include C. S. Song, The Believing Heart: An Invitation to Story Theology; Minneapolis,
MN: Fortress Press, 1999; Jesus and the Reign ofGod, Minneapolis, MN: Fortress Press, 1993;
Theologyfrom the Womb ofAsia, London; SCM Press Ltd, 1988; and Third Eye Theology: Theology in
Formation in Asian Settings, London: Lutterworth Press, 1972.
8 C. S. Song, ThirdEye Theology: Theology in Formation inAsian Settings, London: Lutterworth Press,
1972, 6.
9 Ibid., 7.
10 Paul F. Knitter, One Earth Many Religions: Multifaith Dialogue & Global Responsibility, Maryknoll,
New York: Orbis, 1995, 12.
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efforts to understand themselves and other religious communities.'" This model has
been practised and proven successful in the Asian context.12
A Study of Religious History in Taiwan
This thesis is also inherently related to religious studies. It includes an
examination of the religious situation of different religions drawing from the areas of
social analysis and religious history. The literary sources used from these two
13
disciplines are from the writings of both Western and Taiwanese religious scholars.
Among these studies, Robert P. Weller, an American anthropologist, shows a leading
characteristic of Taiwanese religion. In his 'Unities and Diversities in Chinese
Religion,' Weller states:
Gods, ancestors and ghosts in popular tradition usually get pragmatic,
active interpretations. People talk about these spirits, and behave towards
them, as if they were embodied beings that really affect the world. Many
people recognize the moral or psychological functions of religion, and many
also see it as a metaphor for the secular world.14
Weller's statement hints at the pragmatic characteristics of Chinese and Taiwanese
religion.
Among the writings of Taiwanese scholars, 'The Social and Political Analysis of
the Change of Religions in Taiwan (/□ a series of
researches led by Taiwanese religious sociologist, Chiu Heiyuan (|I}§$fQ, gives a
broad and comprehensive overview of the religious situation in Taiwan. In addition,
'The Religions and Cultures in Taiwan 16 co-written by Lee
11 Ibid, 98.
12 See Michael Amaladoss, Life in Freedom: Liberation Theologiesfrom Asia, Maryknoll, New York:
Orbis, 1997.
13 These scholars include Wolfgang L. Gritchting, David K. Jordon, Stephan Feuchwang, Robert R
Weller, Karl Ludvig Reichelt, Chu Heiyuan (H$g;H), Lin Mayrong and Lin Benxiang
if) on the social analysis of the religious conditions; Lishiwei Wang Zianchuang (3E.M1H),
and Zhen Ziming (®j]S0F|) on historical development of religion; Jiang Chanteng ( Yan
Zhengzong (HIIEzr?), and Huiyang (itH) on Taiwanese and Chinese Buddhism; Holingiton K. Tong
(KUlTfe) of the Protestant Church, Thomas de la Hoze of the Catholic Church, and PCT's official
publications in Christian history in Taiwan.Robert P. Weller, Unities and Diversities in Chinese Religion, London: The Macmillan Press Ltd,
1987, 145.
15 See Chiu Heiyuan (f'C/SIS), The Social and PoliticalAnalysis of the Change ofReligions in Taiwan
Taipei, Taiwan: Guiguan pic. Al), 1997.
16 See Wang Zhianchuan IT-P.) 11) and Lee Shiwei (T-ftfllT Religions and Cultures in Taiwan (
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Shiwei and Wang Jianchuan (3£M I'D, is another influential source
especially as it pertains to the history ofTaiwanese Confucianism and folk beliefs.
A Study of the Beliefs and Transformation in Three Religions
Besides the general condition of religion in Taiwan, this thesis also refers
specifically to the doctrinal analysis and historical transformation of three religions:
Confucianism, Buddhism, and Christianity in Taiwan. Among these three,
'Humanistic Buddhism' and the Presbyterian Church in Taiwan (PCT) are adopted by
this thesis to be two subjects of inter-religious dialogue. Furthermore, this thesis
considers Confucian belief to be the common ground of dialogue between these two
modern religious beliefs because, though recently declined, Confucianism has been
the dominant belief in Chinese culture.
Confucianism
The study of Confucian belief in this thesis focuses mainly on the Analects, the
original sayings ofConfucius (-FLtPj 552-479 BCE).17 Julia Ching's (fp§fic8&) study of
the characteristic of Chinese culture contributes to this research in seeking the
common ground of inter-religious dialogue. In 'Christianity and Chinese Religions',
she states:
While these thinkers (in the Golden Age of Chinese philosophy), had
different ideas on many points regarding religion and morality, their
common impact was to strengthen the sense of human autonomy and
rationality, associating human destiny, fortunes and misfortunes with the
activities of human beings themselves rather than with the authority of the
ghosts and spirits.18
This description addresses the humanistic and 'this-worldly' characteristics ofChinese
culture and is in accord with the sayings ofConfucius: 'Not able to serve other people,
how would you be able to serve the spirits?' and 'Not yet understanding life, how
could you understand death.' (Analects 11.12)19 These sayings demonstrate the
Luzhou, Taiwan: Boy Young (oWiSfH: fWIS)- 1999.
17 The main source for its English translation is from Roger T. Ames and Henry Rosemont, Jr. trans.,
The Analects ofConfucius: A Philosophical Translation, New York, New York: Ballantine Books,
1998.
18 Hans Kling and Julia Ching, Christianity and Chinese Religions. London: Doubleday, 1989. 64.
19 The English translation is from Roger T. Ames and Henry Rosemont, Jr. trans., The Analects of
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humanistic and this-worldly characteristics which are expressed in the essence of
Chinese culture.20
Taiwanese Buddhism
This thesis draws on several sources for the study of Buddhism. Two writings
about the history of Chinese Buddhism, 'The Syncretism of Chan and Pure Land
Buddhism' by Hengching (ffHSfif) and 'A Survey ofthe Syncretism ofChan and Pure
Land (iW^n"—tjaM)' by Gu Weikang (llf^St)21 are used for the origin of the
traditional Taiwanese Buddhist belief. Besides these, the working of Jiang Chanteng
(fl'Mffit), 'The Study of the History ofTaiwanese Buddhism for the Past One Hundred
Years(□"is the main source for examination of the
historical development of Taiwanese Buddhism.23
The sources for the doctrinal foundations of'Humanistic Buddhism' are based on
the abundant writings ofMaster Yinshun (EPIIJf), a scholastic monk considered to have
played a crucial role in the modern Buddhist movement. In his writings, Yinshun
points out that a passage of Buddhist scripture, 'All Buddhas are originated from the
human world and no one attains Nirvana in heaven,'24 is the basis of his thinking, and
this expresses the essence of 'Humanistic Buddhism'. Additionally, the writings of
Buddhist scholars Jiang Chanteng and Yang Huinan give a clear exposition
of Yinshun's thinking.25 Speaking about the enhancement and practice of'Humanistic
Confucius: A Philosophical Translation, New York, New York: Ballantine Books, 1998, 144. The
original Chinese texts are: 'AtbVA, Stbi^j®.,' and ' S£0?E.'
20 Other sources about Confucianism include: The Department of History, Fudang University, ed., (_h
/SfMfdA'r^lBA Reconsideration ofChinese Culture, VI, The Characteristics ofChinese
Traditional Culture(-tM Hong Kong: Shangwu
Publishing (#?§: fSjUjEPltfll), 1987 and Wei, Zhengtong ($®jjf), Confucianism andModern China
Shanghai, China: People Publishing (Ep|II±$S: ASttjfSfi), 1990.
21 See Gu Weikang (HfJjiljt), A Survey of the Syncretism ofChan and Pure Land —Lm,S§),
Taipei, Taiwan: Dongdah Books 1997 and Shi Hengching, The Syncretism ofChan
and Pure Land Buddhism, New York, New York: Peter Lang. 1992.
22
Jiang Chanteng 0/T'$I®|), The Study ofthe History ofTaiwanese Buddhismfor the Past One Hundred
Years: 1895-1995 (1895-1995), Taipei, Taiwan: Nantian Books Of]AltLjA
PHArJ), 1996.
23 Other sources include Huiyang f|), The Early History ofTaiwanese Buddhism (
Chuang-Hwa Academic Journal of Buddhist Study July 1995, 8; and Yan Zhengzong
(HUEi?), One Hundred Years ofTaiwanese Buddhism (ffMPMP—A49. Taipei, Taiwan: Dongdah
Books, 1999.
24 Yinshun (EPJI|i), Indian Buddhism Taipei, Taiwan: Zhengwen Publishing
lEMtBKSiiti:), 1991, 2. The Chinese text is: 'IfflHIftBAfHl, IfAttAA/SfLtL,.'
25 See Jiang Chantern, Essays on Modern Chinese Buddhist Thought(f Taipei,
Taiwan: Shin Wenfeng Publishing (fTjiffAlt;: 1990; and Yang Huinan (filSjfi),
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Buddhism', Yang Huinan's 'The Phenomenon and Characteristics ofNew Taiwanese
Buddhism after the End ofMartial Law builds a
strong general analysis.26 Other sources in this field are mainly from the writings or
official articles published by major Humanistic Buddhist institutions.27
The Contextual Movement in the Taiwanese Christian Church
Historically the Church in Taiwan has developed into three main Christian
traditions, the Catholic Church in Taiwan (CCT), the Presbyterian Church in Taiwan
(PCT), and the Mandarin Protestant Church (MPC).28 Among these three Christian
traditions, it is the PCT that pays the most attention to the Church's contextualisation
in Taiwanese culture and society. The other traditions hold a different focus; the MPC
has a strong other-worldly ethos, and ignores the mission of the Church's
contextualisation. And although CCT has worked on the Church's inculturation since
the 1960s, this ministry focuses entirely on Chinese culture, ignoring the search for
self-identity in Taiwanese culture. The contextual movement of the PCT becomes the
typical record of Christian dialogue with Buddhism in this thesis.
Unlike modern Buddhist beliefs, the contextual theology of the PCT has been
distinctively developed by several domestic theologians. The writings of three of these
representative theologians, Chen Nanzhou Huang Poho and
Wang Hsienchih (3£Sr?p) provide the main sources for the analysis of PCT's
contextual theology. Among these writings, 'The Theology of Identification,' by Chen
Nanzhou marks identification (HIr]) as the essence of the PCT's contextual theology,
claiming 'a theology of identifying oneself with the suffering and hope of Taiwanese
The Expectation ofContemporary Buddhist Thought (MftM), Taipei, Taiwan: Dongdah
Books Pic. (ITif&l), 1991.
26 See Yang Huinan, The Phenomenon andCharacteristics ofNew Taiwanese Buddhism after the Endof
Martial Law: A Study Centred on Humanistic Buddhism iffA
faHff&lMAf•■iff—fSAffff) in The Phenomenon ofTaiwanese New Religions and the Study ofTheir
Related Issues(C iu Heiyuan ed., Taipei, Taiwan: School
of Social Study, Academia Sinica 2002.
27 Main sources include: Lu Huishing (MS®), The Characteristics ofTzuchi's Modern 'Non-Temple
Based' Buddhism('ffjfSftMMfflif) in Essays ofTemples and
Popular Culture ,'v Conference (AMABJAffiAftfffitffffmACM), Taipei, Taiwan: Council for Cultural
Affairs, Executive Yuan (fTSflltXjftlllxSlJt), 1994; Shengyen (H®), Pure Land in the Human
World (A/WffiA), Taipei, Taiwan: Dharma Drum Mountain Cultural and Educational Fund
2000; and Shinyun (SSffiffli), Humanistic Buddhism (Afalfff&O^ Kaohsiung,
Taiwan: Buddha Light Publishing 1995.
28 The development of these three traditions will be briefly described in Chapter One.
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people and identifying itself to the history and culture of Taiwan.'29 Wang Hienchih
marks 'homeland ($i$du)' as the subject that the Church is mainly concerned with.30 In
his 'A Theology of Self-Determination', Huang Poho marks self-determination,
'Chhut Thau Thi as the goal that the Church strives for in relation to
Taiwanese people.31 The views of these three theologians constitute three main
elements in the PCT's contextual theology. Further, three political statements made by
the PCT in the 1970s, and related articles published later, are the main sources for the
practices of PCT's contextual movement/2
A Study with Contextualising Characteristic
The above account shows that the literary sources used, whether in English or in
Chinese writings, are mainly the works of Chinese/Taiwanese scholars. This is
because the author of this research considers that domestic writers have priority to
speak on this issue, and that their works genuinely present domestic idiosyncrasies.
Therefore, their thinking provides the information and theoretical foundation that best
fit the Chinese or Taiwanese context and cultural soil. Since contextualisation is
considered to be one of the issues in this study, this thesis intends to contextualise the
research itself.
Research Questions and Hypotheses
This thesis is established on a series of research questions and hypotheses. The
first research question asked: 'How does the Taiwanese Christian community stand in
relation to the religious pluralism of Taiwan?' The first hypothesis argues that
'Taiwanese Protestant Christianity has, since the late 19th century, identified itself
against the pluralist and pragmatic traditions ofother Taiwanese religions in favour of
29
See Chen Nanzhou, The Theology of Identification—Protestant Churches'Construction of
Indigenous Theology in the Context ofTaiwan, Logos, no 5, 2001, 88. The Chinese text is: ' cJiitffpf
See Wang Hsienchih, Some Perspectives ofHomeland Theology in the Taiwanese Context in
Frontiers inAsian Christian Theology: Emerging Trends, R. S. Sugirtharajah ed„ Maryknoll.New York:
Orbis, 1994.
21 See Huang Poho, A Theology ofSelf-Determination: Responding to the Hopefor 'Chhut Thau Thi' of
the People ofTaiwan, Tainan, Taiwan: Chhut Thau Thi Theological Study Center, 1996.
32 These articles include The Statement on Our National Fate(Oar Appeal (f£
ffllfjFpM), A Declaration on Human Rights The Mission of the Kingdom ofGod (Jz'frB
ifl'Ffff), and 21s' Century's New Taiwan Mission Movement (21 ■ All these
articles and their English translations are from PCT's official webpage: http://www.pct.org.tw
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an exclusivist and other-worldly theology, as a consequence it is perceived as foreign
to Taiwanese culture, and marginal to Taiwanese society.' The methodology for
proving this hypothesis will be the study of Taiwanese religious and Christian history
through the analysis of literary sources and in-depth interviews.
The second research question is: 'What is the contemporary state of
Christian-Buddhist dialogue in Taiwan?' The supporting hypothesis is that: 'Active
dialogue between the two is impeded by mutual suspicions and indifference, and that
initiatives taken by individual Christians and Buddhists have yet to stimulate support
within their respective religious communities.' Qualitative research into the views of
two religious people of opposing views on inter-religious dialogue, along with some
documented interactions between Christians and Buddhists are the main sources that
confirm the second hypothesis.
The third research question is: 'According to results of the qualitative research,
what are the future prospects for Christian-Buddhism dialogue in Taiwan?' Its
hypothesis is: "On the basis of the conclusions of the qualitative research, the most
productive way forward for Christian-Buddhist dialogue may lie in the realm of
cooperative social action - the 'dialogue of action' - which can overcome mutual
ignorance and indifference, and re-situate doctrinal questions in the sphere of shared
socio-ethical concerns." This confirmation of hypothesis will come through analysis
of the data collecting from qualitative research.
The fourth research question asks: 'Is it possible to develop a contextual
foundation for Christian-Buddhist dialogue in Taiwan that would save it from
suspicion by demonstrating its relevance and value to the needs ofTaiwanese society?'
The related hypothesis will argue that: 'Accepting the arguments of Taiwan's first
generation of contextual Christian theologians - Shoki Coe and C. S. Song - that
Christian-Buddhist dialogue, in order to root itself in Taiwanese culture, should
embrace the ethical principles of Confucianism-altruism, moral attainment, and
concern for this world - that invite Christians and Buddhists to bring their spiritual and
ethical teachings to bear on common challenges in Taiwanese society.' This hypothesis
will be confirmed by study of the literary sources by Coe and Song, and by study of
writings about Confucian beliefs.
The fifth research question is: 'What resources may be identified in modern
Taiwanese Buddhism that potentially support social dialogue with Christianity?' The
related hypothesis is: "Acknowledging the influence of'Humanistic Buddhism' in the
1980s, based on the teaching ofMaster Yinshun, Taiwanese Buddhism is in process of
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transforming the traditional understanding of Pure Land to focus on this-worldly
priorities, as evidenced in the range of Buddhist social services that Humanistic
Buddhism has spawned. It will be suggested that this disposes Taiwanese Buddhists to
an interest in Christianity that was previously ignored, and invites conversation with
like-minded Taiwanese Christians." The methodology to confirm this argument is an
examination of doctrinal transformation constructed by Yinshun and practices of this
socially engaged movement.
The sixth research question is: 'What resources may be identified in modern
Taiwanese Protestant Christianity that potentially support social dialogue with
Buddhism?' The corresponding hypothesis will be: "Acknowledging the influence of
the movement ofcontextual theology within the PCT, that has succeeded in refocusing
Christian understandings of the Kingdom ofGod in relation to the social and political
challenges of Taiwanese society, this parallels trends in Humanistic Buddhism, and
invites a 'humanistic' dialogue with Buddhism that promises to enhance the quality of
Christian contextual theology by including the dimension of inter-religious dialogue."
This hypothesis is confirmed by examining the historical development of this
contextual movement and its contextual theology.
The seventh research question is: 'What model ofChristian-Buddhist dialogue is
most appropriate in the present state ofChristian-Buddhist relations in Taiwan?' It will
be proposed that, "by focusing on the desire for the realisation of the Pure Land in
'Humanistic Buddhism' and of the Kingdom ofGod in contextual Christian theology,
it is possible to encourage Taiwanese Christians and Taiwanese Buddhists to engage in
a 'dialogue of social action' in which they address together issues of social concern,
while respecting the differences of doctrine that divide them." This hypothesis will be
confirmed by exploring the current social situation through the writings of Taiwanese
social analysts.
Methodology and Research Sources
A Polymethodic Research
Contemporary religious study is polymethodic by nature.JJ On one hand,
religious studies draw from various human sciences, but on the other they cannot be
reduced to any particular category. The research of this thesis demonstrates
multidisciplinary and polymethodic characteristics. Section II presented the academic
. •— ,4 , i
33 Ninian Smart, Methods in My Life, in The Craft ofReligions Studies, edited by Jon ft. Stone, New
York, New York: St. Martin's Press Inc, 1998, 20.
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discipline this thesis refers to; this section briefly presents the methodology this
research undertakes. The study of religious history constitutes an important part of this
thesis including both general religious development in Chapter One, and the
establishment and transformation of Buddhism, Confucianism, and Christianity in
China and Taiwan in chapters Four through Six. The exploration of the essence and
characteristics in the religions belief structure relates to theological analysis. While
establishing the theoretical foundation of the approach of Christian dialogue with
Buddhism, the study of theologians' writings pertains to theological and missiological
spheres. Social analysis is used to study the current fabric of Taiwanese society while
considering the practice of two religions.
A Qualitative Research
The literary sources were described in the second section. The following
paragraphs will focus on the introduction to the field research. Qualitative research is
chosen here to obtain data on topics, including the previous and current relationships
between Christians and Buddhists, the current condition of inter-religious or
Christian-Buddhist dialogue, the presently held views of the religious groups about
each other and about inter-religious dialogue, and supplementary data about the
history of Taiwanese religions. This research is mainly accomplished by in-depth
interviews through open-ended questions. The choice of qualitative research is
established on the premise that 'the purpose of gathering response to open-ended
questions is to enable the researcher to understand and capture the points of view of
other people without predetermining those points of views through prior selection of
questionnaire categories.'34 The researcher considers that this approach of data
collection and analysis fits the character of this research and can help to establish the
real situation of the above issues.
Sources of Data Collection
The data of in-depth interviews was mainly collected from people of two
religious communities: Buddhist and Christian. The views of each religion on the
other and on Christian-Buddhist dialogue were obtained from interviewing people of
different groups within the two religions. Christian interviewees were classified into
the three main communities in Taiwan, CCT, PCT, and MPC. Interviewees in each
34 Michael Quinn Patton, Qualitative Evaluation and Research Methods, London: Sage Publication,
1990, 24.
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community composed different levels, including church leaders, scholars, local church
clergy, and lay people, so as to acquire reasonable, comprehensive , and diverse
information. Buddhist interviewees were mainly represented by both traditional
Buddhists and Humanistic Buddhists. The interviewees in each community included
35monastic groups, lay people, and scholars.
Some scholars and religious leaders who have actively participated in current
inter-religious dialogue in Taiwan, are the second group of the interviewees so as to
ascertain the current condition of inter-religious dialogue in Taiwan and their
projections for its future. Scholars and religious people closely concerned with the
transformation of'Humanistic Buddhism' and PCT, are the third interviewing group,
in order to acquire the 'on the ground' information about the way two religions have
being transformed. Finally, considering the dearth of literary sources of the history of
Taiwanese religions, especially in the history of interaction between Christianity and
Buddhism, historians ofthe two religions comprise the fourth group of interviewees so
as to collect supplementary information about religious history in Taiwan. Invariably,
there are some overlaps between the above four research groups. The total number of
interviews, including formal and informal, is fifty-three, composed of thirty-six in
Christians and seventeen in Buddhists.
Data Collection
These interviews are the 'purposeful conversation,' in which descriptive data is
gathered 'in the subject's own word so that the researcher can develop insights on how
subjects interpret some piece of the word.'36 The interviewing questions were
designed in advance according to the background of the interviewees and the purpose
that each interview intended to reach. However, the researcher maintained flexibility
during the interview. Sometimes, at the request of interviewee, the questions were
proposed at the beginning of the interview. At others, the questions were only kept in
researcher's mind or notes, and presented informally. Whether disclosing the questions
at the beginning or not, the researcher always kept the possibility of changing the
schedule and questions during the conversation, according to the response of the
interviewees and the development of the conversation.
3' The complete list of interviewees' names and brief backgrounds is in the Sources Consulted.
Robert C. Bogdan and Sari Knopp Biklen, Qualitative Researchfor Education: An Introduction to
Theory and Methods, London: Allyn and bacon Inc, 1982.
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Data Analysis
The average interviewing time was about two hours. Most of the interviews were
taped and transcribed in Chinese with the exception of some where interviewees
wished their names to remain confidential. For interviews that were not taped, the
researcher took notes as comprehensively as possible immediately after the interview.
After the work of transcription, all the data was analysed by the researcher according
to topics. The above paragraph has indicated that the method is mainly qualitative;
therefore, the approach of analysis is mainly inductive, moving from the individual
perspective to the general concept. Together with some supplementary literary sources,
most of the information in Chapters Two and Three, and part of Chapter One, is
basically from the qualitative research described in this section.
Structure of the Thesis
This thesis is presented in three parts. Part One, 'The History of Religions in
Taiwan' provides the historical setting of Taiwanese religions by introducing the
composition and nature of the religious plurality. Part Two, 'Empirical Study of
Christian-Buddhist Relationships and Dialogue in Taiwan,' consists of two chapters.
Its function is to assess the factors that impede or promote Christian-Buddhist dialogue
in Taiwan through the study of the past interactions ofChristianity and Buddhism and
records of the dialogue between the two. Part Three, 'Constructing a Contextual
Christian-Buddhist Dialogue in Taiwan,' consists of four chapters. Based on the
setting provided, it seeks to develop a model ofChristian dialogue with Buddhism by
examining the resources of inter-religious dialogue, the beliefs of three Taiwanese
religions, and the current social situation in Taiwan.
Part One: The History of Religion in Taiwan
Part One contains the first chapter, 'The Historical Development of the Religious
Pluralism in Taiwan.' It briefly portrays the history of religions in Taiwan, indicating
the pluralist and pragmatic characteristics of Taiwanese religions, while pointing out
the nature of the Taiwanese Church over against these two religious traditions,
resulting in its perception as foreign to Taiwanese culture. These factual conditions
illustrate the urgency for the Taiwanese Church to view inter-religious dialogue as an
essential ministry.
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Part Two: Empirical Study of Christian-Buddhist Relationship and Dialogue in
Taiwan
Chapter Two, 'Christian-Buddhist Relationship in Taiwan—the Interactions and
Religious Views of the Other' and Chapter Three, 'The State and Assessment of
Christian-Buddhist Dialogue in Taiwan,' present the results of qualitative research
undertaken in 2002-2003. They express the factual condition of previous and current
interactions between Taiwanese Christianity and Buddhism. The first halfofChapter
Two presents the views of two groups of people about each other, and in the second
part, their views on inter-religious dialogue. The current condition of
Christian-Buddhist dialogue is presented and analysed in the first half of Chapter
Three. Through the assessment of the factors that impede and promote inter-religious
dialogue in the second half of Chapter Three, a Christian-Buddhist dialogue with a
focus on cooperative social actions, has been fleshed out.
Part Three: Constructing a Contextual Christian-Buddhist Dialogue in Taiwan
The topic of Part Three clearly expresses its purpose through the factual
information provided by Part Two. There are four chapters. Chapter Four, 'Building up
a Contextual Model of Christian-Buddhist Dialogue,' attempts to articulate the
theoretical foundation for a Christian-Buddhist dialogue containing the characteristics
of Taiwanese culture and fitting the current context in Taiwan. This chapter displays
how this constructive work is based on the thinking of Taiwanese theologians, Shoki
Coe and C. S. Song, and how humanistic elements of Confucian belief, the mainstay
system of Chinese culture, provide the common ground for Christians to engage with
Buddhists.
The argument of Chapter Four leads to the question: Do both Christianity and
Buddhism in Taiwan contain these humanistic characteristics in their beliefs and
mission, and thus make this dialogue possible? The next two chapters prove that recent
transformations in the two show that both religions clearly express humanistic
characteristics and social consciousness. Chapter Five, 'Establishing a Pure Land in
This World—The Humanistic Buddhist Movement in Taiwan,' describes the
transformation of Taiwanese Buddhism from a traditional understanding of
other-worldly Pure Land to focusing on social engagement. By tracing the origin of
traditional Taiwanese Buddhist's worldly withdrawal, exploring the doctrinal
foundation of this transformation established by Yinshun, and by displaying its
practices in social service, this chapter proves the real humanistic characteristic of
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'Humanistic Buddhism' and its opportunity for dialogue with Taiwanese Christianity.
Chapter Six, 'The Actualisation of the Kingdom of God in This World—the
Contextual Movement of the Presbyterian Church in Taiwan', describes the origin,
contents and ongoing development of the contextual movement and theology in PCT.
This chapter presents how the development of this contextual movement and theology
in PCT displays common humanistic elements and brings a prospect for Taiwanese
Christians to dialogue with Buddhism.
After being assured that the two religious communities contain humanistic
characteristics and therefore possess common ground for Christian-Buddhist dialogue,
Chapter Seven, 'Actualising an Ideal World Together—An Approach to Contextual
Christian-Buddhist Dialogue in Taiwan,' proposes a model of dialogue through the
two religions' desire for the realisation ofan earthly ideal world in contextual theology.
These parallel concepts affect common actions that can be for the reformation of
Taiwanese society.
The Significance of This Thesis to Christian Theology and Church
The Significance to Christian Dialogue with Other Religions
The beginning of the introduction mentioned that inter-religious dialogue has
been considered by the world Christian Church as an essential ministry. This
consciousness is based on the development of a new global situation, while being
derived from the Church's conscious need to understand the people of other faiths and
to reconsider the meaning and practice of mission. Some Christian scholars and
missionaries have become pioneers of Christian dialogue with other faiths. The
establishment of Secretariat for Non-Christians of Roman Catholic Church (RCC)
after the Second Vatican Council (VCII) and ofDialogue with People ofLiving Faiths
and Ideologies (DFI) ofWCC, marked a milestone for Christian dialogue with other
religions and confirmed it as an important mission for the Christian Church.
Nevertheless, the practical development of inter-religious dialogue poses a
dilemma. On the one hand, the sense of uniqueness and exclusivism among Christians,
as well as among the adherents of other religions, are considered to be barriers of
inter-religious dialogue. Thus, there are voices from Christian scholars claiming that,
unless both sides of the dialogue give up the concept of superiority and are willing to
stand in complete equality, it is impossible to have real and sincere dialogue.37 This
37 Paul F. Knitter, Introducing Theologies ofReligions, Maryknoll, New York: Orbis Books. 2002.
103-104.
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tends to create some suspicion among the conservative Christians that inter-religious
dialogue demands relinquishing the sense of uniqueness in religion and accepting all
religions to be various paths to 'Ultimate Reality.' There then exists the difficulty in
demanding that the adherents of religions give up this uniqueness realistically. Further,
this view quickly arouses the suspicion that inter-religious dialogue will reduce
participants' loyalty to their own faiths. No matter whether this suspicion is well
founded, it ultimately hinders the Church's willingness to engage in dialogue with
people of other religions.
The special context makes Asian theologians develop an alternative approach to
inter-religious dialogue. This approach places direct conversation about doctrine and
spiritual experience at the end of the dialogue and makes action in religions'
cooperation in promoting social welfare the starting point. This alternative approach
not only calms the suspicion of inter-religious dialogue noted above, but also adopts a
model of dialogue fitting the context of Asia. Christian scholars such as Aloysius
Pieris, Lynn de Silva, and Paul Knitter, indicate that inter-religious dialogue in Asia
should focus on religious cooperation in striving to liberate people from poverty and
the oppression of economic inequality. Therefore, the Asian context and cultural
idioms produce a form ofdialogue with an ethical make-up and liberative scope. This
approach of inter-religious dialogue has had success in countries such as India, Sri
Lanka and Thailand. Their success also certifies the statement that the meaning, basis,
and purpose of dialogue should be various and flexible, due to the variety ofparticular
contexts.
However, the success in the Churches in South or Southeast Asia does not mean
that this model comfortably fits the context of Taiwan. As a part of Asia, Taiwan
demonstrates characteristics similar to those of the Asian districts mentioned above. It
is also a religiously pluralist society with Christianity as aminority religion. Like other
countries in East Asia, the practical problem in Taiwan is not mainly poverty and
economic inequality, but the self-adaptation during the transition of ideology and the
social situation resulting from fierce economic development. Further, as a country
emerging with its Confucian heritage, Taiwan shows a culture different from other
societies in South and Southeast Asia. These different situations mean that Taiwan
must find an inter-religious dialogue unique to its own context and cultural
background. This model is just what this thesis intends to construct.
Rooting the Church in Domestic Context and Culture
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Relating to inter-religious dialogue is the trend of the Christian Church in the
Third World to articulate its theology and missiology through the soil of their context
and cultural heritages. Theologians are either concerned for the Christian Church's
indigenisation or inculturation, a task encouraging the Church to engage with
traditional culture, or to seek the Church's contextualisation, a task requiring
Christianity to address changing social, economical, and political realities of the
present context. Asia's special religious situation causes in the reality that this
theological task of seeking the Church to root itself in the domestic context or local
culture. Thus, it has to seriously consider the Church's dialogue with domestic
religions and cultures.
The Christian Church in Taiwan has not yet achieved its mission of ingraining
itself in Taiwanese culture. In the beginning, the Christian mission sought to identify
itself to Taiwanese culture by decorating the fringe elements of Taiwanese culture in
the external expression of Christian faith, in manners like architecture and hymns.
After the 1970s, PCT started to seek the contextualisation of Christianity by
expressing concern over political reformation and the Identity of Taiwan. This
movement was a great leap in the Church's integration with Taiwan. However, thus far,
this movement has focused primarily on the Church's identification with the social and
political surface, but has not yet reached the deeper heart of Taiwanese culture. This
thesis attempts to provide an approach for the Church to engage itselfmore fully with
Taiwanese culture via Church dialogue with domestic religions. This task is
established on the conviction that while the Church seeks to dialogue with other
religions through the common ground of cultural heritage, inter-religious dialogue
improves the Church's relations with other religions, and it moves it forward to its goal
of indigenisation and contextualisation.
Records of Religious Theological Transformation
This study also attempts to record the religious transformation in the two
religious communities. The two selected communities for inter-religious dialogue in
this study, PCT and 'Humanistic Buddhism,' experience transformation in their beliefs
and missions, which do not tear down the foundation of their traditions, but, based on
them, give new interpretations to fit their evolving situations. The focus of their
transformation is derived from the two religions' other-worldly tendencies towards
social engagement so as best to adapt themselves to Taiwanese culture and respond to
the current needs of the society. This transformation also adds weights their influence
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in Taiwanese society in making the two groups more palatable to the Taiwanese people.
Their transformations not only present examples ofhow a beliefsystem is adaptable to
a society but also how their beliefs are brought into the cultural heritage. Although this
study considers that their tasks have not been completely achieved, their
transformation as recorded in this thesis still presents great value.
Limitations
There are limitations to this thesis that will be briefly mentioned here. Firstly,
although this thesis aims at proposing a model ofChristian dialogue with Buddhism in
Taiwan, it actually does not cover the beliefs and missions of all communities in the
two religions, but merely selects one community within each religion which best
illustrates the issues. This is because of the reality of variety in the belief and
missiology among the various religious communities. As the starting point of
Christian-Buddhist dialogue, the chosen community in each religion is governed by
the researcher's understanding of those that are most likely to begin a dialogue.
Nevertheless, the researcher has not been able to reach the belief of all the
communities in two religions.
Secondly, this research pays much attention to the transformation of the two
communities. Therefore, the introduction and analysis of their transformation are the
focuses of this thesis. However, this thesis does not give a comprehensive description
about the origin, contents, practice, and theological/buddhological significance, but
focuses mainly on issues related to their visions of the ideal world and to humanistic
characteristics exhibited in their beliefs and ministries. Therefore the study of the
beliefs and practical actions of the two religious communities is not exhausted in this
thesis.
Thirdly, the qualitative research in this thesis has not attained an exhaustive level.
In field research, the events at the upper levels are normally quite obvious and the data,
easier collected. Conversely, the real situation at the 'grass roots', though of great
value in expressing the factual condition, is difficult to establish indeed. The
qualitative research in this study disregards the information from grass roots sources
and instead, seeks to discover its situation as comprehensively as possible through
interviews at local pastors and lay people, and through evaluating the practical
condition of Christian-Buddhist dialogue at the local level. Nevertheless, the
limitations of doctoral research means that this study cannot spend more time in
discovering the intriguing and enlightening factual condition of Christian and
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Buddhist local community interaction.
A Personal Declaration
Although this thesis remains academic, it is impossible for the researcher to
remain completely objective. The background, religious experience, and motivation of
the researcher influence this thesis and are worth mentioning here so that the reader
can better understand the whole. There are three personal considerations that compel
this thesis.
Firstly, as a Taiwanese and a Christian, the researcher possesses two identities
and therefore holds the motivation of seeking to integrate the two complimentarily.
Further, as a Taiwanese with Chinese cultural heritages and a Christian minister
holding Christian gospel with conviction, the researcher is also confident that this
dual-background will help this journey along. Secondly, not only personally, but also
theo-sociologically, the researcher grew up in Taiwan, a religiously pluralist society:
this background forces me to realise that the Taiwanese Church cannot ignore the issue
of plural religious relationships. My theological background is evangelical, which is
normally considered as holding hostile and 'triumphalisf attitudes to other religions,
and as resistant to inter-religious dialogue. However, I hold the conviction that, even
maintaining a strong commitment to evangelical belief and theological standpoint, the
Evangelical Church cannot avoid the issue of inter-religious dialogue. I intend to prove
that even without a changing theological conviction, an evangelical Christian can still
properly deal with healthy relationships with other religions. Thirdly, after the 1980s,
Taiwan faced great changes in various spheres of its society. On the one hand, I am
happy with the liberation and the vitality these changes have brought, but 1 am worried
about the chaos created by them. As a Protestant minister, I consider that the Church
ought not just provide an other-worldly expectation, but play a role in contributing to
people's this-worldly wellbeing.
The above considerations urge me to start to seek a possible Christian-Buddhist
dialogue fitting the current Church's situation and theological standpoint, while also
beginning my own voyage of dialogue with people of other religions. The
dual-background makes it easier for the researcher to proceed with this journey.
Although, it is a new experience for myself and most Christians in Taiwan, I believe




The History of the Religions in Taiwan— The Historical Development of
Religious Pluralism in Taiwan
Introduction
This first chapter introduces the religious complexity of Taiwanese society by
reviewing the composition and the nature of its religious plurality. This discussion will
follow a historical progression through what may be identified as seven periods of
Taiwanese history, beginning from the era of the Three States (HH, 220-280 CE) in
the third century CE to the present era of Democratisation which began at the end of
martial law in 1987 CE. It is not intended to enter into a detailed discussion of
Taiwanese history, but to introduce the religions that have taken root in Taiwan during
this history, and to analyse their evolving characteristics in relation to the peoples and
dynasties that have shaped Taiwanese culture. This means exploring the character of
indigenous folk religions, as well as that of the religions that have been introduced to
Taiwan from China and the West: Daoism, Buddhism, Confucianism from China, and
Christianity both in its Catholic and Protestant forms from the West. This historical
review will provide the background against which, in its final part, the chapter will
offer an analysis of how Christianity has responded to the nature of Taiwanese
religious plurality. This will set the scene for the substantive research, to be reported in
subsequent chapters that focus on the challenges to Christian-Buddhist relations in
contemporary Taiwan.
The historical analysis will reveal that Taiwanese religious culture is inherently
plural, in the sense that it comprises several religious traditions. This thesis refers to
the above as 'religious plurality', denoting the empirical phenomenon of multiple
religions as a fact of life in the historical and contemporary circumstances of Taiwan.
Being distinct from religious plurality, the term 'religious pluralism' will be used to
refer to conceptual or practical ways of dealing with religious plurality.
This chapter will demonstrate that religious pluralism in Taiwan is best
understood not as a static concept and practice, but as the dynamic interplay of two
sets of polarity. The first is the polarity between syncretism on the one hand, and
separatism on the other; between the mixing ofelements ofone religious tradition with
another, and the self-definition of each religion in distinction from the other; between
the capacity of Taiwanese people to adopt elements of different religions in their own
communal and personal practices, and their tendency to chose one religion rather than
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others. In either case this polarity is influenced by the second polarity, namely the
tension between the functional value of religions and the metaphysical concepts that
define the nature of truth and ultimate destiny. Recognising the danger of
over-simplification, this chapter argues that religious pluralism should be analysed in
the dynamic tension in which each religion stands between the poles of syncretism and
separatism, pragmatism and ideology.
It will be argued in the later part of this chapter that Taiwanese Christian
Churches, both Catholic and Protestant, have been reluctant to enter into the
Taiwanese culture of religious plurality. Coming relatively late to Taiwan - in the 16th
and 19th centuries respectively - they have traditionally shown a courteous neglect
towards the other religions in Taiwan, though this attitude has begun changing since
the 1970s. Generally speaking, to be demonstrated in later chapters, the Christian
Churches in Taiwan continue to bear the heritage of an exclusivist understanding of
the gospel, and therefore resist the Taiwanese cultural tendencies towards pragmatic
pluralism. This resistance will be offered as an explanation why Taiwanese
Christianity remains marginal to Taiwanese society, and is still commonly perceived as
a foreign religion, in contrast to Buddhism, which in the last few decades, has been in
the process of transforming itself into a religion with a strongly pragmatic tendency. It
is Buddhist pragmatism attracts many new adherents to the faith and gives it a
dominant position in contemporary Taiwanese society. The hypothesis that will be
examined is that Taiwanese Christianity has, since the 19th century, identified itself
against the plural and pragmatic traditions of Taiwanese religions in favour of an
exclusivist and other-worldly theology, which consequently makes it perceived as
foreign to Taiwanese culture, and thus, marginal to Taiwanese society.
The sources from which this chapter draws comprise a range of historical and
social studies about the condition and development of religions in Taiwan. Most of
these studies belong to the period of the 1980s to the present. Under the forty-two
years of the Chinese Nationalist regime ofKuomingtang (KMT),1 the official policy of
suppressing Taiwanese national and cultural identity militated against the study of
indigenous history and religions. Few historians, sociologists or anthropologists were
able to make significant studies into any aspect of Taiwanese culture under these
adverse political conditions.2 However, since the 1980s, the awakening of the
' Since the ending ofmartial law, KMT has started to move towards Taiwanese national identity, though
this process is still on the way.
2
Two representative domestic figures in this field are Li Yiyuan H) and Chiu Heiyuan
Their works are basically pioneering studies of Taiwanese religions. Dong Fanyuan (Jr^y^E), a
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Taiwanese national consciousness has led many young scholars to initiate important
inquiries into Taiwanese social studies, including the study of religion's role in
Taiwanese culture.3 Their research has provided valuable materials for the present
project, which in turn hopes to contribute to this new wave of scholarship.
The factors mentioned above have specifically influenced the study of Christian
and Buddhist history in Taiwan as well. Recent years have seen publications in the
history of three important Christian traditions in Taiwan, one dealing with a century of
Presbyterianism, another with Catholicism, a third with Mandarin Protestantism, and a
fourth that examines all three traditions.4 All of these histories conclude in the 1970s,
however, and in the absence of a comprehensive history of contemporary Taiwanese
Christianity, we have to rely on essays that deal with selected aspects of this modern
history. There has been an equal dearth of scholarly literature dealing with the history
of Buddhism in Taiwan until fairly recently when the distinguished Buddhist historian,
Jiang Chanteng (/X'^K), began to redress this scarcity. His 'The Study of the History
of Taiwanese Buddhism for the Past One Hundred Years: 1895-1995
has become one of the most important sources of this study.5
The chapter consists of six sections. The first offers an outline of the history of
Taiwan, defining the seven periods into which this history can be divided. Part two
through five examines the evolving character of the different religions that comprise
Taiwan's religious plurality, illustrating the various tendencies towards syncretism and
pragmatism that recur in each of these religions, with the exception of Christianity.
The final part of the chapter gives an analysis of the two polarities of Taiwanese
pluralism. It also evaluates the historical data in terms of this chapter's hypothesis,
mentioned above. Christianity has, since the 19th century, identified itself against the
plural and pragmatic traditions of Taiwanese religions in favour of an exclusivist and
Presbyterian theologian, made great achievements in the study of the folk religions.
3 These young scholars include Wang Jianchuan (TEMPI), Lin Benxuan Zheng Zhiming ($H$
Lee Shiwei and Lin Meirong (#Jt3§r).
4
Among these publications, One Hundred Years History ofPresbyterian Church in Taiwan (cffSStf
edited by Zheng Liaming (SlotfUj]|§) contains details of the churches' development,
but it is restricted to the PCT. Thomas de la Hoze's ((HXiP) The One hundred Years ofDominican
Apostolate in Taiwan (FrFMfTcontains a briefCatholic history in Taiwan. Dorothy
Rober's Protestantism in Changing Taiwan mainly focuses on Mandarin Protestantism. Holington K.
Tong's (3£3£i7Ic) Christianity in Taiwan: A History covers the history of all three traditions.
5
See Jiang Chanteng (£OHI8§), The Study of the History ofTaiwanese Buddhism for the Past One
Hundred Years: 1895-1995 1895-1995). Other sources include Huiyang's
(Sit) The Early History of Taiwanese Buddhism (flfffflMfltP/M) and Yan Zhengzong's (HITEX)
One Hundred Years ofTaiwanese Buddhism (faM—S^F)-
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other-worldly theology, and consequently it is perceived as foreign to Taiwanese
culture, and marginal to Taiwanese society.
Historical Periods, Inhabitants, and Religions
The first section of this chapter briefly describes the historical setting, and main
religious composition of Taiwan, which will set the background for later detailed
descriptions in this chapter. Two historical and geographical features should first be
taken into account. Taiwan, as an island geographically located to the southeast of
China, has always had a complex relationship with China. It is influenced by Chinese
heritages, while always standing on the fringe of Chinese culture, struggling to
establish its own identity. Additionally, throughout its history, Taiwan has been ruled
by different conquerors—Chinese and others,6 each ofwhich introduced new elements
to the island's population. These features helped make Taiwan a multi-cultural and
pluralist society. The following paragraphs of this section will describe Taiwan's
historical setting, the main composition of its inhabitants, and will give a general
overview of its religious composition.
Historical Periods
The transition of regimes marks Taiwan's different historical periods. The first
period (from its first settlers to 12th century) is defined by the earliest Chinese
historical records that can be traced back to the era of Three States,7 when the
aboriginal population maintained a relatively simple form of society. This began to
change in the 12th century with the massive arrival of the Han people, fleeing the chaos
of the Sung Dynasty 960-1279) and the Mongols' conquest of China.8 During
these earliest two periods, the Chinese government did not assert direct rule over
Taiwan, but maintained an official presence in the island and began to record its history.
The third period is marked by Taiwan's first experience of Western occupation.
Portuguese explorers discovered the island in 1517 CE and subsequently led to its
6
Throughout its history, Taiwan had been ruled by Dutch and Spanish, Chinese government—Ming and
Qing Dynasty (BflfflfOttfli), Japan, and KMT government.
7 There are divergent perspectives on the earliest records of Taiwan in Chinese official literature. The
date mentioned here adopts the perspective ofCao Yonghe (HzKfD), The Expansion ofChinese and the
Development ofTaiwan(in The Full Story of the Historical Relics of
Taiwan(LiuLinyang ed., Taichung, Taiwan: The Documentary Committee
of Taiwan Province (nUtaT3: c? 1981, 120.
8
Chen, Chilu (|5(tJTipi0, The Expansion ofChinese People in Taiwan(<M) in The
Full Story of the Historical Relics ofTaiwan, Liu Linyang ed., Taichung, Taiwan: The Documentary
Committee ofTaiwan Province, 1981, 105.
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occupation by the Dutch (1624-1662) and Spanish (1625-1642). In this third period,
foreign explorers exploited Taiwan and its population by grabbing resources, pursuing
unfair trading practices, and levying taxes.
The arrival of the Koxinga (H|)h5c£fj) in the 17th century ended Western
occupation and marked the first period ofChinese rule (1662-1894) including the rule
ofKoxinga and ofthe Qing Dynasty (1684-1894). Koxinga was an official of the Ming
Dynasty (HflfJI, 1368-1644). He withdrew to Taiwan and drove out the Dutch as the
Ming Dynasty was replaced by the Qing Dynasty (ttf?JL 1644-1911). However, one
year after his arrival in Taiwan, Koxinga died and his descendants surrendered rule to
the Qing Dynasty in 1683 CE. During this period, Taiwan was formally under Chinese
authority. Since many Han People followed Koxinga's retreat to Taiwan, the Han
immigrant population gradually increased, as did contact between Taiwan and China.
The Qing Dynasty continued its rule of Taiwan until the late 19th century when
the first Sino-Japan war in 1895 CE forced China to cede Taiwan to Japan. This
introduced the fifth period of Taiwanese history, during which the island experienced
fifty years of Japanese occupation (1895-1945). Facing constant resistance from the
Taiwanese people, the Japanese government used both military suppression and
cultural assimilation to maintain its rule. Japanese cultural imposition was widespread:
it reduced Taiwan's long assimilation to its Chinese heritage, and introduced a spirit of
modernisation. The Japanese occupation continued until Japan's defeat in the second
Sino-Japan war in 1945 CE. Taiwan now entered the sixth period of its history, the rule
of the KMT (1945-1987). In 1949 CE, the KMT government retreated to Taiwan from
China when it was defeated in the civil war with the Communists. In Taiwan the KMT
government established a totalitarian regime which lasted about forty years; during the
later period of the KMT regime, the economic development and pro- democratic
movements eventually led to the lifting of the Martial Law in 1987 CE, which
signified the beginning of the democratic era, the seventh period of the history of
Taiwan.
The above seven historical periods were divided according to the transition of
regimes in Taiwan. In order to properly express religious conditions and
characteristics in Taiwan, the description of the religious development in this chapter
will be divided into four sections: the period before Japanese occupation, Japanese
occupation, the rule of the KMT, and the democratic period.
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Main Composition of the Inhabitants
Aborigine
Taiwan was originally inhabited by indigenous peoples, commonly referred to as
'Mountain People but more accurately called the aborigines (MiiS)-
They include ten tribes,9 and currently number about 440,000.10 There is no reliable
document or convincing archaeological evidence about their origins to date." As a
minority people throughout Taiwanese history, the aborigines have experienced
economic oppression and cultural assimilation by different conquerors, and their
cultural and religious heritage has been largely destroyed.
Han Taiwanese—Southern Fukien (ftufpriA) and Hakka (AAA)
The settlement of Han people in Taiwan began, as noted above, from the 2nd
century: these first two groups came from Fukien (Hit) and Gwangdong (jffjlO, two
provinces in southeastern and southern China and are referred to as the Han Taiwanese.
Their numbers greatly increased when Koxinga (Ml&Pl) occupied Taiwan in the 17th
century. These Han Taiwanese brought folk beliefs and three Chinese traditional
religions to Taiwan: Confucianism, Daoism, and Buddhism. Although these beliefs
belong to Chinese heritage, after these Han immigrants had settled, each religion
developed indigenous characteristics.
New Han immigrants—Mainlander (AiKA)
There was a further influx of Han people in the mid-20th century with the retreat
of the KMT from China to Taiwan. This more recent group of immigrants came from
different parts of China, and to distinguish them from the Han Taiwanese, these new
immigrants are usually called 'Mainlander.' Since the KMT government claimed to be
the embodiment of orthodox Chinese culture, contrary to the mainland Communists,
many of the governments' supporters among the new immigrants proudly affirmed
their adherence to Confucianism.
9
These ten tribes include The Taiya The Paiwans ($£$()> The Bunu (AS)) The Rukai (HsH).
The Beinan (AA The Zou ($||$), The Saishet (ifH), The Ami (HH), and the Shao (§|5).
10 This information is from the statistic of The Council of Indigenous Peoples, Executive Yuan (ffB®t;
M'fiSStjt#), cited 31 October 2003, available from http://www.apc.gov.tw/upload/govinfo
11 Different views of the origins of the Taiwanese aborigines are listed in Michael Stainton, The Politics
ofTaiwanAboriginal Origins in Taiwan: A New History, Murray A. Rubinstein ed., Armonk, New York:
M.E. Sharpe, 1999, 27-44.
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Main Composition ofReligions in Taiwan
The diverse composition of inhabitants contributes to the pluralistic religious
society of Taiwan. Among these inhabitants, their beliefs can be classed into several
groups. The first group is Han folk belief, which are the mainstay of popular Han
Taiwanese and still comprises the major population of believers in Taiwan. The second
group is of two traditional Chinese beliefs: Buddhism and Daoism. These two
religions had been brought to Taiwan in the earlier period, but were mixed with
elements of folk beliefs from the beginning. Throughout the Japanese and Nationalist
periods, they gradually developed unique beliefs and institutions divergent from folk
beliefs. The third group is religions originally from foreign western countries.
Christianity, including the Catholic and Protestant branches, is the main representative
of this group, having the largest population among these foreign religions. Islam was
brought to Taiwan in 1949 CE by Chinese Muslims, decedents of the Hui people ([1]
A) in northwestern China. This religion has maintained its ethnic belief structure,
rarely being disseminated to other people. The fourth is composed at various sectarian
traditions, which relate to traditional religions. Among them is the Vegetarian Sect (Hf
i£), which is considered to be a Buddhist group because of its vegetarian practice, but
has been disowned by the official Buddhist institution because it lacks a monastic
system. Another is the Unity Sect (—JCjll), which was founded in the early years of
the 20th century in northern China and was introduced to Taiwan in 1940 CE.12The
Unity Sect holds the belief that is a syncretistic combination of five religions (HMtT=T
—),13 but this sect too was disowned by all five of these religions.14 It was forbidden
by the government in 1951 CE, but the ban was finally lifted in 1987 CE.15 Although
there are always debates about whether Confucianism is a religion, it has always been
considered within the Chinese mainline value system, and is the belief of the Chinese
elite. Furthermore, because of the advocacy of the KMT government, it stood as the
12 Lin Benxuan (TfTTA The Relationship between the Unity Sect and the Government—from Ban to
Legalisation in The Religion and Culture
Zheng Zhiming ed, Taipei, Taiwan: Taiwan Student Books 1990, 315.
13 These five religions include Confucianism, Buddhism, Daoism, Christianity, and Islam.
14
Originally it claimed that its belief is the combination of three Chinese religions, Confucianism,
Buddhism, and Daoism. Recently, Christianity and Islam were included into its belief system. Chiu
Heiyuan (fli/S®), The Consideration of the Relationship between the Religion and Politics (iSABiffj
®A) in The Soial and Political Analysis of the Change ofReligions in Taiwan (
iffC/afffff), Taipei, Taiwan: Guiguan pic A ffcSBIST*Al), 1997, 351.
15 Lin Benxuan, The Political Procedure ofForbidding and Releasing The Unity Sect (ffffUiACTf—-
tMMifjRtuJ&fS), in The Social and PoliticalAnalysis of the Change ofReligions in Taiwan, Taipei,
Taiwan: Guiguan pic, 1997, 362-363.
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official value system in Taiwan from 1949 CE. Hence, it is considered by this thesis as
the fifth group of Taiwanese religion here. The last is that of the tribal aboriginal
beliefs. Although they have been destroyed because of the oppression of the Japanese
colonialist government, these traditional beliefs of aborigine still influence Taiwanese
lives and culture.
The Periods before the Japanese Occupation
This section will describe the historical development of the main religious beliefs
prior to Japanese occupation. These descriptions will especially show the two
polarities of pragmatism and syncretism in Taiwanese indigenous religions. They will
also show that as a religion introduced from foreign sources, Christianity did not adapt
itself to these characteristics and is therefore not identified as a domestic belief. In the
earlier period before the Japanese occupation, the main Taiwanese religious beliefs
had already been introduced into Taiwan. These beliefs included the aboriginal tribal
beliefs, Han folk beliefs, the three native Chinese beliefs intermixing with folk belief
elements, and Christianity. Excepting Christianity, all these beliefs showed strong
syncretistic and superstitious characteristics to be shown in this next section.
The Tribal Beliefs of the Aborigines
The aborigine religions consist ofmultiple tribal beliefs. These beliefs symbolise
the identity of every tribe and permeate every part of their people's lives. Each tribe
possesses their distinctive belief systems, but holding some common characteristics.
They worship their own distinct gods and have their own specific ritual practices. But,
they all believe in one Creator, though named differently. They all developed tales
about the creation of the world and about the origin of their tribes. They all worship a
hierarchy ofdeities, ancestors, and ghosts. They all practice some set of rites, through
which to they hope contact the spiritual world in order to guarantee the security and the
abundance of their people's lives.
In the early period, the aborigines were left alone to their own beliefs without
disturbance from the Han people. However, as mentioned, throughout different
periods of Taiwanese history, these minority aborigines continuously experienced
economic and cultural suppression from Han people, Western colonialists, and the
Japanese. It is because of this that their religions and cultures were greatly destroyed
and nearly died out.
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The Folk Beliefs of Han People
Folk beliefs were brought by Han immigrants from southeastern China and have
been the common popular belief of Han Taiwanese. These beliefs include the worship
of the gods, ancestors and ghosts; family and local rites; and a collection ofmysterious
practices such as divination S) and geomagnetic omen (jlUK)- These beliefs have
typical characteristics that run throughout the past.
Primarily, folk beliefs in Taiwan were polytheistic; they possessed a hierarchy
system of gods with numerous deities, of which the number was continuously
increasing. From among this divine hierarchy, one might select one or several gods as
one's main subjects of worship, without denying the existence of other gods. In the
early period, the immigrants selected their subjects of worship from the gods of their
hometowns.16 In this way, the early immigrants reaffirmed their regional identities and
these identities also acted as boundary between people from different hometowns.
The syncretistic character of folk beliefs is revealed in their mixing with the three
Chinese traditional religions, Confucianism, Daoism, and Buddhism. Elements of the
three Chinese religions were evident in the gods worshipped. The Confucian sages or
the deities of the other two religions appeared as the worshipped subjects of folk
beliefs, including both Confucius and Han Yu ofConfucianism, Sakyamuni (ff
and Kuanyin (lUilfIfII) of Buddhism, and Laotze and Chan
Heavenly Master ('MTcfll]!) of Daoism.17 Folk beliefs also incorporated other elements
of the three religions: according to the analysis of Dong Fungyuan these
elements include filial piety and the ancestor worship of Confucianism, the
pragmatism and mystic practices of Daoism, and the concept ofmerits and incarnation
from Buddhism.18 These various features show a folk belief system in the Han people,
which are syncretised with the three Chinese religions.
In addition, folk beliefs in Taiwan were closely associated with the individual and
community life of the early Han people. Such beliefs functioned to provide for their
daily needs, especially by protecting their lives and, through prayer, encouraging the
harvest of their efforts. Folk beliefs also provided moral restraints upon individuals
16 Chiu Heiyuan, Folk Religion in Taiwan({fP) in The Social and PoliticalAnalysis ofthe
Change ofReligions in Taiwan, Taipei, Taiwan: Guiguan pic, 1997, 142, and Dong Fangyuan (JFTfJE)-
Taiwanese Folk Religion(2nd ed., Taipei, Taiwan: Evergreen pic (JlbWSC'ffc),
1984,155.
17
Zhong Huachau The Origin ofthe Gods in Taiwan (flffTtkMhtfdfjlPjlfifi), Taichung,
Taiwan: The Documentary Committee of Taiwan Province, 1979, 65, 84, 110, 212, 272, and 311.
18
Dong Fangyuan(), Taiwanese Folk Religion (cfMffilWfP&l'fBfW), 2nd ed., Taipei, Taiwan:
Evergreen pic 1984. 142-144.
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and the community. These beliefs maintained the people's connection to Chinese
hometowns and help bond those people from the same places. Moreover, they
provided the daily ethical norms, which governed people's lives and maintained the
fibre of the community. These pragmatic functions of religion were the second
important functional characteristic for the beliefs of these pioneers.
Chiu Heiyuan (H$g|§0, a sociologist of religion in Taiwan, calls folk beliefs in
Taiwan diffused beliefs.19 In this, he means that folk religion in Taiwan lacks a strong
20and systematic ideology. Its ideology is usually closely related to the context. When
the context changes, folk beliefs typically follow-suit by reinterpreting the contents or
significance of their ideology.21 In China, the moral norms of folk beliefs mainly
originated from the three traditional religions, especially Confucianism. When the
moral characteristics of traditional religions exercised a strong influence over a
country, local folk beliefs provide focused positive restraint people's lives. Therefore,
the influences of the institutional religions played the important role of providing the
moral norms for folk beliefs so that these religions might have a positive effect to their
followers and the society.
The aforementioned characteristics of Taiwanese folk beliefs show that they
contained pragmatic functions, which not only provided for the immediate needs of
people but for moral restraint for their daily lives. Furthermore, these beliefs had
strong syncretistic characteristics, which not only contained polytheistic concepts but
also mixed elements of the three traditional Chinese religions. Throughout Taiwanese
history, these two characteristics have always been inherent to its folk beliefs.
Three Chinese Traditional Religions
Along with the emergence and preimminence of folk beliefs, the three major
Chinese religions were also brought to Taiwan in this period. In this primary stage of
their introduction, these religions mixed with both the elements of folk beliefs and
with each other. Unlike the folk beliefs, which became the most popular beliefs of the
Han people, there was only a minority of believers in the three religions.
Daoism
19 Chiu Heiyuan, Folk Religion in Taiwan(in The Social and Political Analysis ofthe
Change ofReligions in Taiwan, Taipei, Taiwan: Guiguan pic, 1997, 141.
20 Robert P. Weller, Unities and Diversity in Chinese Religions, London: The Macmillan Press Ltd
Seattle, 1987, 22, 55.
21 Ibid., 144.
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Daoist religion (xttfJD is different from the Daoist philosophy (jEHtiO founded by
Laotze This religion emerged from Daoist philosophy in East Han in about the
2nd century BC due to the impact of the introduction of Buddhism to China. It adopted
the Daoist philosophy's concept and the practices ofYing Yang and the mystic
elements of Chinese folk beliefs. Current Daoist religion in Taiwan belongs to the
'Zheng Yi Sect GEZllfc),' which was founded by Chang Heaven Master ((M^jSi) and
focuses specifically on the mystic cults, through which its followers can acquire
this-worldly benefits.22
There is no record of the arrival of the Daoist religion during the period of early
Taiwanese history. Since Daoist belief is sometimes hard to distinguish from folk
religion, it is supposed that Daoist belief arrived around the same time. The official
institution of the Zheng Yi Sect did not arrive until the Nationalist period though: its
pragmatic character and intermixture with folk beliefs shows it contains two typical
religious characteristics of folk beliefs in this period.
Buddhism
Although there is no reliable record when Buddhism arrived in Taiwan, the fact
that the earliest Buddhist temples in Taiwan were built immediately after the
occupation of Koxinga23 proves the archeological evidence that there were already a
certain number of Buddhists in Taiwan. The lineage of early Taiwanese Buddhism
belonged to the Chan School of southern China, including Linji and Caodong Sects
Historians note several distinctions in early Taiwanese Buddhism. Firstly, its
practice was a syncretism of Chan and Pure Land, meditation and calling name of
Buddha, which had been the main practices of Chinese Buddhism since the Sung
Dynasty." These practices were considered to possess the strong characteristic of
renouncing the material world. Taiwanese Buddhism was, at that time, distant from the
origin of its lineage, which was in Fukien and the distance prevented the monks and
lay believers from obtaining a sound religious education. This limitation prevented
22
Dong Fangyuan, Taiwanese Folk Religion, 2nd ed., Taipei, Taiwan: Evergreen pic, 1984, 143.
"3 These three earliest Buddhist temples are Zhushih Midah (SiITAT and Longhuyang (H
ffilS)- See Huiyang (MM)- The Early History ofTaiwanese Buddhism (aMi'MMMMW),
Chuang-Hwa Academic Journal of Buddhist Study (rpljlfiljjlplplg), July 1995, 275-288.
24 In her essays, Huiyang lists three Japanese and Taiwanese scholars, who support this perspective.
Ibid.. 290.
25 Gu Weikang (UMiMM), Survey of the Syncretism ofChan and Pure Land (iW'ffff—Taipei,
Taiwan: Dongdah Books 1997,1.
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Taiwanese Buddhism from protecting the orthodoxy of its belief and practice,26
resulting in the third definitive characteristic ofTaiwanese Buddhism: its intermixture
with the polytheistic elements of folk beliefs.27 In general, Taiwanese Buddhism in
this period was in a primal stage and contained mystical, polytheistic, and superstitious
elements.
Confucianism
The debate continues about the exact nature and definition of Confucianism:28
Some scholars maintain that it can only be called an ethical system due to its lack
elemental divinity;29 others considered it to be the civil religion of China and eagerly
advocated setting up Confucianism as the Chinese national religion in the early
republican period.30 Although there is no agreement on the issue, this system has
always been the belief system of the Chinese elite, and the mainline value system in
China. Two rites specifically cause Confucianism to be considered China's civil
religion. The first was Emperor's Heaven Worship during the imperial period. The
second was the worship of Confucius, which is still maintained by the KMT
government.
The Koxinga and Qing governments built Confucian temples and started
Confucian worship in Taiwan. These constructions and rites signified that the
government advocated the value ofConfucianism.31 Confucian beliefs co-existed with
the advocacy ofChinese culture in local Confucian groups such as the literary club (ft
ifrt), the poem club (j^fjjffc), and the charity hall (|f1g[).32 Although these groups were
still in their infancy at this period, the moral principles of Confucianism had, to a
certain degree, influenced the value system of Han Taiwanese.
26
Yan Zhengzong (IMIEtj?), One Hundred Years of Taiwanese Buddhism (—f=fM, Taipei,
Taiwan: Dongdah Books, 1999, 242.
27
Ibid., 222.
~8 The Taiwanese scholar, Lee Shiwei (TTttfS) lists various views of modern scholars on this issue in
Lee Shiwei, The Review and Expectation ofContemporary Confucian Study
MS!) in Wang Jianchuan (T.MJ1 [) and Lee Shiwei, Taiwanese Religions andCultures (ftMCfSlfS.fC
ft), Luzhou, Taiwan: Boy Young (1999, 254.
29 In China the scholars that denied Confucianism as a religion were mainly scholars ofMay Fourth
New Culture Movement such as Tsai Yuanpei (Skfci-n), Hu Shi (fifJM), and Chen
Dushiu )• Ibid.
30 The elite who advocated setting up Confucianism as the national religion ofChina include Kang
Yuwei (SSTLS) and Yan Fu (MIS). Ibid.
31 Lee Shiwei, Taiwanese Confucian Movements in the Period ofJapanese Occupation ([IfMUffffff}
MfmSSMMtl), in the Religions and Cultures in Taiwan (aMffifMffltMStft), Wang Zhianchuan and





Christian mission in Taiwan started during the Dutch and Spanish occupation,
through the Reformed and Dominican missionaries. During the period of Western
occupation, these missionaries baptised 10,000 inhabitants and built several
churches.3j However, after both the Dutch and Spanish had been driven out, both
missions left little vestige and the churches died out. The underlying factor in the
disappearance of the early Christian mission was the confusion amongst the
missionaries as to the role of religion and business. This caused the missionaries to
become entangled too much with the economies of their Western governments rather
than with the spiritual and social wellbeing of their subjects.34 Moreover, since the
motivation for conversion was tied to the acquisition ofmaterial gains, the local people
possessed little religious enthusiasm.35 The missionaries ignored efforts towards the
indigenisation of the churches, and so the local believers did not acquire sufficient
training in ministry and were unable to take on the duties of leading the churches.
These factors caused the indigenous Christians to lack a strong core of belief.
Therefore, after the missionaries withdrew, they could not succeed in the churches'
ministries.36
In 1858 CE, Christian missions restarted, because the treaty of the Qing Dynasty
with Great Britain and France forced China to accept access for foreigners and the
preaching of the gospel in certain regions of China. This brought about the return of
the Christian mission in Taiwan, but also caused Christianity to be identified with
Western imperialism. The Taiwanese government and people therefore strongly
objected to the Christian mission.
It was around this time, that the both Dominican and Presbyterian missions came
to Taiwan. These missions started two important Christian traditions: the Catholic
Church in Taiwan (CCT) and the Presbyterian Church in Taiwan (PCT). The two
missions adopted a similar strategy, which was witnessing to God's grace and love by
33
Rev. Jas. Johnston, China and Formosa: The Story ofthe Mission ofthe Presbyterian Church of
England, London: Hazel, Watson, & Viney, LD. 1897, 166, and Holington K. Tong, Christianity in
Taiwan: A History, Taipei, Taiwan: China Post, 1972. 207.
34
Ibid., 167.
36 Ib'dThe editing group of 'Knowing the Presbyterian Church in Taiwan,' Knowing the Presbyterian
Church in Taiwan rev- ed., Taipei, Taiwan: The General Assembly of the
Presbyterian Church in Taiwan, 2000, 7, and Dorothy A. Rober, Protestantism in Changing Taiwan: A
Call to Creative Response, South Pasadena, California: William Carey Library, 1978, 25.
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caring for human needs.37 They placed evangelisation as the priority of ministry, and
made social ministries, including charity, medical aid, and education as secondary.38
Although these social works opened up the door of evangelisation and made great
contributions to the modernisation and social reformation of Taiwan, there were
objections and persecutions from both the government and the Taiwanese people.
Besides, the fact that Christian churches were viewed as foreign and were identified
with Western imperialism,39 and coupled with the exclusive Christian attitude towards
domestic religions and the forbidding of the practices ofancestor worship by believers
caused the arousal of local hostility.40
Conclusion
The above analysis has shown that, except for aboriginal tribal beliefs, the main
beliefs brought by the Han immigrants were Chinese folk traditions. These folk beliefs
presented pragmatic and syncretistic characteristics. Besides these popular beliefs, the
three Chinese religions had been brought to Taiwan during this period but were still in
an early stage and in loose states that mixed with the elements of other beliefs systems.
In general, superstitious elements and syncretistic character were popular in these
domestic religions. Christian beliefs were later introduced by foreign missionaries
during this period. Christianity was viewed as a foreign religion and was identified as
an extension Western invader, and even though Christian social ministries made great
contributions to the welfare and modernisation of Taiwan, the Church still could not
avoid persecution and opposition.
The Period of the Japanese Occupation
China ceded Taiwan to Japan in 1895 CE because of its defeat in the first
Sino-Japan War. In facing this new foreign regime, except for some direct political
resistances, most of the people had to make an adaptation between their original
37 The editing group of "Knowing the Presbyterian Church in Taiwan,' Knowing the Presbyterian
Church in Taiwan, rev. ed., Taipei, Taiwan: The General Assembly of the Presbyterian Church in
Taiwan, 2000, 9.
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Apotolate in Taiwan, Chen Zhialu translated from Japanese edition, Zuoying, Taiwan: Zuoying Catholic
Chapel. 1960. 23.
39 The editing group of 'Knowing the Presbyterian Church in Taiwan,' Knowing the Presbyterian




Chinese identity and the new rule. Dealing with the first official colony that gave
continuous military resistance, the Japanese government took two actions to maintain
their rule and transform this new territory into a part ofJapan. They used military force
and a police inspection system to suppress the resistance, and they attempted to
assimilate the Taiwanese people into Japanese culture. During this fifty year period,
the Japanese government took different actions regarding Taiwanese religions in their
different stages, in their efforts towards cultural assimilation.
The Cultural Assimilation of Colonial Government
Japanese efforts towards cultural assimilation were three-fold. At the beginning
of Japanese occupation, the colonial government took a friendly attitude to religion
and worked towards cultural assimilation purely through Japanese religious groups.
However, a military resistance initiated by religious groups associated with the Shi Lai
Temple in 1915 CE caused the colonial government to recognise the
importance of controlling religions so as to prevent political resistance. Therefore,
they ordered the registration ofall religious organisations and urged the establishment
of national religious institutes. The control of religions became more severe after the
1930s, when Japan prepared to invade Asia. All the religious groups in Taiwan were
forced to become implements of the Japanese invasion. They were forced to propagate
Shinto beliefs and Japanese militarism so as to guarantee the loyalty of the Taiwanese
people. The original cultural assimilation was distorted by this political enforcement.
Religious scholar Jiang Chanteng (tE'j^K) points out that the push for religious
assimilation from the Japanese government and its religions operated on two levels.
The first was to distance Taiwanese religions away from their Chinese identity towards
a Japanese one. Jiang maintains that this attempt was not very effective, and its
influences quickly passed after the end of Japanese occupation.41 Besides these
attempts at Japanisation, Jiang states that the Japanese spirit of modernisation, which
was absorbed from Western culture during the period of Meiji restoration, greatly
impacted Taiwanese religions and helped with their modernisation.42 The success of
these influences were quantified by the reduction of superstitious elements, and caused
the religions to pay more attention to their responsibility in promoting the this-worldly
welfare of their people. The following paragraphs will present how this cultural
41
Jiang Chanteng, Swaying between Colonisation and Decolonisation: The Transition ofTaiwanese
Buddhism in the Last One Hundred Years (
Contemporary 173, January 2002: 16.
42 tu;^I
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assimilation influenced the development of Taiwanese religions by describing the
development of different beliefs in this period.
The Tribal Beliefs of the Aborigines
Since the beginning of their occupation, the Japanese took severe action to
establish their complete dominance over the aborigines. This was done to cement their
holding on aboriginal economic profits, such as the camphor production in the
mountain areas that account for 70-80% of the world's supply.43 Additionally, the
Japanese viewed the aborigines as uncivilised and considered harsh treatment the best
policy to control them and to change their cruel customs. Besides building a 360
mile-long fence around the mountain areas, stationing a 5,000-man-army, and
assigning numerous police to each tribe,44 the Japanese enforced Japanese culture and
Shinto worship so as to replace original tribal culture and beliefs.45 Under such
policies, the aboriginal cultures and tribal beliefs suffered great destruction, so that
much of these heritages nearly died out.
The Folk Beliefs ofHan People
As with the tribal beliefs, the colonial government also took action to suppress the
folk beliefs of the Han people. The government took a discriminative stance against
folk beliefs for two reasons. The first being that the occupying government viewed the
mystic elements of folk beliefs as superstition and a roadblock to the modernisation of
society: they did not want these beliefs to remain popular in Taiwan.46 The second and
related reason is that since the Shi Lai rebellion was the first political resistance
initiated by a religious group,47 the Japanese government considered it necessary to
control religious development. This rebellion reminded the government that in
Chinese history, political resistance was usually related to some folk beliefs of the
society. Therefore, after the Shi Lai incident, the government put many temples
43 Lin, April C. & Jerome F. Keating, Island in the Stream: A Quick Case Study of Taiwan's Complex
History, 2nd ed., Taipei Taiwan: SMC Publishing Inc, 2001. 52.
44
Holington K. Tong, Christianity in Taiwan: A History, Taipei, Taiwan: China Post, 1972, 139.
45 The editing group of'Knowing the Presbyterian Church in Taiwan,' Knowing the Presbyterian
Church in Taiwan, rev. ed., Taipei, Taiwan: The General Assembly of the Presbyterian Church in
Taiwan, 2000, 19.
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dedicated to folk beliefs under inspection and in many cases forced their closure.
Although the folk beliefs declined because of these suppressions, they were so deeply
rooted in Taiwanese society that they continued to have great influences in the popular
level of the culture.
Buddhism
Unlike the folk and aboriginal tribal beliefs, the development of Buddhism in
Taiwan during the Japanese occupation was encouraged, thereby accelerating great
progress. During this period, four sub-groups emerged from the same lineage-the
Yongchian Temple in Gu Mountain, Fukien and through these
four groups numerous temples were established. Buddhism in Taiwan was in a delicate
relationship with Chinese and Japanese Buddhism. On the one hand, important
Buddhist leaders still went to Yongchian temple to accept the 'the Delivery ofDharma
and Vinaya ({I|S;{|J#£)' so as to show that they were successor of the lineage of the
Chinese Chan School.49 On the other, the arrival of Japanese Buddhism brought new
influences on these temples.
The previous paragraph had mentioned the Japanese policy of cultural
assimilation with regard to religions in Taiwan. In the first stage, the Japanese
government only introduced Japanese Buddhism so as to transform Taiwanese
Buddhism through its advanced doctrinal development. At this time, the assimilation
was gentle and Taiwanese Buddhists only gave passive responses.50 The people who
led the 'Shi Lai Temple' rebellion were misclassified as they belonged to the
Vegetarian Sect, which was considered to be closely related to Buddhism.31 This
caused panic in Taiwanese Buddhists and forced them to make some changes. The first
was that under the guidance of Japanese government and Buddhism, Taiwanese
Buddhism established a national Buddhist organisation, the Nanying Buddhist
Association giving legitimacy to the rest. Furthermore, in order not to
48 These four groups are Yuemei Mountain Linquan Temple Dahu Fayun Temple (fz
Guanyin Mountain Linyun Temple (S ifand Dagang Mountain Chaofeng
Temple (AfKlLUJIiiT'YfSee Yan Zhengzong (RUIEzk), One Hundred Years ofTaiwanese Buddhism
(ofif—W^f)- Taipei, Taiwan: Dongdah Books, 1999, 246-251.
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come under government suspicion, Taiwanese Buddhist temples eagerly joined with
Japanese Buddhist Chan Sects so as to seek protection under them. These two
responses brought Taiwanese Buddhism into closer interactions with Japanese
Buddhism.
Jiang Chanteng indicates that although these measures were motivated by the
intention of cultural assimilation and political control, they helped Taiwanese
Buddhism to absorb a more Japanese Buddhist essence.52 He asserts that this influence
was greatly helpful to Taiwanese Buddhism in terms of its understanding of orthodox
Buddhist belief in reducing the folk elements of superstition, and inspiring Buddhists
to pay more attention to the value of the present world.33 Although this influence on
Buddhist reformation decreased after the retrocession of Taiwan, it still laid fertile
ground for later reformation in Taiwanese Buddhism.
Christianity
As with Buddhism, the Japanese government also encouraged the development of
Christianity. Besides the fact that Christianity was considered to be a rational religion,
the Japanese government did not hold suspicions against it because of its western
foreign origin and policy of keeping away from political association. Before 1930 CE,
Christian churches had a good relationship with the government and kept on growing
in both church development and social works ministries. However, the relationship
between the churches and the government once again caused the Christian mission to
be identified with a foreign invasion, and stirred up opposition in the people, who
widely objected to Japanese rule.34
The attitude of the government to Christianity changed in the 1930s. To enforce
its control of all the religious groups, the Japanese government took a hostile attitude
towards religions with foreign relationships. As a result, all the missionaries were
either forced to leave55 or put under detention after 1940 CE.56 Christians were forced
to do things that ran contrary to their beliefs and their Chinese identity such as
performing worship to the distant Royal Palace, and singing the Japanese national
52
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53 Ibid.
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anthem during Sunday worship.57 These actions also caused the temporary decline of
the churches during the 1940s.
Confucianism
Although the official Confucian rites stopped after the cession ofTaiwan to Japan,
local Confucian beliefs showed vitality in this period. The basic factor for this
development was the sense of crisis in Chinese culture because of the Japanese
cultural assimilation and the challenge of modernisation.58 Lee Shiwei
comments that more local Confucian activities were emerging. These activities could
be divided into intellectual groups and religious groups. The intellectual groups
included the literary club and the poem club, through which the Confucian moral
norms and the Han culture were propagated. The religious groups included the charity
hall and the luan hall (if jg[).59 And, although these Confucian activities were
motivated by the desire to revive Chinese culture the Japanese government did not
object to them, except for the luan hall, which was considered to be advocating the
superstitious elements of folk belief.60 One possible reason for this tolerance was that
Japan itself was greatly influenced by Confucianism, so that it was not considered to
be completely against the tasks of Japanisation. Furthermore, the Japanese
government did not consider these activities to hold the possibility of arousing
political resistance. It is for these reasons that, though under Japanese rule, Confucian
beliefs were popular and played a role in regulating moral norms and keeping Chinese
culture in Taiwanese society.
Conclusion
This analysis of religious conditions shows that in this period, the new social
57Xu Qianxin (ITlUfu), Presbyterian Church in Taiwan in the Period ofWorld War Two,
fdfjt , in One Hundred Years History ofPresbyterian Church in Taiwan (fj'MM'ff
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context and the policies of the Japanese government caused the rise and fall of
different beliefs. All the beliefs containing superstitious elements or were considered
to hold the possibility of bringing about political resistance were suppressed by the
Japanese government. Although there is no apparent evidence that the colonial
government aimed at suppressing beliefs containing syncretistic elements, these
beliefs declined because they usually contained many superstitious ones. This policy
therefore forced folk and tribal beliefs into a decline in this period. Conversely,
institutional beliefs such as Buddhism, Confucianism, and Christianity were
encouraged by the government and acquired better progress because they were
considered to hold moral value and a contribution to social welfare. In general,
syncretistic characteristics were suppressed and separate beliefs in their orthodox
forms were encouraged. The pragmatic characteristic evolved to focus on a religious
consideration of the welfare of the whole society. Beliefs with stronger moral ideology
and a contribution to the present world were encouraged, rather than beliefs that
encouraged people to seek the satisfaction of their immediate needs.
The Nationalist Period
Social and Political Situation
The period of the Nationalist regime spanned from the retrocession of Taiwan in
1945 CE to the lifting ofmartial law in 1987 CE. New economic and social conditions
brought new factors to the development of Taiwanese religions. The retreat of the
KMT government from the Mainland brought Taiwan about 1.5 million mainlanders
as a new immigrant class. Along with these new mainlanders came many new
religious groups such as Mandarin Christian denominations and Islamic groups from
northwestern China. Some Chinese national leaders of the institutional religions,
which had already been in Taiwan, also retreated with the KMT. Their arrivals not only
strengthened these religious groups in Taiwan, but also changed their institutional
structures. It should be noted that Confucianism regained its position as the majority
value system, as the KMT government needed to establish both the Chinese identity of
Taiwan and the legitimacy of its regime by advocating Chinese culture and Confucian
values. Indeed, in order to ensure the survival of its regime, the KMT government was
very cautious about controlling the religions so as to prevent political resistance from
them. Instead of using the strategy of suppression, the government controlled the
religious groups by setting up a registry61 and by helping government-loyal religious
61 In this period, religions without registration were considered illegal.
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leaders, to acquire the leadership of their respective groups. Although under a
totalitarian system, Taiwan experienced economic growth and social stability during
this period. The rise of people's material wealth and increased opportunities for higher
education caused the society to shift people's expectations with regards to religious
pragmatism.62
The Vicissitude of the Religions
Since 1945 CE, there were vicissitudes among the religions in Taiwan. In 1945,
about 92% of Taiwanese were reported believers in folk beliefs and sectarian
traditions.63 The number ofChristians was only 60,000, which was less than 1 % of the
whole population.64 Except for the tribal beliefs adherents of200,000 aborigines, other
beliefs including Chinese traditional religions and those with no religious affiliation
were estimated at 4% of the population. From 1945 to the 1960s, Christianity
experienced speedy growth. The number ofmembers jumped from 60,000 to 540,000,
representing 4.5% of the whole population.65 After that period, the growth of
Christianity declined because of the change of social and political situations. Their
total numbers have kept to 5% ofthe population. Chinese traditional religions, Daoism
and Buddhism, had only restricted growth in the 1970s though afterward, Buddhist
followers speedily grew.66 The general vicissitude of the religions mentioned above
illustrates the religious condition in the 1980s. Based on his empirical study, Chiu
Heiyuan lists the statistics of religious population in Taiwan: Folk beliefs is 65 %,
Buddhism 11%, those with no religious affiliation 9%67, Daoism 7%, Christianity
5.2%, Islam 0.1%, and others (tribal beliefs and other sectarian) 3%.68
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Confucianism
The KMT's retreat to Taiwan led to Confucianism becoming the official value
system in Taiwan. Since Confucianism had become the predominant force in Chinese
culture during the Han Dynasty BCE 206—220 CE), subsequent dynasties
reaffirmed the legitimacy of their regimes by claiming Confucianism as the national
value system. These regimes also used Confucian values to maintain political and
social stability. Holding a similar approach, the KMT government, while facing the
crisis of a finished regime, advocated the revival of Confucianism. Furthermore,
sensing the crisis of an eroding Chinese culture, many scholars ofNeo-Confucianism
also enthusiastically promoted the revival of Confucianism in Taiwan. At that time,
Confucianism had become the official mainstay belief system in Taiwan. The
Taiwanese elite, whether Han Taiwanese or mainlanders, liked to proclaim themselves
followers of Confucianism. And, it was during the period of Nationalist rule, that
Confucianism also played the role of restraint in the moral ethos of folk beliefs.
The Aborigines
The suppression of the aboriginal culture during the Japanese occupation caused
the aboriginal beliefs to diminish almost to extinction cultural heritages. After the
withdrawal of the Japanese, the beliefs systems of the aborigines were almost in a
vacuum and the KMT government neither respected nor sought to preserve these
aboriginal cultures. At this time, the Christian mission entered and filled their religious
void. Christian missions experienced great success among the aborigines in the 1950s.
The percentage of the Christian population among aborigines exploded up to 70%69
and this growth was thence called 'the miracle of Christian mission in twentieth
century.'70 The crucial reasons for this growth was the Christian missions' show of
sympathy for the aborigine's difficult economic and social situation, and their
compassion and aid stirred a positive response from the aborigines. However, in the
early stages, few churches showed respect for the aboriginal culture. It was not until
the 1980s that some Christian clergy and theologians started to work on the dialogue
between Christianity and the tribal beliefs.
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The Han Folk Beliefs
The above religious population statistics have showed that folk beliefs in Taiwan
continuously decreased. One reason for this drop is that the KMT government tended
to encourage the institutional religions as opposed to folk beliefs. According to Chiu
Heiyuan, the elevation of people's education also caused Taiwanese people to tend to
follow beliefs with more rational structures.71 But aside from the population of
decrease, folk beliefs presented specific features to this period.
Throughout their history, folk beliefs in Taiwan have experienced changes in
their worshipped deities. The previous section mentioned that in the beginning,
people's subjects of worshipping subjects were brought from their Chinese
hometowns.72 Later, these subjects gradually changed to reflect identity in their
current dwelling places so that their beliefs would protect their present resident places
and unify their community.73 In these two stages, the believers' loyalty to local gods
and the moral restraint from the community brought positive functions to the
immediate society and to people's lives. However, after modern economic growth and
urbanisation, people began to choose their worshipping subjects mainly for meeting
their material and personal needs.74 Folk beliefs had become a service for providing
the solution to believers' needs or desires in the form ofcommercial contracts between
gods and believers. Such changes caused the community to lose its restraint, and moral
norms had gradually disappeared in these religious behaviors.
Additionally, folk beliefs in Taiwan had been closely tied to politics. This relation
was based oil the ideology that the hierarchy ofgods in folk beliefs is parallel to that of
Chinese political bureaucrats.75 Therefore, the concept of the venerating ofgods could
be applied to obeying the current political system, whether it is good or bad. In the
early stage of this period, the KMT government manipulated this concept to control
the grass roots level of the society. In keeping with it, the local KMT political elite was
actively involved in folk beliefs so as to obtain the leadership of temples, through
71 Chiu Heiyuan, The Religious BeliefandAttitude ofTaiwanese People in The Social and Political
Analysis of the Change ofReligions in Taiwan, Taipei, Taiwan: Guiguan pic, 1997, 13-15.
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which they help the government to control the common people while helping
themselves obtain political positions.76 In the beginning, when democracy was
implemented only at the local level and the KMT government entirely controlled
politics, the collaboration of local politicians and local religious institution had little
corruption. However, as Taiwan gradually moved towards democratisation, such
collaboration caused greater corruption in both the religious and political institutions.
Politicians made efforts to seize the leadership of temples not because of religious
piety out of political ambition. Temples were willing to support political parties or
politicians in election regardless of whether or not they could benefit the people.
Illegal cooperation happened frequently in this collaboration and became a factor in
the current corruption and chaos ofTaiwan's political condition.
These features of folk beliefs show that their lack of ideology made their
contribution to society variable depending upon the particular context. In the early
stage of KMT rule, Confucianism could morally restrain folk beliefs and helped them
provide a positive function for the community. Then, gradually, as society moved
forward to materialism and Confucianism lost its influence, folk beliefs augmented the
corruptibility of and contributed to the upheaval of society.
Buddhism
The direct influence of Buddhism in Taiwan was the changing of its leadership
and a whole religion returning towards a withdrawn tendency, to pull away from the
'this-world'. Supported by the KMT government, Buddhist leaders from China
quickly assumed the leadership of Buddhism in Taiwan through several means. One,
the government claimed to hold the ownership of temples as the spoils ofwar because
these temples had allied with the Japanese lineage and therefore were viewed as
Japanese properties. Many Taiwanese monks therefore demanded Chinese monks join
and even assume leadership positions so as to provide protection for their temples.77
The government also urged the Chinese Buddhist Association (^HCBA) to
resume its activities in Taiwan, and to put Chinese monks in leading positions. Since
1953 CE, the CBA monopolised the right of'the Delivery of Dharma and Vinaya' and
brought all Taiwanese Buddhist temples and institutions completely under its
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assimilation to a Chinese identity.
Furthermore, Chinese Buddhist monks' successful occupation of the leadership
roles also caused the renunciation tendency of Taiwanese Buddhism. In the early 20th
century, the Buddhist reformation movement in China caused a fissure in Buddhism
into two separate groups: the conservative and the reformed. After 1949 CE, monks of
both groups retreated to Taiwan, but the conservative group held the leadership of
CBA and Taiwanese Buddhism. Leadership by the conservative group caused
Buddhism to lose its vitality and to be controlled by the government, which pushed
Buddhism towards its withdrawn tendency.
In spite of this, Chinese Buddhists still made contributions to Buddhism in
Taiwan by laying the groundwork for its later development in the 1980s. Their
contribution especially showed through the advancement of the study of Buddhist
beliefs by propagating Dharma and educating its believers. Their works attracted more
educated people to study and convert to Buddhist beliefs.79 Although Chinese
reformed Buddhists were marginal in Taiwanese Buddhism in this period, their works
on the reformation of Buddhism yielded great effects. Some reformers, such as
Yinshun (EPJIH), made efforts towards establishing the doctrinal foundation of
Buddhist reformation. Others, such as Shinyun (MS) and Shengyen (IIHI)
committed themselves to the practical movements of Buddhist reformation. The
efforts of these reformers gradually generated harvests, and eventually brought about
the later revival.
Christianity
The Change ofChurches' Structure
Like Buddhism, Christian churches in Taiwan also experienced change in their
organisational structure. Chinese Catholic clergy quickly assumed the leadership in
Taiwan. Since 1945 CE, mainlanders have led CCT. Until 1976, all the bishops in CCT
were mainlanders, and there was still no Taiwanese clergy entering the core leadership
levels.80 In Protestant churches, many missionaries, domestic pastors, and lay
Christians came from China, and established the third main church branch, the
Mandarin Protestant Church (MPC). These churches were principally established by
are the masters and possess the authority over those who receive the delivery. Because of the monopoly
of the delivery of the Dharma and Vinaya, Taiwanese monks had to obey the leadership of Chinese
monks. Ibid., 292-294.
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Western Evangelical and Faith Mission missionaries, and mainly spoke Mandarin.
Christian churches in Taiwan gelled into three main groups: PCT, CCT, and MPC.
Speedy Growth in the First Two Decades
From about 1945 to 1964, Christian churches in Taiwan experienced
extraordinary growth. There is a common perception that the social situation pushed
people in Taiwan to turn to Christianity. In the early stage ofthis period, Taiwan was in
a state of turbulence and uncertainty, and people sought comfort in religion. The
arrival ofmany Chinese Christian elite and experienced missionaries strengthened the
churches' enthusiasm and capability to propagate the gospel. The churches'
evangelisation obtained great effects. This speedy growth gradually declined, however,
after the 1960s, gradual stabilisation ofTaiwanese society and economic development
reduced people's sense of insecurity and their eagerness to seek religion.81 The
withdrawal of military and economic aid from the United States caused Christian
churches to lose their advantages in terms of economic and social resources.82 Since
the 1970s, the growth of churches had declined and Christians remained at 5% of the
Taiwanese population.83
Apart from the churches' growth, there were some special features evidenced in
the three main Church groups. In the 1960s, CCT had sensed the importance of the
Church's inculturation. The late Cardinal Yu Bin (P®) advocated that the Catholic
Church practiced the rites of ancestral reverence.84 Catholic theologians began
working on the dialogue and integration of Christian faith and Confucianism. These
efforts granted in certain achievements in expressing Christian belief more Chinese
style. However, they focused mainly on the identification with Chinese culture rather
than Taiwanese. The development of contextual theology in the 1970s caused PCT to
be considered as more focused on caring for the wellbeing of the homeland and its
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people.83 Nevertheless, the PCT mainly focused on political issues while ignoring
other parts of society. The MPC mainly focused on the strategy of church growth and
held a series of massive evangelical outreaches so that the Church's growth would
reach the levels achieved in the 1950s. Statistics show that while the outreaches
brought a certain degree of growth, that growth could not catch up to the hugely
increasing Taiwanese population. These Christian traditions eagerly worked towards
the growth or contextualisation/inculturation of Christianity in Taiwan, but the effects
of their works were limited. Christianity in Taiwan during this period was still a
minority religion and considered a foreign religion.
Conclusion
There were some significant features of the religious condition in the Nationalist
period. Firstly, religious development was still closely related to the context. The
political, economic, and social situation directly influenced the growth and decline of
religions. Statistics reveal that those beliefs with syncretistic and mystic tendencies
such as Han folk beliefs declined dramatically. And while the institutional religions
gradually held their places, the condition of religious pluralism had changed. The
decrease of beliefs with syncretistic elements did not mean that the condition of
religious pluralism degenerated. This condition only changed to reflect the coexistence
ofmultiple separate religions. Although these religions contained different degrees of
exclusivist tendencies, they could not deny the reality of the others' existence.
Therefore, the appropriate relationships between these religions became the new issue.
Additionally, the pragmatic characteristics of religions were restricted by the
government as a result of its religious policy. The government only allowed Confucian
pragmatic values to stand out, which then became the mainline belief system, so as to
maintain the stability of the regime and society. As for institutional religions, which
originally contained other-worldly tendencies, the government forced them to
participate in this-worldly concern except for the social ministry which was under the
approval and leadership of the government. As for the folk beliefs, which originally
maintained strong pragmatism, the government restricted their moral influence
through promotion of Confucianism. Although religious pragmatic value was
restricted in this period, this does not mean that people did not need the pragmatic
function of religion. When the social context changed, religious pragmatic function
85 The details of PCT's contextual theology and its practices will be discussed in Chapter Six of this
thesis.
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established its importance again.
The Democratic Period
General Social and Political Situation
The democratic movements of dissidents and the KMT leaders' political
reformation achieved a political liberation.86 Taiwan moved forward into a democratic
period. This political change brought about both economic and social changes in
Taiwan. There are some facts that feature in the conditions of this period. Firstly,
cultural restrictions were released through the evaporation of political restrictions.
Cultural release brought vitality to the whole society, but at the same time, left the
culture in an unstable reconstructed condition. Because the KMT government lost its
control, the search for a self-identity for Taiwan and the attempts of independence
from China became important social trends. These trends caused Taiwan to face a
military threat from China and isolation from the international community. Moreover,
high economic development and material prosperity caused Taiwan to continuously
shift towards becoming a commercial and secular society.
These above features brought about the new religious condition: a religious
revival in the 1980s was a direct result of these. In this revival, the rise ofBuddhism is
foremost. And there are numerous new religious sects continually cropping up.
However, some belief systems missed the wave of this revival and even went into
decline. The next few paragraphs will describe the detailed condition of some religions
during this period.
The Decline of Confucianism
The end of the Nationalist dictatorship directly impacted the dominance of
Confucianism in Taiwan. Because the KMT government gradually lost its political
control, Confucianism in its institutional form also declined, and some of its values
were viewed suspiciously and it gradually lost its influence. One reason for this is the
KMT government closely related advocating Confucianism to identification with
Chinese culture and to its mission of regaining Mainland China. Therefore, for the
Taiwanese who eagerly sought their own identity and were disappointed with the rule
ofKMT, Confucianism stood in opposition to Taiwanese identity.
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Another reason for this decline is that the government and the Neo-Confucian
scholars' advocacy of Confucianism was empty and shallow, and did not really
influence the grass roots level of society. The fact that the government and
Confucianism attempted to impose Chinese identity in a location distant from China
was the main factor for why this cultural assimilation was unable to find a hold in
Taiwanese society and was predestined to fail. Furthermore, the Neo-Confucian
scholars remained solely in the academic fields and were isolated from the real
situations of the community, thus producing hollow results.87 Although Confucianism
had been the dominant value system and contributed to the stability of society, when
the KMT government gradually lost dominance in politics, Confucianism quickly
followed in its decline from the social value system.
The decline ofConfucianism resulted in the collapse ofcommon shared values in
Taiwan. A positive effect of this situation is that various systems ofthoughts now arose
and brought vitality to society. The negative result is that it has led to confusion in the
value systems and has caused the society to lose its moral rudder. This is the main
reason that Taiwan began another period of upheaval and cultural reconstruction.
The Revival of Buddhism
Unlike Confucianism, Buddhism experienced a great revival. Under the
leadership of four main Modern Buddhist complexes,88 Buddha Light Mountain
[_[_[), Tzu-chi Merit Society Tzuchi), Dharma Drum Mountain (££i£[_L[),
and Middle Taiwan Chan Temple the numbers of followers and temples
rapidly grew, and various programs such as massive meetings for propagating Dharma
and Meditation Camps were held. Beside these religious activities, they also became
involved in social services such as charity, education, ecology, and even politics.
Sociologists and Buddhist scholars have analysed the factors of this Buddhist revival:
in terms of the social and political context, the government's release of its control upon
religion brought about the reexamination of many Buddhist institutions.89 The
economic growth left the society wealthy, and, with the belief that good conduct will
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make merit, caused many lay Buddhists who were able and willing to donate great
amounts of money to support these Buddhist enterprises, which required substantial
sums maintain their ministries.90 Again, the social upheaval due to the confusion ofthe
value system, the spiritual emptiness, and the threat from China, pushed people to seek
comfort from religions.
The context cannot completely explain why Buddhism outstripped other religions
and jumped to the dominant place in this period. Some factors inside Buddhism play
more important roles. Firstly, some charismatic leaders arose from Buddhism,
including Master Shinyun of Buddha Light, Master Chengyen (IEit$c§ft) of Tzuchi,
and Master Shengyen ofDharma Drum Mountain,91 and attracted people from various
levels of society. Modern Buddhist institutions are good at utilising modern
technology and administrative management in developing their ministries.92 And,
since the 1970s, Buddhists in Taiwan have paid special attention to Buddhist education,
such as propagating Buddhist beliefs among college students and establishing
Buddhist institutions of higher education. Their efforts to elevate Buddhist academic
levels have cultivated many Buddhist elite and attracted many educated people to
study and convert to Buddhism.
Ofall the factors affecting Buddhist revival, the most crucial one is a reformation
ofBuddhist doctrines and practices. This Buddhist reformation is called the movement
of 'Humanistic Buddhism.' The details of this movement will be left to the fifth
chapter of this thesis. This movement has brought about the transformation of
Buddhism from traditionally renouncing this world to actively participating in the
reformation of society. Such transformation has been considered a main source of the
revival of Buddhism in Taiwan.
The Rise ofNew Religious Movements
In addition to the rise of Buddhist popularity, other new religious movements
arose in this period. Chiu Heiyuan notes that since 1997 CE, his research group found
at least 100 religious groups that can be considered as new religious sects.93 These new
sects show syncretistic characteristics in their mixing of elements from traditional
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beliefs such as Daoism, Buddhism, and folk beliefs. Some ofthem claim to be parts of
traditional religions, but are always disowned by these religions. Although these
groups seem to show syncretistic characteristics, they usually hold exclusive attitudes
to other new religious groups. This attitude is illustrated by their claims that their
particular charismatic leaders are in the highest realm of spiritual practices over
leaders of other groups, and display the utmost power in solving human problems.
Therefore, their followers are required to worship these leaders as gods. Their statues
are even put on shrines for the people to worship.94 These groups also hold strong
mystic elements emphasising experiences of miraculous powers.95 Unlike the
traditional folk beliefs, they provide a modern and scientific interpretation of these
miraculous powers so as to win over their educated followers. Furthermore, in order to
attract people, these groups usually emphasise immediate effects for people's desires
and promise an easy way to help people attain their final destinies.96
These characteristics cause the new religious groups to attract Taiwanese people
easily, but do not help in the reformation of a chaotic society. There are many scandals
and frauds exposed in these religious groups, and many leaders are arrested by the
judicial organisations. These scandals usually reveal that many oftheir followers were
swindled out of money by their religious leaders. The amount of the money and the
number of followers involved directly impacts the stability of the whole society.97 The
rise of these new religions has not made helpful contributions towards the constructive
readjustment of Taiwanese society.
Two Directions ofContemporary Religions in Taiwan
The above section mentioned that there was religious revival after the lifting of
martial law, and this revival is revealed especially in the reemergence of Buddhism
and the new religious movements. From one perspective, this revival was the result of
the phenomenon ofpeople's spiritual emptiness, owing to the confusion of their value
system and the prosperity of their material lives. However, Lin Benxuan a
Taiwanese religious scholar, believes that this is not a religious revival but a religious
reshuffle, meaning that the decrease of the followers of traditional Buddhism and folk






9' The events include events of the Song Chili of the Master Miau Tien and
of Utmost Master of Chinhai (Tif$5#£-LS15) in 1996 and 1997.
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groups.98 This reshuffle shows the influence of secularisation and materialism on
current Taiwanese religions. Those religions that contain stronger secular attributes
present a greater attraction for Taiwanese people. This tendency occurs in two
opposite directions. On the one hand, the religions that care for present human welfare
more than seeking other-worldly destinies attract people and encourage their
commitments to the welfare of society. The revival of modern Buddhism can be
viewed as the result of this direction. Conversely, religions that serve the immediacy of
satisfying human material desires also attract people seeking material benefits. The
proliferation of new religious sects demonstrates this latter of direction. These two
directions represent the religious tendency towards secularism in this period. It raises
the question of which direction will become the main Taiwanese religious tendency in
the future and which direction will bring positive influences to the current society of
Taiwan.
The Characteristics ofReligion in Taiwan
The above sections show two main characteristics of religion in Taiwan. The first
is that domestic Taiwanese religions contain a pluralistic tendency. This pluralism has
developed through different appearances in differing periods of the history between
the polarity of syncretism and separatism. The second characteristic is that ofdomestic
religions' strong pragmatic tendencies. These tendencies show two directions: in its
development in examining these characteristics, it becomes clear that the three main
Christian traditions were slow to respond to these developments and therefore remains
a marginal religion. The following paragraphs will provide detailed analysis of these
characteristics.
The Polarity between Syncretism and Separatism
Throughout Taiwanese history, Taiwan's social pluralism reflects the plurality of
its religions. This characteristic makes different appearances in Taiwanese history.
Prior to Japanese occupation, this characteristic displayed its syncretistic tendency.
Han folk beliefs mixed their own beliefs and drew from elements of the three Chinese
traditional religions, while each of the Chinese traditional religions drew from
)8 This idea is expressed in Lin's Religious Fever or Religious Reshuffle—Another Interpretation to the
Transformation ofContemporary Taiwanese Religions
in the 'Conference of Religion, Superstition, and the Society', The Social
Department, Academia Sinica, 1996, cited 16 December 2003, available from the author's personal
webpage http://netcitv.hinet.net/lin66/mewpages3.htm
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elements of other beliefs. This did not mean that these folk beliefs did not maintain an
air of exclusivism; rather, this exclusive tendency was shown not in their attitudes
towards the differences of their beliefs, but towards the different clans or resident
identities behind these beliefs. In general, their beliefs were syncretistic.
This syncretistic condition changed during the Japanese occupation because of
the policy of the government. The institutional religions grew stronger and their
syncretistic characteristics faded, in part because of the encouragement of the
colonialist government and the influence of Japanese religions. The Japanese
intentionally suppressed the development of beliefs with syncretistic characteristics
because the government viewed these beliefs as superstitious, which would inhibit the
modernisation of Taiwan. Furthermore, the government considered these beliefs to
contain possible political resistance. These considerations led the government to
suppress the development of folk beliefs, and to encourage the development of
institutional religions such as Buddhism, Confucianism, and Christianity, as their
beliefs were thought to contain more rational and moral characteristics. Besides the
policy of government, the Japanese institutional religions contributed to the growth of
these institutional religions by assisting them in the reduction of their superstitious
elements. Despite all of this, folk beliefs remained the most popular belief in Taiwan.
The decrease of syncretism and the growth of institutional religions continued in
the Nationalist period. These religions kept growing and the boundary between
religions became more distinct. With similar motivations as the Japanese government,
the KMT government took a suppressive stance towards syncretistic beliefs. Atypical
example is the KMT government's order banning the Unity Sect (—H3t)5 which is a
sect adhering to the syncretism of five religions in the 1950s. According to Chiu
Heiyuan's empirical study, the rising educational levels caused people in Taiwan to
turn to religions with a rational framework." The original reason why the KMT
government suppressed these beliefs is not because of their syncretistic characteristics
but like the Japanese, because of their superstitions. However, since those beliefs with
syncretistic characteristics also contained superstitious characteristics, the population
of their followers continuously decreased, although local folk belief still influenced
the common people. Hence, during this period, the pluraf situation of religion
continued to shift away from syncretistic idiosyncrasy towards the plural existence of
99 Chiu tleiyuan, The Exploration to the Transformation ofReligions in Taiwan (cjffiflSiTffffMMxC
ffcBf) in The Social and Political Analysis of the Change ofReligions in Taiwan, Taipei, Taiwan:
Guiguan pic, 1997, 53-54.
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separate religions.
In appearance, the syncretistic characteristic in the democratic period seems to
revive because of the rise of new religious groups, which usually attempt to provide a
system of belief containing elements of all the traditional religions. However, unlike
traditional folk belief, which possesses less exclusive attitudes towards other beliefs,
these new sects held strong exclusive attitudes to other religious groups. This situation
keeps the question of how religions view each other and what is the appropriate
relationship between them.
The Polarity between Pragmatism and Ideology
The religions in Taiwan also present pragmatic characteristics. This pragmatism
is shown by the fact that religions permeate Taiwanese people's lives and formulate
their morals and value systems. Furthermore, this characteristic is displayed in
people's search more for greater religious pragmatism over the significance of their
ultimate destiny. The last section has shown that there are two dimensions of the
pragmatic characteristics in Taiwanese religions; the first ofwhich is religion's role in
satiating people's this-worldly needs and desires; the second, is how religion guides
people to live morally and in commitment to the greater social welfare. Throughout
Taiwanese history, these two dimensions have displayed a supplementary
interrelationship and held a proper balance.
In the period of early Taiwanese history, it was folk beliefs that provided for the
immediate needs of its believers, and their moral norms were derived from the
boundaries between clans or communities. In the Japanese and Nationalist period,
when the moral restraint of the community was reduced and institutional religions
increased their influence, the moral governance of the society was mainly distilled
from institutional religions. Therefore, the moral character of institutional religions
themselves, especially Confucianism, played an important role in providing the moral
rules of the society. But, the decline ofConfucianism and the resultant secular shift of
society caused the current moral crisis in Taiwan, with folk beliefs and new religious
groups further contributing to the current corruption. Besides the scandals ofmany of
the new religious groups, this corruption is tied to folk beliefs' close association with
the lottery and casino. Simultaneously, the Buddhist revival owes its success to the
attention it has paid to the pragmatic values of its faith. Its doctrinal transformation
enables its ideology to become a possible fountain of new moral norms for people in
contemporary Taiwan.
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These pragmatic characteristics of Taiwanese religions exhibit some significant
features. Firstly, the pragmatic value of religions becomes an important factor in
attracting people to convert to religion in Taiwan. People focus more on the pragmatic
value of religions than their respective metaphysical concepts or to the significance of
religious other-worldly destiny. Secondly, as Taiwanese religions closely connect
people's lives, the kind of religion in Taiwan that will holds the greatest sway and
eventually produce the status quo value system will be a crucial issue for the future of
Taiwan. In its current democratic period, Taiwanese society stands at a crossroad and
religions play a crucial role in guiding the direction in which the society will move
forward. Other issues for religions in Taiwan include where exactly Taiwanese
religions will lead the society and how these religions will bring positive influences to
the society and rehabilitate its corruption.
Christian Responses to the Characteristics ofReligions in Taiwan
Throughout Taiwanese history, Christianity has made contributions to the society
and to the modernisation ofTaiwan, but they have stayed in the margin of its religions
and culture. The number of its followers has been a minority population. Before the
retrocession ofTaiwan to China, the ratio ofChristians in the total population was less
than 1 %. The extraordinary growth in the 1950s and 1960s caused the ratio to increase
to 5% at most. Although Christianity was introduced to Taiwan over one hundred and
fifty years ago, thus far, it has been held by Taiwanese people as a foreign religion.
One of the reasons that Christianity has not been greatly accepted by the Taiwanese
people is the Church's slow response to Taiwanese religion's idiosyncrasies, its plural
condition and pragmatic tendency, and furthermore it has not succeeded in its
contextual isation.
Churches' Ignorance in Handling Its Relationship with Other Religions
The preceding section of this chapter mentioned that in early Taiwanese history,
Christian churches had been opposed by Taiwanese people and had endured tension
with domestic Taiwanese religions. This condition can be viewed as an unavoidable
result of two cultures or religions encounter one another. The Christian mission's long
identification as part of foreign invasive force was another reason. However, it is the
Christian mission's ignorance of religious plurality exclusivist attitude that have
played the greatest factors of its marginality. Taiwanese Christian historian, Zheng
Yangen (HftfflLiU), notes that, from its exclusive standpoint, the Christian mission held
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a hostile attitude towards other religions. In an interview, he said:
In early period ofChristian mission, missionaries took a typical Western
missionary model. They dialogued with Confucian elite discussing the Five
Classics and Four Books with them and affirming their moral conscience.
However, they took an opposing standpoint to the religious people. They
disputed with the monks and Daoist priests trying to overpower them and
proving that my religion is superior to yours.100
This attitude and strategy resulted in the Taiwanese churches being in constant tension
with Taiwanese religions. Numerous events in this conflict occurred in Taiwanese
Church history.101 The Church's exclusive attitude to other religions was strengthened
when the Catholic churches from China and MPC moved to Taiwan, because they held
an even more exclusive attitude in their theological standpoint. Although there were
never any direct conflicts between churches and other religions, the tension has never
abated. This exclusive tendency currently exists today, and the details will be
discussed at length in Chapter Two. It should be noted here that the Church's exclusive
tendency and its relational ignorance are the leading factor of the Church is fringe
status.
Churches' Withdrawal from Its Pragmatic Characteristics
Without eliminating its concern with human personal salvation and its
evangelisation, Christianity showed caring for human this-worldly wellbeing at its
earliest introduction to Taiwan. The last section mentioned that, in the 19th century, the
missions of two Christian churches paid much attention to social ministries in
medicine, education, and the charity works, which contributed to the wellbeing of
100
Zheng Yangen, interviewed by Juta Pan, tape recording in Taiwan Presbyterian Theological College
and Seminary, 20 November 2002. The Chinese text is: ftlllHIljSyKW
These conflicts can be easily seen in 1. Thomas de la Hoze, One Hundred Years ofDominican
Apotolate in Taiwan, Chen Zhialu translated from Japanese edition, Zuoying, Taiwan: Zuoying Catholic
Chapel 1960; 2. Rev. Jas. Johnston, China and Formosa: The Story of the
Mission ofthe Presbyterian Church ofEngland, London: Hazel, Watson, & Viney, LD. 1897; 3.
Dorothy A. Rober, Protestantism in Changing Taiwan: A Call to Creative Response, South Pasadena,
California: William Carey Library, 1978; 4. Holington K. Tong, Christianity in Taiwan: A History,
Taipei, Taiwan: China Post, 1972; 5. The editing group of'Knowing the Presbyterian Church in
Taiwan,' Knowing the Presbyterian Church in Taiwan, revised, Taipei, Taiwan: The General Assembly
of the Presbyterian Church in Taiwan, 2000.
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Taiwanese people and the modernisation of its society. Christianity also provided the
ideological framework to help motivate people in devoting themselves to social
reformation. These Christian social ministries had vigorously developed until the
Japanese occupation took sole control over all social and cultural activities, and
suppressed Christian social ministries towards the end of Japanese occupation.
In the early stages of the Nationalist period, Christian social ministries were still
active and played important roles in the reconstruction of society. It would turn out that
Christian pragmatic characteristics would gradually decline later, and with the
reduction of social ministries came the focus on the ministry of personal salvation. In
CCT, social ministry has been one of their most central, however, the problem was the
source of these social ministries, namely, that they were ofWestern origin. When the
support of foreign missionary institutes eventually withdrew, the domestic churches
could not sustain these social ministries further, as the domestic churches ofCCT were
weak, and short of funding. Thus, though many of CCT's social ministries still
continued their vitality and influence has fell into decline.
The above section has mentioned that the PCT consistently paid attention to
social ministry, and developed a contextual theology that helped the Church to focus
on caring for the immediate needs of Taiwanese people. By the 1970s, however, the
praxis of the pragmatism wasmainly political focus. PCT's attention to politics and the
independence of Taiwan contributed to the success of democratisation in Taiwan, but
hindered its work in other social ministries. Its pragmatic characteristics were
restricted to political appeasement at the expense of its other fields.
The MPC Christians and missionaries mainly held conservative theological
standpoints. They focused their Christian mission on only seeking personal and
other-worldly salvation. They wholly ignored the this-worldly significance of the
Christian faith. Under the influence of Donald A. McGarvin's theory and strategy of
'church growth', MPC focused mainly on the expansion of its native Christian
population and churches, and conducted many massive evangelical outreaches.
Statistics show that the effects of these movements are limited and moved MPC far
away from its pragmatic roots.
The development of the three Christian traditions in Taiwan shows that the
churches' original pragmatic characteristics have gradually eroded, again due to
different factors in different traditions. Where many religious groups focus more on
pragmatic characteristics so as to help themselves adjust to the secular tendencies of
society. Christian churches, on the contrary, gradually withdrew from society and
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decreased their contributions to social wellbeing in the later Nationalist period. After
the 1990s, the leaders of three traditions have discovered this problem and sought to
encourage churches to pay more attention to social affairs. For instance, PCT has
started movements such as 'the Mission of the Kingdom ofGod (Jl^lljlEltSO'102 ar|d
'Mission to Community' (tt®lEfjO, so as to broaden their social ministry.103 In MPC,
groups like the Chinese Christian Rescue Association (WiitWMtMhWaW, CCRA)
were founded to participate practically in social works. Since these actions were
initiated so late, the scope of their effectiveness awaits further observation.
Conclusion
Christian reluctance in responding to two major Taiwanese religious
characteristics fermented the absence of the Church's indigenisation, mainly for its
perception being as a foreign religion, and its subsequent marginality. There were
some efforts towards the contextualisation ofChristian churches in Taiwan, such as the
dialogue of the CCT with Chinese culture and the PCT's efforts in developing the
concept and practice of contextual theology. However, minus the above efforts, the
sum of Christian attempts at contextualisation has yet to provide more appropriate
responses to the religious character of Taiwan.
Conclusion
The general review of the composition and nature of Taiwanese religious
plurality in this chapter illustrated how the character of Taiwanese religions is
understood in terms of the dynamic interplay between the polarities of syncretism and
separatism, and the functional value and metaphysical concepts of religion. Our
analysis of the historical development of these religions shows that each oscillates
between the poles of syncretism and separatism, between the balance of mixing
elements of various religious traditions and a distinctive self-definition, while all the
time, coexisting with them. Recent sociological studies argue that an intensification of
institutional religious identities in Taiwan has accentuated the poles of separatism,
with each religion becoming more concerned with self-identity, and that the decline of
folk beliefs has weakened traditional syncretism. For the most part such separation is
accompanied by pragmatic coexistence, with each religion recognising the social
102 The editing group of'Knowing the Presbyterian Church in Taiwan,' Knowing the Presbyterian





value of non-confrontational relationships with each other. It is in this sense that
religious pluralism in contemporary Taiwan can be described as pragmatic.
The findings of this chapter suggest that there is some correlation between
separatism and pragmatism. This functions in two ways: one tendency is for religions
in Taiwan to gratify the needs of their followers, with little or no regard for the
common good of society. The example of Confucianism shows that a religious
tradition may unify a sense of identity with a commitment to the collective interests of
society as a whole. With the decline of Confucianism as the official religious
framework for Taiwanese society, a vacuum emerged, and the capacity of Taiwanese
religions to be self-interested meant that there is little religious commitment towards
the collective good ofTaiwanese society.
The modern history of Taiwanese Buddhism reveals the dynamics between
syncretism and separatism, pragmatism and ideology. In contrast to the syncretism that
marked earlier Buddhist history, the modern Taiwanese Buddhist movement contains
strong reformist tendencies that are concerned with expelling non-Buddhist elements
from Buddhist beliefs structures, in a return to Buddhist orthodoxy. An important
element of this reform has been to focus Buddhism on realising the Pure Land in this
world rather than in an other-worldly realm, and to apply this ideology in encouraging
Buddhists to participate in socially engaged ministry that seeks the reformation of the
society. It is due to this self-transformation that Buddhism has become the most
prominent religion in Taiwan currently, by proving its value to the society as a whole.
Taiwanese Christianity has, as the chapter has shown, identified itself as a
separatist religion, standing away from the traditions of syncretism that have
historically influenced other religions. Emphasis on personal salvation and its neglect
of social ministry has accentuated the churches' concern for their own members, at the
expense ofengaging with other religions. This has been changing since the 1970s with
the PCT's movement towards contextualisation, and the CCT's initiatives in
inter-religious dialogue. But there is, as yet, little evidence among the Christian
churches of the emergence of a theological grounding for religious pluralism.
The findings of this chapter therefore confirm the first hypothesis of this thesis:
that by withdrawing itself from social ministry, and identifying itself against the
pluralist traditions ofTaiwanese religions, Taiwanese Christianity has allowed itself to
be perceived as foreign to flourish in Taiwanese culture, and of little relevance to
Taiwanese society. The confirmation of this hypothesis raises an important issue for
Taiwanese Churches: if the contextualisation process on which Taiwanese Christianity
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has now embarked is to continue, how will Taiwanese Christianity begin to actualise
the reality of thriving in a religiously plural culture. To answer this question,
Taiwanese Christianity will, simply put, have to enter into dialogue with other
Taiwanese religions. This is a fundamental step towards eliminating tensions between
itself and other religions. It also offers a way of co-operating with other religions in
promoting the greater social wellbeing. It raises the question, however, of whether
such dialogue would be undertaken on merely pragmatic grounds, or whether
Taiwanese Christianity can develop a theological justification and methodological
system for religious pluralism that will help fill the current vacuum. Given that
Buddhism has now become the most prominent religion in Taiwan, Christian dialogue
with Buddhism is the best place to start.
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Chapter Two
Christian-Buddhist Relationships in Taiwan—Interactions and Religious Views
of the Other
Introduction
The analysis of Taiwanese religious culture in Chapter One demonstrated
Taiwanese religious plurality in its history and contemporary society. The analysis
argued that Taiwanese Christianity's reluctance to situate itself in this plurality is one
of the reasons for its alienation from Taiwanese society. This reality shows that, for the
purpose contextualising Taiwanese Christianity, dialogue with other religions,
especially Buddhism, becomes a compelling issue for Christian Churches in Taiwan.
However, the empirical situation of Christian-Buddhist interaction is not reflecting
this reality.
It is this discrepancy that will be explored in Part Two, on the basis of the
qualitative research that the researcher conducted in Taiwan in 2002-3. This research
was guided by two questions. What is the relationship between Christianity and
Buddhism, and what are the factors that have influenced and continue to influence the
ways in which Taiwanese Christians and Buddhists view each other? What is the
record of Christian-Buddhist dialogue in Taiwan, and what prospects does it suggest
for the future?
Chapter Two will present the evidence that the researcher uncovered with respect
to the first question, while Chapter Three will deal with the second. To express the
distinction in another way, Chapter Two focuses on the broad issues of historical and
contemporary relationships between Christianity and Buddhism in Taiwan,
highlighting factors that influence the ways in which each religion tend to perceive the
other. Against this background, Chapter Three explores the actual record of
Christian-Buddhist dialogue in Taiwan, assessing its achievements and analysing the
impediments that have retarded its growth. Chapter Three concludes with a critical
evaluation of the evidence presented in both chapters, and will offer an estimation of
the present condition and future potential of Christian-Buddhist dialogue in Taiwan.
Within the framework ofPart Two as a whole, Chapter Two focuses mainly on an
analysis of the relationship between Taiwanese Christianity and Buddhism based on
the findings of the author's qualitative research. The research will be presented under
three headings. The first examines the elements of past historical interactions between
these two religions in Taiwan, and will focus on the causes, processes and legacies of
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the tension that have existed between them. The second assesses more recent
developments in Christian-Buddhist relations with a focus on factors that are leading
to the resolution of past difficulties and the measures of reconciliation. Attention will
also be given to continuing problems, especially to some recent incidents that will
impede the complete conciliation of the relationship. Thirdly, the chapter will discuss
the members' views at each religion towards the other based on in-depth interviews.
Through the exploration of representative events in the past and present, and the
data from personal interviews, this chapterwill test the second hypothesis ofthe thesis:
that the actual situation of the interaction between Christianity and Buddhism in
Taiwan suggests that neither Taiwanese Christians nor Taiwanese Buddhists show
convincing evidence towards recognising the importance of inter-religious dialogue in
Taiwan.
Due to the dearth of published literary sources, the evidence presented in Chapter
Two is primarily acquired through qualitative in-depth interviews. The study of
previous and contemporary Christian-Buddhist interaction begins with interviews
from historians of the two religions, 1 and with others concerned with
Christian-Buddhist relationship or those who have participated in Christian-Buddhist
dialogue.2 These interviewees provide primary insight on the history and current state
of Christian-Buddhist interactions. In the course of these interviews the researcher's
attention adhered to relevant literary sources, mainly Chinese, and to other persons
who were subsequently interviewed.
The information for the third heading of this chapter - the view that each religion
has of the other - was also gathered through interviews with people from different
groups within the two religious communities. As mentioned in the introduction of this
thesis, this qualitative research attempts to balance the different traditions of the two
religions while covering all the strata in the various communities of the two religions
so as to acquire reasonably comprehensive information. Christian interviewees were
selected from the three main Christian traditions in Taiwan, the CCT, the PCT, and the
MPC. Interviewees from the Pentecostal churches were included later, in recognition
of their increasing influence on the Taiwanese churches and their respective views on
Christian-Buddhist dialogue. Interviewees from each tradition included church leaders,
'
These scholars include Cai Lizhen fHfigjS) ofMPC, Zheng Yangen (HPffl]®) of PCT, and Huiyang
(fSJSt) and Jiang Chanteng CiXMM) of Buddhism.
2 These key persons include Albert Pouiet-Mathis of the Catholic Church, Yu Jibin (TjijfllM) ofChina
Lutheran Seminary, Zheng Yangen (JUffflfB) of Taiwan Theological College and Seminary, Peng
Huaibin (U'RijK) ofCampus Press, and Wu Kunsheng fikiJllifi) of Campus Press.
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scholars, local clergy and lay people. Buddhist interviewees were selected from both
traditional Buddhism and 'Humanistic Buddhism,' and included monks, lay people,
and scholars.
Previous Christian-Buddhist Tension
The dearth of literary sources makes it hard to sketch a clear picture of historical
Christian-Buddhist relation in Taiwan. However, some incidents show that there was
constant tension between Christianity and Buddhism ever since Christianity was
introduced to Taiwan. The following paragraphs briefly describe some events of
earlier Christian-Buddhist interaction.
Mission Strategy about Other Religions and Conflict in the Early Period
Since the 1860s, when missionaries returned to Taiwan, the strategy of the
Christian mission was a primary reason for the static tension between Christianity and
other religions. Zheng Yangen, a PCT historian, notes that from the beginning
Christian missionaries held a hostile attitude towards people of other religions. In an
interview, he said 'missionaries adopted the strategy of dialogue with the Chinese
Confucian elite, confirming their moral conscience, but they were hostile to religious
people and disputed with them so as to encourage them to convert to Christianity.'3 In
an essay about the early Catholic mission in Taiwan, a Catholic priest, Pan Peyqi (}§
MftS) notes that Catholic missionaries held a parallel attitude to that of the PCT.4
This strategy of the Church consistently taking a negative attitude towards other
religions, resulting in the perception that converting to Christianity in Taiwan was seen
by Taiwanese people betraying one's culture and tradition, and was thus doomed to be
oppressed and refuted. In an interview, Zheng said, 'the history of the PCT was a
history of suffering and martyrdom.'5 Pan also draws attention to the many conflicts
between the CCT and people of other religions that occurred in the early days of the
Catholic mission.6 It is not fair to put all the responsibility for these conflicts onto
3
Zheng Yangen, interviewed by Juta Pan, tape recording in Taiwan Presbyterian Theological College
and Seminary, 20 November 2002. Its Chinese text is:
4
Pan Peyqi (jHftftl), Religious Encounter in Early Catholic Mission in Taiwan in Proceedings of the
Conference on Religious Dialogue 2000, Department ofReligious Studies, Fujen Catholic University
2000MzmmmwrnzM,
Xinzhuang, Taiwan: Fujen University Press (ndt, ffltt: ffCAIItBlKilcf), 2000, 263.
5
Zheng Yangen, interviewed by Juta Pan, tape recording in Taiwan Theological College and Seminary,
20 November 2002. The Chinese text is:
6
Pan Peyqi (iSflftfO, Religious Encounter in Early Catholic Mission In Taiwan in Proceedings of the
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Christian missionary strategy. Nevertheless, this Christian attitude was an important
factor in these conflicts and ended with tension in the Christian-Buddhist relationship.
The Confrontation in Taipei Business Fair
A significant confrontation between Buddhists and Christians happened during
the Japanese occupation. The historical literary sources of both religions record this
event.7 In 1916, after Japan had occupied Taiwan for twenty years, the colonialist
government held a month-long Business Fair in Taipei. During this month, the
government invited both religious leaders to give speeches introducing their beliefs
and the history of their developments in Taiwan. These series of speeches became
gatherings in which each religion competed and criticised the other. Though there is no
mention of the subsequent reaction from Christianity, all the Buddhists who attended
these series of speeches, received a special commendation from their Buddhist
leaders.8 The aggressive competition at the Taipei Business Fair revealed the
aggressive attitudes and exclusivist atmosphere on both religions.
Debates in the 1950s
Tension between Christians and Buddhists rose after the KMT government had
retreated to Taiwan. Since President Chiang Kaishek {Wi-iYti) ar>d his wife were both
Christians, they preached the gospel to other government leaders and encouraged their
conversion. Furthermore, the economic aids from the United States in the 1950s made
Taiwanese people friendly to Western countries and, subsequently, Christian churches.
As Chapter One mentioned, the social and political upheaval at the 50s and churches'
enthusiastic preaching of the gospel resulted in a rapid growth for Christianity.
However, inappropriate Christian attitudes and aggressive methods of evangelisaiton
infuriated some Buddhists.9 These factors made Buddhist leaders worry that the
Conference on Religious Dialogue 2000, Department ofReligious Studies, Fujen Catholic University
2000
Xinzhuang, Taiwan: Fujen University Press (ca4t, St: 2000, 264-266.
7 This event was recorded in Zheng Liaming (fJ]) ed., One Hundred Years History ofPresbyterian
Church in Taiwan(S, Taipei, Taiwan: The Presbyterian Church in Taiwan, 1965,
119; and in Jiang Chanteng, The Study ofthe History ofTaiwanese Buddhismfor the Past One Hundred
Years: 1895-1995, Taipei, Taiwan: Nantian Books, 1996, 143.
8
Jiang Chanteng, The Study ofthe History of Taiwanese Buddhism for the Past One Hundred Years:
1895-1995, Taipei, Taiwan: Nantian Books, 1996, 143.
9
Buddhist leaders' discontent of Christian aggressive evangelisation was expressed in Zhuyun
U), The Comparison ofBuddhism and Christianity (Kaohsiung, Taiwan:
Qingliang Scripture Printing Association (calif, WSSEPMUr), 1983, 4-7.
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government intended to make Taiwan into a Christian country.10 Though this concern
might seem unjustified, this fact meant that Buddhists at the time felt threatened by
Christianity.
Under such anxiety, some Buddhist leaders decided to fight back. Master Zhuyun
the head monk of Fengshan Lotus Group (JHUilSli) made a four-day
speech in a public lecture hall in Tainan, a major southern Taiwan city.11 In his lectures,
he listed twenty reasons why Buddhism is superior to Christianity and urged people
not to be swindled by it.12 This speech stirred Christian pastors' responses and roused
fierce debates in the periodicals of both religions at the time.13 Chief among them was
Rev. Wu Enfu Afterwards, Master Yinshun joined the debates due to his
anger at aggressive Christian evangelisation.
The published materials of these debates show several consistent features. Since
these debates started from a Buddhist sense ofcrisis and its eager attempt to fight back,
the tone of these debates expressed divisive competition between the two religions and
had the smell of gunpowder. In Zhuyun's speech, he criticised Chinese Christians as
being blind followers while they betrayed country and family for the sake ofmaterial
gain.14 When Yinshun criticised Christianity as 'a religion of slavery,' Wu responded
that Yinshun 'is darkened in his mind.'15 The above examples display fiercely verbal
confrontation.
Additionally, the contents of their critiques showed a doctrinal ignorance with a
10 When I visited the Modern Chan Society during my field research, the Buddhist concerned that
Chiang intended to change Taiwan into a Christian country was still mentioned by a young Buddhist
scholar, Wen Jinke (jgUfeM). Master Chaohui (BSSSaI®) also expressed this fear when 1 interviewed
her. Their expressions are in Chaohui (Bpl§f£lKj), interviewed by Juta Pan, tape recording in Horngshi
Buddhist College, Kuanyin (HFlf, 23 December 2002 and Li Yuangsong with
Leu Yizhong (S—'TO and Wen Jinke interviewed by Juta Pan, tape recording in Modern
Chan Society, Taipei, 30 December 2002.
" His speech was published as the book, Zhuyun The Comparison ofBuddhism andChristianity




13 These debates were individually published by each religious group later. Except for Zhuyun's book,
Yinshun's writings were compiled in My Views on Religions (ffdfj'TffkBi), Magnificent Cloud
Collection 19 19), rev. ed., Taipei, Taiwan: Zhengwen Publication ('□®, jb iEHdiltSLi),
1992, 225. Wu's writings are Wu Engfu The Record ofDebates between the Pastor and the
Monk (ffifftffUfntMMM), Taipei, Taiwan: Shouting Publishing 1966.
14
Zhuyung, The Comparison ofBuddhism and Christianity, Kaohsiung, Taiwan: Qingliang Scripture
Printing Association, 1983, 100.
15 This is derived from Yinshun's response to Wu's critics. In his "Rediscuss 'For God so Love the
World' (J: 'rf'SMyK(fJ!fa fin)'' • Yinshun, "Rediscuss 'For God so loved the world' " in My
Perspective to Religions, Magnificent Cloud Collection 19, rev. ed., Taipei, Taiwan: Zhengwen
Publication, 1992, 225.
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flippant insincerity to the other religion's voices. For instance, in Yinshun's writing,
'For God so loved the world A)', he said 'God likes his people to be blind
and ignorant' without consideration of the Christian explanation to actual meaning of
the passage referenced in Genesis Chapter 3.16
These debates demonstrate Christianity's classification as a foreign religion in
Taiwan. Buddhists saw these conflicts as battles between an indigenous and an
invading religion, and maintained that being a Christian was a betrayal of country and
culture. In a speech Zhuyun declared, 'Sincerely consider, as a Chinese, what religion
you should believe. We Chinese should not forget our customs and traditions. Do not
give up our own precious heritages to obtain money and material benefits. Return,
17
convert to Buddhism so as to comfort our parents and be a Chinese with backbone.'
The Extension of the Debates in the 1960s
These clashes continued into the 1960s, but the spokesmen of the two religions
had changed. It was a Christian pastor, Rev. Kung Tienmin (JIA.K;) who initiated the
debates this time. Kung grew up a Buddhist and studied at Japanese Buddhist
University. At the age of twenty, he converted to Christianity, and later became a
Christian pastor of the Lutheran Church. Motivated by his enthusiasm for
evangelisation, he wrote a series of articles criticising Buddhism.18 Some of his
writings were a response to earlier Buddhist critiques, such as explaining the
differences between the concept of a Christian God and of Buddhist heavenly deities.
With his Buddhist background, he attempted to show how the Christian gospel is
superior to Buddhist belief and thereby urging Buddhists to convert to Christianity. In
refutation Kung, Master Shengyen, the first Taiwanese monk to receive his PhD in
Buddhist advanced studies in Japan, wrote a book, 'The Study about Christianity (3£
in which he criticised the inconsistencies in Christian beliefs. There thus
arose more verbal battles in the 1960s.
These debates were milder by comparison to those in the 50s. The irrational
1
Yinshun, For God so loved the world ( hffi&fU'A) in My Perspective to Religions, Magnificent
Cloud Collection 19, rev. ed., Taipei, Taiwan: Zhengwen Publication, 1992, 184-197.
17
Zhuyung, The Comparison ofBuddhism and Christianity, Kaohsiung, Taiwan: Qingliang Scripture
Printing Association, 1983, 99-100. The Chinese text is: '#fi, litfTfPI [AA ft'lAH—3?„ JJcteT'SS
A, AASSISTAswafSKt*, ASCTSBW
18 These articles were published to several books later including: The Study andCritics to Buddhism ({$
, The Comparison between Buddhism andChristianity!{fllfffUMtfMlfJlt'fcf), and The
Answers to Miaozheng's Ten Questions(.
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explanations and prejudiced verbal abuse had lessened, and the comparison between
the two religions was reaching a deeper level. However, although Kung was
thoroughly versed in Buddhist doctrine, his basic motivation of evangelisation drove a
critical view of Buddhist beliefs and led him to overlook their value. Shengyen, quick
to fight back, also failed to view Christianity objectively. In this atmosphere ofmutual
criticism and competition, neither religion was able to examine an objective evaluation
of the other.
Conclusion
It can thus be concluded that prior the 1970s, the relationship between Buddhism
and Christianity was one of divisive tension. Though there was never any direct
conflict, these verbal debates maintained both religious negative impressions towards
the other. The early debates between Taiwanese Christianity and Buddhism displayed
several features. Firstly, Christian churches tend to view other religions as opponents.
Second, because Christianity was still viewed as a foreign religion, Taiwanese people
were unable to accept it as a part of the domestic Taiwanese culture. Thirdly, the
unavoidable competitive element of religious expansion combined with the Christian
churches' inappropriate attitudes and methods of evangelisation caused Buddhist
antipathy. But, after the 1970s, new social situations provided an opportunity for
possible conciliation.
A Gradual Conciliation after the 1970s
Since the 1970s, there has been a gradual release in the tension between
Christians and Buddhists. As social and economic conditions have changed, both
religions have reconsidered their attitudes to each other. During this period, the works
of Father Albert Poulet-Mathis and the development of contextual theology in the PCT
exerted some influence in the reduction of hostility between Christianity and
Buddhism. But, there were yet other incidents that became a barrier to a greater
Christian-Buddhist relationship.
FatherAlbert Poulet-Mathis
Father Poulet-Mathis played a crucial role in the improvement of Christian and
Buddhist relations in his promotion of inter-religious dialogue. He is a Jesuit, and has
been a Catholic missionary in Taiwan for over forty years. In an interview, he
described how the Nostra Aetate of the Second Vatican Council (VCII) opened his
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vision for inter-religious dialogue and moved him to begin his personal journey of
making friendship with other religions.19 At first, he asked Master Chanyun (jUcjtgj
to teach him meditation and Buddhist belief. Then, he visited various Buddhist
temples, joining their rites and meditations so as to enjoy fellowship with them.
Moreover, in his position as the advisor to the Catholic Student Association, Fujen
Catholic University (jjgfn , FJCU), he provided opportunities for dialogue
between Christian and Buddhist students. Flowever, he notes that at the time he
initiated all these Christian-Buddhist dialogue personally and privately, because
inter-religious dialogue had not been accepted in the CCT.
In 1990 CE, under the direction of Pope, John Paul II, the CCT established the
Commission for Interreligious Dialogue and Ecumenical Cooperation (CIDEC) and
began the official ministry of inter-religious dialogue in Taiwan. As the acting
secretary, Poulet-Mathis visited most ofTaiwan's Buddhist organisations and temples,
carrying the CCT's banner of friendship towards them. His sincerity and diligence
won the friendship and respect ofother religious people. In 1994 CE, he participated in
founding a cross-religious organisation, The Conference of Religions and Peace in
Taiwan (TCRP) and was its president from 1994 to 2000. Under the auspices of this
organisation, he gathered together people of different religions to make opportunities
for establishing relationships between various religions and to promote inter-religious
dialogue.
There are a variety of responses to the works of Poulet-Mathis from people of
religion in Taiwan. In interviews, many leaders of 'Humanistic Buddhism' and
scholars in Christian churches expressed their respects for him and actions.20 However,
there are interviewees who express that while Poulet-Mathis' works might bring
together people from the various religions, these gatherings only helped people
establish surface relationships rather than initiating deeper interaction between
religions.21 In terms of encouraging mutual relationships between Christians and
Buddhists, Poulet-Mathis' diligence and sincerity did reduce many Buddhist leaders'
19 The description in these two paragraphs about his works is from Albert Poulet-Mathis
Jesuit priest and former president of Conference of Religions and Peace in Taiwan and former acting
secretary of Commission for Interreligious Dialogue and Ecumenical Cooperation, interviewed by Juta
Pan, tape recording in Tien Educational Center, Taipei (ni 25 November 2002.
20 These interviewees include Lee Chifu ofChung Hua Institute of Buddhist Study
5fe), Lu Huishing ofTzuchi University Chaohui of Horngshi Buddhist College
Chan Takkong of Fujen Catholic University
21
At least two Christian leaders mentioned this point. One is Huang Poho of Tainan Theological
College and Seminary The other is Zhou Lianhua of World Vision
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enmity to the CCT as well as to other Christian churches, and helped reduce the
tension between Christians and Buddhists. In this sense, he salted the soil for the
possibility of future dialogue.
The Ecumenical Influence to PCT
Since the 1970s, two factors have changed PCT's attitude to other religions. The
first is the rise ofcontextual theology in PCT. Some pioneer theologians, such as Shoki
Coe and C. S. Song advocate that Christian churches must closely relate to the
Taiwanese context and that Christian theology must seek God from the soil of
indigenous beliefs. Their insights inspired PCT to reconsider its relationship to other
religions. Although most of the church leaders are still suspicious of religious
pluralism, the PCT was generally become more open and friendly to other religions.
This attitude was seen in my interviews with PCT's leading figures. When I asked for
their perspectives on the Buddhist charity ministries such as Tzuchi, all eight of the
PCT interviewees expressed their appreciation to their social services and humbly
indicated that Christians should learn from these Buddhists.22
The second factor was the influence of the Ecumenical movement. In the 1980s,
when the PCT rejoined The World Council of Churches (WCC), some young
contextual theologians such as Huang Poho (jprffiSl), Chen Nanzhou (PH^jjlj), ar>d
Zheng Yangen, played active roles in WCC and the Council of Churches in Asia
(CCA). They had opportunities to participate in the two organisations' inter-religious
dialogue conferences and brought awareness to their importance. They became the
main figures promoting the PCT's inter-religious dialogue. Indeed, Huang not only
built up strong relationships with Buddhist leaders such as Lee Chifu (2^/S^;)23 but
also participated in inter-religious dialogue organisations such as the TCRP. Chen also
committed himself to the study of, and the dialogue with, tribal beliefs among
aborigines. Their active participation brought about the vision and practices of
inter-religious dialogue into the PCT.
Two Potential Barriers
22
Among six Presbyterian interviewees, there are at least four that expressed their admiration for
Tzuchi's works.
23 In my interview with Lee, he especially mentioned that Huang is his good friend and that Huang has
led the students ofTainan Presbyterian Theological College and Seminary to visit Chung Hua Institute
of Buddhist Study. Li Chifu. Interviewed by Juta Pan, tape recording in Chuanghua Institute ofBuddhist
Study, Jinshang (ffelJj, d327 December 2002.
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The Discrepancy of Political Standpoint
Although the tension between the two religions had gradually eased, the
difference of political standpoint became a new point of contention between the PCT
and Buddhism, and even between the PCT and other Christian churches. This political
conflict started due to three public statements from the PCT. In the 1970s, Taiwan was
facing isolation from the international community and possible invasion from China.
Out of a motivation of caring for Taiwanese people's wellbeing, the PCT issued a
series of political statements, The Statement on Our National Fate
Our Appeal (AfHATp-iSlh and A Declaration of Human Right (AMtlH).24
These statements urged the Taiwanese government to work on political reformation
and towards declaration of Taiwanese independence, which brought about opposition
from government and criticism from other churches and religions. The critics hurt the
PCT's members and became a boundary between the PCT and other religions, and
even proving divisive between the PCT and other Christian churches.
Seeking the independence ofTaiwan, which entails at the very least changing the
name of the country from 'Republic of China (ROC)' to 'Republic of Taiwan' and
claiming its complete separation from China, has long been the political appeal of the
PCT. However, most indigenous Christian churches and Taiwanese religions insist that
either Taiwan will eventually reunite with China or argue that Taiwan should retain its
current status that is, being pragmatically separated from China but without an official
announcement of independence. These divergent perspectives on Taiwan's
independence caused yet greater distance between the PCT and other churches and
religions. Therefore, the PCT's views hinder the possibility of Christian churches'
dialogue with other religions. In an interview with Huang Poho talking about his
experiences in inter-religious dialogue, he says that one of the reasons he withdrew
from the TCRP was to protest the TCRP's accepting the advocacy of The Conference
of Religions and Peace in Asia (ACRP) that the TCRP can only stay in ACRP in the
name of a local district ofChina.25
The Dahang Park (AAASi) Incident
The Dahang Park incident, which happened in 1992 CE, was a conflict between
Christians and Buddhists over whether a statue of Kuanyin (fjiff), the most popular
24 The details and significance of these three statements will be presented in the Chapter Six of this
thesis.
23
Huang Poho, interviewed by Juta Pan, tape recording in Tainan Presbyterian Theological College and
Seminary, 30 October 2002.
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Bodhisattva in Chinese Buddhism, should be removed from a newly constructed city
park, the Dahang Park. This statue originally had been in the area before the park was
constructed. During the construction, the city government discussed where it should
be placed. In the beginning, many Buddhist temples knew the government intended to
remove this statue, and they tried hard to acquire it and put it in their own temples,
because it was made by a famous artist and possesses high artistic value.
Simultaneously, nearby churches proposed that this statue had to be removed
from the park because a Buddhist shrine should not be put in a public place. This
declaration aroused the Buddhists' objection, who then united and protested that this
statue must not be removed. The resulting confrontation saw sit-ins and loud debates.
The incident was resolved peacefully when the Christians allowed the statue to remain
in the Park, with the provision that it only be viewed as art. Buddhists conceded by
promising that no worship or religious rites would be performed before that statue.
However, after agreement had been reached, supporters of each group continued to
blame their own representatives for over-compromising. This incident incited a chasm
between the two religions. In an interview, one pastor, Lin Mingyi (^ElfJti),
mentioned that once, when he took a taxi to a church around the park, the taxi driver
still angrily blamed this church for its attempts to drive Kuanyin out of the park.26
There are several noteworthy points arising from this incident. The principle
reason the churches demanded the removal of Kuanyin's statue from Dahang Park is
that many churches involved in the dispute believed that such statues are often imbued
with spiritual powers. As it happens, the largest church near the park is closely relative
of the Pentecostal Church. Because this movement holds the concept that powerful
evil spirits exist in every possible place of the cosmos, this church felt that the statue
was likely to become associated with the worship ofevil spirits and they did not want
such evil spirits spreading into a public place. The churches around this area also hold
this belief and were united around it. In addition, this appeal became a point of
contention between the two religions. Both religions considered the incident's
outcome to be important for their future development and, therefore, that they had
better not make concessions. The Dahang Park incident raised an important social
issue: Was it acceptable to exclusively place a symbol from one religion in a public
space intended for use by all citizens? If it is found unacceptable, does a dissenting
religion have the right to demand the removal of this statue or the placement of an
26 Lin Mingyi (#Ejq|i), interviewed by Juta Pan, tape recording in Zhonyi Free Methodist Church (£§.
Fenshang (HllTl), 2 December 2002.
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equivalent symbol in the same public space? This event could have been dealt as a
social issue, but the churches approached it from the aspect of religion, thereby
complicating the issue. The source of conflict stemmed from poor methods of appeals
and insufficient communication. In an interview, Zhou Lianghua (Jiflipijg), one of the
Christian representatives of the negotiation group, commented that, even though
churches did not agree with the statue's placement in the park, it was unwise for
Christians to take such divisive actions because they only exacerbated Buddhist
enmity and made no contribution to the Christian mission.27
Conclusion
The Works of Poulet-Mathis for the CCT and the development of the PCT's
contextual theology helped improve relationships between Buddhism and these two
Christian traditions. The development of 'Humanistic Buddhism' also helped
Taiwanese Buddhists hold more open-minded views towards Christian churches. This
change is shown in the attitudes and responses given by the interviewees of the
'Humanistic Buddhism.' As a Protestant minister, when the researcher visited several
organisations of 'Humanistic Buddhism,' I often felt welcomed by their hospitality.
Besides, even Christians, who insisted on the uniqueness of Jesus Christ and the
priority ofevangelisation, gradually understood that triumphalism and propagating the
gospel through criticism ofother religions is not a good way of preaching the gospel.28
In general, these factors helped Christians and Buddhists gradually reduce the
historical tension and march down the path of reconciliation towards the opportunity
of Christian-Buddhist dialogue. However, the aforementioned two factors mentioned
above demonstrate that there was potential for new tensions and barriers.
Christian Views of Buddhism
In order to build up a comprehensive picture on the condition of
Christian-Buddhist relation, besides investigating the past and present interactions
between Christianity and Buddhism, this chapter intends to explore each side's view
towards the other to see how these views influence their relationship. In the third
27 Zhou Lianghua interviewed by Juta Pan, tape recording in World Vision in Taiwan, Taipei,
26 November 2002.
28 This idea had been mentioned in the interviews of some MPC's leaders such as Tan Chibin (I'H/^K)
of China Evangelical Seminary, Yu Jibin (T"®W) of China Lutheran Seminary, Cai Guosan (HIHlll)
of Industry Evangelical Fellowship.
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section, the views ofTaiwanese Christian Churches on Taiwanese Buddhism and other
religions will be analysed according to the data found in the qualitative research. In the
beginning, the qualitative research focuses mainly on three Christian traditions in
Taiwan, including the CCT, the PCT, and the MPC. In the later period, considering the
speedy growth and influence of the Pentecostal movement in Taiwan, the interviewees
belonging to this faith have been added. This section describes Christian views on
other religions along the distinctions of these four Christian groups.
Catholic Church in Taiwan
The Academic Field
Among the CCT's academic field, Department ofReligious Studies (DRS), Fujen
Catholic University plays an important role in promoting inter-religious dialogue. The
views of this department are adopted by this research as the main sources of
understanding the academic views of the CCT. Interviews and the literary sources
reveal that their scholars lean towards the view that different religions are simply
different paths leading human beings to return to God. In the conclusion of his Basic
Dimension ofInter-religious Dialogue, Father Joseph Vu, (jSAfeTE), a professor at the
DRS, claims that:
The primary issue of the inter-religious dialogue is not only to confirm
the fact of the multiple faces of religions, but especially to connect them to a
relational unity, which is the centre while people move towards the journey
of the world's destination through the track of history.
A similar perspective is expressed by Dr. Chan Takkong, the Dean of DRS. In an
interview, I asked what he thinks of the Catholic Church's statement ofextra ecclesiam
nulla salus, and he replied:
In fact, from VCII to the current state, the concept of extra ecclesiam
nulla salus has not been mentioned anymore. This concept has its own
context because, at that time, the whole of Europe was Christendom. Now
29The original text is: Mil# g»!*, ifcKfiSWSNFftff1!
Mm-Quoted from
Joseph Vu, The Basic Dimension ofInter-religious Dialogue(inTthe Religious
Dialogue: Theory andPractice (ffifffcM: edit by Huang Hauichiu (M'ffiUcTS),
Fujen Religious Series Taipei, Taiwan: Wunan Publishing pie ('nWcJdt:
2000, 33.
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we should confirm that all religions are equal and all are paths leading to
God.30
The above perspectives show that the representative theological standpoint ofCatholic
scholars in the DRS holds the perspective that Christianity and other religions stand
equal and that each path is to God.
The Official View ofCCT
Without voicing the similar address as that of the DRS scholars, under the
guidance of VCII, the CCT officially holds an open position to other religions. A
friendly attitude was revealed in the establishment of the official institutes of
inter-religious dialogue in 1990 CE, which will be described in Chapter Three.
Additionally, the reports from two conferences on delivering the vision of
inter-religious dialogue to the ministers of the Church, 'The Ministries of Education
and Inter-religious Dialogue' reveal that officially the CCT clearly confirm the value
ofother religions. This open attitude is first displayed by the confirmation of the work
of God in other religions. In his lecture, 'Evaluating the Evangelical and Pastoral
Ministries in the Catholic University through the Constitution ofCatholic University,'
the president of the FJCU, Lizhen (rfEfgf), claims 'we need to conceive that the spirit of
Christ exists in Chinese culture' and 'religion is the important origin of Chinese
culture.'31 This claim secures the works ofGod in Chinese religions. In another speech,
Chan Chunshen (St#^) declares that 'In VCII, the Catholic Church has confirmed
that all the religions are seeking the ultimate destiny of human beings and appreciates
all the positive answers they have found,'32 which deeply expresses the awareness of
30 Chan Takkong (fjfitilTfc), interviewed by Juta Pan, tape recording in Chan's office, Hsingzhuang (iff
U:), 25 November 2002. The Chinese text is: SIT, H
mm, HiigfiifMsifc#,
31 The Chinese texts are: and
See Lizhen ($M),'Evaluating the Evangelical and Pastoral Ministries in Catholic
University through the Constitution ofCatholic University (
MXfft ' in the handbook of 'The Ministries ofEducation and Inter-religious Dialogue: The Third
Conference of the Inter-Religious Dialogue and Cooperation
fPMcE'Zhingshan, Changhua (MfcWlb), 1993, 5.
32 The Chinese text is: MfL
J'frfUTStQvSce Chan Chunshen (§1#^), 'Catholic University and
Inter-religious Dialogue(,'in the handbook of 'The Ministries ofEducation and
Inter-religious Dialogue: The ThirdConference ofthe Inter-Religious Dialogue andCooperation (Mlf
xfpmmmm 'zhingshan, changhua 1993,5.
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the Catholic Church with regard to the value of the other religions.
However, there is still a cautious attitude held by the leading level of the CCT. In
the interview with Poulet-Mathis, he mentioned that "Sometimes, Di Gang the
Archbishop of Taipei ( jokes that 'We worry that someday Father
Poulet-Mathis will leave Christianity eventually,'"33 though obviously Father Mathis
claimed that he never had such an idea. This reveals the reserved opinion that the
church carries with respect to expressing too open a mind. Nevertheless, compared to
the past, the CCT has an open attitude to Taiwanese religions.
The Local Churches
To understand local church's views on other Taiwanese religions, the researcher
interviewed two local Catholic priests and conversed informally with some lay
believers in different areas of southern Taiwan.34 Since these lay interviewees were
generally hesitant about interview, their normal response to the questions the
researcher raised was, "I know nothing about this question, you had better to ask the
'Father'".35 Thus, the main sources come from two priests: Father Meng Yiya of'the
Cathedral of Jesus Our King' in Fengshan 50 and Father
Shen Rongbing of'the Cathedral ofthe Saviour' in Kaohsiung
W50- Further information was obtained by interviewing others, such as Ho Huiqun,
the secretary of the CIDEC. Additional literary sources also proved valuable to the
researcher in gathering information.
The two priests I interviewed both politely expressed that they welcome and do
not reject interaction with Buddhists, because they consider this interaction as
opportunity for Christians to learn from other religions. They both politely expressed
their appreciation for the social services Buddhism provided, though they indicated
that they are not happy with the Buddhist extravagance in temple building. While
inquiring about his views on extra ecclesiam nulla salus, Shen stood firm on the
uniqueness of the Christian faith and salvation through Jesus. In the interview, he said:
'We must not give up our own standpoint for the sake of inter-religious dialogue or
33 Albert Poulet-Mathis interviewed by Juta Pan, tape recording in Tien Educational Center,
Taipei 26 December 2002. The Chinese text is: 'ffefflft
34
Basically these lay interviewees are not comfortable giving their names or do not want their names
being known. In order to respect their privacy, this thesis does not intend to list their names here. These
lay interviewees are aged and mostly female without being well educated. They are basically shy and
hesitate to answer my questions.
35 The Chinese text is: 'jlfSSfl ®) T^IS, fTft£F£PnJj[fi5C'
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maintaining the relationship with other religions...! want to reiterate the monotheism
and the uniqueness of soteriology.'"6
Meng held to the finality of the Christian faith. He claimed that 'all religions are
different paths leading to the same door.' When I asked 'whether every religion can
open this door', he said 'only through accepting Jesus can one enter this door, but you
have the freedom to accept or not.'37 Throughout the above conversation, he expressed
the view that religions exist as a preparation for people to convert to Christianity. Both
priests clearly expressed their objection to the concept of religious syncretism, and
pointed out the obvious differences of doctrine between Christianity and the other
religions. Both insisted that Christians could not compromise the uniqueness of their
beliefs for the sake of inter-religious dialogue. Nevertheless, both priests affirmed that
there is goodness in other faiths from which Christians can learn.
According to Ho Huiqun, priests' views on other religions are widely divergent.
While describing the priests' responses to CCT's dialogue with other religions in
interviews, she said:
When other religions asked Father Poulet-Mathis to invite other priests
and lay Christians to participate in their activities, some bishops and priests
expressed their supports for these activities, but there were also some
expressing that these religions were superstitions or that there were evil
spirits within them.38
It is clear that there are still some priests who hold extra-religions suspicions.
The above data drawn from interviews reveal that churches and their priests hold
a courteous, tolerant attitude to other religions, but still maintain suspicions. And
despite their polite attitude, the insistence of Christian uniqueness and finality of the
salvation of God is still widespread among the local churches. It is this in particular,
when compared with the leading level and the academics, illustrates that the CCT's
36 Shen Rongbing, interviewed by Juta Pan, tape recording in The Cathedral of the Saviour, Kaohsiung.
12 December 2002. The Chinese text is: 1&MS 3WaHH,
37
Meng Yiya, interviewed by Juta Pan, tape recording in the Cathedral of Jesus Our King, Kaohsiung,
10 December 2002. Related Chinese texts include: FTRW"®-' I
sjuhbiw
38
Ho Huiqun, interviewed by Juta Pan, tape recording in Commission of Inter-religious Dialogue and
Ecumenical Cooperation, Taipei, 18 December 2002. The Chinese text is: SfMff
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local churches behave more conservatively in their views on other religions.
Conclusion
Previously, the Catholic Church harboured suspicion towards other religions, but,
in light of the above evidence, there is now a reflective courteousness. The CCT
expresses its confirmation of the value of other Taiwanese religions due to the
influence of the World Catholic Church since VCII. There is the tendency in the CCT
in which the theologians hold a more open attitude than that of the local churches. The
theologians hold to religious pluralism, claiming that other religions can provide
salvation for human beings. The churches, though parroting their confirmation and
good will towards other religions, still maintain an orthodox exclusivity of salvation.
What is more is the sentiment of the leading levels in display of a more open attitude
mere so than the local churches. This shows that the transformation of the CCT's
attitude to other religions is handed down from upper demonstration rather than grown
from the grass roots. In examining the theological value of other religions, the
interviewees consider the difference between doctrines to factor negatively, while the
contribution of religions to society is naturally viewed as a positive factor. In general,
though, the CCT demonstrates friendliness to other Taiwanese religions.
The Presbyterian Church in Taiwan
Unlike the Catholic Church, which possesses a strong hierarchy and united
theology, the PCT has a stronger democratic side, with widely divergent theological
standpoint and activities. To date, the Church's views on other religions has not been
raised and discussed in the PCT's General Assembly, nor is there any commonly held
view. As the interviews will demonstrate, all the PCT interviewees stated that their
opinions spoke only for their personal views.
Academics
This qualitative research presents the overall influence of pioneer theologians
upon the PCT's academic sphere. There are slightly different views of two
interviewees on the issues. Huang Poho and Zheng Yangen, are two leading
theologians in their respective mainstream PCT theological seminaries, the Tainan and
the Taiwan Theological College and Seminary. Their views represent the typical
perspective in the academy on the issue. During the interview, Huang Poho said,
'Christianity as the product of human culture should not be viewed as standing in a
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specific place among the religions.'39 He faintly echoed the Catholic view that all
religions are paths leading people to God and that the mission of converting people
from their own religions to the Church is a mission arising from the Church itself
rather than Jesus' commission.40 His opinions reveal a most open attitude, claiming
that different religions including Christianity are the various paths leading people to
God.
Zheng Yangen holds a rather reserved view regarding the issue of religion's path
to God. His attitude is due to his founding in the discrepancy between Christianity and
other institutional religions. He said "It is easy to find parallels between Christianity
and aboriginal beliefs in the concept of 'the Most High' and the concept of creation.
However, one thing that troubles me is I am not certain that there is a parallel between
Christianity and other traditional world religions, because each has its distinctive
beliefs, organisations, rites and history."41 In terms of whether there is path of
salvation in other beliefs, he cautiously expressed:
The only thing that I affirm is there is a clear path to salvation within
Christianity...it is hard to affirm that Christianity and other traditional
religions lead to a common destiny, for there are obvious differences
between them. However, I respect the spirituality in other religions and their
claims that people can find a destiny through these religions.42
39 This concept was indicated in an interview, when he mentioned that once when he attended an
international conference, he had different perspective than a Dutch theologian regarding whether
religions are human products and whether Christianity belongs to one of them. Huang Poho,
interviewed by Juta Pan, tape recording in Tainan Presbyterian Theological College and Seminary, 30
October 2002. Its Chinese text is : ^
40
In terms of this issue, in interviews, he said that the motivation of the mission is the Great
Commission (Matthew. 28:18-20). However, whether the Great Commission was given by Jesus Christ
or was developed by early Church later, recent New Testament scholars held the perspective different
from the traditional perspective. Therefore, the concept of mission in the Bible is not the same as
evangelisation. Huang Poho, interviewed by Juta Pan, tape recording in Tainan Presbyterian
Theological College and Seminary, 30 October 2002. Its Chinese text is :
41
Zheng Yangen, interviewed by Juta Pan, tape recording in Taiwan Theological College and Seminary,
20 November 2002. The Chinese text is:
42 Ibid. The Chinese text is: 'gfSff® jglfifrfa-fflPH-—gfI
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Huang's comment reveals that within the academics of the PCT, it is acceptable
that different religions can be various paths to God. But, this is not the only perspective
as there are theologians who are suspicious of religious pluralism.
Local Churches' Pastors
The qualitative research discovered that local pastors also held a divergent
standpoint with regard to the uniqueness of Christianity. Two of the four interviewed
pastors affirmed that other religions could lead people to God in their chosen path.
Using one of these pastor's ideas43 as an example, he said, 'In Taiwan, the good works
of Chengyen make many Christians rethink the problem: Can we still insist that this
Buddhist cannot be saved by God?'44 The other two persisted in the belief of the
unique salvation of Jesus Christ. The interviewees all affirm that there is goodness in
Buddhism, and they give especially high praise ofBuddhist contributions to society.
Lay People
The PCT's lay leaders play active and influential roles in the Church. The
qualitative research shows that PCT's lay leaders held more conservative perspectives
on the issues. This impression was not only affirmed in my interviews with two lay
leaders but also in the statement of two PCT's pastors, Huang Poho and Chang Lifu
In the interview, Huang indicated that 'Most lay Christians hold
conservative standpoints and negative views about other religions.'45
My two lay interviewees, Chen Zhaonan and Ms. Xu Sufen
are both leaders of local churches and active participants in many ministries. The
interviews showed that both interviewees were of the mind that there is uniqueness to
the salvation of Jesus Christ and there is the priority of evangelisation. As Chen
Zhaonan said, 'To obtain eternal life, there is no other way but through Jesus Christ.
This is the foundation of our belief and is the contradiction between Christianity and
Buddhism.'46 In terms of their views about other religions, both interviewees agreed
43 This pastor had mentioned that he would hesitate to relate some contents of our conversation to other
pastors so that he won't provoke their objections. Therefore, I considered it appropriate to conceal his
name here. The Chinese text is WBfjfiHWAlS-'
44 The Chinese text is:
45
Huang Poho, interviewed by Juta Pan, tape recording in Tainan Presbyterian Theological College and
Seminary, 30 October 2002. The Chinese text is:
45 Chen Zhaonan, interviewed by Juta Pan, tape recording in the office of the Village of Evangelical
Fellowship, Tainan, 15 December 2002. The Chinese text is:
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with the pastors by affirming the goodness within these religions and specifically
Buddhist contributions to Taiwanese society. However, they rejected the possibility of
these religious people being saved through their chosen faith.
The General Assembly
The diversity of the issues of inter-religious dialogue among different PCT
interviewees causes the leadership level to hold a cautious attitude towards affirmation
of the other religions' goodness. In the interview, Rev. Lo Jonkuang the
general secretary of the General Assembly of PCT, said:
I myself still consider that there is God's general revelation in other
religions, but only Christianity owns God's special revelation. These two
levels of revelation contain substantial differences. Furthermore, I hold the
conviction that Jesus Christ is the only salvation for human beings.47
He also said 'most PCT churches hold the beliefof the uniqueness of the salvation of
Jesus' and 'the PCT still maintains a comprehensive ministry including evangelisation
and social ministry. Especially at the time when the Church is in the minority,
evangelisation, leading people to conversion and to be baptised, is the PCT's primary
• • 48
ministry.' Lo not only expressed his own conviction but also, to certain degree,
expressed the general theological standpoint of PCT.
Conclusion
Currently, the PCT's view on other religions is influenced by both contextual and
conservative theology. This causes a diversity of views with regard to the issues of
qualitative research within the PCT. Academics holds the most open mind about the
possibility of dialogue with local churches insisting on the supremacy ofChristianity
in achieving God's salvation. Amongst the diversities, there is a shared view between
the different levels of the PCT, which is the confirmed goodness in other religions
stemming from their contributions to human this-worldly wellbeing.
47
Lo Jonkuang, interviewed by Juta Pan, tape recording in General Assembly ofPCT, Taipei, 8 January
2003. The Chinese text is:
48 Ibid. The Chinese text is:
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Mandarin Protestant Church
Although the MPC is composed of numerous Protestant denominations, they
commonly hold the evangelical theological standpoint. This field research concises
fifteen individual interviews and a panel discussion with eight participants.49 The
evidence shows that there is no difference among interviewees of different
denominations and those of different levels of Christians in the Church in their
positions on the uniqueness ofChristian salvation and on the priority of evangelisation.
The differences that exist lie mainly in their views on the value of seeking human
this-worldly welfare, which affects their views on other Taiwanese religions. The
diversity is not between the levels of church hierarchy and denominations, but
between the local churches and the para-church organisations, which play active roles
in the MPC. It is especially these leaders of para-church organisations that hold an
open mind towards other religions, and with emphasis on their social contributions.
Views on Social Services of'Humanistic Buddhism'
In interviews, ten of the thirteen MPC interviewees held a critical view on the
revival of Buddhism in Taiwan and on its social services. Seven of them succinctly
stated that Buddhists do not do quite as many good works as the general perceives. The
impression that they make great contributions to the community is corollary to their
good media relations. Following that, the interviewees usually claimed that, in fact,
Christians do social services no less than Buddhists have done, but Christians follow
the principles of'do not let your left hand know what your right hand is doing.'50 Four
of them responded that, though Buddhists do lots of social services in Taiwan, their
works are shallow, such as donating money for charity, and are lack an effective
strategy to solve the fundamental problems of the society and of the individual. Only
two ofthirteen interviewees gave Buddhists sincere praise and believed that Christians
can learn from their good works. These responses showed that overall MPC Christians
evaluated Buddhist social services with bias and held a competitive attitude without
objectively recognising the goodness within them.
Views on Non-Christian Religions
49
Not every interviewee was asked or answered the same questions, so, in the following statistics, the
total numbers of the interviewees in the statistics are different.
50 Matthew 6:3 (NIV)
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Christian views on non-Christian religions were closely related to their views on
contemporary Buddhist revival. Almost no interviewees denied that there is a certain
good in these religions' doctrines and practices, and so they affirmed that these
religions might make contributions to human life and society. Conversely though, all
the MPC interviewees insisted that these religions can only contribute to human
this-worldly wellbeing, but lack the ability to lead people towards salvation.
The MPC's views on the value ofother religions are also tied to their views on the
value of this world. Three of fourteen interviewees held the most negative view,
claiming that the present human world is completely valueless, and by extension,
non-Christian religions are completely valueless. Seven of fourteen held a milder but
similar view asserting that the wellbeing of this world is of only secondary value, and
thus, the value of non-Christian religions is secondary. Only four interviewees
affirmed the value of this-worldly wellbeing and claimed that to promote this-worldly
wellbeing is one of the core features in Christian belief. This third group of
interviewees ended in affirming the value of non-Christian religions' contributions to
this world. The statistics showed that interviewees of the MPC generally view the
value of this world as less important. As a sample group they shows that, though
interviewees in the MPC generally confirmed the contributions of religions to this
world, they generally hold the perspective that non-Christian religions are of less value,
for the contribution to this world has less value.
Pentecostal Churches
Besides these three Christian traditions, the recent revival of the Pentecostal
movement in Taiwan is worth consideration, due to its success in revival and influence
upon Taiwanese Churches. This movement was greatly motivated by the Pentecostal
movements in South America, Korea, and Singapore. This Christian movement does
not establish its own denomination, but is dispersed among two Protestant traditions.
Two ministers and one lay Christian accepted the interviews possibly helped by which
two incidents which happened recently clarified the Pentecostal Christians' view on
the issues, which will be shown by the qualitative research that they hold very negative
views towards other religions.
Views on Other Religions
Pentecostal Christians in Taiwan believe that all the non-Christian religions
contain evil spirits inherent in their doctrines and practices. This perspective thwarts
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establishing relationships with other religions and even spurns Pentecostals to take
opposing actions to them. Along with Dahang Park Incident, there was another event
at the end of 2001 CE that evidenced their hostile attitudes to other religions. At that
time, Pentecostal Christians launched a parade through the whole Taiwan with the
purpose of'cleansing' the evil spirits in shrines and temples. As they passed particular
temples, some of these Christians poured oil on the outside statues so as to drive out
the evil spirits. These acts both damaged some temple statues and nearly brought about
lawsuits. While interviewing the two ministers, I asked them31 how they viewed this
event. In the beginning, one minister said, 'Christians should pray but should not take
such violent actions to oppose other religions.' But, the other said later that 'Today is
the age of Elijiah. If God wants Christians to confront idols in the manner of Mount
Carmel in 1 King 19, we have no other choice because this is not an issue ofopposition
but of the crucial moment of the revival.'52 This statement shows the attitude of
confrontation that exists among Pentecostal Christians. This attitude, by nature, leads
to the possibility of direct opposition.
The above details from the interviewees and the two events reveal that
Pentecostal Christians in Taiwan hold a strong opposition to other religions. Although
this movement is in its infancy in Taiwan, achieving appeal in the last two decades, the
reality of its quick growth has evolved as a potential barrier to Christian interaction
with other Taiwanese religions.
Conclusion
After examining the views of various Taiwanese Christian traditions on other
religions, it can be concluded that, in general, Christians view on other religions much
friendlier than in previous eras. Nevertheless, the gradual improvement of Christians'
views on other religions has not impelled Christians to positively seek the
establishment of a relationship between Christianity and Buddhism. This
improvement is only viable in the easing of previous tension and an attitude of
courteous neglect for other religions. The factors of the release of previous tension
include the influences of world Churches and contemporary theology, and the
Church's sense of obligation to the local community needs. However, the underlying
51 In this interview, I promised I would not list their names in my thesis.
52 The Chinese text of the first opinion is: one said: —fefj®), fScATEfHcf, fEPEHSf
lL.' and the other said: jt7,WW
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conviction of the uniqueness of Christian beliefs, the differences of beliefs between
two religions, and the sense ofcompetition, still impede Christian Churches in Taiwan
from seeking an established friendship with Buddhism. One feature popular among
different traditions in Taiwanese Christianity is to express their confirmation of
Buddhists' social services and contributions to the society. How they view the value of
this-worldly contribution is variably influenced by the respective views on the worth
of social services dictated among different Christian traditions. This situation
encouragingly provides a possible source for the contact point for the
Christian-Buddhist relationship in Taiwan.
Buddhist Views ofChristianity
After examining Christian views on other religions, this fourth section seeks to
discover the views of Taiwanese Buddhists on Christianity. The first chapter has
already indicated the recent transformation of Buddhism in Taiwan, which evolved
into the two main Buddhist communities in Taiwan named traditional Buddhism and
'Humanistic Buddhism'. The interviews, which were performed with these two
communities intended to maintain a balance in the number of interviewees in each
group. In traditional Buddhism, there are eight interviewees in total, including three
clergy and five lay people. In 'Humanistic Buddhism,' there are also eight. Five are
clergy or scholars, mainly the leaders or representatives of Humanistic Buddhist
institutions. The other three are lay people. The last interviewee, Jiang Chanteng
claimed himself to be an independent Buddhist scholar, lacking affiliation with any
Buddhist institution.
Traditional Buddhism
There are three traditional Buddhist leaders and five lay people who accepted the
researcher's interviews. The valuable data was mainly from the views of Buddhist
leaders, because lay interviewees in traditional Buddhism, like those of the lay in the
CCT, expressed a hesitant attitude in responding to the interview questions. Among
the five, there were only two, who felt comfortable enough to have a long conversation
with me though one of these remained anonymous and refused a tape recording. Three
other interviewees were uncomfortable answering my questions and referred me to
their masters because they knew nothing of these issues. This reveals that in traditional
Buddhism, the strong monastic class dominates all the Buddhist sects, and the lay
people are their subordinates.
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Views on Other Religions and Christianity
Three monastic interviewees expressed friendly attitudes towards Christianity.
They admired Christians' good deeds and contributions to society. However,
according to the Buddhist belief system, they commonly put Christian beliefs within
the realm of humans and heaven, meaning that, through the fruits of Christians' good
deeds, after the end oftheir present life, their merits will help them be able to attain one
of the heavenly realms, those which are the highest realms in the six realms of
Buddhist concept of cosmos,53 and to enjoy happiness there. Besides Christians, other
religious people may obtain this realm as well. This means that the value of these
religions is not decided in their beliefs but in their good deeds. This evaluation shows
that other religions have a rather good position in Buddhism.
The living beings in heaven can enjoy their happiness for a long but limited time.
After the fruits of their merits are exhausted, these living beings fall back to other
lower realms and keep on their journey of Samsara. As staying in the heavenly realm
does not mean escaping out ofSamsara and total release from the sufferings of life, the
Christian path can not help much in terms of an ultimate release.
Traditional Buddhist interviewees gave Christianity a pretty good evaluation, for
they admired Christian virtues and asserted that Christians can acquire a certain level
of happiness in the heavenly realm. Therefore, there was an absence of Buddhist
obligation to urge Christians towards conversion. They are not impelled to bring
tension between the two religions. However, since these traditional Buddhists insisted
that Buddhism is the only religion which can grant complete release from suffering,
they cannot avoid the exclusivity and therefore superiority of Buddhism.
A View of a Lay Buddhist on Christians
A friendlier attitude is displayed in an interview of an unnamed lay interviewee.54
She expressed her experiences of working with a Christian in a common volunteer
service centre for the terminal patients in the Kaohsiung General Veteran Hospital (flj
Although their beliefs were different, they get along well and
53 In Buddhist cosmology, there are numerous sub-realms in each of six realms. There are no common
opinions regarding which sub-realm Christians can attain. It might be based on the merits a Christian
collects.
54
An unnamed lay Buddhist, interviewed by Juta Pan, in the garden ofHsiangkuang Zhangyang Temple
Kaohsiung, interviewed without being taped, 21 December 2002.
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respected each other's beliefs during their work. Their commitment to caring for the
sick and the happy experiences in their work afforded also generated of friendship
across the boundaries of religion. This experience let her realise how Christians
express their love. She admitted that there are differences between religions in their
paths to human final destiny, but, when she focused on their common concern for
people's worldly welfare, she believed that it was no problem to live and work with a
Christian friend.
This interview was a special case in my interview with traditional Buddhists. In
the four other lay Buddhist interviews, when I asked whether they have Christian
friends and how their relationships are, their immediate responses were that they
seldom had Christian friends for these Christians are not part of them. When pressed,
they would politely respond that Christians are good people. These interviews show
that for traditional Buddhists it is hard to accept Christians, but the above special case
shows that a focus on human welfare helps different believers transcend religious lives
and come to accept and respect each other.
Views on Humanistic Buddhism and Its Social Engagement
The rise of the Humanistic Buddhist movement is an extraordinary
transformation for Buddhism in Taiwan, and it is interesting to examine the views of
traditional Buddhists on this new movement. Interviews with traditional Buddhists
included questions about the interviewees' current views on Humanistic Buddhists and
their social actions. These interviewees generally responded with the position that the
worth of good deeds is secondary to Buddhist beliefs. They commonly claimed that
the goal of Buddhism is to attain Nirvana, which is the search of ultimate release from
this-worldly suffering and endless Samsara. Basic paths to attain this goal are followed
through meditation or calling on the name of Buddha. In terms of good deeds, unless
one has experienced Nirvana in this world or become a Bodhisattva, good deeds only
help a person to earn merit so as to obtain an immediate reward in this life or to acquire
a better reincarnation. Moreover, focusing on good deeds might even cause one to
overlook the practice of meditation. In this, good deed can even inhibit people's
realisation ofNirvana. Since engaging in this world can easily leads to human craving,
Buddhists contend that people should make every effort to withdraw from this world
so as not to be polluted by it. Interviewers were ofthe mind that positively engaging in
this world, though altruistic, is not the centre of Buddhist teachings.33
55 The above description is mainly derived from the interviews with Master Ruchi. Two other masters of
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Traditional Buddhism views the Humanistic Buddhist focus on good deeds and
this-world engagement to be at the entry level of Buddhist practices. The most
negative view on 'Humanistic Buddhism' is from Ruchi. He said, '"Humanistic
Buddhism' contains a danger of blocking people from attaining Nirvana because
focusing on this worldly engagement might cause people to pay less attention to higher
level practices and to be polluted by this secular world."56 One milder view was from
Huiyang. In an interview, she did not maintain that the rise of 'Humanistic Buddhism'
hinders people from attaining Nirvana, but said, 'although caring for this-worldly
wellbeing is not the centre of the Buddhist Dharma, it contains a function for people to
start and to be more willing to learn Buddhist Dharma. Nevertheless, after starting to
learn Dharma, the followers have to be guided to escape from this world.'57 In an
interview, an unnamed monk said, 'the practices of social engagement are the
strategies of self-adaptation to fit the context in the propagation of Dharma. This
practice is especially suitable for young people and intellectuals in the modern era.'58
These three similarly express the belief that 'Humanistic Buddhism' does not stand in
the centre of Buddhist Dharma works best as an initial step into greater Buddhist
practices.
Conclusion
One underlying character in Taiwanese traditional Buddhism is its regard to the
good deeds and socially engaged actions, which are intrinsically valued as secondary
to Buddhist beliefs. Therefore, they admire the good deeds of Christians but consider
them as secondary. This evaluation is also applied to their views on 'Humanistic
Buddhism'. They do not denigrate the value ofother religions such as Christianity, but
like the Christians, they hold to the uniqueness and superiority of their faith, beliving
that only through traditional Buddhist practices can people attain Nirvana. They hold a
traditional Buddhism basically expressed similar concepts. Lay interviewees basically hesitated to
answer these questions, only saying that this question should be answered by their masters.
I Ruchi ($nm interviewed by Juta Pan, tape recording in Kaihui Private Temple (ffflllfiiltr), Zhongli
CTfE), 18 November 2002. The Chinese text is: 1=1M
m,Ara#±Kffii£^®£®tT.'
57
Huiyang (MIS.), interviewed by Juta Pan, tape recording in Lotus Buddhist Group, Fengshang, 19
December 2002. The Chinese text is: flU—{HAH,
is, -MApum
58 This unnamed master does not want to his name listed publicly. The Chinese text is:
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courteous attitude to Christians in their statements but deny their value in terms of a
final destiny.
'Humanistic Buddhism'
Ideally the founders of four main Humanistic Buddhist complexes and Yinshun
were the main subjects of the researcher's interviews, for they were those who have
the authority to speak for 'Humanistic Buddhism.' In reality, it was not possible for
these leaders to spare their time to accept on interview from a Christian seminary
student. However, the researcher interviewed some Buddhist scholars who were very
close to these leaders and who were considered to be spokespersons for them.
Professor Li Chihfu for example, is the director of the CIBS, which was
founded by Master Shenyen of Dharma Drum Mountain. He has worked with
Shengyen in the CIBS for many years. Professor Lu Huishing (MM#), is the
professor ofReligious Studies, Tzuchi University and was recommended by Tzuchi to
be the spokesperson for Master Chengyen. Master Chaohui is considered to be one of
the successors ofYinshun. Jiang Chanteng is the scholar, who first named the thinking
of Yinshun as 'Humanistic Buddhism.' There were interviewees who were Buddhist
lay people belonging to two other groups of Humanistic groups, Buddha Light and
Middle Taiwan Mountain. Unlike traditional Buddhist lay people, these lay Buddhists
have in common, a higher education and are socio-economically middle class. There
were also two leaders ofmodern Buddhist groups accepting my interviews. They are
Li Yuansong (^7t$&), the founder of Modern Chan Society MCS), and
Master Yang, the leader ofChinese Chan Buddhist Association CCBA).
The information obtained from interview shows that there was little difference
between the Humanistic Buddhists and the traditional Buddhists on their views that
Christianity only belongs to the realm of heaven in Buddhist belief. However,
Humanistic Buddhist interviewees expressed this view in a more courteous and
respectful way. When asked whether Buddhists hold the view that Christians can only
attain the realm of heaven, only Li Yuansong said that this concept is too arbitrary and
does not respect other religions.59 One of the other five interviewees laid out the
standard concepts within traditional Buddhism. Besides them, four60 avoided
responding to this question directly but claimed that religions should respect each
59 Li Yuansong interviewed by Juta Pan, accompanied by Leu Yizhong, tape recording in
Modern Chan Society, Taipei(18 December 2002.
60 There were six Humanistic Buddhist interviewees that were asked this question.
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other. Their polite silence construed their basic agreement with this concept.
Although holding the superiority of Buddhism over Christianity, almost all
interviewees of'Humanistic Buddhism,' at the same time, expressed different attitudes
from traditional Buddhists in their praise for the goodness of Christianity. They
uniformly claimed that all religions are good and valuable to this world. They also
appreciated Christians' good deeds and their contributions to Taiwan throughout its
history. Even though four of six interviewees still insisted that only Buddhism could
lead people to an ultimate release from sufferings, they expressed respect for the
differences in Christian and Buddhist belief. As Li Chifu said, 'It is all right that each
religion has different beliefs. I might have my own convictions, but I bless your choice.
If you don't bless my beliefs, it's all right for me.'61 Overall, interviewees of
'Humanistic Buddhism' expressed a more open attitude and a greater appreciation of
other religions than those from traditional Buddhism. This evaluation might be closely
related to their strong conviction for this-worldly wellbeing. In this, they appreciated
the value of Christian faith and social services, and to the continuing contributions
made to Taiwan, this all being affirmed by the continuous mentioning of the
interviewees. Not every Humanistic Buddhist held this attitude; when 1 demanded
interviews from some other Buddhist leaders, I was rejected by two Humanistic
Buddhist leaders. The reason for the refusal was that they were not interested in these
issues, or in dialogue with a Christian. Therefore, by design, the institutions accepting
my interviews were tended to be those who have a friendlier attitude to Christianity.
The above paragraph shows the commonality among these interviewees in their
high valuation of this-world. Monastic interviewees still claimed that seeking release
from this suffering world ultimate Buddhist goal, but at the same time they noted the
importance of Buddhist this-world engagement. The Buddhist scholars and lay people
focused their religious goals on earthly self-fulfillment while paying less attention to
the attainment of ultimate human destiny, or simply regarded it as an unknown. The
interviews also hint at a sense of superiority, but because they hold a high view ofgood
deeds and this-worldly value, they are generally positive towards Christianity.
Conclusion
Information from qualitative research shows that Buddhists' views on
61 Li Chifu interviewed by Juta Pan, tape recording in Chunghwa Institute of Buddhist Study,
Chinshan Cfellf), 27 December 2002. The Chinese text is: '{ffffP^bln],
mummm±, mmm,mmism,
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Christianity in Taiwan are similar with Christians' views on Buddhism. While
historical tension has decreased, what remains is a courteous neglect in Buddhist
views on establishing the relationship with Christians. Convictions of superiority in
monopolising the paths towards human release from suffering and the doctrinal
differences between the two religions contribute to this alienation. At the same time,
the affirmation of views on the value of this-worldly human welfare and religions'
social services are the crucial factors for some Buddhist traditions' views on
Christianity and lay important groundwork for establishing friendships with Christians.
The qualitative research shows that though traditional Buddhism in Taiwan might give
a certain level of affirmation to Christianity, because of their low valuation of social
engagement, the alienation is increased. And while 'Humanistic Buddhism' possesses
a similar concept of Buddhist superiority, they are more open-minded and willing to
establish friendships with Christians, due in part to the confirmation of previous
Christian social ministries in Taiwan. The research reveals a promise for the two
religions in Taiwan to establish their relationship through common social work in
promoting the wellbeing ofTaiwanese people and society.
Conclusion
The qualitative research on which this chapter is based gives a full picture of
Christian-Buddhist relationship in Taiwan. Although there has never been a history of
direct conflict or violence between Christians and Buddhists in Taiwan, relations
between the two religions bear the weight of a legacy of competition and mutual
suspicion that produces a continuing state of tension. Since the 1970s, the relationship
of Christianity and Buddhism has gradually improved as each religion has come to
recognise the demands of a living in the situation of religious plurality. However, this
remains more evidenced in the flock of individual Christians and Buddhists than of
either religion as a whole. There are still factors that impede the intention of each
religious people to dialogue with the other. It seems fair to conclude, that, although
Christianity and Buddhism in Taiwan have recently shown a tolerance towards one
anther, factors such as a sense of uniqueness, mutual suspicion, and doctrinal
differences have retarded greater interaction.
Tension between Christianity and Buddhism in Taiwan was unavoidable when
the two religions first encountered each other especially coming from their different
cultural backgrounds. During their subsequent histories in Taiwan, each tend to live in
isolation from the other, illustrating the conceptual analysis offer in Chapter One: that
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as Taiwanese religions approximate the separatist pole of the syncretist/separatist
spectrum, they tended also to emphasise their ideological differences. In the case of
Taiwanese Christianity and Buddhism this produced an emphasis on differences of
belief and of mutual suspicion, and these have, in turn, exacerbated cultural tensions.
The sense of competition between the two religions created a reality of latent, if not
actual conflict. In recent years, however, the increase of social interaction that has
become a daily normality in Taiwan as a whole means that Taiwanese Christians and
Buddhists have more open mind towards the other, and have encouraged each to have
a more opportunity to meet each other. This has created an environment in which
practical interaction is no longer a rarity. As a result, some Christians and Buddhists
are beginning to see a need to re-consider their relationship with each other, though at
a corollary mutual suspicions and competition have yet to be eliminated, and to a
certain degree continues to act as an alienating factor.
But the situation is not completely pessimistic. The relationship between the two
religions has gradually improved and continues to improve. The interviews with
Taiwanese Christians and Buddhists show that there is a level of appreciation in each
religion for the other's commitment and contribution to the wellbeing of the
Taiwanese people and society as a whole. This suggests that the way forward in
building more constructive relations between Taiwanese Christians and Buddhists lies
in the area of shared social concern for the wellbeing of people in this world, or in the
humanistic rather than metaphysical dimensions of religious belief.
Chapter Three
The State and Assessment ofChristian-Buddhist Dialogue in Taiwan
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Introduction
As the sequel to Chapter Two that examined the general state of
Christian-Buddhist relations in Taiwan, Chapter Three explores the record of
Christian-Buddhist dialogue, where the term 'dialogue' implies a conscious attempt on
the part ofTaiwanese Christians and Buddhists, both as individuals and institutions, to
interact in constructive ways that make for greater doctrinal understanding, spiritual
appreciation, and ethical co-operation. This is a subject on which there is almost no
writings by Taiwan scholars, and the analysis offered in this chapter is based, as in was
Chapter Two, on qualitative research through interviews with Taiwanese Christians
and Buddhists, who have participated in inter-religious dialogue and who were willing
to discuss their experiences.
The chapter begins with a review of the recent history of the past fifty years in
which Christian and Buddhist institutions first initiate inter-religious dialogue, but
more particularly, the history of the last fifteen since, in which Christian-Buddhist
dialogue really got off the ground. The material will be presented under several
headings. The first of which evaluates the work of the few established Taiwanese
institutes that promote inter-religious dialogue, the comparison here being made
between institutions that promote dialogue in support of government policies, and
those promote bilateral dialogue between religious communities. The second reviews
the actual dialogue in the form of specially organised events for inter-religious
encounter. The third explores ways in which a dialogue is understood by Christians
and Buddhists, through respective interviews. Through these three lenses, the first half
of the chapter offers a detailed analysis of the history and current state of
Christian-Buddhist dialogue in Taiwan.
Various typologies for inter-religious dialogue have been proposed by scholars
and conciliar organisations. While bearing these in mind, the researcher has adhered to
a methodological approach of allowing interviewees to speak for themselves, and of
drawing conclusions from the oral evidence rather than imposing conclusions on the
evidence which is imported from other sources. This approach yields three forms of
Christian-Buddhist dialogue. The first of which is the dialogue of doctrine in which
Christians and Buddhists seek the explanation and understanding of each other's
beliefs so as to deepen an intellectual understanding of their respective religions. The
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second dialogue is that of spiritual experience, in which Christians and Buddhists
attempt to communicate their experiences of accessing the Ultimate Reality and
promoting human spirituality. The third dialogue is that of social action, in which
Christians and Buddhists seek to share the ethical values of their respective religions,
in which they can explore possibilities of collaboration in the common concern for the
wellbeing of society.
The second half of the chapter looks to the future, and discusses prospects for
Christian-Buddhist dialogue in Taiwan, based on histories lessens from past and
current evidence. This will take under consideration all the material discussed in
Chapters Two and Three by way of a general assessment of the factors which retard
and promote Christian-Buddhist dialogue in Taiwan, and will suggest a tentative
contextual model for the future. Of the three facets detailed above, this model will
champion the dialogue of action as the most promising in the current circumstances of
Christian-Buddhist interaction in Taiwan. It will then confirm the third hypothesis of
the research: that it is in the realm of social action that the existing initiatives in
Christian-Buddhist dialogue have been most productive, creating a practical and
ideological base, upon which Christian-Buddhist dialogue could be constructed for the
future.
Current Christian-Buddhist Dialogue in Taiwan
The information in this section shows that, although there has been a steady
improvement in Christian-Buddhist relationships since the 1970s, current
Christian-Buddhist dialogue is rare in quantity and remains in its infant stage. This
evaluation is derived not only from the overtures of the qualitative research but also
from the comments of the interviewees, who had been actively involved in
inter-religious dialogue. 1 For instance, Father Poulet-Mathis, the pioneer of
inter-religious dialogue in Taiwan, said in the beginning of an interview, 'In reality,
there are few inter-religious dialogues. Even PCT exhibits less interest in it.'2 This
section will introduce the institutions which work on inter-religious dialogue, and will
describe the current condition of Christian-Buddhist dialogue from the standpoint of
the dialogue ofdoctrine, spiritual experience, and action. In addition, it will display the
1 The interviewees that directly stated this perspective include: Albert Poulet-Mathis, Chan Takkwong,
Huang Poho, and Zhou Lianhua.
2 Albert Poulet-Mathis (MTcJS), interviewed by Juta Pan, tape recording in Tien Educational Center
Taipei, 25 November 2002. The Chinese text is: 'JiPifSn
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two religions' understandings of inter-religious dialogue by way of interviewees.
Institutions of Inter-religious Dialogue
In the Nationalist period, there had been some institutions, which arranged for
different religious groups to come together and accomplish certain common objectives.
Although not every institution was ready for inter-religious dialogue, they at least
played important parts in promoting inter-religious interaction. Furthermore, both
Christianity and Buddhism played primary roles in these institutions. Three of these
will be introduced here.
China Religious People Association
Early in the 1950s, there had been a national religious union, 'China Religious
People Association CRPA),' which could be regarded as the
pioneer of inter-religious interaction in Taiwan. This institution was originally
founded in Nanjing G^PsT), China during the Second World War with the goal of
rousing religious people to protect the country and to support the government.3 CRPA
resumed in Taiwan in 1951 CE with the executive leaders being the religious ones who
were closely tied to the KMT government.4 Its charter and leaders reveal that this
institution was basically propagandist with the purpose being the support of the KMT
government. Therefore, it is questionable as to how much this institution promoted
genuine religious dialogue. The CRAP was most active at the time when late Cardinal
Yu Bin (-p®) and late Archbishop Ro Guang (Hpfe) led this association. However,
after their passing, this association fell into declination.5
The Commission for Interreligious Dialogue and Ecumenical Cooperation
The Commission for Interreligious Dialogue and Ecumenical Cooperation
CIDEC) was founded by the CCT and is the only institution of
3 This purpose was indicated by current president, Master Jingxin from "the Dedication of the
Programme of the 'Prayingfor Blessing' Convention (MBB'ffiS?" The original Chinese text is:
4 These main leaders include late Cardinal Yu Bin ("T$S) ofCCT, Rev. Chen Weiping (\W0£M) ofMPC,
Chen Shijing (|?^^±)[|) of PCT, and Master Baisheng (E=3l§) and Mr. Lee Zhikuang ofCBA.
The name list is from Master Jingxin, the Dedication in The Programme ofthe 'Prayingfor Blessing'
Convention.
5 I Iuang I Iuaichu (ffifATT). The Theory and Practice of Inter religious Dialogue Catholic Church as
the Example in The Religious Dialogue: Theory and
Practice(. edit by Huang Huaichiu, Fujen Religious Series, Taipei, Taiwan:
Wunan Publishing 2000, 75.
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inter-religious dialogue which officially sprang from a single religious group. Its
establishment was encouraged by the late Pope John Paul II, when the Bishop
Conferences of CCT visited him in 1990 CE. The Commission is considered to be the
official starting point ofCCT's ministry of inter-religious dialogue in Taiwan, but was
already far behind the Catholic Church's initiatives in other Asian countries. From its
inception, Poulet-Mathis was the key figure and has been the acting secretary of this
commission for ten years. Interviews and written materials show that this commission
comes up with three main achievements over the last decade.
The first achievement is Poulet-Mathis' diplomatic visits to many temples and
religious organisations. Aforementioned in Chapter Two, his sincerity and diligence
enabled him to deliver the CCT's good will and establish strong relationships with
various organisations. Poulet-Mathis then set up conferences to promote
inter-religious dialogue. The first three were held for Catholic clergy and focused on
delivering the vision of inter-religious dialogue, and since 1994 CE, the Commission
has held five more conferences focused on Christian-Buddhist dialogue with topics
including family values and care for the dying. A total of about sixty Christians and
Buddhists attended each conference, with the programmes of each containing lectures
from the two religious views on the themes of the conference, panel discussions, joint
meditation practices, and visits to temples and churches. As of 1999 CE, however, the
CIDEC no longer holds the conference. The final achievement is the advocacy of
individual activities towards inter-religious dialogue. For instance, the CIDEC called a
press conference of'the Respect of Life,' commonly presided over by Cardinal Shan
Guoxi (Jp.1011) and Master Shengyen in October of 2003.
Although the CIDEC was officially a CCT institution, not all churches and priests
in the CCT supported its works. Poulet-Mathis took the major responsibility, while
other CCT clergy and bishops participated only passively. This apathy is further
demonstrated by the low turnout at these conferences. The conference rosters list the
participant number, which averaged thirty-five Christians and thirty-four Buddhists, in
three of four conferences.6 It is clear that the CCT's local parish did not actively
encourage believers to participate in these conferences and the laity showed little
interest. These conditions reveal that in reality the ministries ofthis commission do not
have a great deal of influence in the CCT.
6 The fourth conference did not list the name of participants in the handbook.
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The Conference ofReligions and Peace in Taiwan
The Conference of Religions and Peace in Taiwan
11", TCRP) was founded under the encouragement of Asian Conference of Religions
and Peace (ACRP) in 1994 CE. In the beginning, the members were composed mainly
from Christianity, Buddhism, and Tientism (j^Ttfifc); other religions including Islam,
Daoism, Unity Sect and the Unification Church (M—~WD--- joined later.
Poulet-Mathis again played a major role in this organisation and was its president for
six years. Included here are some PCT leaders, who participated individually, rather
than in the name of the Church. The main Buddhist contributer is Master Jingxin (jft
>0), the president ofChinese Buddhist Association and who is currently the president
ofTCRP.7
Like CIDEC, TCRP also held a Religion and Peace Conference for various
religious followers to join together and share their experiences. Since 1995 CE, there
have been five conferences, whose topics included the various religious concepts of
life and death, and religious view on IQ (Intelligence Quotient) and EQ (Emotion
Quotient).8 Although these conferences open to all religions, their actual participants
were no more than CIDEC's conferences. The second task ofTCRP is to link religions
together to present their views on certain religious issues such as school religious
education and the drafting of 'the Religious Law.' TCRP's third function was to
participate in international inter-religious dialogue organisations, WCRP and ACRP.
The fourth is to hold the annual religious trips to visit different religious institutions so
that the members ofTCRP can know about the other religions.
Although this organisation attempts to promote inter-religious relationship and
dialogue, a negative evaluation was given by some of the participants. Huang Poho,
who was a member of this institution for years and later withdrew, spoke about the
works of TCRP. He said that, 'the works of TCRP were completely dependent on
Poulet-Mathis without a firm foundation. Many people joined this institution because
ofPoulet-Mathis rather than their sense of the importance of inter-religious dialogue.'9
Poho elaborates that, 'though there were opportunities for making friendships in these
7 The above information is from the introduction of the host organisation in the handbook of the fourth
Religions and Peace Conference.
I Ibid"9
Huang Poho, interviewed by Juta Pan, tape recording in President's office, Tainan Presbyterian
Theological College and Seminary, 30 October 2002. The Chinese text is @ TUS
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activities, their bustling activities are not constructive to inter-religious dialogue.'10
His comment shows the limitations of the TCRP. In terms of TCRP's membership,
apart from the CCT, neither Christian nor Buddhist organisations participated
officially in this Conference. The PCT and Buddhist members are few and join in an
unofficial capacity, and there is no MPC representation. It is evident that currently in
Taiwan neither Christianity nor Buddhism pays too much attention to the TCRP, as the
TCRP's works could not popularly expand its influence into Christianity and
Buddhism. Nevertheless, it does at least provide an opportunity for members of
various religions to meet and to make friendships.
Conclusion - The Limited Effect of Institutions of Inter-religious Dialogue
The study about the current institutions of inter-religious dialogue shows that
these institutions facilitate a forum for religions to meet, communicate, and build
friendships. They also provide opportunities for different religions to cooperate in
special social movements such as emergency relief. Unfortunately, the function of
these institutions in promoting inter-religious dialogue is understood to be shallow and
unable to encourage a deeper level of interaction. In addition, these institutions' works
rest solely on specific figures such as Yu Bin ofCRPA, and Poulet-Mathis ofCIDEC
and TCRP. When these figures pass away or retire, their institutions dwindle in their
vitality and function. This condition shows that the work of these institutions is
without a firm foundation and that inter-religious dialogue has not become an issue of
vital concern for the various religions in Taiwan. Last, the under representation in the
activities of these institutions shows that their influence is constrained to a few
religions.
It can be concluded that these institutions have only limited effects in promoting
inter-religious dialogue in Taiwan. However, there are other events in
Christian-Buddhist dialogue which takes place outside these institutions. The next
section will describe some of these events so as to give a larger picture of
Christian-Buddhist dialogue in Taiwan. These dialogues will be described from the
perspective of the dialogue of doctrine, spiritual experience, and social action.
10 Ibid. The Chinese text is: flfM,
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Activities of Christian-Buddhist Dialogue
Christian-Buddhist Dialogue ofDoctrine
The information drawn from interviews shows that only a few instances of this
form of dialogue have happened before. Two prominent events should be noted here
including The Inter-religious Dialogue Conferences of Fujen Catholic University (f$f
i, FJCU), and the dialogue between the Modern Chan Society (MCS) and the
China Lutheran Seminary CLS).
The Conference of Inter-Religious Dialogue at FJCU
In response to the Catholic Church's initiative of promoting inter-religious
dialogue, FJCU established the Department of Religious Study (DRS) in 1988 CE.
One of the goals of this department is 'to promote the real inter-religious dialogue
through introducing the doctrines of various religions academically.'11 According to
Chan Takkong, the dean ofDRS, the primary route to this goal is 'to gather students
and staff from various religions to share their beliefs and religious experiences, so as to
form an atmosphere of inter-religious dialogue.'12 Since 2000 CE, DRS expanded its
influence outside of the school by holding annual conferences on inter-religious
dialogue. The topic for the year 2000 CE was 'Religious Dialogue,' featuring nine
13
essays and two conclusive discussions. From 2001 CE on, the conference chooses a
religious topic and invites different religious representatives to give their religion's
perspective.
Peng Shuying (s&ifM), a postgraduate student of the DRS and a Christian of
MPC, expressed that, through studying in the DRS, he sensed the importance of
knowing other religions and appreciating inter-religious dialogue. His response
demonstrates the work the DRS does to help students to discover the importance of
inter-religious dialogue. However, as a conference participant for three years, Peng
indicated that 'these conferences were actually in a state where everyone airs their own
views without really listening to other religions' voices.'14 Even Chan Takkong
11 This goal is listed in the introduction of this department.
12 Chan Takkong. interviewed by Juta Pan, tape recording in DRS, FJCU, Xingzhuang, 25 November
2002. The Chinese text is: flcflgSHSHM, SI
www,
All the essays were compiled and published as the book, The Department of the Religious Studies ed.,
Proceedings of the Conference on Religious Dialogue 2000 Department ofReligious Studies Fu Jen
Catholic University 2000 Xinzhuang, Taiwan
Fu Jen University Press, 2002.
14
Peng Shuying, interviewed by Juta Pan, tape recording in Campus Evangelical Fellowship, Taipei, 19
November 2002. The Chinese text is: Hf,
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admitted that, at present, these conferences just provided opportunities for different
religions to express their views on certain issues, but that dialogue between religions
was non-existent.15
Besides, when examining the background of the conference leaders, it is doubtful
that the conferences' influence spreads out within religious circles. In the conference
of 2000 CE, eight of the nine people who presented their essays were scholars and six
of them were the staff of FJCU. Among the thirty-three presiders and participants of
conclusive discussions, only six, (four Catholic, one Buddhist, and one Daoist) were
the clergy of religious institutions: the rest were all scholars.16 As an academic
conference, it is natural that it would be mainly scholars who led the discussion, but
this fact demonstrates that these conferences were basically academic dialogues, not
religious ones.
This does not mean that these conferences had no value in promoting
inter-religious dialogue. On the contrary, they were at least a starting point for the
dialogue of doctrine in Taiwan and provided opportunities for religious scholars to
understand different beliefs. The reality is that, with the exception of the CCT, the
number of religious leaders and lay people who participated in these conferences was
small. This means that the dialogue of doctrine in Taiwan remains in the academic
sphere.
The Dialogue between Modern Chan Society and China Lutheran Seminary
The qualitative study showed that, among Christian churches in Taiwan, the MPC
rarely participates in inter-religious dialogue, with the exception of the dialogue
between the China Lutheran Seminary and the Modern Chan Society. With a vision of
indigenising Christianity in Taiwan, the CLS's president, Yu Jibin (®),
established a religious research centre in 1995 CE17 which seeks to study and engage
in dialogue with traditional Chinese religions and new religions movements.
The MCS is a modern Chan Buddhist group and founded by a legendary lay
j£T, mW.BWMWWJ'V
13 Chan Takkong, interviewed by Juta Pan, tape recording in DRS, FJCU, Xingzhuang, 25 November
2002.
16 The statistic is according to the Department of the Religious Studies ed., Proceedings of the
Conference on Religious Dialogue 2000 Department ofReligious Studies Fu Jen Catholic University
2000 P. Xinzhuang, Taiwan (□StfT$t): Fu Jen University
Press, 2002, 369-370.
17
Its full name is The Research Center for Traditional Chinese Religious and New Religious
Movements
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Buddhist master, Li Yuansong. In an interview, Li Yuansong indicated three specific
characteristics of the MCS. Firstly, Li said, 'Modern Chan considers Western modern
cultures such as democracy, humanity, and reason, to be valuable in the practices of
individuals and the operation of the group.'18 Secondly, Li notes that it adheres to
Buddha's teachings that, 'all living beings are equal,' and he therefore rejected
'traditional Buddhist concept that monks are superior to lay people and that the male is
superior to the female.'19 Thirdly, the MCS rejected 'the traditional Buddhist concept
that one must eliminate human desire in order to attain Nirvana,' and affirmed that
'sincerely facing human desire and properly acquiring its satisfaction are healthy and
correspondent with the original concept ofBuddha.'20 These three features display the
MCS's genuine attempt to modernise Buddhist beliefs, but these features at the same
time arouse the criticism from Buddhist groups in Taiwan.
The dialogue of the two institutes spanned from May 2000 to July 2002 CE
including electronic, letters, and three direct meetings. All of the dialogue
correspondence was saved by the two institutions and eventually published.21 This
dialogue ceased in 2002 CE when the CLS two researchers resigned. Although both
sides have announced the resumption ofdialogues in 2003 CE, a follow up was unable
to be held because of the death of Li Yuansong in December 2003.
In interviews with the dialogue participants, both sides felt that the dialogues had
been a good experience. Li said, 'when I had met Yu, I felt like meeting my old
friend...Through this dialogue, I made many good friends, and I held the perspective
that we were sincere and appreciated each other.' 2 Yu elaborated, saying, 'I believe
that this dialogue went beyond expectations. We mutually built deep relationships and
trusts so that we could have such sincere dialogue. There was not one who could
convince the other, but both considered that sincere sharing was the most precious
18 Li Yuansong, interviewed by Juta Pan, in Modern Chan Society, Taipei, 18 December 2002. The
Chinese text is:
fgSDBBftW.
19 Ibid. The Chinese text is: ftmm
20 Ibid. The Chinese text is:
The name of this book is A Contact between Buddhism and Christianity—Dialogues between Modern
Chan Society and China Lutheran Seminary f
mm-
Li Yuansong, interviewed by Juta Pan, in Modern Chan Society, Taipei, 18 December 2002. The





Both sides found this dialogue quite successful. One reason for which was that
both sides had a sincere attitude coming into the dialogue. They were willing to
consider each understand the other's beliefs and were honest in appreciating the
differences between them. As Li said, 'We were not afraid to express and to compare
our differences from each other. We were not even afraid to confront our differences,
for we believed that we should not conceal our real state and this was an expression of
sincere respect for the other.'24 This sincerity was displayed in their forthcoming
convictions and intention to evangelise the other. In one of their meetings, one CLS
researcher, Zheng Lijing (HPJfSpi), expressed several times that she sincerely hoped
• 25that Li would lead all the members of MCS to become Christians someday. Even
though they had different views on the doctrines, the participants showed great respect
for these discrepancies during conversation.
However, both sides agreed that they had yet to delve into a deep threshold of
dialogue. Li said, 'If there was any flaw (of our dialogue), it was that our dialogues
were not deep enough.'26 Yu expressed. 'I consider it only an interaction of faiths and
hearts rather than the dialogue of doctrine.'27 The reason for these comments was that
neither side had a sufficient knowledge of the other's faith. Both Yu and Li admitted
that they did not know each other's beliefs well enough.28 The contents of the
published dialogue support these statements and show that they remained at the level
of clarification of each other's beliefs, with only a few expository discussions of each
other's correspondence or differences.29
23 Yu Jibin, interviewed by Juta Pan, in China Lutheran Seminary, Hsinzhu, 13 November 2002. The
Chinese text is: TDgfMlS
siffMstwgfis, wtfrnrnm*, KSttnw
fair24 Li Yuansong, interviewed by Juta Pan, in Modern Chan Society, Taipei, 18 December 2002. The
Chinese text is: IffSBWJgWItffiAIttst !!SIttSi£»8, SSHHSteKJ,
A#®-'
25 Modern Chan Doctrinal Study Department ed., A Contact between Buddhism and Christianity:
Dialogue between Modern Chan Society and China Lutheran Seminary. Taipei, Taiwan: Modern Chan
Press, 2002,43, 46, 136, 179.
26 Li Yuansong, interviewed by Juta Pan, in Modern Chan Society, Taipei, 18 December 2002. The
Chinese text is: ScM^jSpTJUH^A—ft'
27 Yu Jibin, interviewed by Juta Pan, in China Lutheran Seminary, Hsinzhu, 13 November 2002. The
Chinese text is:
28
Li Yuansong, interviewed by Juta Pan, in Modern Chan Society, Taipei, 18 December 2002. Yu Jibin,
interviewed by Juta Pan in China Lutheran Seminary, Hsinzhu, 13 November 2002.
29
See Modern Chan Doctrinal Study Department ed. A Contact between
Buddhism and Christianity: Dialogue between Modern Chan Society and China Lutheran Seminary,
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Other groups from both religions gave little value to this dialogue. In an interview,
Yu Jibin said that, at the beginning, Poulet-Mathis expressed his concern with the
veracity of this dialogue, because one of the CLS' participants, Zheng Lijing had once
been a nun and the dean ofa Buddhist College for many years, but had since converted
to Christianity. He feared that her conversion would arouse the anger of Buddhists.
Likewise, Li expressed that, on the eve of publishing A Contact between Buddhism
and Christianity, Poulet-Mathis and Chaohui expressed their concern that the
publication of this book would harm relations between Buddhism and Christianity, as
in the prologue of this publication, Li expressed that some Buddhists did not condone
Li's appreciation for Christians and Christian doctrines, and hence labeled the MCS as
'a Buddhist heresy with a Christian essence From the Christian
side, my interviews show that the churches paid little attention to this dialogue. In
interviewing Christian leaders, I asked at least sixteen interviewees whether they knew
of the publication of this dialogue, and only two replied that they did and their
statements made it clear that they did not care for this dialogue, despite the dialogue's
easy accessibility, both in publication and on the internet. These responses from the
two religions show that it cannot be regarded as a typical example of
Christian-Buddhist dialogue in Taiwan.
The Dialogue of Doctrine - A Conversation Rarely Happening
The qualitative research shows that the Christian-Buddhist dialogue of doctrine
happens rarely in Taiwan. The above two events display limited achievements of
attempts thus far. The dialogue of FJCU conferences remains within academic field
and has not influenced the religious spheres. The dialogue between CLS and MCS was
a special case, and was widely criticised or ignored by the two religions. It can be
concluded that the current Christian-Buddhist dialogue of doctrine has still not had a
popular reception in Taiwan. However, the above two cases must still be held as
groundbreaking efforts in the dialogue of doctrine in Taiwan.
Christian-Buddhist Dialogue of Spiritual Experience
The Christian-Buddhist dialogue of spiritual experience in Taiwan is shown to
have happened mainly between the CCT and Chan Buddhism, and it is CCT's priests
who seek instruction in meditation from Buddhist masters. Chapter Two mentioned
Taipei, Taiwan: Modern Chan Press (ct^tndt: 2002.
30 A
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that since the 1970s, Poulet-Mathis had visited different Buddhist monks to learn
meditation from them. Perhaps, the most prominent event in the dialogue of spiritual
experience was promoted by Sheng Kung Missionary Sisters in Tainan (SKMS, a'l^j
Seeking to develop indigenous Chinese spiritual practices, SKMS
worked in 1978 CE inculturate the sphere of spiritual practice so as to develop
Christian Chinese meditative experiences. They held a series of seminars on
meditative practices, in which they invited Buddhist Chan masters to introduce Chan's
meditation. Some of the Catholic nuns also attended Chan meditation conferences.
Some results of these dialogues were put in two books, 'Some Rough Views on
Chinese Meditation (tpMMMMWO' and 'Gathering ofStreams In the
1990s, the CCT started to pay attention to these works and viewed them as a useful
tool in the task of the CCT's inculturation.
However, this interaction appears to be one-sided, with CCT learning from
Buddhism without reciprocity. Buddhists expressed a welcoming attitude towards the
32Catholic clergy's participation and did not reject dialogue in meditation. However,
the research is unable to document any Buddhists participation in Catholic meditative
practices. The sole joint meditative practices happened during the conferences held by
CIDEC. However, these are but joint practices. Some Catholic participants such as
Bishop Zheng Zhaifa (UPS-lit) and Ho Huiqun might consider the practice to be a
good experience,33 but Lu Huishing says, 'these joint meditations were just outward
appearance... Many Buddhist participants did not find any significance or help to
them. They would not consider that they could learn from CCT's meditation.'34
Between the lines of this statement, lurks a belief in Buddhist superiority, in which the
Buddhists are reluctant to believe they have anything to gain from the Catholic
tradition of meditation.
To date, there is no dialogue of spiritual experience between the Protestant
Church and Buddhism, primarily because the Protestant Church in Taiwan has no
31 These two books are Father Chan Chunshen, Some Rough Views on Chinese Meditation, Taipei
Taiwan: Guangchi Publishing (tiiMfCL: 2002; Rev. Thomas G Han (ff-M) and Sr.
Chwen Jiuan A. Lee Gathering ofStream: A New Path to Spiritual Life (aft/Taipei
Taiwan: Guangchi Publishing, 1992.
32 In Buddhist interviewees, Master Huiyang and Professor Li Chifu expressed this perspective.
33
Zheng Zhaifa, Reflection in The Handbook ofBuddhist andChristian Family Care Study Camp, 1994.
59. Ho's opinion was expressed in the interview. Ho Huiquing, interviewed by Juta Pan, tape recording
in CIDEC, 18 December 2002.
34
Lu Huishing, interviewed by Juta Pan, tape recording in a cafe in Taipei, 2 December 2002. The
Chinese text is:
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tradition of spiritual meditation like that of the CCT, and thus, there was no common
parallel with Buddhist meditation. Exacerbating this, some Protestants' perceive
Buddhist meditation as an access to evil spirits, thereby the preventing any meaningful
dialogue of spiritual experience.
Christian-Buddhist Dialogue of Social Action
Comparatively, the dialogue of social action has found greater popularity among
the two religions. There were two major events that propelled a Christian-Buddhist
dialogue of action. The first is the religious cooperation in the emergency release of
the earthquake that struck Taiwan on 21 September 1999, called 9/21 disaster. The
other event was the cooperation between Master Chaohui and Rev. Lu Junyi
in establishing a ministry, that sought the dignity of life.
The Cooperation of Religions in the Rescue Actions of'the 921 Disaster'
In 1999 CE, there was an earthquake, registering 7.3 degree on the Richter scale
that struck thousands of people died beneath the rubble. Millions lost their homes and
were forced to live in tents for several months. In addition to government rescue
workers, many religious groups participated in rescue activities and the reconstruction
of disaster areas. Among these religious groups, various Buddhist and Christian
groups played important roles. During the rescue work, great cooperation was
exhibited between the two religious groups. Firstly, there was mutual assistance
between the Puli (iflpH) Christian Hospital and Tzuchi Buddhist Hospital. Secondly,
there was excellent coordination in the distribution of aid materials. Thirdly, religious
leaders quickly convened several conferences to administrate different religions and
coordinated different religious groups' emergency relief works. Fourthly, five
religions commonly advertised charity appeals in the media for public aid in the
continuation of relief work. Fifthly, different religious groups were willing to share
their resources with other groups: Zhanghua (fcH-fc) Christian Hospital provided
training classes in 'victim mental reconstruction' for Buddhist monks and nuns. It is
clear that religions are quick to set aside their differences in the face of disaster to
cooperate in the greater healing and recovery. These cooperative events illustrated
how Christians and Buddhists temporarily set aside their discrepancies and cooperated
in the greater healing and recovery. This example therefore serves to suggest that
inter-religious dialogue needs to grow out of a common concern for social wellbeing.
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Caring for the Dignity of Life
The participants in this dialogue of social action were but individuals from the
two religions, whose influences spread throughout their communities. The principle
characters of this dialogue are Chaohui, the dean of Hongshi Buddhist College (ijAlF
#f^PIand Lu Junyi, a PCT pastor. They cooperated in maintaining social justice
and in protecting the dignity of life. Considering herself the protege ofMaster Yinshun,
Chaohui stated in her interview that, in fulfilling Yinshun's notion of'establishing the
Pure Land in this world,' she focused on eliminating the structural evils of society. She
said, 'it is not enough only to deal with the problem of suffering. We also need to solve
the problem of evil because it is the evil that produces the suffering. Therefore, if we
want to eliminate the suffering, we have to cut off this source of the suffering.'35 She
pays special attention to inequality and inhumanity in the community, whether inside
or outside Buddhism.
Lu has been a PCT pastor for more than thirty years. Not only does he hold a high
pastoral reputation, but he is also esteemed in his work in protecting human rights and
dignity. The common conscience of these two people brought them together from
different religious backgrounds to solve the problems of human welfare through
positive social action.
Their cooperation began with the common condemnation of Chicken Hunting in
the lunar New Year, an activity held in 1988 CE by a temple of folk belief. This joint
action not only forced this temple to apologise for its cruelty, but spread their further
cooperation in safe-guarding the dignity of lives. They worked together to promote the
humane care for stray dogs, the anti-abortion movement, and recently to oppose the
government's legalization of gambling. Their cooperative social action encouraged
other interactions: both were invited to visit the other's organisation to give speeches
introducing their own religious views on issues of human dignity and after life.
These dialogues did not mean that their beliefs were in perfect agreement. But Lu
said, 'inter-religious dialogue should not start from the doctrinal differences but from
the two religions' common concern, which is the dignity of life.'36 Working together
did not mean that these differences are more easily dealt with, rather the differences
35 Chaohui (B§S;), interviewed by Juta Pan, in Horngshi Buddhist College Kuanyin (H
m, 23 December 2002. The Chinese text is: ASffPli®AfmHfl
36
Lu Jungyi (iSfltli), interviewed by Juta Pan, tape recording in Dongmeng Presbyterian Church (A
Taipei, 7 January 2003. The Chinese text is: 'l£AAAllE§S^IAI£liAWliPl, MHI?
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are put aside so as not to hinder their cooperation. Though only a few people
participated in these dialogues, their actions yielded positive results.
The Dialogue of Social Action - A Promising Inter-religious Dialogue
Besides the two above events, the qualitative research also found other examples
of the dialogues of social action between Christianity and Buddhism. The volunteers
of Tzuchi regularly visited some Catholic charities to help their work. According to
one of the volunteers, Mrs. Yang, during the visitations, the staff from both religions
cooperated well and were respectful of each other's faiths.37 Chapter Two mentioned
the experiences of a Buddhist interviewee who cooperated with Christians in their
caring for terminal hospital patients. Another interviewee, Xu Sufen
mentioned that the Mackay Memorial Christian Hospital IS) to which
her husband as a doctor, had invited Buddhist monks to join in the care for the dying.
Further, the conferences held by TCRP and C1DEC focused on the religious
perspectives on human life. All these events show that the dialogue of social action is
easily accepted by Christians and Buddhists. For the people of these two religions, the
common concern for people's welfare enables them to cross over the boundaries of
ideological issues.
The Assessment ofActivities ofChristian-Buddhist Dialogue in Taiwan
In terms of the dialogue of doctrine, in only two cases has it actually happened.
The conferences held by the FJCU were mainly academic affairs and were not Church
sanctioned. The dialogue between the MCS and the CLS was a special case and ceased
when the context had changed. A real interaction of doctrine has yet to happen on a
popular level. However, these two events can at least act at a launching point for the
dialogue of doctrine. The dialogue of spiritual experience only includes the CCT's
one-sided learning meditative practices from Chan Buddhists in the hopes of
developing indigenous meditation. The joint meditation and rites which happened in
the conferences held by the CIDEC gave mixed results between the two religions. The
dialogues of social action happened more often than the other two dialogues with
several actually involving practical actions, and others were ask to share religious
experiences and their views on practical issues. Their common concerns are about the
dignity of life, or cooperation in caring for human and social problems. Although the
quantity of such events are few, the quality of working together in joint social action
37 Mrs. Yang, interviewed by Juta Pan, tape recording in Zhuchi Taipei Branch, 28 November 2002.
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left participants with good experiences and promises an expansion for
Christian-Buddhist dialogue in the future.
Christian Views of Inter-religious Dialogue
The presentation of Christian views on inter-religious dialogue will paint a
picture ofthe present state ofaffairs. The research of this information follows the same
qualitative model of interview employed. This section will focuhensive pictu on the
four main Taiwanese churches.
Catholic Church in Taiwan
Leadership Level
Chapter Two documented the friendly attitude of the CCT's leaders to other
religions in general and to Buddhism specifically. After the establishment of the
CIDEC, inter-religious dialogue became an official ministry. Cardinal Shan Guoxi and
the current president of the CIDEC, Bishop Zheng Zaifa, both show their support for
the CIDEC's works by participating in inter-religious dialogue. However, this
participation does not entail the dialogue's popular acceptance by the CCT. This
condition is revealed by the fact that over the past ten years, Poulet-Mathis seems to be
the only one who took on the responsibility for the ministries of the CIDEC. When I
visited the CIDEC office and asked Miss Ho Huiqun, the administrative secretary,
about the ministries, all her responses were about the ministries of Poulet-Mathis and
the works before 1999 CE. This suggests that after Poulet-Mathis's retirement, the
works of the CIDEC waned, combined with the closure of the main ministry ofCIDEC,
the Christian-Buddhist dialogue conferences in 1999 CE. This evidence suggests that,
although an official ministry of the inter-religious dialogue in the past ten years, the
CCT's works were deeply dependent on Poulet-Mathis, and lacked activity from the
leadership levels of the CCT.
The Academic Field
Among the CCT's academic field, the Department of Religious Studies at the
FJCU plays the greatest role in promoting inter-religious dialogue. Chapter Two gave
argument that the theologians in the DRS are ofthe conviction that all religions lead to
the same destiny. This view leaves the CCT's religious with an open mind towards
other religions and a welcoming view towards inter-religious dialogue. As a result,
they have stepped into a leading role in promoting Christian-Buddhist dialogue. Their
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main ministry, as mentioned, is to holding an annual conference on inter-religious
dialogue. However, the question is how much do current works influence the local
churches? The evidence suggests that the influence is but minimal.
The Local Churches
As indicated in Chapter Two, the interviews from the local churches of the CCT
consist of two priest and some lay people with information also gathered from local
churches' responses to the CCT's activities of inter-religious dialogue. Expressing
their confirmation of other religions, the two priests I interviewed both agree that they
welcome Christian-Buddhist dialogue, considering it an opportunity for Christians to
learn from other religions. However, they admitted that they themselves did not
participate in any of the recent activities meaning that although they had a welcoming
attitude towards a Christian-Buddhist dialogue, they failed to act on it. Both priests
insisted that Christians could not compromise the belief in the uniqueness of their
faiths for the sake of inter-religious dialogue. As Father Shen said in an interview, 'We
must not give up our own standpoint for the sake of inter-religious dialogue or
maintaining the relationship...! want to reiterate the monotheism and the uniqueness
of soteriology.'38
According to Ho Huiqun, the views ofother priests on inter-religious dialogue are
widely divergent. In an interview, she said:
When other religions asked Father Poulet-Mathis to invite other Bishops
and Fathers to participated in their activities, Some priests expressed their
supports for these activities, but there were also some expressing that these
religions were superstitions or that there were evil spirits within them.
These responses show that, though the official ministry of the CCT, inter-religious
dialogue lacks the support of local church priests.
Lay people, who are in low numbers of the Christian participants in the CIDEC's
38 Shen Rongbing, interviewed by Juta Pan, tape recording in The Cathedral of the Saviour, Kaohsiung,
12 December 2002. The Chinese text is: SlEilifl?
39 Ho Huiqun, interviewed by Juta Pan, tape recording in Commission of Inter-religious Dialogue and
Ecumenical Cooperation, Taipei, 18 December 2002. The Chinese text is: '$nS'JffiWl, ifJiff
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conferences of Christian-Buddhist dialogue40 show that inter-religious dialogue still
hasn't been paid the proper attention. Besides, Ho Huiqun said:
When Father Poulet-Mathis was the acting secretary of CIDEC, some
CCT Christians complained that he was too nice to people from other
religions but ignored the needs of Christians...They also disliked Father
Poulet-Mathis cooperated with PCT because of the differences of political
perspective.41
The CCT's local churches are more conservative in their views on inter-religious
dialogue than their leading clergy and academicians.
Conclusion
Compared with some Third World Catholic Churches, the ministry of
inter-religious dialogue started much later in Taiwan and was enforced by the late Pope
in 1990 CE. Thus, it is hard to see whether inter-religious dialogue was popularly
accepted by the churches and adherents ofthe CCT. Although there is lip-srvice paid to
welcoming inter-religious dialogue into the different levels of the CCT, this courteous
expression does not result in any practical application. There are huge gaps between
the statements and actions. In general, the mandate of the CCT's promotion of
inter-religious dialogue comes from its upper level, starting with the Bishop
Conference. But since the local churches have not yet paid attention to the dialogue, it
still needs time to nourish to the grass roots. Although current inter-religious dialogue
is unpopular, Chan Takkwong expressed his optimistic view towards its future in the
CCT, saying 'In general, the development of the Catholic Church's ministry of
inter-religious dialogue is from the upper level downward. This development therefore
will not turn back... The theoretical foundation has been established only it has not
been rooted in the grass roots level.'42 Nevertheless, it is hard to say how long it will
40
According to the numbers listed in the handbooks of two conferences, which are obtained from
CIDEC, the Catholic attendance of the conference is 24 in 1994, 46 in 1995, and 36 in 1996.
41
Ho Huiqun, interviewed by Juta Pan, tape recording in Commission of Inter-religious Dialogue and
Ecumenical Cooperation, Taipei, 18 December 2002. The Chinese text is:'WHIM'S"
mami,
42 Chan Takkong, interviewed by Juta Pan, tape recording in Chan's office, Hsingzhuang (0fjffc), 25
November 2002. The Chinese text is
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take for the vision and ministry to achieve popularity. And the CCT has depended
heavily on Poulet-Mathis, and the whole Church has not really given inter-religious
dialogue its due attention. His retirement makes it difficult to evaluate the future
potential prospects of inter-religious dialogue in the CCT in the future.
The Presbyterian Church in Taiwan
Academic Field
Unlike the Catholic Church, which has a fairly uniform view on inter-religious
dialogue, the PCT's views are quite diverse among the churches. This diversity is
firstly shown in the academic field. Chapter Two made mention of the two typical
views of the PCT's theologians towards other religions, which go on to forge the
diversity of the inter-religious dialogue perspectives. The perspective that all religions
stand equally in leading people to ultimate destiny, leads Huang Poho to actively
participate in inter-religious dialogue both at international conferences and domestic
activities. Zheng Yangen, although having participated in international inter-religious
dialogue conferences and vocalising his open welcome for dialogue with other
Taiwanese religions, also mentioned that he has no personal experiences of dialogue
with Buddhism or other institutional religions. It is also worth noting that, though
Huang did actively participate in dialogue, he later withdrew because of certain
political objections. The other reason for his withdrawal was his disappointment in the
gatherings, as they only focused on making superficial friendships without follow-up
actions towards greater dialogue.43 All this told that, despite the scholars' open views
towards other religions, there are other outside factors that can impede inter-religious
dialogue.
Local Churches' Pastors
The evidences gathered from qualitative research testified that, though local
church pastors held divergent views on other religions, each expressed that they
welcome Christian-Buddhism dialogue, but their words were the entirety of their
interaction, as none but Lu Jungyi, participated in Christian-Buddhist dialogue. Under
the three forms of inter-religious dialogue, all the pastors asserted that the most
feasible form of inter-religious dialogue is that of social action. For the pastors who
claim the uniqueness of Jesus' salvation and the differences between the two religions,
43
Huang Poho, interviewed by Juta Pan, tape recording in President's office, Tainan Presbyterian
Theological College and Seminary, 30 October 2002.
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the dialogue of social action is one that most readily exists without compromising
Christian belief. Even those pastors who accept the possibility of salvation by other
religions still maintain that the disparity ofbeliefs between Christianity and Buddhism
makes the dialogue of social action the only one in which to start their dialogue.
Lay People
Two lay interviewees, Chen Zhaonan and Xu Sufen, held a reserved view on
inter-religious dialogue. They were suspicious of the dialogue of doctrine and spiritual
experience, claiming that these dialogues are useless in evangelisation. They
provisionally accepted the dialogue of social action because of its value in contributing
to human wellbeing, but asserted that the dialogue proceed without compromising the
Christian faith. In addition, Huang Poho indicated that lay people, still under the
influence of traditional Western theological tradition, tend to be the most conservative
group in their views on inter-religious dialogue.44 This perspective was also shared by
Chang Lifu. Although the above interviewees do not necessarily represent all lay
believers, when considered alongside the two pastor's comments, it can be affirmed
that lay people in the PCT hold a very reserved view on inter-religious dialogue.
The General Assembly
The local churches' views on inter-religious dialogue result in making the
General Assembly maintain a cautious attitude to inter-religious dialogue. The
General Secretary Lo Jonkuang asserted that the PCT could only accept inter-religious
dialogue conditionally. In the interview, he listed two problems when the PCT
dialogue with Buddhism. He first admitted that the Church's current tendency towards
exclusivism was a barrier to Christian-Buddhist dialogue, which caused the Church
much difficulty in accepting doctrinal dialogue between the two religions. Second, he
indicated that different political standpoint between the PCT and other religions
creates another barrier towards Christian-Buddhist dialogue. In the interview, he said:
PCT clearly identifies the Church with Taiwan and holds the political
conviction that Taiwan should seek its independence from China. However,
other religions and Christian churches obviously support the KMT and
identify themselves with China.45
44
Huang Poho, interviewed by Juta Pan, tape recording in President's office, Tainan Presbyterian
Theological College and Seminary. 30 October 2002.
45 Ibid. The Chinese text is: M
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Therefore, he believed it inappropriate for the PCT to become officially involved in
Christian-Buddhist dialogue at this time. He indicated that the PCT members should
participate in the dialogue individually. He also confirmed accessibility of dialogue
with Buddhism in social activities, but as for the dialogues of doctrine and spiritual
experience, he maintained the difficulties owing to the Church's claim to unique
salvation through Jesus Christ. His interview shows that, officially, the PCT does not
consider inter-religious dialogue to be their primary ministry.
Conclusion
There is a discrepancy of views on inter-religious dialogue in the PCT. The
academic field holds the most open mind with respect to the possibility of the dialogue,
while local churches are suspicious of it, preferring that its individual members be the
ones who engaged in it. Of the three forms of dialogue, only that of social action is
accepted. Although there are opinions that affirm the necessity of inter-religious
dialogue within the PCT, in actuality, it is a rare event. Despite academic openness,
theologians in the PCT do not take many steps towards Christian-Buddhist dialogue.
Inter-religious dialogue remains unaccepted by the PCT.
Mandarin Protestant Church
Interviewees of the MPC hold a suspicious view on inter-religious dialogue.
Seven of the fifteen subjects said that there should be no connection between
Christianity and other religions, for there is no connection between the light -
Christianity, and the darkness - non-Christian religions. Therefore, Christians should
not have any relation with followers of other beliefs. Seven of fifteen interviewees said
that evangelisation is always the churches' primary ministry. Let a few people
participate in inter-religious dialogue, but most Christians should focus on
evangelisation. There was also one pastor, Lin Mingyi, who expressed that churches
can only allow pastors and mature Christians to participate in inter-religious dialogue
so as to avoid the faith of inexperienced Christians being shaken because of their
participation in inter-religious dialogue.
But, there were some positive views on inter-religious dialogue. Two
interviewees, Yu Jibin ofCLS and Lin Fangzi ofYouth Evangelical Association (qlf^
viewed dialogue as an opportunity for Christians to share the
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gospel with other religious people without forcing them to accept it.46 Pong Kwanhua
(if! ft ), a pastor of the Methodist Church, viewed dialogue as a way of
understanding the hardships of other people through learning how other faiths provide
comfort and guidance to fit the needs of people.47 Interviewees holding these views
support the dialogue of doctrine with the motivation of evangelisation. Three
interviewees held that Christians have a responsibility to cooperate with people of
other religions in promoting social welfare. Interviewees holding this view naturally
supported the dialogue of social action. Though there were supporters of the
possibility of inter-religious dialogue, they both agreed that it is hard to harmonise the
discrepancy of doctrines between Christianity and Buddhism. Although these latter
interviewees held positive views on Christian-Buddhist dialogue, there was almost no
participation in Christian-Buddhist dialogue with the exception ofYu Jibin.
The research reveals that a dialogue, whether of doctrine, spiritual experience, or
social action, is difficult to initiate in the MPC. In practice, there is no record of any
dialogue between the MPC and Buddhism, except the dialogue between the CLS and
the MCS. It is difficult to assess the prospect of future dialogue as well.
Pentecostal Churches
Chapter Two presented the Pentecostal churches' open hostility towards other
religions. This attitude also reveals in the fact that Pentecostal Christians wholly
refused Christian-Buddhist dialogue. In interviews, three interviewees considered the
dialogues ofdoctrine and spiritual experience a single purpose, evangelisation through
the confrontation ofevil spirits. Only those who are filled with the Holy Spirit and who
receive special inspiration from God, are allowed to participate in such dialogue. This
kind of Christian-Buddhist interaction is not a dialogue but rather a confrontation.
Furthermore, they maintained that there is no possibility of the dialogue of social
action for it is impossible to cooperate with other religions because evil spirits are
within these religions. They are of the mind that churches had better stay away from
other religions when performing acts of charity.
46
Yu Jibin (fir®®), interviewed by Juta Pan, tape recording in China Lutheran Seminary
fl-jll^), Hsinzhu (DrTf), 13 November 2002. Lin Fangzhi (IT7?(n), interviewed by Juta Pan, tape
recording in Youth Evangelical Association (jfeffir#), Taipei, 20 November 2002.
47
Pong Kwanhua (inllTTinterviewed by Juta Pan, tape recording in Centre-City Methodist Church
Taipei, 7 January 2003.
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Conclusion: Inter-religious Dialogue—An Unknown Future?
The findings in the qualitative research inquiring into the various Christian
traditions' views on inter-religious dialogue reveal that Christians in Taiwan show
little interest in dialogue with Buddhism or other religions. This condition is especially
evident in the gap between interviewees' oral affirmation and their ignorance of
practical involvement. For the CCT, although there is an official commission of
inter-religious dialogue in the upper level of the Church, and the local churches'
expression of open acceptance of inter-religious dialogue, grass roots' actions in the
dialogue are rare. For the PCT, although contextual theology has challenged the
Church's theological tradition, like the CCT, the dialogue events are fragmentary in
the local churches and the leading level is hesitant to start an official inter-religious
dialogue. For the MPC, theological concepts of the uniqueness ofChristianity and the
priority of evangelisation cause the Church to ignore the necessity of dialogue. The
rapid growth of the Pentecostal movement, which holds the most suspicious attitude
towards inter-religious dialogue, has become an obvious barrier to it. These responses
verify the comments of Chan Takkong in an interview about the future possibility of
inter-religious dialogue in Taiwan. Fie said, 'inter-religious dialogue in Taiwan
remains an unknown future.'48
An obvious diagnosis as to why the Church ignores inter-religious dialogue is the
three Christian traditions' common conservative theological tendency, which begs
question ofwhether churches in Taiwan will easily change their theological standpoint
in the future. A more fundamental question is if is, is it even possible for churches to
give up the confession of the uniqueness of Christianity? Answers to these questions
await further consideration in the second half of this chapter. At the same time, the
example of PCT's theologians shows that merely accepting the concept of pluralism
does not necessary cause people to actively participate in inter-religious dialogue.
Therefore, theological standpoint is not necessarily the deciding factor in dialogue
participation.
On the upside, it cannot be concluded that there is no future for inter-religious
dialogue in Taiwan. At least, to a certain degree, inter-religious dialogue is not
completely rejected by most of the interviewees anymore. This means that Taiwanese
Churches are more open to inter-religious dialogue than in the past. But still, there is
no compelling motivation for the Church in Taiwan to participate in inter-religious
48 Chan Takkong, interviewed by Juta Pan, tape recording in Chan's office, Hsingzhuang (ifftt), 25
November 2002. The Chinese text is
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dialogue.
Buddhist Views of Inter-religious Dialogue
Traditional Buddhism
As mentioned in Chapter Two, the most valuable data obtained was from the
interviews of Buddhist leaders. It should be mentioned that the current president of
CBA, Master Jingxin, is currently also president ofTCRP. It would seem obvious that
since the head of the leading institution of traditional Buddhism in Taiwan actively
participated in the inter-religious dialogue, traditional Buddhism would hold a positive
attitude to inter-religious dialogue. However, the qualitative research reveals the
contrary as traditional Buddhists do not show much interest in inter-religious dialogue.
Traditional Buddhist interviewees indicated passive and conservative responses
to inter-religious dialogue. One Buddhist master49 considered the dialogues of
doctrine and spiritual experience to be valueless to Buddhists. He expressed that he
had already know Christian beliefs and did not want to waste his time, preferring to
use his energy in enhancing his own ministry. He believed that if he engaged in
dialogue with Christians, he would arouse the suspicion of other temple leaders and
the higher administration of traditional Buddhism.50 Therefore, while in agreement
about the possibilities for the dialogue of social action, he thought better to let the
leading level take initiative. A receptionist nun in a big temple also expressed a similar
opinion. Approaching this temple to seek an appointment with the temple's
representative, this receptionist nun refused my request, saying that this interview
would be a waste of their time.
Two other clerical interviewees gave milder responses, saying that they would
not reject an opportunity for inter-religious dialogue, but this did not mean that they
are willing to actively participate in the dialogue. In reality, they didn't engage in
dialogue with Christians or other religious people. Huiyang, although a professor in
the Department ofReligious Studies in a College with Christian colleagues in the same
department, admitted that she did not have interaction with them, especially on the
dialogue of beliefs. Another interviewee, Ruchi (#□$?), though claiming the
49 This master asked me not to tape his views and nor did he want his name be mentioned.
50 Since this interview was not taped, the following Chinese transcription of the conversation is not the
completely accurate. However, it faithfully expressed the views from this master. The Chinese texts are
ras*, mwisjfiE*m
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acceptance of a visitation from Mormon missionaries, showed by his response that his
gesture was just out of politeness. He said:
They came to visit me. Although I have already been a Buddhist and held
my own conviction, I still respected them and listened to them. Although
their beliefs could not lead people to obtain the ultimate release, they
basically could help people to do good works, so I just listened.51
He showed politeness and respect to the missionaries, but his attitude showed that he
did not sincerely listen to their views. Even in our interview, I felt that he wanted only
to 'teach' me Buddhist beliefs and was uninterested in my Christian beliefs. 1 got the
impression that this Buddhist master indirectly expressed a viewpoint that since
Buddhism is superior to other religions, he did not need to understand the faith of
others. These interviews show that the monastic class of traditional Buddhism holds a
passive attitude to Christian-Buddhist dialogue. They do not reject it, but they are in no
hurry to start up a dialogue with other religions.
52
A friendlier attitude was shown in the interview ofan unnamed lay interviewee.
She spoke of her experiences working with a Christian in a volunteer ministry of the
care for terminal patients at the Kaohsiung General Veteran Hospital
Though of different faiths, they cooperated well and were always respectful of
each other's beliefs. Their commitment in care for the dying and their positive work
experiences allowed them to cross the boundaries of religion to become good friends.
In the interview, she spoke of her experiences leading her to admire Christians for
really expressing a way of love. This experience is an excellent example that people of
two religions putting aside their differences to cooperate in social services for
Christian-Buddhist dialogue. However, since traditional Buddhism, as noted in
Chapter Two, tends to look down on good works and social engagement, leaves the
dialogue of social action grudgingly put into practice between traditional Buddhism
and Christianity
51 Ruchi (J/U fM), interviewed by Juta Pan, tape recording in Kaihui Private Temple (itflSffit??), Zhongli
(T3®, 18 November 2002. The Chinese text is:
SlRjfl.'
52 An unnamed lay Buddhist, interviewed by Juta Pan, in the garden of Hsiangkuang Zhuangyang
Temple Kaohsiung, interviewed without being taped, 21 December 2002.
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'Humanistic Buddhism'
As with traditional Buddhist leaders, all the interviewees of 'Humanistic
Buddhism' expressed that they would not reject dialogue with Christians, with some
actually having participated in interactions with Christians, proving that these were
more than just polite expressions. However, with the exception of Li Yuansong, there
was no interviewee who positively regarded the possibility of the dialogue ofdoctrine.
Their basic perspective is that the differences of doctrines between Buddhism and
Christianity are irreconcilable, and can have little interaction on the doctrinal level. At
least four of the interviewees thought that, for Buddhism, there is no demonstrable
benefit in joint participation of spiritual meditation, or they expressed that their
previous experiences of Christian-Buddhist meditative interaction were unhelpful.
However, seven of the nine interviewees said that cooperation in social actions
between Christianity and Buddhism is possible, and they were gladdened to see their
occurrence.
Humanistic Buddhism's open attitude to inter-religious dialogue permitted a
willingness to participate in Christian-Buddhist interaction. Some interviewees, such
as Li Chifu and Luhuishing, joined the TCRP or participated in the activities of
inter-religious dialogue. Buddhists from some institutes or colleges such as the C1BS
and the MCS had visited Christian institutes and seminaries. There are a few dialogues
of social action such as the one between Chaohui and Lu Jungyi, and between
Shengyang and Cardinal Shan for the common concern of the dignity of lives. The
interviewees of Tzuchi, Mrs. Yang and Miss Wu, drew attention to their continued
assistance in Christian charity works. But the real assessment of Buddhist economic
resources being much larger than Christians' causes difficulty in real cooperation
between the two religions. Some interviewees politely wondered what Christians
could do in contributing to Buddhist social works. Thus far, there is not any
organisation within 'Humanistic Buddhism' that focuses their ministries on
Christian-Buddhist dialogue. Except for the dialogue of the MCS and the CLS, and in
the FJCU's conferences, no information suggests any other event in the dialogue of
doctrines and spiritual experiences.
Conclusion
Information from qualitative research shows that Traditional Buddhism in
Taiwan maintains conservative characteristics. They might provide a certain level of
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affirmation of Christianity and other religions, but due to their conviction of
Buddhism's superiority, it is hard for them to appropriate the importance of
inter-religious dialogue or to take practical steps towards it. As they have a low view of
social engagement, it is hard for them to accept the dialogue of social action. While
'Humanistic Buddhism' shares similar concepts as traditional Buddhism, they are
opener in their views of inter-religious dialogue. The qualitative research indicates
that the dialogue of social action is most likely to be the dialogue that is most accepted
by Taiwanese Buddhism. This provision is yet another factor why 'Humanistic
Buddhism' may be the most promising community for Christians to dialogue with.
Since they are attentive to the human wellbeing, they share a common concern with
other religions especially Christianity. However, as they lack an official ministry for
inter-religious dialogue, has impeded their interest in Christian-Buddhist dialogue.
The Assessment of Christian-Buddhist Dialogue
An Unsatisfactory but Promising Condition
Chapter Two and the first half of Chapter Three have described the factual
condition of Christian-Buddhist interaction in Taiwan. They have displayed an
unsatisfactory picture of Christian-Buddhist interaction in Taiwan but not one devoid
of hope. Both religions are coexisting positive and negative features which affect heir
relationships.
The Positive Features ofChristian-Buddhist Relation
Positive features can present the improvement in Christian-Buddhist
relationships. Chapter Two mentioned that several earlier events display the tension
and conflicts between the two religions. Since the 1970s, their relationships have seen
overall improvements. Interaction between certain sub-groups of the two religions has
increased, including visitations, establishment of institutions of inter-religious
dialogue, and a subsequent participation. These interactions present opportunities for
people of the two religions to build understandings and to forge friendships with each
other. Both religions also express a friendlier attitude to each other, this being verified
through the interviews, in which most interviewees expressed their appreciation of the
virtues and high moral attainment of the other religion. Whether a politeness or a
sincere expression, at least it asserts their view that direct criticism and objections are
unwise. Therefore, a certain degree of goodwill and tolerance exist between the two
religions. The evolution of more programmes for Christian-Buddhist dialogue that
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developed since the 1990s, once considered taboo before, are not only approved but, to
certain degree, encouraged by some groups within the two religions.
Negative Features ofChristian-Buddhist Relation
The positive developments mentioned above do not mean that Christian-Buddhist
relation in Taiwan will necessarily move forward towards greater future advancement.
The qualitative research shows that, in reality, Christian-Buddhist dialogue certainly
displays some negative features, which could hinder its development. The invisible
tension exists between the two religions. Despite improvement in the relationship and
value affirmation in interviews, some groups in the two religions like the Pentecostals,
part of conservative Christians, and traditional Buddhists, still express a hostile
attitude to other religion. Compounded with a greater advancement in terms of the
number of believers and social resources, some Buddhist interviewees were also
unable to conceal their sense of superiority. This competitive sense causes a lack of
genuine inter-religious appreciation.
Superior and exclusive attitudes towards each other impede the intention of both
religious towards Christian-Buddhist dialogue. The qualitative research reveals that
Christian-Buddhist dialogue has not been widely accepted by the followers of two
religions. Many interviewees expressed that they were willing or wouldn't reject
having a dialogue with the other religion. Passive expressions such as 'Inter-religious
dialogue is good and I will not reject.' and 'If other religious people want to have
dialogue with me, I will not reject'53 reveal that, behind these affirmations, lie
perfunctory expressions and passive attitudes. This passive attitude is also revealed by
the inconsistency between their expressions and actions. The interviewees, who
expressed their willingness to have a dialogue with other religions, did not actually
join any event to that effect. The pluralistic situation in Taiwan causes both religions to
recognise the necessity of a polite and peaceful relationship between them, but this
politeness does not compel a sense of importance towards inter-religious dialogue.
In reality, only a handful of people in the two religions have participated in
Christian-Buddhist dialogues. While the academics might show a strong interest in
advocating and participating in inter-religious dialogue, their corresponding religions
are hesitant to join. Furthermore, many of the active participants in inter-religious
53 In interviews, I asked thirty-five interviewees 'whether you are interested in participating to
Christian-Buddhist dialogue?' and 'have you participated in any inter-religious dialogue?' Five of eight
Buddhists and nine of thirteen Christians gave positive answer to the former question but at the same
time gave negative answer to the latter.
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dialogue, such as Chan Takkwong and Huang Poho, commented that these dialogues
remain at a friendship building level.54 These dialogues have value in paving the way
for future Christian-Buddhist dialogue, but their present shallowness remains to be
overcome.
Problems Awaiting Solutions
The above paragraphs have indicated an unsatisfactory but promising situation of
Christian-Buddhist dialogue in Taiwan. Some problems still exist regarding
Christian-Buddhist dialogue. Firstly, what are the factors that impede
Christian-Buddhist dialogue? Secondly, how can one properly view and solve these
barriers so as to further Christian-Buddhist dialogue? The second half of this chapter
will analyse the barriers ofChristian-Buddhist dialogue through the information of the
qualitative research and attempt to provide possible ways to remove these barriers.
The Absence of a Consciousness of Inter-religious Dialogue
A major problem for current Christian-Buddhist dialogue in Taiwan is that both
religions lack a consciousness about inter-religious dialogue. This consciousness
includes ideas about the meanings and forms of dialogue, the sense of its importance,
and appropriate attitude when engaging in dialogue. Without first having a
consciousness about inter-religious dialogue, it is difficult to implement practical
actions.
The Fact of the Absence ofThis Consciousness
The qualitative research indicates that, within a plural religious community, this
consciousness of inter-religious dialogue is absent in Christianity and Buddhism in
Taiwan. The two religions, at best, recognise that in such a society, religions should
work to reduce historical tension and maintain a peaceful coexistence, but seldom do
they consider the positive significance of inter-religious dialogue. Again, the
54 In the interview with Huang, he said: 'He (Father Poulet-Mathis) invited different religious people to
attend the meetings and everybody attended because of his invitation, but all were just gathered and
made friendships. Beside that, there was no further dialogue.' The Chinese text is: 'ftb, OfItJiff50 IraA
Huang poho,
interviewed by Juta Pan, tape recording in President's office, Tainan Presbyterian Theological College
and Seminary, 30 October 2002. Chan said: 'I think there might be some dialogues in Taiwan... But
they are still shallow... There is no real dialogue and no dialogue of the faiths.' The Chinese text is:
chan
Takkong, interviewed by Juta Pan, tape recording in DRS, FJCU, Xingzhuang, 25 November 2002.
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interviews reveal this absence. Firstly, with the exception of a few active participants,
most of the interviewees were confused and unsure of how to respond to my questions
regarding to inter-religious dialogue. I frequently had to explain what was meant by
inter-religious dialogue and in what possible forms it could manifest. The concept's
unfamiliarity forced me to change my questions to a more indirect interrogatory after
the first few interviews in order to get useful answers. This indicates how alien the
concept still is.
Secondly, it is the inconsistency between the interviewees' expressions and
actions, which best shows that they do not view inter-religious dialogue as an
important task. The clergy's latent ignorance of the importance of dialogue is shown
that they feel there are more pressing tasks before them than that of inter-religious
dialogue.
Thirdly, although some interviewees felt that inter-religious dialogue's
importance, they only used it as a focus on keeping peaceful relationships. As sure as
these are parts of the overall purpose, they can only be considered the first step of
inter-religious dialogue. Besides helping keep harmonious relationships, interviewees
did not really expect a deeper function from inter-religious dialogue. In fact
recognising the positive motivation of dialogue there is little active initiation.
The absence of a consciousness about inter-religious dialogue raises the question
as to why two major religions in a deeply religious pluralist society are so topically
unaware. A Catholic scholar, Huang Huaichu says that one of the reasons is
that inter-religious dialogue started too late in Taiwan.35 Yet, this statement still does
not answer why these religions in such a religious pluralist community cannot
recognise the existence of other religions or seek to establish relationships with them.
The main reasons possibly lie in the two religions' clerical hierarchy not sensing the
context of the plural religious world.
Clergy's Ignorance of the Context of the Religious Pluralist World
In Taiwan, both religions are dominated by clerical leadership. Therefore, the
clergy's sensitivity to a plural religious society becomes very important. However, the
qualitative research shows that the clergy's background, training, life environment,
and ministries give them less opportunity to live within the real world and to sense the
55
Huang Huaichu, Religious Dialogue: Theory and Practices—Catholic Church as an Example
in Religious Dialogue: Theory and Practices, Taipei, Taiwan:
Wunan Books, 2000, 77.
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situation of community. In interviews, I asked some clergy whether they have friends
who are adherents of other religions. General answers from the Buddhist clergy show
that many of them embarked on their monastic lives from childhood, and they have
actually lived in near-isolation from believers of other religions. Even though they had
met followers of other religions, the boundary created by their positions blocked them
from having close interaction with these people.56 Even though Christian and Buddhist
clergy took their ordination in adulthood, they have lived a life isolated from followers
of other religions. A typical response was by Chen Yichi (PjtfllfaX a Presbyterian
pastor, saying, 'To be frankly, in the past, I had some (non-Christian friends), but we
gradually lost contact. Because of my position, I was isolated... My previous
classmates seldom invited me to attend the graduate reunion.'57
It is the lay people that seem to have the most opportunity to reach people from
other religions. Sixteen of the twenty-one lay interviewees described their different
experiences with friends from other religions. Therefore, it is the lay believers who
should be reminding their clergy about the reality of the plural religious context. But,
since the teaching and leadership responsibilities of their religions are controlled by
the clergy, whether or not these lay people's voices can be heard depends on the
clerical leaders' own sensitivity to the social context and their willingness to listen to
lay people's voices. In interviews, at least half of the lay interviewees took negative
attitudes towards their relationships with their friends and had even become isolated
because of the teachings of their pastors, thus demonstrating the powerful influence of
the clergy on the lay people, especially in their negative views on inter-religious
dialogue. In this pluralist context that ought to impact both religions in such a way that
they begin to sense the importance of the relationship between the religions, most
groups in the two religions still ignore this reality and isolate themselves from the
other religion.
A Response to the Absence of a Consciousness of the Inter-religious Dialogue
The late start of inter-religious dialogue means that it is not an abnormal that the
adherents of these two religions still lack a consciousness about inter-religious
dialogue. If the vision of inter-religious dialogue spreads to different levels of each
56 Three of four clergy had similar responses when answering my question.
57 Chen Yichi (|?jt{Ji:ij'), interviewed by Juta Pan, tape recording in Taipingjing Presbyterian Church (A;
Tainan, 5 December 2002. The Chinese text is: ilhfeTE
Mrfmmkmmj,
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religion, this consciousness should be gradually established.
The qualitative research shows that the most effective way to help people grasp
the importance of dialogue is to create an environment in which people experience it.
But the paradox exists that if there is no consciousness of inter-religious dialogue, how
do people have the motivation to participate in it? Finding a strong motivator for
people of the two religions to be willing to participate in the dialogue might be a way
towards to establishing a consciousness of inter-religious dialogue. This begs the
question: what will be a strong motivation to spurn Christian-Buddhist dialogue other
than the consciousness of inter-religious dialogue? The best clue the qualitative
research provides is their common concern for the welfare of the society.
The Historical, Political, and Social Factors
There have been some barriers with respect to the social dimension. Firstly, there
is the competitive nature of the concept of the two religions. In addition, there still
exists some residual tension among some of the religious leaders. Moreover, the split
of political opinion has become a new barrier to Christian-Buddhist dialogue.
The Sense ofCompetition between Religions
Previous Christian-Buddhist tension was closely tied to the sense of competition
between the two religions, evidenced by their mutual tendency towards criticism.
Clear also is the strategy of propagating one's own beliefs through criticising others
and through displaying haughty, superior attitude. The competitive sense is also a
response in the anxiety of watching another religion rapid growth.
In the 1950s, it was Buddhists anxiety about the growth ofChristianity that started
the inter-religious battles. In the 1980s, the situation reversed, as Buddhism came into
a position ofdominance. Many Christian interviewees could not conceal their anxiety
about Buddhist revival, and openly criticised Buddhist good works and contributions.
As Buddhism currently holds a superior position and doesn't feel the threat from
Christianity, in interviews, Buddhists did not show an obvious hostility to Christians,
but they could scarce conceal their sense of superiority. During an interview, while
mentioning the cooperation of the two religions in social works, an interviewee listed
how one Buddhist group helped Christian charity saying, 'we frequently visited
Christian orphanages and nursing homes, and served there. We gave them whatever
they need. We have donated... support...'58 While talking about the religious
58
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cooperation in 'the 921 Disaster,' one interviewee said, 'When Father Poulet-Mathis
called for the cooperative meeting for the 921 reconstruction, (Our group) sent a
representative to attend the meeting. After that, we felt that it was better to do our
works rather than attending the meeting... Maybe the total resources of all other
groups were less than (ours).'59 The above two statements, more or less, reveal a
Buddhist sense of superiority.
This competition also arises between different groups of the same religion. Many
Buddhist scholars especially indicated this condition between different groups of
Buddhism. Lu Huishing said:
I feel it is hard for the interaction between different groups of Buddhism.
I think it is even harder than the interaction between religions... Every group
owns its sphere and every leader does not allow other leaders to share his/her
resources and glory. It is all right to have polite social relations, but is
impossible to have practical cooperation, because this involves the conflict
of sharing the limited resources.60
Similar ideas were also presented in the teachings of Master Shengyen. In a book
promoting the Dharma Drum Mountain's vision of constructing 'Humanistic
Buddhism,' he advised his followers that, 'our missions are multiple but resources are
limited...Therefore, we should wholeheartedly dedicate ourselves to our own works
and reject demands from other Buddhist groups so as not to disperse our strengths.'61
The idea ofprotecting the financial and human resources in order to prevent them from
being grasped by other groups causes religious institutions to hesitate from
establishing close relationships.
An important reason for the sense of competition is the two religions' concept of
59 The Chinese text is: 921 {!g(—)
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interviewee and the group's name are concealed.
60 Lu Huishing, interviewed by Juta Pan, tape recording in a cafe, in Taipei, 21 December 2002. The
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Direction ofFagu Mountain(Taipei, Taiwan: Fagu Cultural and
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mission, which focuses on proselytising people to become the followers of their own
religions. It is understandable that both religions possess this concept, because they
both maintain the uniqueness of their ideologies in human salvation. However, such
compassionate motivation quickly narrows the mission down to personal conversion
to a specific religious group, and easily loses its original focus into concern for specific
religious expansion. To abandon this sense of competition, each religion must
reconsider its original missionary concern and seek a broader, more inclusive vision.
This might be a breakthrough in the barrier of religious competition.
It is also necessary to reconsider the original missionary strategy of propagating
beliefs through criticising other religions. In reality, this mission strategy does not
produce the desired effects to conversion as effectively expanding the religions. In an
interview, Jiang Chanteng commented about the Christian-Buddhist debates in the
1960s saying:
At that time, the debates between Yinshun and Christianity... actually
could not change the situation of the two religions. Yinshun's followers did
not increase because of these debates. Christians did not need these debates
to acquire superiority. Basically these debates were meaningless for the
development of the religions in Taiwan.62
Truly, the history of the debates in the 1950s and 1960s shows that this missionary
strategy was of no help to the expansion of either religion. A better way of converting
people is by proving how religion can provide a solution to human problems and fit the
needs of individuals.
In a community with strong secular tendencies, the revival of one religion does
not necessarily impact negatively the growth or reputation of others. Cai Lizhen (H®
j=Q, a professor of the China Evangelical Seminary (CES), mentioned an experience in
an interview, describing how in a weekly fellowship meeting of professional
Christians, a pastor gave a sermon about 'power confrontation' between Christianity
and other religions. After his speech, a lay person stood up to express his
discontentment. He responded that, in his daily working environment, the revival of
Tzuchi did not make his colleagues despise his Christian belief. On the contrary, they
62
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expressed their respect to him as a religious person because they affirmed the value of
religion through the good works ofTzuchi.63 This example shows that religions do not
have to remain in a competitive relationship, but rather, they could become partners in
gaining people's respect for religion in a highly secular society.
The Shadow of the Previous Relationship
This competitive sense is also reaffirmed and even strengthened by the shadow of
the previous tension between the two religions. At least two historical events had been
mentioned by several interviewees. The first was the Buddhist sense of threat from
Christianity in the 1950s. At that time, the supports of president and Mrs. Chiang
Kaishek for Christianity caused Buddhists to worry that Chiang intended to make
Taiwan a Christian country, and thus they were eagerly ready to fight back. There were
still some interviewees mentioning Chiang's support of Christianity and suppression
of Buddhists,64 showing the lingering memories of threat held by some Buddhist
leaders.
In the 1970s, the PCT's three political statements became another
tension-causing event affecting both Buddhism and groups within Christianity.
Chapter Two briefly mentioned the PCT's expulsion and criticism from other Christian
groups and religions. These criticisms became a source of unforgettable trauma to
many of PCT's followers and pastors. In an interview, Lu Jungyi mentioned how the
PCT suffered in that situation and expressed how he was still angry at some of the
groups in these two religions because, thus far, they've never offered an apology.63
These examples, together with historical tension and competitiveness, caused the still
existing gap between the Christianity and Buddhism and even between the PCT and
other Christian groups. Inter-religious dialogue still lives in the shadows of suspicion
between these unreconciled groups.
Political Discrepancy
The gap between the PCT and other religious groups is not just a historical barrier
but also a current one of Christian-Buddhist dialogue. Since the 1970s, the PCT's
contextual theology advocated the self-determination of Taiwan and later focused on
63 Cai Lizhen (^iijsj), interviewed by Juta Pan, tape recording in China Evangelical Seminary (rffljS
ISh1IfSS|?ic),Taipei, 22 November 2002.
64 At least Chaohui and Mr. Wen Jingke OimtfeM) mentioned this history.
55 Lu Junyi, interviewed by Juta Pan, tape recording in Dongmen Presbyterian Church, Taipei (ndhjji
1 January 2003.
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promoting the independence of Taiwan. This sentiment standpoint is clearly carried in
the PCT's new statement, "In the name of 'the Republic of Taiwan', walk Taiwan's
own path fT'oWS#)-'66 Such a political standpoint is vastly different
from that ofmost Buddhist and other Christian groups, which either still hold a strong
Chinese identity, advocate separation from China without officially claiming
independence, or assert that religions should stay away from politics.
Chapter Two has mentioned that a difference of political standpoint had caused
the PCT's members to withdraw from some dialogue activities and organisations. The
PCT's political standpoint also drew suspicion from other groups and retarded their
intention to dialogue with PCT. In an interview, Huiyang said, T would not reject any
opportunity for Christian-Buddhist dialogue on the condition that there was not any
political intention behind this dialogue.'67 Though maybe not a thing-veiled reference
to the PCT, she clearly expressed that she did not want the dialogue mixed with any
political element. Ho Huiqun mentioned that Poulet-Mathis' friendship with the PCT
had caused the criticisms from the CCT's believers, over their disagreement with the
PCT's political appeals.68
The Concept of Uniqueness and an Exclusive Tendency
Christian-Buddhist dialogue in Taiwan is hindered by both religions' adherence
to a strong concept of absoluteness in their doctrines, which is the notion that its
followers must remain faithful to the 'one and only' essence of their religions. The
question is whether remaining faithful to this 'one and only' religious essence while
still respecting the truth and virtue of the other religion poses an intractable interactive
dilemma or if a satisfactory balance can be attained. This concept of absoluteness is
delivered from the theology of religions, of each religion's view towards other beliefs
and on their relationship towards them.
Models ofTheology of Religions
66
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Alan Race, in his Christians and Religious Pluralism, classified the religious
sense of absoluteness into three models, indicating whether Christianity or other
religions hold the sole path to salvation.69 Although these models of the theology of
religions originally dealt with Christian views of other religions, these three models
can also be analogously applied to those of other religions. The first model is
exclusivism, which believes that 'one religion is in solo possession of effective
religious truth and offers the only path to salvation.'70 The second model is
inclusivism, which affirms the value of the possibility of salvation in other path or
religions, but lays priority to the path of their own religion. The third model is
pluralism, which holds the concept that all religions stand in an equal place and are
different paths to the same end.
Different concepts of the theology of religions hold different views towards
inter-religious dialogue. For the extreme exclusivists, there is no place for
inter-religious dialogue. For inclusivists and moderate exclusivists, inter-religious
dialogue still has its validity. However, from the perspective of pluralists, unless a
religion puts itself on the same level as other religions, authentic dialogue can not
happen.71
These three models exist among various groups of both religions in Taiwan.
However, most Christians and Buddhists generally hold onto sense of exclusivism or
inclusivism towards other religions in which these tendencies acts as another barrier of
Christian-Buddhist dialogue.
Models ofTheology of Religions in Christian Churches in Taiwan
Pluralist Christian Scholars and Pastors: The pluralist view on Christian
relationships to other religions exists only in some theologians and clergy of the CCT
and the PCT. The scholars of the DRS, FJCU clearly hold a pluralist standpoint as do
some scholars and pastors of the PCT. These Christian pluralists play active roles in
inter-religious dialogue. Among these Christian pluralists, the CCT's academicians
show their intentions and actions by promoting inter-religious dialogue. In the
beginning, the PCT's scholars actively participated in the dialogue, but some withdraw
later. The crucial factor is whether the scholars themselves view the dialogue as
69 Alan Race, Christians and Religions Pluralism: Patterns in the Christian Theology ofReligions,
London: SCM LTD, 1983.
70
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Michigan: William B. Eerdmans Publishing Company, 2001. 3.
71 Paul F. Knitter, Introducing Theologies ofReligions, Maryknoll, New York: Orbis Books, 2002,
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important and if churches support it or not. Since the number of these pluralists is few,
they still do not influence the Christian churches in Taiwan much.
The CCT as Inclusivism: The CCT mainly holds inclusivist values in which the
churches officially express their welcome of inter-religious dialogue. However, some
clergy called attention the problem of the doctrinal discrepancy between religions and
claimed that the Church could not compromise over these issues. The CCT's
standpoint of inclusivism means that, although inter-religious dialogue is an official
policy of the Roman Catholic Church, current inter-religious interaction in the CCT is
restricted mainly to social actions.
Protestant Churches as Exclusivism: Protestant churches, including the MPC
and the majority of the PCT are mainly exclusivists. They either completely reject
dialogue with other religions, because they view it as valueless, or, although
expressing their appreciation of the value ofChristian-Buddhist dialogue, they place it
in a small position in their ministry. There are still some proponents of Christian
exclusivism considering dialogue of social action an essential ministry of the
Church,72 but the general view of exclusivism exerts its influence in restricting
churches in Taiwan from viewing the necessity of inter-religious dialogue.
Buddhism as Exclusive Inclusivism
Buddhism is usually considered less aggressive and exclusive than Christianity.
However, this does not mean that Buddhists do not have their own exclusive sense.
Buddhists usually claim that paths to Nirvana are not limited to Buddhist institutions.
Anyone who eliminates craving and finds their inner Buddha nature can attain Nirvana,
and get release from Samsara and the suffering of this world. However, they still claim
that the most effective and sometimes the only path to Nirvana is directly from the
teachings of the Buddha.
Except for a few Buddhist scholars and followers, my interviews with most of the
Buddhist interviewees held to either exclusivism or exclusive inclusivism. When I
asked eight interviewees the question whether other religions contain the path to
Nirvana, no one interviewee affirmed the possibility that there is a path for Christians
72
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to acquire complete release from the suffering of Samsara. One interviewee simply
avoided answering this question. Three interviewees, one leader and two lay people,
left this question as an unknown. Four interviewees, three leaders and one lay person,
emphasised that only Buddha teaches the right path and politely claimed that other
religions can only attain the realm of the heavens. Therefore, although Buddhist
interviewees affirm the value of good religions and place them in a high regard, the
answers of these interviewees showed that they do not place these religions at the same
level as Buddhism and still believe that Buddhist paths are unique and superior to
those of other religions.
This sense of absoluteness causes Buddhism in Taiwan to accept limited
interaction in Christian-Buddhist dialogue. This sense of exclusivism means that
Buddhists in Taiwan do not consider it necessity for them to have dialogue of doctrine
and spiritual experience with Christians. The only dialogue Buddhists popularly
accept is the dialogue ofsocial action, and Buddhists even give different evaluations of
this dialogue, because of their discrepancy of views on the value of good works and
this world. Humanistic Buddhist groups give a higher value to religious contribution to
human this-worldly welfare and therefore hold an open attitude towards the dialogue
of social action, while on the other hand, paying less attention to the value of good
works and other religions, traditional Buddhists in Taiwan basically don't consider the
dialogue of social action as important task. Generally, the sense of absoluteness also
becomes a barrier for Buddhists for Christian-Buddhist dialogue.
The Response to the Doctrinal Exclusive Tendency
The greater barrier is the sense of absoluteness among the two religions, because
it touches upon certain important theological/buddhological premises, which are not
easily changed. One possible way to resolve this barrier is, as Christian pluralists claim,
to change each religion's inherent theological/buddhological premises so that the two
religions can abandon their sense of absoluteness and stand on the same level and
dialogue without any barrier. However, this solution is much too simplistic to be
applied to inter-religious dialogue and does not fit with the current situation of the two
religions in Taiwan.
Firstly, for most religious adherents, it is hard for them to give up their sense of
absoluteness and commitment to their beliefs. As Heinrich Dumoulin said, 'no true
religious conviction can exist without a claim to an absolute validity.'77 Furthermore,
73 Heinrich Dumoulin, Christianity Meets Buddhism, translated by John C. Maraldo, Lasalle, Illinois:
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there is another aspect on the relationship between the sense of absoluteness and
dialogue. Maha Sthavira Sangharakshita, an English Buddhist scholar, claims that real
Christian-Buddhist dialogue happens between 'the persons of a fully committed
Buddhist and a firmly believing Christian.'74 From this point of view, it is necessary
for people who participate in the dialogue to have full commitment to their beliefs
rather than giving them up. Therefore, this sense of absoluteness with regard to one's
own beliefs and the attitude of respect for other's beliefs become a paradox in the
dialogue, which needs to keep the two ideas in balance.
Secondly, Christian pluralists insist on the importance of religious people
abandoning the sense ofabsoluteness, so as to have authentic dialogue. This claim, to a
certain degree, shows the inappropriateness of some extreme Christian exclusivists'
attitude towards other religions and is likely the root of their inability to have dialogue
with other religions. However, some examples of dialogue in Taiwan do not
demonstrate that it is impossible for people a sense of absoluteness to have dialogue
with other religious people. The dialogue of the MCS and the CLS, and that of
Chaohui and Lu Jungyi, shows that retaining a sense of absoluteness does not
necessarily contradict the attitude of respecting the other beliefs, for it is still possible
to have authentic dialogue. Leu Yizhong (§—cf3)* one of the main participants in the
dialogue of the MCS and the CLS, even commented that:
It is each side's adherence to their sense of absoluteness that won the
respect of the other and caused the dialogue to proceed... They (MCS)
appreciated that you sincerely adhere to your beliefs, and if you did not
adhere to your beliefs, they would feel angry.73
This proves that adhering to one's own beliefs still enables one to have authentic
dialogue and sometimes even win over the respect of the other side.
A related question is whether there is a standard criterion in defining the meaning
and the goal ofan authentic dialogue? Or as Ajaltoun Memorandum, a Buddhist leader,
Open Court Publishing Company, 1974, 34.
74 Maha Sthavira Sangharakshita, Dialogue between Buddhism and Christianity in Buddhism and
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said, 'the meaning, basis, and purpose of dialogue is related to particular contexts.'76
To define certain meanings as a criterion of inter-religious dialogue results in the
danger of another sense of absoluteness, some interviewees, who have participated in
the international inter-religious dialogue programmes, according to the criteria of
academic standards or other countries' experiences, asserted that some inter-religious
dialogue programmes in Taiwan are genuine, in depth dialogue and some are not.
However, they neglected to mention that inter-religious dialogue in different countries
should be considered as distinctive. Therefore, there must be a multiple criterion in
which to evaluate whether dialogue really happened or not in each different context.
The forms and function of a dialogue should be decided by its subjects in their own
context.
The final problem is that holding a strong sense of absoluteness is the reality in
Taiwanese Christianity and Buddhism. Advocating the importance of giving up a
religious uniqueness so as to have authentic dialogue with other religions will not help
to eliminate the sense ofabsoluteness, but will strengthen suspicions that dialogue will
lead to religious syncretism. Therefore, expecting both religions to give up their sense
of absoluteness and accept a pluralist concept is unrealistic. The proper direction to
push the inter-religious dialogue between two religions is help them to respect and
appreciate the value of the other.
The Discrepancy of Beliefs between Two Religions
Mervyn Fernando claims that Christianity and Buddhism have an entirely
different world-views and belief systems, with large doctrinal discrepancies between
them.77 These doctrinal discrepancies between Christianity and Buddhism are also
obvious in Taiwan and cause the fourth barrier of Christian-Buddhist dialogue. Their
discrepancies are described mainly in three aspects namely, their definition of
Ultimate Reality, the approach in comprehending the Truth, and the means toward
human destiny.
A Personal God vs. An Impersonal Reality
There is a discrepancy about who or what the Ultimate Reality is between
Christianity and Buddhism in Taiwan. Christians believe in the existence of the one
76
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and only personal God, who created and governs this cosmos. Furthermore, they also
consider Jesus Christ, the incarnation of God who accomplishes salvation for people
by his death and resurrection, to be the center of Christian beliefs. Unlike Christian
monotheism, orthodox Buddhists in Taiwan hold an atheist belief. They claim that
there is no origin of this cosmos and, therefore, there is no Creator. This does not mean
that Buddhism does not accept the existence of Ultimate Reality, but they claim that
Ultimate Reality is impersonal and defined as the Dharma, the universal principle of
this world, and the path towards liberation. This fundamental difference results in a
misunderstanding between the two religions. Many Buddhists subordinate the
Christian concept ofGod to the Buddhist concept ofdeities in the realm ofheaven and
thus consider it to be a proof of Buddhist superiority.78 In an interview, Chan
Takkwong mentioned a case in an inter-religious conference where a Christian linked
Buddhism to materialism and Communism because Buddhism does not believe in a
personal God and the existence of the soul.79 These misunderstandings divide the two
religions between a wall of alienation.
Revelation vs. Personal Experience in Comprehending the Truth
The discrepancy between the two religions is also shown in their different
approaches to comprehend the truth. Christianity is a religion of revelation. The way to
know God or the Truth is through the revelation of God through the incarnation of
Jesus and the Bible. Therefore, these are the main sources of comprehending the Truth
and give the authority to the Christian belief. Buddhism alternatively is a
non-revelational religion. Its belief is established solely on the analysis of human
experiences and the state of Chan, a state where the practitioner can break down all
barriers from external phenomenon and gain an authentic vision of the Truth.80
Therefore, the Buddhist source of truth-knowing is through the efforts of the self.
Both religions viewed that the other religion's way ofcomprehending the truth as
inconceivable. Chaohui said, in an interview:
As a Buddhist nun, I establish my faith on daily experiences, which is the
78
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concept of causes and effects (pratitya-samutpada). However, Christian
belief in the existence ofGod is metaphysical and beyond experiences. That
is the problem with Christianity, because to establish belief in a foundation
beyond experiences is very difficult.81
Christians also tend to evaluate their belief as direct from the revelation of God and
Buddhist belief as merely steaming from human imagination. Therefore, they would
claim Christianity's superiority to Buddhism, and the dialogue with Buddhism of little
value.
External Effort vs. Self-effort in Solving Human Problems
Christianity and Buddhism are both acknowledge the human problem but are of
different minds in interpreting its cause and providing a solution. The crucial point is
whether this solution is through self-effort or through external help. Christianity
considers the source of human suffering to be Sin. The way to achieve release from
suffering is to reconcile oneself with God through the salvation of Jesus Christ which
allows admission into the Kingdom ofGod by faith. This salvation is directly a result
of grace, as people can do nothing to acquire it. Buddhism in Taiwan, on the contrary,
displays a strong foundation in self-effort. People can not rely on Buddha or other
external help but must attain liberation through their own efforts. The only Buddhist
belief that is considered parallel to Christian salvation is the belief in Amitabha. But
this belief has been strongly criticised and rejected by 'Humanistic Buddhism.' As
they claim that the Amitabha belief has deviated from the Buddhist characteristic of
self-effort.
This discrepancy causes the two religions in Taiwan to be at odds with each other,
to undertake human problems, a concept constantly arising in the writings ofYinshun.
He views beliefs dependent on external efforts to obtain salvation, such as Christianity
or Buddhist Amitabha belief, as 'beliefs that lack manliness On the
other hand, Christians consider Buddhist ways of self-dependence to be ignorant of
human limitations and impossible to attain.
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The Discrepancies as Barriers of the Dialogue
These discrepancies cause people in the two religions to be hesitant to begin a
dialogue with each other. Christian churches in Taiwan are more willing to engage
dialogue with Confucianism and the tribal beliefs because parallel beliefs are easier to
find with Christianity. Zheng Yangen also expressed similar perspective, saying:
I easily find parallels between Christianity and the beliefs of Taiwanese
aborigines and am glad to work on Christian dialogue with them. However, I
find the discrepancy between Christianity and other traditional religions
very obvious, so 1 am not interested in making comparisons and having
• • 83conversation with them.
Furthermore, these discrepancies also cause many religious leaders to discourage lay
people to participate in dialogue with the other beliefs to avoid confusing them. In
interviews, at least six Christian and two Buddhist clergy mentioned that they would
not let the lay people attend dialogues because it might cause doubt in their own faiths.
Facing these discrepancies, some churches leaders take an attitude ofdiscrepancy
avoidance seeking the common points between the two religions. With this attitude,
Bishop Zheng Zhaifah mentioned his experiences ofdialogue, saying, 'In the meetings
of inter-religious dialogue, we avoided talking about each other's doctrines, so as not
to show our discrepancies and even to cause arguments... We focused on the common
points so that we could appreciate each other's value.'84 Li Chifu also said, 'It is all
right that each has its own beliefs. Christianity believes in the eternal life. It is all right.
We bless this... I think the dialogue of social action is no problem. As to the concepts
related to beliefs, I believe that we don't need to force two beliefs to unite.'85 This
attitude is constructive and helpful in making friendships between two religions, but
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still restricts the effects of the dialogue in specific situations.
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The Response to the Discrepancy between the Two Religions
In focusing only on the doctrinal sphere of the two religions, it is easy to conclude
that the two religions have fundamental discrepancies which cannot easily reach a
common ground to start a dialogue. However, if the comparison is extended ethically,
there exist deep parallels between the two religions. The basic parallel community is
that of the Buddhist concept of compassion and the Christian concept of love.
Buddhist compassion is especially shown in the beliefofthe Bodhisattva Path, derived
from the example of Sakyamuni Buddha. Christian love is shown by Christ's
self-emptying (Phil 2:6) and willingness to sacrifice himself, dying on the cross to save
people from the bondage of Sin. These two examples of religious icons display
similarity in the spirit ofgiving oneself to the service of others.
Through this common inner compassion, Taiwanese Buddhists and Christians
both have motivations to commit themselves to the reformation of this world and
towards people's welfare. The qualitative research demonstrates that people of the two
religions can easily cooperate in positive social actions. In these situations, religious
differences are ignored in the face of a common social goal. These common ethical
elements, their motivation of compassion/love, and the practice of good deeds might
cause the two religions to realise the common goal of bringing welfare to people and
the community.
Therefore, if the focus is transferred from doctrine to ethics, both religions can
find concurrent parallels between them. Ifboth can respect the differences ofdoctrines
and temporarily set them aside, these ethical parallels can become a starting point for
Christian-Buddhist dialogue and a possible means to avoid the barrier of doctrinal
discrepancies in dialogue.
Conclusion
The findings of the qualitative research reported in this chapter demonstrate that
Christian-Buddhist dialogue in Taiwan has not yet developed to any significant extent
beyond establishing cordial relationships between select Christians and Buddhists,
who recognise the need to overcome the legacy of suspicion and alienation between
the two religious communities. The research findings indicate that the inter-religious
dialogue that has taken place has been promoted mainly by individuals, and has not yet
attracted extensive support within their respective communities. This observation is
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confirmed by the paucity of institutional initiatives in dialogue, and the fact that, with
the only exception of the CCT's Commission for Interreligious Dialogue and
Ecumenical Cooperation, no religious community has established an official institute
or programme of inter-religious dialogue. The evidence of the interviews does not
permit us to conclude that most Christians and Buddhists are opposed to inter-religious
dialogue. On the contrary, most agree that it is a good idea, and would be worth
pursuing if they had the opportunity, though few actually do so. This confirms the
second hypothesis put forward in the Introduction of this thesis: that Christianity and
Buddhism in Taiwan, while showing an increasingly tolerant attitude to each other,
have so far failed to develop active dialogue between them, due both to uncertainty as
to what the dialogue might entail, and a lingering mutual suspicion of both a social and
religious character. While individual initiatives are promising in their efforts and
results, they have yet to stimulate support within their wider religious communities.
The research has also clarified that the most promising form of inter-religious
dialogue is that of social action, in which Christians and Buddhists address common
social challenges in Taiwan. With the exception of the dialogue between China
Lutheran Seminary and Modern Chan Society, the dialogue of doctrine has happened
in the academic sphere and has had little impact on the religious communities
themselves. The dialogue of spiritual experience only occurred in the CCT's one-sided
learning meditation from Chan Buddhism, since the Buddhists have shown little
interest in Catholic spirituality. It appears that the dialogue of social action is the one
that occurs more regularly, and shows deep insights in some events. This suggests that
the dialogue of action is the most promising direction for Christians and Buddhists to
develop an initial dialogue in Taiwan.
This hypothesis is further confirmed by the evidence in the second half of this
chapter in which several of the factors that impede current Christian-Buddhist
dialogue in Taiwan, the most crucial lie in popular perceptions of the discrepancies of
doctrines between the two religions and their respective sense of uniqueness in the
realm of ultimate destiny. Doctrinal differences continue to act as barriers in the sense
that people suppose there is no common ground on which dialogue could begin, or that
a supposed common ground would entail some reduction of Christian or Buddhist
beliefs. In this, several of the interviewed clergy of the two religions expressed the
view that a dialogue of doctrine should be reserved for academically trained religious
professionals, and should not include lay people.
If the conclusion to which the qualitative research points us is that the most
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promising form of Christian-Buddhist dialogue in Taiwan is the dialogue of social
action, we face the ongoing question ofhow this conclusion can also be established on
a firm theoretical foundation. For this, empirical data provides very little material with
which to work. While several interviewees agreed that a dialogue of social action in
the ethical sphere would be more productive than doctrinal or spiritual dialogue, none
was able to give this a theological rationale. It is to this challenge, therefore, that we
turn in Part Three of the thesis.
Chapter Four
Building up a Contextual Model ofChristian-Buddhist Dialogue
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Introduction
As Part Two of this thesis has argued, on the basis of the findings of the
qualitative research, the most promising direction for Christian-Buddhist dialogue in
Taiwan is through the dialogue of social action. The purpose of Part Three is to
elaborate the theoretical foundations on which a dialogue of social action can be
justified in contextual terms. The research questions to be addressed can be simply
stated: can a dialogue of social action between Christians and Buddhists in Taiwan
commend itself on a theoretical basis in relation to modern trends within the Christian
and Buddhist communities? If the answer to this first question is affirmative, the
second question follows: how might a Christian-Buddhist dialogue of social action
begin to be constructed on the basis ofempirical needs and practical theory?
In answering these questions, it is essential to expatiate on theoretical
understandings of dialogue pertaining to the Taiwanese context, drawing primarily
from Taiwanese resources. As Part One of this thesis has shown, the history of
religious developments in Taiwan has depended heavily on foreign imports. If a
Taiwanese theology of dialogue is to establish roots in Taiwanese soil, it has to start
with the Taiwanese themselves and their context, rather than imitative approaches to,
and experiences of inter-religious dialogue, which have validity elsewhere, but lack a
authenticity in Taiwan itself. This is not to deny the significance of international
developments of inter-religious dialogue, nor to prejudge them as being irrelevant to
Taiwan. Rather, as will be demonstrated at various points in Part Three, a contextual
Taiwanese understanding of inter-religious dialogue may contribute to, and itself be
informed by other approaches to inter-religious dialogue in Asia, and the emerging
global understanding of the challenge of religious pluralism.
The present chapter begins this inquiry by examining the theological legacy of
Taiwan's two most influential Christian theologians, and the broader religious-cultural
tradition that infuses both the Christian and the Buddhist communities ofTaiwan. The
two theologians are Shoki Coe and C. S. Song, pioneers of Taiwanese Protestant
theology and influential figures in the development of the Taiwanese Protestant
Churches in the second half of the 20th century. Each recognised the importance of
inter-religious dialogue for the contextualisation of Christianity in Taiwan. An
analysis of Coe's and song's lectures and writings will be the main focus of the first
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part of this chapter, in which it will be demonstrated that both theologians recognised
that a contextual inter-religious dialogue must be rooted in the cultural soil that
Christianity and Buddhism share in Taiwan, and must address the socio-economical
issues that challenge them both.
Following the lead from the theological insights presented by Coe and Song, the
second part of this chapter identifies the common cultural values from which
Christian-Buddhist dialogue in Taiwan can draw. In light of the fact that most
Taiwanese are Han Chinese who have migrated from China during different historical
periods, it will be argued that the most productive way of establishing
Christian-Buddhist dialogue is on the shared values left by the common legacy of
Confucianism. This is not to advocate a return to Confucianism as the operative
ideology of powerful elite, or to seek a reversal of its institutional decline at the end of
the KMT political dictatorship. Rather, it is to recognise that Confucian values played
an important role in shaping Taiwanese cultural identity, and continue to be a diffuse
influence in the Taiwanese worldview that encourages all Taiwanese to take a
responsible approach to the common good of society. It is in this sense that the second
part of this chapter will explore the distinctive belief elements of Confucianism, and
consider the degree to which they offer an ethical orientation that can be claimed
equally by Taiwanese Christians and Buddhists in search of a religious-cultural basis
for Christian-Buddhist dialogue.
In the final part of this chapter will relate Chapters Two and Three's empirical
research to the emerging theoretical construct of Christian-Buddhist dialogue,
illustrating how the common cultural soil of Confucian values could be a helpful
contextual resource for a Christian-Buddhist dialogue of social action in Taiwan. It
will be noted that this corresponds with the model of Christian-Buddhist dialogue
developed by Lynn de Silva in Sri Lanka, who recommends the praxis of
Christian-Buddhist dialogue in social action.
The analysis ofCoe's approach to inter-religious dialogue will focus extensively
on his understanding of contextualisation because, in his thinking, these two concepts
are inextricable. Coe's concepts of contextualisation and inter-religious dialogue are
set out in a lecture entitled 'A Rethinking of Theological Training for the Ministry in
the Younger Church Today', that he gave at 'Principals' Conferences of South Eastern
Asian Theological Schools (PCSEATS)' while he was principal of the TTCS, and in a
booklet entitled, 'Ministry in Context' written when he was Director of the
Theological Education Fund of the World Council of Churches (TEF). A
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comprehensive study of these two articles has been made by William P. Russell in his
book, 'Contextualization: Origins, Meanings, and Implications,' ' and by Chen
Nanzhou in his essay, 'Theology of Identification,'2 which especially points out the
significance ofCoe's contribution to the construction ofTaiwanese theology.
The sources for the analysis of Song's thinking are mainly from his writings,3
with support from Kenneth Fleming's dissertation, 'Asian Christian Theologies in
Dialogue with Buddhism'4 which gives a valuable assessment of Song's work in
Christian-Buddhism dialogue. The study ofConfucian belief is based on the primary
sources of the Analects, the speeches of Confucius with supplementary sources, and
the writings of Julia Ching.5 The sources for the argument of Confusianism's
mainstream social foundation are the writings about the twin development ofChinese
and Taiwanese cultures written by Chinese and Taiwanese religious and philosophical
scholars.6 The recommended praxis of Christian-Buddhist dialogue based on a
theoretical foundation is adopted from the writings of Song, and of Lynn de Silva,
which is mainly derived from his 'The Problem of the Self in Buddhism and
Christianity.'7
'
See William P. Russell, Contextualization: Origins, Meaning and Implications-- A Study ofWhat the
Theological Education Fund of the World Council ofChurches Originally Understood by the Term
"Contextualization"with Special Reference to the Period 1970-1972, Ph.D. diss., Apud Pontificiam
University S. Thomae in Urbe, 1995.
2
See Chen Nangzhou, Theology ofIdentification—Protestant Construction ofIndigenous Theology in
the Context ofTaiwan(tifffitf/E' , Logos (if),
December 2001, no. 5, 77-89.
3
These writings include Song's The Believing Heart, Theologyfrom the Womb ofAsia , and The
Third-Eye Theology: Theology in Formation in Asian Settings, Guildford and London: Lutterworth
Press, 1972.
4
See Kenneth Fleming, Asian Christian Theologians in Dialogue with Buddhism: A Study of the
Writings ofKosuke Koyama, Choan-Seng Song, and Aloysius Pieris, Ph.D. diss., The University of
Edinburgh, 2000.
5
See Ching's writings in Hans Kung and Julia Ching, Christianity and Chinese Religions, New York,
New York: Doubleday, 1989, and Julia Ching, Confucianism and Christianity: A Comparative Study,New York, New York: Kodansha International, 1977.
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Shanghai, China: People Publishing (cffflJi^^SuljltSlt), 1990; Wang Zhianchuan and Lee Shiwei,
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Constructing a Contextual Model through the Thinking of Shoki Coe and C. S.
Song
Christianity's foreign perception does not mean that the three main Christian
traditions in Taiwan do not make efforts towards pursuing contextual isation of
Christianity. In fact, since the 1960s, the CCT has been devoted to the inculturation of
the Christian faith in Taiwan. There were also fragmentary cases of the Church's
indigenisation in the expression of Christian faith, such as in the liturgy and church
buildings. Among these works, the theological thinking of two PCT theologians,
Shoki Coe and C. S. Song, stand prominently in rooting the Church in the soil of
Taiwan. Coe and Song sensed that Christianity's contextual isation could not exist only
in outward expression, but had to ingrain itself deeply in Taiwanese culture. Their
thinking laid the foundation of the PCT's contextual theology and inspired theological
developments in many Third World churches.
Coe and Song both grew up in Taiwan, confirmed their faiths in PCT, and became
its theologians and church leaders later. Their background shows that the formation of
their theologies was greatly influenced by domestic culture and religions, and by this it
is assured that their theologies can be resources for establishing an inter-religious
dialogue suitable for the Taiwanese context. This section will study Coe's concept of
contextual isation as well as Song's theology in order to explore how their thinking can
inspire a contextual model of inter-religious dialogue. It will be divided into Coe's
contextualisation, Song's theology, and the assessment and application of their
thinking.
Shoki Coe's Contextualisation
Shoki Coe was one of the few Taiwanese Christians in his time who received an
overseas theological education, and the first Taiwanese theologian to become principal
of the Tainan Theological College and Seminary (TTCS) from 1947 to 1965 CE. In his
mandate as principal, and as the moderator of the General Assembly of the PCT, he
already sensed the importance of Asian churches seeking contextualisation in their
own cultures. This conviction was expressed in his lecture, 'A Rethinking of
Theological Training for the Ministry in the Younger Church Today', at PCSEATS.
After 1965 CE, Coe joined the TEF of the WCC. In 1972 CE, the TEF proposed the
concept of contextualisation, which was presented in a booklet entitled 'Ministry in
Context.' William P. Russell indicates that, as the director ofTEF in the third mandate
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period, 'every part of the TEF's definition of the contextualization was fully integrated
with Shoki Coe's theological thinking.'8 The 'Ministry in Context' is thus one of the
best resources to understand Coe's thinking.
These two articles are comprehensively analysed by William P. Russell in his
'Contextualization: Origins, Meaning, and Implications.' In addition, the writing of
the PCT theologian, Chen Nanzhou (j^f jf[), about the PCT's theological
development also displays value in understanding Coe's thinking from a theologian
position. The following paragraphs will firstly analyse Coe's theological convictions
through his lecture in PCSEATS, then describe the meaning and characteristics of
contextualisation in the 'Ministry in Context,' and finally assess its application to the
Christian-Buddhist dialogue in Taiwan.
'A Rethinking of Theological Training for the Ministry in the Younger Churches
Today'
Threefold Direction ofMinistry
As a theological educator and a Church leader, Coe pays primary attention to the
ministry of the Church and sees a close relationship between ministry and theological
education. He claims that the Church is elected to continue the ministry ofChrist and,
to understand the ministry of the Church, it is important to recognise the ministry of
Christ. Coe indicates that Christ's ministry includes a threefold direction of ministry:
the direction to God, to the many (world), and to the disciples (the elected).9 In terms
of their relationship, these threefold direction is inextricably related to each other.10
Coe also asserts that the real state ofthe Church's ministry is much too church-directed,
and therefore, he points out the necessary of the Church renewing its focus more
towards the world-directed ministry.11 This perspective on ministry is Coe's starting
point for fleshing out his concept of contextualisation.
8 William P. Russell, Contextualization: Origins, Meaning and Implications— A Study of What the
Theological Education Fund ofthe World Council ofChurches Originally Understood by the Term
"Contextualization", with Special Reference to the Period 1970-1972, Ph.D. diss., Apud Pontificiam
University S. Thomae in Urbe, 1995, 414.
9 C.H. Huang (other name for Shoki Coe), A Rethinking ofTheological Trainingfor the Ministry in the
Younger Churches Today, TEF Archives Box 20, File: 'TEF Publication: A Rethinking of Theo. Trang.
For the Ministry in the Young. Chs. Today/ C. H. Huang', 5, quoted from Ibid., 370.
10 C.H. Huang (other name for Shoki Coe), A Rethinking ofTheological Trainingfor the Ministry in the
Younger Churches Today, TEF Archives Box 20, File: 'TEF Publication: A Rethinking of Theo. Trang.
For the Ministry in the Young. Chs. Today/ C. H. Huang', 6, quoted from Ibid., 374.
11 C.H. Huang (other name for Shoki Coe), A Rethinking ofTheological Trainingfor the Ministry in the
Younger Churches Today, TEF Archives Box 20, File: 'TEF Publication: A Rethinking of Theo. Trang.
For the Ministry in the Young. Chs. Today/ C. H. Huang', 27, quoted from Ibid., 381.
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Doing Theology through Examining the Context
Coe is further concerned with the condition of the Church, in 'A Rethinking of
Theological Training for the Ministry in the Younger Churches Today,' he recounts
that the real situation of the Church is always in a tension between the pressures 'from
above,' by which he means the calling and gifts from the 'Servant Lord,'12 and those
'from below,' by which he means the real circumstances in which the Church lives.13
These two pressures continually interact and affect each other. In order to know and to
perceive her gift and calling aright, the Church must examine the needs of the situation
and its circumstances. Coe contends that this new way of doing theology must involve
the Church both in what is changing in this world and with 'that givenness from
above.'14 Therefore theology cannot just be the mere repetition of a faith tradition, but
must consider the needs of the situation.
Doing Theology in Asian Context
While holding the above two convictions, Coe observes the rapid social and
technological changes that have shaped Asian countries in the second half of the
twentieth century. In order to meet the needs of Asian people in their rapisly
developing situation, the Church had to approach their ministries and theologies in a
way best fitting the Asian context, and had to develop diversified ministries to meet
these situations. Furthermore, the radically different Asian context revealed the need
for Asian churches to establish unique theologies of their own. He points out the
problem that 'Newer Church, whether in theological education or church ministries,
always copied Western Church,'15 and claims that 'the model of the Church's ministry,
which is established in the West, can not fit the needs of the context in the Asian and
12
C.H. Huang (other name for Shoki Coe), A Rethinking of Theological Trainingfor the Ministry in the
Younger Churches Today, TEF Archives Box 20, File: 'TEF Publication: A Rethinking of Theo. Trang.
For the Ministry in the Young. Chs. Today/ C. H. Huang', 11, 19, quoted from Ibid., 385.
13 C.H. Huang (other name for Shoki Coe), A Rethinking ofTheological Trainingfor the Ministry in the
Younger Churches Today, TEF Archives Box 20, File: 'TEF Publication: A Rethinking of Theo. Trang.
For the Ministry in the Young. Chs. Today/ C. H. Huang', 14, quoted from Ibid., 386.
14 C.H. Huang (other name for Shoki Coe), A Rethinking ofTheological Trainingfor the Ministry in the
Younger Churches Today, TEF Archives Box 20, File: 'TEF Publication: A Rethinking of Theo. Trang.
For the Ministry in the Young. Chs. Today/ C. H. Huang', 13-14. from Ibid.. 390.
15
See Chen Nangzhou, Theology ofIdentification—Protestant Construction ofIndigenous Theology in
the Context ofTaiwan Logos ()I),
December 2001, no.5, 78. The original Chinese citation is: #-L,
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African Church.'16 In order to establish a theology suitable for an Asian context, Coe
claims that Asian churches must dialogue with their domestic cultures and religions.17
Conclusion
The above paragraphs have made a brief analysis of the thinking of Shoki Coe,
when he served as the theological educator and church leader in PCT. At that time, he
had already recognised that the development of the Church's ministry and theological
education must examine the context to which it belongs so as to develop aministry that
fits the needs of domestic people. He also asserted that Asian churches must reject
imported Western theology, in favour of the Asian churches' own theological model.
To attain this, inter-religious dialogue with domestic social, cultural, and religious
realities becomes a necessary task for churches in various regions ofAsia.
The Meaning of Contextualisation in 'Ministry in Context'
The 'Ministry in Context' is the first article that presented the concept of
contextualisation and interpreted its meaning. Its contents include the introduction,
five principles, and conclusion.18 If, as William Russell affirms, Shoki Coe was the
crucial figure in the publication of this article, it provides a bridge in understanding the
ongoing development of Coe's thinking. While this paper does not intend to give a
comprehensive presentation of the whole article, it will briefly highlight some features
of contextualisation with reference to their significance in Taiwanese
Christian-Buddhist dialogue.
Doctrinal Foundation—the Incarnation of the Eternal Word
The introductory paragraph of 'Ministry in Context' presents the incarnation of
Word as the starting point of contextualisation claiming that contextualisation is 'a
theological necessity demanded by the incarnational nature of the Word.'19 This
16 Ibid. Cited and translated from Chinese:
17 Ibid.
18
The original text of this document is in The TEF Staff, Ministry in the Context: The Third Mandate
Programme of the Theological Education Fund (1970-1977), New Life Press (of) The Theological
Education Fund, Bromley, Kent, England, 1972. The text in this thesis is from William P. Russell,
Contextualization: Origins, Meaning and Implications: A Study of What the Theological Education
Fund of the World Council ofChurches Originally Understood by the Term 'Contextualization', with




declaration claims that since the eternal Word, our Lord, has entered the limited human
situation in a particular context, the Church has to follow his steps and relate the
gospel to our own situations, and in such, the doctrine of incarnation provides a clear
theological foundation of the Church' relation of its ministry to the particular context.
The Definition of 'Context'
Principle 1 of the 'Ministry in Context' defines context as 'the process of the
secularity, technology, and the struggle for human justice,'20 and asserts that these
features 'characterize the historical moment of nations in the Third World.'21 The
article claims that this definition does not deny indigenisation, which focuses on
responding to traditional cultures of the Third World, but considers indigenisation as
currently ill-fitting the situation of the Third World anymore. This statement shows
that the meaning of context includes a blend of traditional culture and the
contemporary situation, with an emphasis on the emerging situations of the Third
World.
The Criteria ofAuthentic Contextualisation
Principle 2 of the article attempts to define authentic contextualisation by listing
its supporting criteria. These criteria include prophetic characteristics, the attempt to
challenge and change the culture, and the genuine encounter between the Word and the
22 • • •world. It is this encounter which deserves special mention here: It emphasises the
importance of the realistic human situation while laying claims of being the guiding
position of the Word. The article does not provide further interpretation about the
meaning of the genuine encounter here, but only presents the importance of
recognising that Scripture will do no good if read in a vacuum, without being properly
anchored in the context. Additionally, it claims that the interpretation of the context
must stem from the guidance of Scripture. It is obvious that this article attempts to
keep the balance between Scripture's guiding role and the adaptation to the context.
The Dynamic Characteristic of Contextualisation
These three features show that under the guidance of the eternal Word,






contextual theology in the Third World would be the 'theology ofchange,' because the
issues of theology are decided by Churches' responses to the situation in the specific,
constantly changing context. The other spirit of contextual theology is its
self-determination in regard to theological issues. Only people in that context can
23
recognise their situation and decide which issues should be their theological focu.
The dynamic characteristics ofcontextualisation show that the content of theology and
church ministry is different in each context and is perpetually changing in order to
respond to their situational needs.
Conclusion
Rooting contextualisation in the doctrinal foundation of the incarnation of the
eternal Word, theology is moved to seek the genuine encounter of the eternal Word and
the changing world effectively in order to respond to the Church's specific context.
Asian churches must establish a theology fitting the demands of their specific contexts,
with a special focus on the radical social, economic, and political changes in a
post-colonial period. This concept affirms the necessity of the churches'
self-perception and locally established theology. The above descriptions of the
'Ministry in context' show that Coe's convictions are consistent with those presented
in the article of 1961 CE.
The Implication ofCoe's Thinking in Inter-religious Dialogue
As an Asian theological educator and church leader, Shoki Coe was aware that a
complete transplantation ofWestern theology to the context of the Third World would
be inappropriate. This theological conviction led him to propose a concept of
contextualisation, citing the importance of Third World churches in examining their
own contexts so as to develop the theologies and ministries that would best fit their
needs. Therefore, in the 1961 article, he notes the importance of Asian churches
entering into dialogue with the cultures and religions of their own contexts.24 Coe's
thinking provides the theoretical foundation for inter-religious dialogue in Asia,
asserting how crucial it is, in order for Asian churches to root themselves in their own
soil. Moreover, his thinking also points out an important goal for Christian dialogue
with other faiths, being the understanding of the Church's context so that the Church
23 lbid'
Chen Nangzhou, Theology ofIdentification—Protestant Construction ofIndigenous Theology in the
Context ofTaiwan, Logos, December 2001, no.5, 79.
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can effectively serve its representative people.
C. S. Song's Asian Theology and Dialogue with Buddhism
C. S. Song is recognised as one of the most important Asian theologians. The
great achievement of his work is in establishing a theology within Asian cultures, and
his work stands as an inspiration for many Asian theologians in forming a theology
rooted in their own contexts. Song's early career was similar with that of Shoki Coe. In
1965 CE, Song succeeded Coe as the principal of the TTCS and, after a forced
departure from Taiwan because of political persecution the TEF became his first
ministry in the West. His Taiwanese background permitted his theology to greatly
influence the PCT's contextual theology. Though remaining overseas for a long period
of time, his theological work was not limited to Taiwan, but grew to establish Asian
theology through dialogue with Asian cultures and religions. This section not only
examines his thoughts on establishing an Asian theology through the encounters of
Christianity with Asian cultures, but also explores his practical works on Christian
dialogue with Asian religions, specifically with Buddhism. The brief analysis of his
thinking about the interaction between Christian faith and Asian cultures, and his
works on inter-religious dialogue, will comprise the first two parts of this section. The
third part will be the assessment ofhis works and the application to Christian-Buddhist
dialogue in Taiwan.
Establishing Asian Theology in Asian Soils
Theological Premise—God Presents Himself in Asian History
Song established his methodology of doing Asian theology on the premise that
God has actively presented himself in Asian history. In his 'Theology from the Womb
ofAsia', Song declares that 'God has implanted in the lives ofAsian peoples and in the
histories of Asian countries,'2^ affirming the value of Asian cultures and religions by
assuring that they contain the actions of God. Therefore, Song considers it necessary
for the Christian faith to discern the presence of God in Asian contexts, especially in
the focus of discerning the presence ofGod as the spirituality ofAsian religions.26
Establishing Theology with an Asian Identity
23
C. S. Song, Theologyfrom the Womb ofAsia, London: SCM Press LTD, 1988, 22.
26 C S Song, The Third-Eye Theology: Theology in Formation inAsian Settings. Guildford and London:
Lutterworth Press, 1972, 10.
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As an Asian raised theologian. Song senses the necessity of Asian churches
establishing their own theologies. He criticises traditional Asian theologies for their
dependence on the Western theological traditions in supplying them with the tools for
reflection and answers to Asian issues. This results in a transplanted theology, which
does not consider the real needs of the Asia. He claims that Western theology, which
starts from certain philosophical presuppositions and contains strong metaphysical
characteristics, does not match the situation and needs of Asian society.27 Therefore,
Asian theology must liberate itself from Western theology in order to identify itself
within Asian contexts.28 To establish a theology suitable for the needs of Asian
churches, Song draws attention the importance of discerning the Asian context.
Establishing Asian Theology through Encountering the Asian Context
Holding the above conviction, Song devotes himself to the establishment of
Asian theology through the encounters of the Christian faith in the Asian context. He
interacts with different Asian cultures as his resources for his writings. Noting that
Jesus spent more time in the marketplace than in the sanctuary, Song indicates that the
primary sources of Asian theology are not limited to the Bible and Church tradition,
but are also found within Asian cultures and religions.2 He draws material from the
stories of various Asian religious traditions, and then seeks to find their parallels
within Christianity. Theologically, he pays great attention to the practical Asian
socio-political context, and focuses on the struggle of Asian people against the
sufferings of economic or political oppression. Furthermore, He claims that God's
responses to these human situations should be the central issues of Asian theology.30
His ideology can be summarised as examining the belief of traditional cultures,
finding their parallels with Christian faith, and then relating them to the contemporary
situation. This methodology shows the attempts to balance traditional cultures and the
contemporary situation in his Asian contextual encounters.
The Implication of Song's Thinking for Inter-religious Dialogue
Song's principles ofdoing Asian theology shows that he is mindful of the value of
inter-religious dialogue. It is able to help Asian Christians comprehend God's presence
27 C. S. Song, Jesus and the Reign ofGod, Minneapolis, MN: Fortress Press, 1993, x.
28 C. S. Song, Theologyfrom the Womb ofAsia, London: SCM Press LTD, 1988. 3.
29 Ibid., 18.
30 C. S. Song, The Third-Eye Theology: Theology in Formation in Asian Settings, Guildford and London:
Lutterworth Press, 1972, 66-68.
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in the lives of other Asian people and to acquire a deeper sense of God's actions and
human spirituality, while also helping the Christian church to establish a theology
rooted in Asian contexts.31 Song emphasises the ethical dimension of the dialogue, as
Asian cultures tend to be more ethical and pragmatic. He argues that the vision of
inter-religious dialogue should be found human concerns, which include peace, justice,
and a common humanity. He believes that, through this ethicality, people from
different religions can unite in action, rather than participating in meaningless
discussion, which often leads to division.32 This vision contends that both Asian
theology and inter-religious dialogue should interact with the ethical and practical
characteristics ofAsian cultures.
Song's Dialogue with Asian Religions—Buddhism as an Example
Song not only points out the importance of Christian dialogue with Asian
religions, but he puts this conviction into practice in constructing his own theology.
Numerous examples relate encounters between Christianity and Asian contexts, and
since Buddhism is one of the most important religions in Asia, it has become the main
subject in Song's work in inter-religious dialogue. The following paragraphs will
examine his work on the dialogue with Buddhism so as to seek a possible model that
he may provide for Christian-Buddhist dialogue in Taiwan.
Some Features in His Methodology
Some features of the methodology of Song's encounter with Buddhism should be
indicated here. Firstly, Kenneth Fleming asserts that Song 'comes across more as a
commentator on the vast sociological and religious realities of Asia than as one
intimately involved with their contextual realities.'33 Song's writings are mainly his
interpretation of Buddhist literary sources, rarely mentioning the experiences of his
personal encounters with Buddhists. Secondly, the main literary sources Song adopts
are those ofMahayana Buddhism, including the two most popular schools, Chan and
Pure Land. This means that the context of his encounter with Buddhism is mainly
Eastern Asian, where Mahayana Buddhism is most widespread. The sources he
examines the most are from Japanese Buddhism and traditional Chinese Buddhism
31 C. S. Song, Theologyfrom the Womb ofAsia, London: SCM Press LTD, 1988, 16.
32 C. S. Song, The Believing Heart: An Invitation to Story Theology, Minneapolis, MN: Fortress Press,
1999,6-7.
33 Kenneth Fleming, Asian Christian Theologians in Dialogue with Buddhism: A Study of the Writings
ofKosuke Koyama, Choan-Seng Song, andAloysius Pieris, Ph.D. diss., The University of Edinburgh,
2000,219.
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with scant mention of the writings of contemporary Taiwanese Buddhism. So, even
though Song is natively Taiwanese, contemporary Taiwanese Buddhism is not the
main Buddhist subject ofhis dialogue. The reason for this absence is most likely due to
his departure from Taiwan prior to the revival ofmodern Taiwanese Buddhism.
The Central Theme of Christian-Buddhist Dialogue
Besides his methodology, there are some other features that are unique in his
dialogue with Buddhism. Although Song acknowledges the differences between
Christian and Buddhist faiths and reaffirms the necessity of respecting these
differences he pays greater attention to the corresponding beliefs in the two religions.
He states that at the centre of these correspondences is the theme of love/compassion,
which he considers the heart of both religions.34 He uses two examples to prove this
parallel: The first is the parallel lives of the two central religious figures, Buddha and
Jesus. Each presents a model of compassion/love in their mission of relieving human
suffering. Song highlights the examples of Buddha's advocacy in eliminating the
Hindu caste system and Jesus' removing traditional religious boundaries in order to
become more inclusive and caring.35 The second example is the representative
symbols of the two religions. In his 'Third-Eye Theology,' Song indicates that the
Christian Cross and the Buddhist Lotus, recognised symbols of each religion, point to
the same crucial quest of human life—deliverance.36 He claims that 'the cross is the
supreme symbol of God's suffering love' and the lotus 'stills the troubled mind and
gives assurance that suffering is not the last word.'37 While comparing the motif of
compassion/love, Song expresses his concern for the suffering and oppressed.
Dialogue with Two Mahayana Schools
Besides the common central issue of the compassion/love, the materials of the
two main Mahayana Buddhist Schools, Chan and Pure Land, are the main resources of
Song's dialogue with Buddhism. In the dialogue with Pure Land, Song compares Shin
Buddhism, the main sect of the Japanese Pure Land School, with the faith ofPaul and
Luther, and considers the beliefof this School to embrace the Christian ideas of grace,
34 C. S. Song, The Third-Eye Theology: Theology in Formation inAsian Settings, Guildford and London:
Lutterworth Press, 1972, 53-77.
35 C. S. Song, Jesus, The Crucified People, NewYork: Crossroad Publishing Company, 1990. 89.
36
C. S. Song, Third-Eye Theology: Theology in Formation in Asian Settings, Guildford and London:
Lutterworth Press, 1980, 102.
37 Ibid.
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faith, and love.38 In his dialogue with the Chan School, Song claims that the profound
insights of Chan stories and symbols can help Christians to acquire a deeper
understanding of Jesus' teachings and the Christian faith. For example, in 'The
Believing Heart', he uses Chan's 'The Ten Cow-Herding Pictures' to assert that the
way to obtain enlightenment/salvation is not through asceticism but through affirming
people and the world, resulting in the claim that real spirituality is derived from
actively involve oneself in this world.39 He also uses the Chan concept of space to
maintain that authentic salvation starts from a change of heart.40
Assessment of Song's Dialogue with Buddhism
The purpose ofSong's dialogue with Buddhism is to develop a theology rooted in
the Asian context. He seeks to do this by using Buddhist resources as tools to help
Christians deepen their theological understanding and to express Christian messages
in indigenous forms. In looking at the Asian theological establishment, Song's
writings show that this approach is successful and garners support from other Asian
theologians.
Furthermore, he presents a multi-step model of Christian-Buddhist dialogue by
first examining Buddhist faith through the literary materials like the Buddhist sutras,
Chan stories, and contemporary Buddhist writings, and then drawing on the elements
of Buddhist beliefs, which are considered parallel with or helpful to the
comprehension of Christian faith. Next, a summary of the common humanity and
spirituality from the beliefs of the two religions is applied to the contemporary human
situation. It should be mentioned that the above analysis deals with a conceptual model,
and it is yet unclear whether Song practically follows it.
There are some problems in Song's dialogue with Buddhism. Firstly, since Song
identifies himself as an Asian theologian, his writings show that he attempts to
dialogue with the whole Asian situation. This intention faces a problem in that Asian
cultures and contexts are vast and various. The attempt to cover the whole of Asian
culture with general issues is difficult. A contradiction arises in his claims on the
importance of self-reflection, when examining the situation of particular contexts. His
attempts to depict the general Asian situation make his work on dialogue unable to
authentically validate the real situation of these contexts.
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Besides, in his work of dialogue with Buddhism, his use of Buddhist materials is
fragmentary, lacking on account of the whole structure of Buddhist belief. The
Buddhist materials he adopts seem to be selected according to the theological issues he
wishes to deal with, and therefore, only play the role of supporting his theological
purposes. This tendency is displayed by the critique that his use of Buddhist resources
sometimes disregards Buddhists' own interpretation of these resources.41 Moreover, in
order to meet his theological objectives, he tends to utilise certain materials which
serve his theological purposes, while ignores other themes important in Buddhist
traditions. One example indicated by Kenneth Fleming is that Buddhist compassion
was highlighted by Song because of its parallel with love in the Christian faith, but the
doctrines of wisdom considered to be central to Buddhism, is simultaneously
ignored.42
The above assessment shows that Song makes a contribution in elevating the
importance ofdialogue with Buddhism in establishing Asian theology, and he puts his
conviction of inter-religious dialogue into practice. However, as Asian contexts are
vast and due to his long absence from Asia, his attempt to deal with Asian theology
through the whole Asian context becomes too heavy a burden. This limits his works of
dialogue with Buddhism from practically reflecting the real situation of particular
contexts, and in this, his theology does not reflect the practical Taiwanese context
either. This aside, his dialogue with Buddhism is centered mainly in literary works and
lacks any real engagement with Asian Buddhism at a grassroots level.
The Implication of Coe and Song's Thinking for Christian-Buddhist Dialogue
The thinking of these two Taiwanese theologians provides inspiration for
Christian-Buddhist dialogue in Taiwan. They both assert the necessity ofdeveloping a
theology rooted in the context ofTaiwan. In holding this conviction, Coe provides the
concept of contextualisation, in which he gives more weight the contemporary
situation without denying that traditional culture is also a part of that context. Song's
works show that he seeks the establishment ofan Asian theology, which relates to both
traditional culture and contemporary contexts. Coe and Song both claim that Christian
dialogue with domestic religions is essential for Taiwanese churches in
contextualising Christianity. Additionally, Coe and Song express that rather than
41 Kenneth Fleming, Asian Christian Theologians in Dialogue with Buddhism: A Study of the Writings





Western theology, which is metaphysically based, Christian faith in Taiwan should
displays more practical and ethical characteristics. It is this pragmatism that are
essential for Christianity to exist in the soil of Taiwan. Because inter-religious
dialogue is closely tied to the establishment of an Asian theology, Coe and Song's
thinking presents the necessity of developing a model of inter-religious dialogue that
fits the context ofTaiwan and its characteristics.
However, both Coe and Song's thinking contain important shortcomings in their
application. Although Coe and Song express the importance ofChristian dialogue with
Taiwanese religions, they did not have practical experiences in their inter-religious
dialogue specifically pertaining to the Taiwanese context. The writings of and about
Coe show that he did not practically participate in inter-religious dialogue. One
possible reason was that inter-religious dialogue was not the main focus ofhis ministry.
Furthermore, in his definition of the meaning of context, he focuses more on
contemporary situations than those of traditional cultures. Therefore, he paid more
attention to the political movements of the PCT than to inter-religious dialogue. Even
though he was living outside Taiwan, he became the main figure promoting the
overseas Taiwanese self-determination movement.43 Another possible reason is that he
left Taiwan in 1965 CE, unable to return until 1987 CE. He had no opportunity to
become involved in direct encounters with Taiwanese religions, Song does his work on
Christian dialogue with Asian religions and through these he establishes his Asian
theology, but in its generalness he lacks a direct dialogue with Taiwanese Buddhism
and religions.
This lack of direct Taiwanese experience of inter-religious dialogue makes these
two theologians unable to provide practical model of inter-religious dialogue for the
Christian churches in Taiwan. The development of this model therefore awaits further
development. However, Coe and Song still confirm that in order to develop a model of
inter-religious dialogue, matching the context in Taiwan, two aspects must to be
seriously considered. The first ofwhich identifies the common cultural characteristics
in Taiwanese people and between the followers of the two religions. The second
consideration concerns Taiwan's process of democratization, in which there is a
reconstruction of the social order and value system, presenting new issues that
Taiwanese society and religions have to face. Some factual considerations of the
43
In the dedication ofSelf-Determination—The Casefor Taiwan, C. S. song calls Coe the guiding spirit
of the Taiwan Self-Determination Movement. See C. S. Song, ed., Self-Determination—The Case for
Taiwan, Tainan, Taiwan: Taiwan Church Press, 1998, dedication.
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second aspect have been briefly described in Chapter One and will be dealt with in
Chapter Seven. The first issue will be the main concern of the latter halfof this chapter.
Discovering Common Cultural Characteristic in Confucianism
Chapter One made mention that most Taiwanese residents are Han Chinese
descent, and they still maintain a strong Chinese cultural heritage. If seeking a model
of inter-religious dialogue based on domestic Taiwanese culture is necessary, it is
important to find the common cultural characteristics in Taiwanese society. It is also
important to discern whether these commonalities could function as a launch point for
inter-religious dialogue in Taiwan. The main composition ofTaiwanese society shows
the most fertile common ground is Confucianism (fffHO-
Since the Han Dynasty 206 BCE—220CE), Confucianism has long been
the mainstay value system of Chinese society. Although there were anti-Confucian
movements arising in China and Taiwan during the twentieth century, the influence of
Confucianism has permeated every part of these societies. It is thus impossible for
Taiwan to seek a clear separation from Chinese culture and deny the influence of
Confucianism.
This section will explore the historical setting and the basic beliefs of
Confucianism, allowing a special focus upon the thinking of Confucius (?L^P,
552-479 BCE). In examining his thinking, there arises several humanistic elements
inherent in Confucianism, which can be assigned as the common characteristics of
Chinese culture. Facing the reality that institutional Confucianism has declined and its
relevance questioned, the second part of this section will confirm the influence of
Confucianism by presenting its prominent place in Chinese history and showing how
its humanistic characteristics have permeated other Taiwanese religions.
Confucianism—A Humanistic Ethical Belief
The Historical Setting ofConfucianism
Confucian scholars maintain that Confucius himself played a crucial role in the
establishment of his religion, and thus a good starting point for understanding the
beliefs of Confucianism is Confucius' thinking. The format of Confucius' thinking is
closely related to two features of the historical setting of his age being the Chou
Dynasty (jlfj, 1122-249 BCE).44
44 Chinese history usually divides the Chou Dynasty into West Chou (ggJWl, 1122-722 BCE) and East
Chou (jfijl!, 722-249 BCE), which is also divided by the Spring-Autumn period 722-481 BCE)
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The Transformation ofReligious Concept in the Chou Dynasty
Religious concept in the Chou Dynasty underwent a transformation influenced by
the later development of religions and philosophies in China. Julia Ching defines
Chinese religion before the Chou Dynasty as ecstatic religion, with widespread
shamanism, which included mystic practices such as divination and ritual sacrifices.45
During this period, the bond between humans and transcendent beings was assured by
communication through mystic rites and practices. However, in the Chou Dynasty, the
concept of deities had changed to the conviction of 'the supreme Heaven, a personal
deity, who cared for people on earth and rewarded and punished them not capricious
but according to the rational morality of their behavior.'46 This transformation led the
humanistic and ethical characteristics of Chinese religions to assume a more
prominent place. This does not mean that the mystical elements of ancient Chinese
religions had disappeared. On the contrary, they still continued to exist into popular
religions today. However, 'the sense that human autonomy and rationality associated
human destiny, fortune, and misfortunes with the activities ofbeing themselves rather
than with authority of the ghost and spirits,' had risen through this transformation.47 It
is this thinking on which Confucius based his humanistic concepts.
The Social Chaos in East Chou
The period of Confucius was also a period when China was experienced total
social chaos. The ancient period before East Chou, the Three Ages (Hft),48 was
commonly considered the Golden Age in China. Many depictions about this period in
ancient Chinese texts, might be considered by modern Chinese scholars to be an
expectation of an ideal world.49 However, it is affirmed that in West Chou, China
existed as unified, highly agricultural, and civilised society. Duke Chou (JU^a), the
third leader of the Chou Dynasty, worked to establish many social, economical, and
and the Warring States period (°®cMT 403-221BCE). Chou was divided into two periods not only
because of the moving of the capital but also because the change of the political situation. In West Chou,
the King held the absolute power in ruling the country. In East Chou, the feudal system replaced the
power of the King and caused chaos in whole country.
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cultural advances. In general, the society at that period was highly civilised and people
lived peaceful and abundant lives.
However, the situation changed when King Ping (M^A), the last king of West
Chou, relocated the capital to Eastern China in 722 BCE. The decline of the central
government led to a power vacuum, leaving feudal rulers' scrambling for territories
and power, bringing about battles between states. Civilisation, economies, and social
structures were left in ruin. Morality declined and people lived under constant
suffering and death threat. During this situation, numerous thinkers rose from to
provide philosophical responses to help resolve the social and political chaos. This
condition brought about what is now termed the philosophical 'Golden Ages' in
Chinese history. Like other thinkers during this period, Confucius custom built a
theory aimed at solving the social and political chaos.
The Basic Concept ofConfucius
It was in the above historical setting that Confucius developed his thinking. In
this chaotic period, Confucius attempted to provide a philosophy to restore the social
order and to eliminate people's suffering. This concern caused him to focus towards
more practical situations rather than metaphysical concepts. The Analects (grain),
which are the origin of Confucius' thinking, are mainly concerned with moral
cultivation than with metaphysical thinking, though Confucius still provides an
ontological foundation for his belief, asserting that the impersonal and universal
principle of Ultimate Reality, whether named as Tien (A, heaven) or Dao (xH, way or
path), permeates through the whole universe and every realm of the human world. To
solve the problem of contemporary chaos and to restore the glory of the Ancient
golden age, people and society have to observe the principle of the Tien/Dao.
From the dimension of the individual, the principle ofDao exists in human inner
virtue and external moral conducts. The basic essence of human inner virtue was
summarised by Confucius as Ren (A). According to the Chinese lexicon, Shuowen
this word is composed of two parts, A (also pronounced ren), meaning
person, and 12 (pronounced er), meaning two. This analysis indicates that Ren is
always concerned with human relationships. Furthermore, in the Analects, Confucius
explained the practical meaning ofRen through various other virtues such as 'filial and
fraternal responsibility' (A1A Analects 1.2)30and 'love for others' (SA, Analects
50 The English translation is from Roger T. Ames and Henry Rosemont, Jr. trans., The Analects of
Confucius: A Philosophical Translation, New York, New York: Ballantine Books, 1998, 71.
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12.22).51 Confucius believed that all inner virtues and external moral conducts can be
derived from the original meaning of Ren, which motivates a person to live a life
reflecting Dao. Besides, Ren can not be realised just in an individual but can only
manifest itself through human relationships and social interactions.
Collectively, Confucius considered the principle of Dao to be manifested in the
ideal society of the Three Ages. Ancient Chinese texts describe that, during that period,
there were sage kings ruling the people,52 and all the subjects acted responsibly in their
roles and duties.53 Contrary to the chaos in the Confucius' period, the society in the
Three Ages was harmonious and well ordered, and people lived in happy and
materially abundant lives. The recovery of this ideal society, which is a reflection of
Dao and the goal ofConfucius and his later scholars eagerly sought.
Seeking the restoration of the ideal society begs the question of how this
restoration is achieved. Confucius maintained that this goal is attained by both
individual and collective dimensions. From the individual dimension, Confucius held
an optimistic perspective of human nature, in considering Ren already existing in
human nature. This perspective was later expanded by Mencius (]]§/?), Confucius'
main successor, in the theory of'the goodness in human nature' ('[4|§rt&). Holding this
optimism, Confucianism affirms the possibility of human beings achieving the
transformation of individuals through self-cultivation. Through individual
transformation, the society can then be transformed and attain the condition of the
ideal world.
Confucius asserted that the best path to human self-cultivation is that of
'learning.' For him, 'having studied, to then repeatedly apply what you have learned' is
not only 'a source of pleasure,' (Analects l.l)34 but also a source of individual
transformation. He indicated that a person should learn six arts (rites, music, archery,
driving ofchariot, texts, and mathematics),JJ but the final goal of learning is to become
a moral and civilised person. This is why Confucius devoted himself to education and
has been revered as the greatest teacher in China, and also resulted in the Confucian
and Chinese emphasis and the social value of education. The paths of self-cultivation
were later developed by Confucian thinkers. For example, Mencius cites the
51
Ibid., 159.
32 The description about the examples of the sages king was in Analects: 1.12, 7.5,8.18, 19, 9.5, 14.5,
see Ibid., 74, 111, 124, 127, 172.
53 This concept is from Analects 12:11, see Ibid., 156.
54
Ibid., 71. The Chinese text is:
55 The Chinese terms of these six arts are 'i®, M, M, if, SSC
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importance of recovering the lost nature through nurturing the 'great flaw ofChi' ($|
f&xLMd- 'n the Sung Dynasty 860-1279 CE), the Neo-Confucian scholars
integrated this practice with Buddhist and Daoist meditations. Although there are
different ideas regarding the paths of self-cultivation, Confucianism lays great
importance in obtaining personal transformation.
The collective dimension of attaining the ideal society is shown in Confucius'
concept that 'The rulers must be rulers, the ministers ministers, the fathers fathers, and
the sons sons.'56 This concept expresses the importance of collectivism in Confucian
thought. The value of the individual is directly related to his/her relationship with
others in the collective community. In that, it is important for every person to fulfill his
or her role and responsibility towards the goodness of the collective.
Confucius used Li OH, the rites) to define both the relationships between people
countered with the responsibility of individuals. In ancient Chinese society, the
ecstatic religions used rites as a means of communication between human beings and
the deities so as to acquire bliss. In the Chou Dynasty, Duke Chou expanded the rites
to include every realm of human life and made them the defining criteria of
appropriate relationships between people. In this spirit, Confucius expanded the
meaning of Li to ritual propriety and used it as a definitive tool in the relationship
between people and the community. The Analects mentions that 'Deference
unmediated by observing ritual propriety is lethargy; caution unmediated by observing
ritual propriety is rowdiness; candor unmediated by observing ritual propriety is
rudeness (Analects 8.2).'57 In observance of Li, the inter-personal relationships are
properly defined and subsequently lead to harmony, and then resulting in a stabled
society.58 With this basic conviction, Li, the rites and the propriety behind these rites,
was extended to the rules of proper human behaviour in Chinese society in the later
period.
In presenting the claim that Confucianism was basically concerned with the
restoration of the ideal society, one which existed in the ancient world and which
contains the reflection of the principle of Ultimate Reality, Dao. To realize this ideal
world, the individual has to cultivate his or her inner virtue, which is generised as Ren
so that people can live a moral life and meet the requirements ofLi, the norm ofproper
56
Analects 12:11, see Ibid., 156. The Chinese text is: ';|jit,[§i§,5£5£,~P~P'
57 See Ibid., 120. The Chinese texts is:'^M#EEfj^|lrJ^,f*ffn|Tnten^||rj®Lc
58 In Analects 1.12, Confucius said, 'Achieving harmony is the most valuable function of observing the
ritual propriety (Li)'. The Chinese text is:'i®5l^,^n^#,' see Ibid., 74.
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manners in people's relationship with each other. By commonly observing the
requirement of Li, a society can acquire harmony in people's inter-personal
relationships and augments the stability and abundance of society.
Humanistic Characteristics in Confucianism
Confucianism wholly displays strong humanistic characteristics, which can be
summed up in three features, including the spirit of altruism, high moral attainment,
and a concern for this world. All these three details demonstrates Confucianism's
deeply felt humanism.
Altruism
Confucianism shows a strong caring spirit for the goodness and happiness of
people in the society and by extension, the happiness of society as a whole. This spirit
is evident in Confucius' claim of Ren being the central human virtue and his strong
conviction of caring for the wellbeing of all people. In such, Confucius claims in the
Analects that 'all men in the four seas are brothers' (Analects 12:5).59 This awareness
ofaltruism focuses more on individual responsibility to others than on the motivations
of love or compassion. This is also shown Confucian identification of the close
relationship between the wellbeing of the individual and that of the community. Since
one's wellbeing is closely related to others in the community, it is important for
individuals to care for the welfare of others, well ahead of the needs of the individual.
This conviction becomes ideal image of Chinese intellectuals, in that, Confucius
emphasised the responsibility of the elite rulers in attaining a consciousness of
altruism leading them to a devotion to the wellbeing of the society. However, the love
and responsibility of Confucian believers assume different priorities respective to
social levels. Confucianism claims that the right attitude and actions ofaltruism should
be 'Being intimate to relatives, being benevolent to all people, and loving all animals
and plants.' The above principle shows why family is the primary focus in Chinese
society, and is also why the Chinese are often criticised for its exclusive focus on
family, generating the neglect of public affairs in the present day. This concept holds
that the ideal Chinese image is one of compassion for the wellbeing of other and
communal interests.
59 The English translation is from Hans Kiing and Julia Ching, Christianity and Chinese Religions, New
York, New York: Doubleday, 1989, 69. The Chinese text is:
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Moral Attainment
Confucianism's anti-egoistic tendencies are also displayed in the conviction that
morality is a Confucian central value. This conviction is first presented in the
Confucian claim that inner virtue and proper moral conduct are the best reflections of
the Dao. Therefore, morality is the criterion in judging the value of a person and their
society. This conviction is evident in Confucius' belief that the self-cultivation of
virtues and moral conduct are the main path for individual fulfillment of an ideal
personality and for the community to restore its condition to that of ancient ideal
society. Throughout Chinese history the main value system in Chinese culture pay
more attention towards greater moral attainment than to the practical capability in
improving human lives. The best way for a king or emperor to rule a country is by
leading a moral example for the commoners to follow. In addition, the civil service
examination in China moral cultivation rather than ruling capability becaomes the
criterion of choosing people to be the government's officers resulting in Chinese
culture that has high expectations and standards of moral attainment. However, it is
this tendency of adhering to moral attainment while ignoring the administrative
capability, which is criticised by modern Chinese scholars as the core reason why
China could not keep up with the developing paths of modernity while facing the
challenges of its complicated situation after the 19th century.60
Concern for This World
Confucianism is not without a strong sense of this-worldly concern, while
keeping other-worldly expectations in a marginal position. In the Analects, when
Confucius' disciples asked him about ghosts, deities, and death, he responds 'Not able
to serve other people, how would you be able to serve the spirits?' and 'Not yet
understanding life, how could you understand death.' (Analects 11.12)61 These
answers clearly express his attitude towards mystic and other-worldly affairs.
Confucian concern for this world is best displayed in its central goals of seeking
individual self-transformation and the restoration to an ideal society modeled after the
60
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Golden Ages of ancient China rather than exploring mystic experiences and the search
for other-worldly attainments. Such this-worldly concern influences Chinese people
and religions as well. Chinese people strongly focus on the pragmatic function of
religions instead of their other-worldly motives. This does not mean that Chinese
religions have no aspects of achieving an other-worldly destiny. In fact, neither
Buddhism, Daoism, nor folk beliefs lack the doctrines of an ultimate destiny. However,
the tendency of Chinese this-worldly concern causes all Chinese religions to contain
the functions of seeking human this-worldly wellbeing and expecting the fulfillment
of a this-worldly ideal society.
A Humanistic Ethical Belief
This Confucian humanism has become the mainstay value system in China, with
the ethics affirming the value of social wellbeing and is concerned with human
happiness. However, these humanistic characteristics are distinct from those of
Western humanism, which are strongly individualistic. Confucianism claims that
human value is established by both individual inter-personal relationships and
collective ones. Standing out is the primary concern for the wellbeing of all human
beings with a social emphasis on communal responsibility for the country as a whole.
This human valuation is best judged through the criteria ofmorality, including inner
virtue and ethical conduct. Therefore, self-cultivation, so as to express high moral
attainment becomes the goal of individuals. This moral self-cultivation does not aim at
attaining an other-worldly destiny, but rather pursues the goal of establishing an ideal
society in this world.
Confucianism as the Mainline System of Chinese Culture
After indicating three features of Confucian humanistic characteristic, this
section will prove that these features have been the mainstay Chinese culture. This
factual condition will on the one hand be verified through the historical fact that
Confucianism gas been the main value system in last 2000 years, and deeply
influences the intellectuals. It is also evident that these beliefs permeate other Chinese
and Taiwanese religions. Although institutional Confucianism has gradually declined
and its relevance questioned in the twentieth century, it is undeniable that the above
three characteristics are still deeply rooted in the daily life of Chinese and Taiwanese
societies.
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Historical Evidences ofConfucianism as the Mainline System in Chinese Culture
Spans of Chinese history give weight to Confucians prominence throughout the
evolution of Chinese society. This is confirmed in the fact that these ethical features
were already in place as the pillar of values before Confucianism. In the Analects,
Confucius declares that 'Following the proper way, I do not forge new path; with
confidence I cherish the ancient.'(Analects 7.1),62 showing that he considers himself
as one who did not create Confucian thinking singlehandedly, but who succeeded and
expanded upon ancient traditions. He is a self proclaimed lover of the ancient ways,
and considered his thinking as originating from the examples of ancient sage kings
under the conditions of an ancient ideal society. Although the real condition of these
sage kings and ideal societies is not historically clear, the elements drawn upon by
Confucius from these ancient examples must have existed in the Chinese cultural
heritage
Although Confucius' career was considered a failure in his times, Confucianism
moved to the centre of Chinese culture in the Han dynasty and, since then, has
maintained its orthodox position in the political, social, and cultural realms.
Throughout his life, Confucius strove to restore the country to its idealised state by
urging feudal rulers to accept his theory and even obtaining political office to actualise
his beliefs. However, he was always rejected by these rulers, and the sole achievement
of his career was in educating his disciples who later developed his theory and works.
The place ofConfucianism changed in the Han Dynasty. The Emperor Wu CMS;
it?) was persuaded by an officer, Dong Zhongshu (SrftftfJ) t° advocate Confucianism
as state orthodoxy in the first century BCE. Ever since then, Confucianism became the
commonly held belief of Chinese intellectuals. Confucian texts were made into
instruction manual for training government officials. The government set up an
academic institute to promote Confucian thinking, and Confucian writings became the
main texts in schools and the main subjects of the 'Chinese Civil Service Examination
until 1905 CE. Therefore, the elite and ruling classes in China were
cultivated mainly in Confucian thought. Furthermore, sacrifices to heaven and to
Confucius became annual state rites from the Han Dynasty onward, turning
Confucianism into a state religion. The educational, political, and ritual system caused
Confucianism to rise to the centerpiece of Chinese culture. Its beliefs gradually
62 The English translation is from Roger T. Ames and Henry Rosemont, Jr. trans., The Analects of
Confucius: A Philosophical Translation, New York, New York: Ballantine Books, 1998, 111. The
Chinese text is:
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influenced every part of Chinese society saturating deep into the consciousness of
Chinese people.
The Humanistic Characteristics in Other Chinese Beliefs
These humanistic characteristics derived from Confucianism also influenced
other Chinese beliefs. Confucianism might not represent the entire Chinese culture, for
this cultural system is complicated and varies in different eras and areas, and there are
other religions, which contain beliefs different from Confucianism. However, it is also
true that the above three humanistic features actually permeated throughout every part
of the Chinese culture and can be found in other Chinese religions. This fact shows
that these characteristics are not only the main elements of Confucian belief, but also
became the common characteristics ofChinese belief.
This-Worldly Tendency in Daoism and Folk Beliefs
Traditional Daoist belief is strongly renunciatory and focuses on seeking
individual liberation rather than social reformation. The ultimate Daoist goal is to seek
the ideal image of the person, 'the True Man' (jlEA)--a person completely liberated
from the bondage of the empirical world. This destiny is to be attained in this world
rather than in an other-worldly sphere. This element of this-worldly concern is also
evident in the pragmatic characteristics of Chinese folk beliefs. Chapter One has
indicated that it is not easy to distinguish Daoist religion and folk beliefs in Taiwan.
Not only do people of popular beliefs seek immediate benefit in their daily lives, but
the expectation of a this-worldly ideal society became the foundation of numerous
revolutionary movements of the popular classes in Chinese history. The revolutionary
movements at the Chinese popular level, seeking the actualisation of an ideal world,
also happened in Taiwanese society. The revolution of the Shilai Temple in the
Japanese colonialist period caused the Japanese Government to tighten its control of
Buddhism, because the leaders of the rebellion were misclassed as the leaders of the
Vegetarian Sects. A study by the Taiwanese historian Wang Zhianchuan, proves that it
was actually a rebellion started by folk believers, in which Daoist gods and mystic
practices can be found in the records of their religious practices,6j proving that
elements of this-worldly concern are shared in Taiwanese Daoism and folk beliefs.
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Mora! Teachings in Daoism and Folk Beliefs
Because of the emphasis on moral attainment in Chinese culture, both Daoism
and folk beliefs adopted Confucian ethical teachings as the source of their moral
cultivation. Although at first the ultimate Daoist attainment was in seeking individual
liberation from the bondage ofcivilisation, later Daoist thinkers, such as Zhang Ru (5S
H), Ge Horng (H$£), and Kow Qianzhi (121151), all claimed the importance of
virtues such as Ren, Xiao (#, filial piety), and Yi (jj|, appropriateness in social
behaviour),64 which were directly derived from Confucianism.65 Confucian moral
teachings also became the backbone of Daoist and folk beliefs in Taiwan; Luan hall,
mentioned in Chapter One, showed characteristic of folk beliefs in its religious
practices, with ritual divination practice through oracles coming from Confucianism.
Taiwanese religious scholar Zheng Zhiming (HKS^) indicates that many oracles
exhibit the deities' concern for the wellbeing of the human beings.66 Other oracles he
lists claim that the reason for the chaos in society is the erosion of virtue and moral
conduct,67 showing the similarity with the teachings in Confucianism. This condition
causes a disagreement between scholars over the precise identity of Luan hall. Li
Shiwei considers it to be one ofpopular Confucianism, but Zheng Zhiming considers it
a folk belief.68 These examples show the importance of moral attainment in Daoism
and in popular beliefs in Taiwan, and the influence ofConfucian moral teachings upon
them.
The Self-adaptation of Chinese Buddhism
In order to be accepted by Chinese people, Buddhism adopted these Chinese
humanistic characteristic as it spread in China. This fact is shown principally in the
64 The English translations of these terms are according to Roger T. Ames and Henry Rosemont, Jr.
trans., The Analects ofConfucius: A Philosophical Translation, New York, New York: Ballantine Books.
1998.
65 Mou Zhongjian (-'p-M )■ Daoism and Chinese Traditional Culture (-MffffffSMMlfCft) in
Confucianism, Buddhism, Daoism, and Traditional Culture (fMft$,xMMMM>C{k), Yu Jie ed. (^np)>
Beijing, China: Chinese Books 1996, 273.
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translation and spread of Buddhist scripture. In the beginning, both HTnayana and
Mahayana Buddhism and their scriptures were introduced to China.69 However, it was
Mahayana that was most popularly accepted by the Chinese people and eventually
became the prominent Buddhist tradition due to its beliefs which are parallel with the
culture. In Chinese Buddhist history, several examples indicate that Buddhism was
self-adoptive in fitting a above three Chinese characteristics. The belief of
'experiencing the state ofNirvana in the present world,' which had originated from the
early Mahayana in India, was popularly accepted by Chinese Buddhists and developed
into a systematic belief. This shows that the this-worldly concern is easily accepted by
the Chinese people. Moreover, as traditional Buddhism contains the tendency of
renouncing this world and ignores social and ethical teachings. However, in order to fit
the highly ethical requirements of China, Chinese Buddhists developed a Confucian
based ethical teachings. For example, in Chinese Buddhism, filial piety was claimed to
be the most important moral practice, one which has always been the most important
virtue in Confucianism. In reflecting the elements of altruism, the Bodhisattva path
and the beliefs of Amitabha and Kuanyin, who are two prominent symbols of
compassion, were adopted as the most popular beliefs in Chinese Buddhism. The
above three features of self-adaptation also appear in Taiwanese Buddhism. The most
prominent example of Taiwanese Buddhist self-adaptation to Chinese culture,
therefore acquiring a great success in its development, is the rise of 'Humanistic
Buddhism' in the 1980s, which will be discussed in Chapter Five.
Conclusion: Common Characteristics of Chinese/Taiwanese Religions
The above examples show that Chinese humanistic characteristics do not only
originate from Confucianism but, as an intrinsic part of Chinese culture, have been
deeply rooted in other Chinese and Taiwanese religions. This means that they not only
belong to the heritage ofConfucianism, but, as the common characteristics ofChinese
culture, also become the common elements ofChinese and Taiwanese religions.
Response to the Decline of Confucianism in Modern China
In the beginning of twentieth century, Western intrusion and the degeneration of
China aroused the voices ofanti-Confucianism, which viewed it as burdensome to the
modernisation ofChina. This anti-Confucianism movement started from the Five Four
69 Gu Weikang Survey of the Syncretism ofChan and Pure Land (iffffff—/jfM), Taipei,
Taiwan: Dong Dah Books pic (a'Jici'db: Al), 1997, 5-7.
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New Cultural Movement (2£ EH§r3CitMMl) in 1919 CE. After the Communists setup
their regime in China, this anti-Confucianism movement grew to a climax in the 1970s.
In Taiwan, the KMT government advocated 'The Movement of Restoring Chinese
Culture which actually aimed to legimitise its regime by
exalting Confucianism. However, when democratisation and indigenisation
movements rose in Taiwan, Confucianism was expelled because its feudalistic ideas
were considered to be inhibitors of democratisation and its identifying with Chinese
culture was viewed as a threat to Taiwan's self-identity. These realities are shown in
the fact that institutional Confucianism was expelled in both China and Taiwan, and
raises the question of Confucianism's relevance in the lives of Chinese people and
whether its characteristics can be adopted as the common ground of inter-religious
dialogue.
However, this does not mean that the humanistic features expressed in Confucian
beliefs had disappeared from Chinese culture. On the contrary, humanistic
characteristics in Confucianism are still the main features of Chinese culture and are
evident in the daily lives of Han descendents whether in China or Taiwan. This
condition is undeniable and the attempts to remove Confucian humanistic
characteristics from Taiwanese people and culture prove impossible. Besides, even if
some elements of Confucianism became barriers of modernisation in China and
Taiwan, this does not mean that the entire belief system is futile and should be
completely abandoned. There are still advantages in Confucianism, which are helpful
for the development of modern Taiwan. The economic success of countries in East
Asia, including Taiwan itself, is considered to be due to the influence ofConfucianism,
providing proof ofConfucian contribution to the modern world.70 A more appropriate
approach is to analyse the elements of Confucian belief and their relation to the
contemporary situation so as to single out the positive elements and transform the
negative.
Humanistic Characteristics—A Possible Foundation for Christian-Buddhist Dialogue
It is clear that the humanistic elements originating from Confucianism are the
best representation of Chinese cultures. While seeking a common ground of Chinese
culture in which to develop an indigenous Christian-Buddhist dialogue in Taiwan,
70 Hans Kiing and Julia Ching, Christianity and Chinese Religions, New York, New York: Doubleday,
1989, 93-95.
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these humanistic ethical characteristics, altruism, high moral attainment, and concern
for this world, will become the foundation of inter-religious dialogue in Taiwan. They
can also provide a focal point for inter-religious dialogue on ethical and this-worldly
concerns.
Establishing a Christian-Buddhist Dialogue with Taiwanese Characteristics
The first two sections ofthis chapter have proved that seeking the conexualisation
of Christian faith and developing an indigenous inter-religious dialogue are imporant
task for Taiwanese Christian churches. In addition, the ethical humanistic
characteristics in Confucianism are the common ground for developing this contextual
model. These two convictions lead to the following consideration ofhow they could be
applied so as to fit the current Taiwanese context.
The Proper Purpose and Form of Inter-religious Dialogue in Taiwan
Multiple-purposes and Multiple-forms of Inter-religious Dialogue
Since the twentieth century, the Christian Church in various traditions began to
claim that inter-religious dialogue is an essential ministry for the Church and started to
work on inter-religious dialogue in different areas, defining several purposes for the
Christian dialogue with other religions. Firstly, they consider inter-religious dialogue
as a constructive path in reducing previous tensions while rebuilding friendships
between faiths. Second, inter-religious dialogue is a way to establish a global
community to achieve the common humanity. Third, inter-religious dialogue is a way
ofenriching Christian understanding of humanity, the world, and truth. These different
purposes are not mutually exclusive but show specific emphases in various contexts.
With various purposes, inter-religious dialogue can also be classified into
different forms. The first is the dialogue ofdoctrines in which Christians and Buddhists
seek to explain each other's beliefs so as to deepen their intellectual understanding of
their respective religions. The second is the dialogue of spiritual experience, in which
Christians and Buddhist attempt to communicate their experiences of accessing the
ultimate reality and promoting human spirituality. The third is the dialogue of social
action, in which Christians and Buddhists seek to share the ethical values of their
respective religions, and explore the possibility ofcollaboration in common concern for
the wellbeing of society and its people.
Theoretically, these multiple purposes and forms should proceed together and
supplement one another. Practically, as the response of Buddhist representatives in the
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WCC's Ajaltoun Memorandum make clear, 'the meaning, basis, and purpose of
dialogue is related to particular contexts.'71 There might be different starting points,
forms, and purposes because of the differences in context and theological premises.
Thus, when pursuing Christian-Buddhist dialogue in Taiwan, it is important to seek
appropriate forms that can meet the current context.
Seeking the Appropriate Form ofChristian-Buddhist Dialogue in Taiwan
Among various forms of inter-religious dialogue, the humanistic and ethical
characteristics of Chinese culture make it clear that the appropriate starting point for
inter-religious dialogue in Taiwan should emphasise the dialogue of social action with
a focus on the common concern evident in the three Confucian characteristics,
altruism, high moral attainment, and concern for this world. This does not mean that
the other two forms are not important or should be excluded from Christian-Buddhist
dialogue in Taiwan, because all these forms and purposes are closely related to each
other. But the primary concern should involve ethical and humanistic considerations in
the current context. The following paragraphswill demonstrate through the thinking of
two Taiwanese theologians and common humanistic characteristics of Chinese
culture.
The Dialogue of Social Action Is Suitable for the Context of Taiwan
The Pragmatic Characteristic of Taiwanese Religions
The dialogue of social action, with its ethical and humanistic dimension, fits the
pragmatic characteristics of religions in Taiwan, as presented in the first chapter.
Taiwanese religions tend to focus on the pragmatic religious approaches to human
this-worldly needs rather than on the exploration of metaphysical concepts. This
tendency is displayed either by seeking immediate solutions to human problems and
desires, or in pursuing a religious destiny with a this-worldly goal. This religious
tendency not only pertains well to the characteristics of Chinese culture but also
indicates that this form of dialogue is a dialogue that is more easily accepted.
It Confirms with the Information of the Qualitative Research
The views of the two religious people on the other and on inter-religious dialogue
expressed in Chapter Two and Three also agree with the direction suggested by the
71 S. J. Samartha ed., Living Faiths and the EcumenicalMovement, Geneva: World Council ofChurches,
1971,29.
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dialogue of social action. The qualitative research affirms that practical human
wellbeing is a central concern in Christianity and Buddhism. This explains why,
among the three forms of dialogue, social action was generally preferable to these
interviewees. Besides, the factual situation recounted in Chapter Three shows that the
dialogue of social action was the most frequent form encountered in past interactions,
supporting the claim that the dialogue of social action will seen less alien to its
participants.
It Is Helpful in Eliminating the Barriers
The dialogue of social action can help diminish the current barriers to the
Christian-Buddhist dialogue. Chapter Three indicates that currently the two greatest
barriers of Christian-Buddhist dialogue are the exclusive tendency and the
discrepancies between doctrines. These barriers belong to the conceptual level and
bear upon ideas about human ultimate destiny. The qualitative research shows that it is
unlikely to expect these barriers to be eliminated in the near future. This is displayed in
the interviewees expressing their insistence of the uniqueness of their religions in their
soteriology and in their hesitation to become involved in the dialogue of doctrine and
spiritual experience. Nevertheless, if the focus is on the dialogue of social action,
Christian-Buddhist dialogue presents a more promising future.
Chapter Three also indicated that, although the doctrinal discrepancies between
the religions are hard to resolve, the parallels in the ethical sphere of the two religions
are quite obvious. If the focus of inter-religious dialogue in Taiwan is moved in an
ethical and humanistic direction, the barrier ofexclusivism and doctrinal discrepancies
will be easier to reduce and a willingness to participate in the dialogue will be
strengthened. Therefore, starting from the dialogue of social concern is a way of
temporarily setting aside the barriers and embarking on a more conducive path.
Building an Ethical Dialogue through the Model of C. S. Song and Lynn de Silva
A Framework which Moves from Conceptual to Ethical
Shifting the focus of inter-religious dialogue to an ethical focus does not mean
that the dialogue of doctrine and spiritual experience will be completely excluded.
Claiming that the dialogue of social action is to be the centre of inter-religious
dialogue means that ethical issues would be the primary concern, but the dialogue of
social action must still be built on a foundation of doctrine. After establishing the
principle that the dialogue of social action should be the focus of Christian-Buddhist
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dialogue in Taiwan, the next task would be to seek a proper model for the dialogue, one
centrally placing a shared humanistic ethical concern to be common in the ideology of
the two religions.
The Model in Song's Works
C. S. Song provides a model in his dialogue with Buddhism, which first examines
the beliefs of the two religions and find the parallels in their faiths. Next, a comparison
between these parallel concepts will yield clues on how both faiths can enrich each
other. Lastly, is the application of these common understandings of faith into the
contemporary context. Apart from Song's model, the Sri Lanka theologian Lynn de
Silva provides a similar and more comprehensive model of inter-religious dialogue in
his 'The Problem of Self in Buddhism and Christianity.'
The Model of Lynn de Silva
As a Methodist theologian who dwells in a Buddhist dominated country, de Silva
holds the perspective that 'theological thinking in order to be meaningful and relevant
must be contextual.'72 He also believes that inter-religious dialogue 'can fertilise and
enrich Christian's own faith.' 73 His theological career is thus devoted to
Christian-Buddhist dialogue in his Sri Lankan context.
In 'The Problem of Self in Buddhism and Christianity,' de Silva anlyses the
concept ofman in both religions and demonstrates that their concepts are not directly
contrary to each other. In fact, Buddhist doctrines of anatta and the Christian
understanding of selfhood from the aspect ofpneuma are distinctly parallel to each
other. They both agree that 'there is no distinguishable, immortal soul existing.'74
They both deny the false concept of self, which establishes its existence and value
completely apart from other people and from social contexts, but they affirm that the
value of an authentic self consists in the mutuality of personal relationships.75 Each of
their concepts can enrich and deepen the other. For instance, de Silva claims that the
'Buddhist concept of rejection of an immortal soul within man'76 helps Christians to
correct this popular but wrong concept in Christian traditions. Christian interpretion of
the concept of pneuma from a social dimension can help Buddhists overcome the
72
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danger ofisolative individualism.
Establishing this common doctrinal ground, de Silva claims that both religions
affirm the necessity of individual participation in the communion of personal
encounter and in the ethical dimension of people's devotion to the community. De
Silva also indicates that the concept of 'man' in the two religions not only hold
common doctrinal ground but also provide the possibility for common ethical actions.
In the final chapter of his book, through this common doctrinal concept of 'man', de
Silva provides practical, socially relevant ethics in urging both religions to establish a
• • • 78
community in Sri Lanka.
It is not the purpose of this thesis to detail how de Silva seeks to encourage
Christian-Buddhist dialogue through their shared beliefs about 'man' or to evaluate
whether he gives an appropriate interpretation of this concept in the two religions. It is
rather to claim that his study on the concept of man in Christianity and Buddhism
concepts provide a model of dialogue, similar to Song's, in examining parallel
doctrines in each belief system, grounding the similarities and discovering how their
specific concepts can enrich and deepen the other, and applying the practical relevance
of these common concepts into social action.
The Implications of Song and de Silva's Model
As literary sources, Song and de Silva end-up participating in a one-sided
dialogue, because their dialogue happen only in the interpretation of one side rather
than the real dialogue between people in two religions, though de Silva claims that his
writings have been examined by some Buddhist scholars before publication. Both
Song and de Silva point to the direction ofcommon social actions, but literary writings
are not the same as real actions. Moreover, in their writings, they emphasise the
parallels in the two religions without mentioning the lingering vast discrepancies.
Their works still make contributions in providing at least a model of inter-religious
dialogue that can establish a framework on the conceptual level, which contains the
prospectus of leading to social action. This model properly meets the needs of
Christian-Buddhist dialogue in the current context of Taiwan, especially while two






This chapter has outlined an approach to Christian-Buddhist dialogue in Taiwan
that is contextual in the double sense of finding its departure points in the contextual
theologies ofTaiwan's two most prominent Christian theologians, and in the common
ground ofConfucian humanistic ethical values ofaltruism, high moral attainment, and
concern for this world. It can be concluded, therefore, that a contextual
Christian-Buddhist dialogue in Taiwan should be a dialogue with a strong ethical and
humanistic dimension.
Secondly, the analysis offered in this chapter makes clear that Taiwanese
Christians and Buddhists do not encounter each other in a simple bilateral relationship,
as it were, 'face to face.' Their contextual situation in Taiwanese society means that
each religion encounters the other in a cultural arena that has been historically infused
with Confucian values. To the degree in which this is true, they encounter each other in
a dynamic relationship with a third motivator that is not external to either, but
inherently informs their self-understanding as Taiwanese Christians and Buddhists.
This creates a significant contextual possibility, while each religious community
affirms its separate identity in terms ofbelief systems and institutional structures, their
shared cultural identity as Taiwanese allows them to share a common ground of
humanistic values derived from centuries of Confucian influence, createing a
contextual environment in which Christians and Buddhists have the possibility of
developing an approach to inter-religious dialogue that, on the one hand, respects
ideological differences without allowing these to become forces of mutual isolation,
and, on the other, allows for a pragmatic dialogue that avoids the dangers of careless
syncretism.
This chapter therefore confirms the fourth hypothesis of this thesis, that a
Christian-Buddhist dialogue in Taiwan should root itself in the ethical foundations of
Confucianism in the dimensions of altruism, moral attainment, and concern for this
world. This creates the situation in which Taiwanese Christians and Buddhists can
engage authentically as Christians and Buddhists, and contextually as Christians and
Buddhist who share a Confucian legacy of religious humanism. This approach to
dialogue invites each community to bring its social values to bear on shared challenges
in Taiwanese society. This is in accord with the findings ofthe qualitative research into
attitudes towards inter-religious dialogue that currently prevail in the Christian and
Buddhist communities, and agreeing with the theological views advanced in Taiwan
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Chapter Five
Establishing the Pure Land in ThisWorld—The Humanistic Buddhist
Movement in Taiwan
Introduction
Having justified in theoretical terms the hypothesis that the dialogue of social
action, grounded in the humanistic values ofa shared Chinese Confucian legacy, offers
the most viable approach to Christian-Buddhist dialogue in Taiwan, the purpose of the
next two chapters is to explore the degree in which contemporary developments within
the two religious communities provide resources that can sustain the hypothesis. The
questions to be answered are as follows: how do contemporary Christianity and
Buddhism in Taiwan interpret the social meaning of their respective faith traditions,
and to what degree do these understandings open up a common ground for
inter-religious dialogue?
The focus of this chapter lies on Taiwanese Buddhism, and is specifically
concerned with the development, since the 1980s, of the movement known as
'Humanistic Buddhism'1 that seeks to transform Taiwanese Buddhism from its
traditional tendency towards passive withdrawal from this world to active engagement
in social affairs. Through reinterpreting Buddhist doctrines, 'Humanistic Buddhism'
emphasises the importance of the human being and this world, and teaches
Bodhisattva compassion as the superior Buddhist virtue and practice. This has
produced a renewed understanding of the Buddhist mission - establishing the Pure
Land in this world. One of the most striking features of contemporary Taiwanese
Buddhism is the emergence ofmany Humanistic Buddhist organisations that actively
pursue social actions such as environmental protection, charity, emergency relief, the
revival of social morality and the reform of anti-social behaviour.
This chapter will therefore explore the origins of the Humanistic Buddhist
movement, its doctrinal identity, and the social outreach that it has stimulated. The aim
of the analysis is to assess the extent to which this transformation reflects the
humanistic characteristics of Chinese culture, and to consider, in turn, what resources
'Humanistic Buddhism' can contribute to the contextual dialogue of social action
1 'Humanistic Buddhism' here indicates the researcher's preferred translation of Yinshun's 'APflfUffr'-
The literal translation should be 'Buddhism of the Human World'. Its comprehensive meaning will be
explained in the second part of this chapter. The translation 'Humanistic Buddhism is borrowed from
the English introduction to the work of one of the main Humanistic Buddhist organizations, Dharma
Drum Mountain. See http://www.ddm.org.tw.
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between Christianity and Buddhism in Taiwan.
Three groups of sources have been consulted in researching the character of
'Humanistic Buddhism.' Firstly, the writings of Hengching and Gu Weikang provide
the main sources for understanding of traditional Chinese Buddhism as developed in
Taiwan. It is against this background of other-worldly Buddhism that the significance
of the modern development of 'Humanistic Buddhism' can be seen. The origins of
'Humanistic Buddhism' have been widely discussed in the writings of Jiang Chanteng,
Yang Huinan, and Don A. Pittman. But the main source for the doctrinal interpretation
of'Humanistic Buddhism' is the writings of Master Yinshun (1906-present), who is
considered by Taiwanese Buddhist scholars as the founder and leading exponent of the
new teaching. By examining his abundant publications, this chapter will show how
Yinshun establishes the theoretical foundations for his transformed understanding of
Buddhism in terms of humanistic engagement with this world for the realisation of the
Pure Land. Turning from doctrinal theory to social practice, Yang Huinan's 'The
Phenomenon and Characteristics of New Taiwanese Buddhism after the End of
Martial Law: A Study Centred on Humanistic Buddhism
gives a general overview of the
practices of the Humanistic Buddhist movement. In addition, the researcher has
consulted the publications of the main Humanistic Buddhist organisations, which
explain their mission and ministries, apply the teachings of Master Yinshun, and
provide first-hand information about their activities.
The Origin of the Taiwanese Buddhist Tendency of Renouncing This World
The Taiwanese Buddhist scholar, Yang Huinan depicts traditional
Taiwanese Buddhism as containing several attributes. The first is its consideration of
the this world as worthless, and its admiration for an other-worldly expectation. The
second is loosely-structured and inactive religious organizations. The third is its
passiveness in social and cultural affairs. The last is its outdated ways of propagating
Buddhist belief.2 Among these four features, there is an especially display ofBuddhist
tendency towards withdrawal from this world. Yang Huinan claims that the root factor
2
Yang Huinan ff|), The Renouncing Characteristics and the Conflicts between Different Sects in
Taiwanese Buddhism(ff), in The Expect ofContemporary Buddhist
Thought Taipei, Taiwan: Dongdah Books 1991, 1. The
Chinese texts are: 'l.MS^±ifD®PftSStS#; 3.f±#BCia, 5HL*
ft;
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causing this tendency has to be traced back to the origins of Taiwanese Buddhism.
Chapter One notes that contemporary Taiwanese Buddhism is derived from two
Buddhist groups. The earlier Taiwanese Buddhism was introduced from southern
China in the Ming and Qing Dynasties. The second came to Taiwan with the KMT
government in the 1940s. A study of the groups' origins points to their legacy from the
same Chinese Buddhist tradition, and their place in the same Dharma lineage, which is
the syncretism ofChan and Pure Land beliefs n"). A recipient of this lineage,
Taiwanese Buddhism also displays the qualities of worldly renunciation. The
following paragraph will describe how the beliefof syncretism ofChan and Pure Land
became the main stream of Chinese Buddhism and how it brought about the
characteristic of renouncing from this world in Chinese and Taiwanese Buddhism.
The Syncretism of Chan and Pure Land Belief in Chinese Buddhism
Chan and Pure Land—Two Popular Buddhist Beliefs after the Post-Tang Period
Hengching (HHMiff), a scholastic Taiwanese Buddhist nun, divides Chinese
Buddhist history into two periods, with the Tang Dynasty (Hffj], 618-907 CE) as the
line of demarcation.4 She asserts that pre-Tang Buddhism was in the sage of
development, adjusting to its 'introduction to a highly developed civilization,
struggling for acceptance, assimilation into the culture, and ultimate 'conquest' of
China.'5 It was then in the Tang Dynasty that the major Chinese Buddhist Schools
were formulated;6 but, it was also in the Tang period that Chinese Buddhism started to
decline. The social and political chaos in the later Tang Dynasty and the 845 CE
Huichang Persecution wiped out the vitality of most of the institutional
Chinese Buddhist schools. After the reconstruction of Chinese Buddhism in the Sung
Dynasty (970-1279 CE), only Chan and Pure Land Schools endured to become two
most popular Buddhist schools in China. The other eight schools either died out or
exerted little influence.
Factors ofChan and Pure Land's Popularity
Hengching suggests that the reason why the Chan and Pure Land sects survived
3 Ibid., 2-3.
4 Shi Hengching, The Syncretism ofChan and Pure Land Buddhism, New York, New York: Peter Lang,
1992,1.
5 Ibid.
6 These Schools included two HTnayana schools: Chengshi (f&fi) and Jushe (jUitf), and eight
Mahayana schools: Chan (jjif), Pure Land (Aft), Tientai (5^ n), Huayen (IjlJS), Fahsiang (SHft),
Sanlun (Hfm), Lu (W), and Tantric ($J).
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the persecution to become the two most popular Buddhist schools was their 'portable'
characteristics. During the Huichang persecution, these two schools did not need to
rely heavily on scriptures as the other philosophical schools and they were
economically self-sufficient without depending on imperial patronage.7 A more
dominant factor is that Chan and Pure Land contain certain attributes that are more
suitable for Chinese culture; the first of which is the Chan and Pure Land's focus on
religious practices rather than philosophical investigation. Most Chinese Buddhist
schools constructed complicated belief systems to better understand the Buddhist faith
and the paths to Nirvana. This philosophical tendency was not really accepted by the
Chinese people, and thus their beliefs attracted only a small number of intellectual
followers. Contrary to this metaphysical tendency, both Chan and Pure Land Schools
simplified their doctrinal systems and focused on clear and simple paths to
enlightenment. Chan's epistemology, 'the Dharma delivered apart from textual
teachings claims that the best way to comprehend the Dharam and to
achieve Nirvana is to discover inner Buddha nature through meditation. Pure Land
provides a simple path, claiming nien-fo as the path to acquire the salvation of
Amitabha and to enter an other-worldly Pure Land, where those who dwell there are
guaranteed to eventually attain Nirvana. Both schools provide simple and practical
ways to meet the needs of people. This is well in accords with Chinese religious
pragmatism and is more acceptable to Chinese people.
Their second commonality, parallel with Chinese culture, is Chan and Pure
Land's this-worldly concern. The Buddhist tradition usually claim that Nirvana is a
realm where people withdraw from this world to enter into an indescribable condition.
Although Indian Mahayana Buddhism had already developed the concept that Nirvana
can be experienced in this world, this belief was fully articulated and advocated by
Chinese Chan Schools. The concept that the Pure Land is in an other-worldly realm
does not mean that there is no this-worldly dimension to it. Master Shantao
613-68ICE), one of the distinguished Pure Land masters in the Tang Dynasty,
contributed to the belief of acquiring this-worldly bliss from nien-fo, claiming that
'regularly calling on Amitabha will help one acquire long lives, and prevent
misfortunes and disasters'8 through which the this-worldly element was added to an
7 Shi Hengching, The Syncretism ofChan and Pure Land Buddhism, New York, New York: Peter Lang,
1992, 2-3.
8 The text is from Shantao's the Paths ofMeditation and Chanting see Huiyang (ffs^SS),
General View ofPure Land (fffstffitim), Taipei: Dongdah Books, 1998, 146-147. The Chinese text is:
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extreme other-worldly belief, and therefore brought great acceptance by Chinese
people.9 Accentuating the role of practices and this-worldly concern became factors in
the popularity of Chan and Pure Land Buddhism after the late Tang period, and
presents an example of how adoptable Buddhist belief adapted itself to gain
acceptance from Chinese people.
Syncretism ofChan and Pure Land Beliefs
Chan and Pure Land not only became the two main Buddhist schools in China,
but they also syncretised themselves with each other. In the pre-Tang period, these two
schools were usually considered to contain major discrepancies and held a critical
polemical standpoint towards each other. At the end of the Sung Dynasty, through the
advocacy ofMaster Yungming Yenshow the two schools begun to claim
that paths from both schools both could lead people to Nirvana and would go so far as
to supplement one another. Masters in both schools started to integrate each other's
practices into their own.
This raises the question of how Pure Land Buddhism, a school with a clear
dependence on external efforts, eventually syncretised itself with Chan, a school
maintain the strong characteristic of self-effort. Hengching indicates that it is because
syncretism, rather than sectarian rivalry, is characteristic of Chinese culture.10
Nevertheless, the Chinese Buddhist scholar, Gu Weikang (Ilflllit), states that on the
surface, these two schools appear different, but they contain parallel essences." The
above paragraph made mention that both beliefs simplified complicated Buddhist
doctrines, and advocated simple paths to solve the human needs to get relief from
suffering of this world. These tendencies not only make these schools more acceptable
to Chinese people, but also provide a fertile ground for integration. The syncretism of
the beliefs and practices in these two schools eventually became the prevalent Chinese
Buddhist belief after Sung Dynasty.
Chan-Pure Land Syncretism: The Origin of Buddhist Other-worldly Characteristics
Although the syncretism of Chan and Pure Land contains a stronger this-worldly
an.'
9
Huiyang (l§lt"/£®5), Viewing the Concept ofPure Landfrom Humanistic Perspective ({ffsffMf'HM
iPdlMfS), Kaohsiung, Taiwan: Chunhui Publishing(2000, 76.
10 Shi Hengching, The Syncretism ofChan andPure LandBuddhism, New York, New York: Peter Lang,
1992,7-18.
11
Gu Weikang (flfJjtiifX A Survey ofthe Syncretism ofChan andPure Land Taipei,
Taiwan: Dongdah Books, 1997, 72-3.
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element than other Buddhist schools, this element would become the origin of
Buddhist apathy towards the reformation of society, due in part to the root emphasis on
individualism. Therefore, the this-worldly elements in Chan and Pure Land do not
provide the conceptual framework for Buddhist participation in social affairs in
making contributions to social reform. Although Chan Buddhism does contain
this-worldly beliefs about experiencing Nirvana 'here and now', its belief in ultimate
destiny still refers to a release from this world. A more crucial reason why Chinese
Buddhism has a strong other-worldly tendency is that the Pure Land School seeks to
attain rebirth in Amitabha's Pure Land. This belief is considered by Humanistic
Buddhist scholars Yang Huinan and Jiang Chanteng, to be the acute factor in Chinese
Buddhism's central focus on renouncing this world which is the subject of Humanistic
Buddhists criticism.12 The following paragraphs will introduce the basic beliefs of
Pure Land and analyse how they cause an other-worldly tendency.
Pure Land Belief and its Other-worldly Characteristics
Scriptural Sources and Historical Setting
The earliest textual sources of the Pure Land School prove that this belief
originated from early Mahayana Buddhism. These sources include three Mahayana
Sutras and one discourse: the larger Sukhavativyuha (AN'MP'SIl, the Longer Land of
Bliss Sutra), the smaller Sukhavativyuha (N'MP'SIM, the Shorter Land of Bliss Sutra),
the Amitayurdhyana the Contemplating Amitayus Sutra), and the
Sukhavativyuha Abhidarma (#4^. the Discourse of the Land of Bliss).13 The first
two sutras were proven to be from the early Mahayana period and indicate that the
Amitabha belief had already existed in India from the earliest days of Mahayana
Buddhism.
This Indian belief was introduced to China through the translation of the Pure
Land Sutra in the third century CE.14 By the efforts of some patriarchs prior to the
12 See Yang Huinan, The Renouncing Characteristics and the Conflicts between Different Sects in
Taiwanese Buddhism, in The Prospects ofContemporary Buddhist Beliefs, Taipei, Taiwan: Dongdah
Books, 1991, 11-41; and Jiang Chanteng, The New Direction ofContemporary Taiwanese Pure Land
Belief(Stiff]), Contemporary (#fL), 28, August 1988, 46-62.
13 The English names of these scriptures and discourse are directly translated from their Pali names, see
William Edward & Lewis Hoodoos, A Dictionary ofChinese Buddhist Term with Sanskrit & English
Equivalents andA Sanskrit-Pali Index, Richmond, Survey, UK: Curzon Press, 1995, but their Chinese
names are from traditional Chinese texts.
14 ... —
Mochizuki Shinry (Hfl fg1f), The Doctrinal History ofChinese Pure Land Buddhism (
JzifSfff), Yin-Hai (SEP®), translator, Taipei, Taiwan: Zheng-Wen Publication (IEMiTltfi/fd:), 1991,
9-12.
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Tang Dynasty,15 this beliefwas established in ways that reflected the particularities of
the Chinese context, and was also developed into a complete belief system with a
distinct school. The following paragraph will portray its doctrines and show how they
brought about the withdrawal characteristic.
Amitabha and His Salvation
The first doctrinal element is the belief in devotion to Amitabha and seeking his
salvation. Pure Land Buddhists believe that Amitabha is the most outstanding Buddha
and that his vows contain the most miraculous power to save people from this impure
world. The name, Amitabha, means 'the Buddha of immeasurable light.'16 The
significance of 'immeasurable' declares the superiority of Amitabha over all other
Buddhas. According to the Pure Land Sutras, before becoming a Buddha, Amitabha
had been a monk named Dharmakara, and lived ten kalpas ago.17 After listening to
another Buddha, Lokesvara-raja, delivering the Dharma, Dharmakara made vows to
become Buddha. The contents of his vows include the following features.18 Firstly, he
swore to establish a most splendid and blissful Pure Land. Secondly, he swore that he
would not enter Nirvana until he had enabled all living beings to achieve rebirth in his
Pure Land. Thirdly, he also emphasised nien-fo as the path by which living beings can
achieve rebirth in his Pure Land. The sublimity ofAmitabha and the efficacious power
of his vows became a basic element of popular devotion to him that marks the
character of the Pure Land School.
It is generally Buddhist teaching that the vows of Buddhas and Bodhisattvas
represent Mahayana's spirit of compassion for all living beings and the Dharma's
power to save people from the suffering of this impure world. But this spirit is
expressed in two divergent lines ofthought. The first emphasises that their compassion
should be model for people to follow, creating a motivation for people to care for
others and to contribute to the communal welfare. The second vein, however, holds
that the Buddhas and Bodhisattvas become the subjects of devotion on the part of the
15 These early patriarchs include Huiyang (HjH, 344-461 CE), Tanluan (HJt, 476-542 CE), Taocho
565-642 CE), Shantao (#^, 613-681 CE).
16 He has another name, Amitayus. means 'the Buddha of immeasurable life.'
17
A kalpa means a cycle of the formation and destruction of the physical universe. The actual length of
the kalpa is different in different scriptures. It at least shows that the date Dharmakara made vows and
became a Buddha was long before the present universe was formed.
18 The records of the numbers ofAmitabha's vow in Chinese sutras include 24, 36, 47, 48, and 49. The
later versions describe a greater number of vows. It is concluded that the number of vows was added in
the later translations.
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faithful, who call on their help in overcoming human suffering. This provides a
comforting hope for people in their sufferings, but at the same time, it cultivates a
reliance on salvation via an external agent at the expense of good deeds and social
responsibility. The Amitabha belief clearly belongs to this latter Buddhist
development.
Amitabha Pure Land
The second facet of the Pure Land School is the belief in the existence of the
Amitabha Pure Land. It is the goal ofall Pure Land followers to achieve rebirth in this
land of splendor, thereby escaping the suffering ofthis world. Belief in the existence of
the Pure Land, in which the Buddhas created and dwell in, is common to all forms of
Mahayana Buddhism. In Buddhist scriptures, several Pure Lands are mentioned.19
However, the Pure Land School describes the Amitabha Pure Land as an outstanding
place with a specific character. Its natural environment and architecture are
wonderfully adorned with golden light. Dwellers enjoy abundant lives, and human
relationships are marked by peace. Nothing exists that can allure the inhabitants to do
evil. Not only does Amitabha teach the Dharma but the air is filled with Buddha's
sounds so that people may easily practice the Dharma without any obstacles. Such a
wonderful environment means the dwellers will never fall back into Samsara and
definitely attained Nirvana. The magnificence of Amitabha Pure Land stands in
splendid contrast to the impure world ofmundane existence. Contrary to the chaos and
sufferings in the impure land, Amitabha Pure Land presents a model of an ideal world
providing human beings with hope and comfort in their earthly sufferings.
There are two other features of Amitabha Pure Land that should be addressed
here. The first is that the Pure Land School considers the Amitabha Pure Land
accessible to ordinary people, contrary to the normal Buddhist concept of Pure Land
which is only open to Bodhisattvas or arhats. The Pure Land School teaches that
Amitabha's compassion and power are so great that no one would be excluded from
his Pure Land. Furthermore, the Amitabha Pure Land exists in another world, lying to
the west at a distance of ten trillion Buddha Lands from this world,20 meaning that
humans can only achieve rebirth in this land after death. The breath of this distance
19 The Pure Lands mentioned in Buddhist scriptures include Amitabha Pure Land, Aksobhya Pure Land,
Bhaisajyaguru Pure Land, and Maitreya Pure Land.
20 There are ten trillion Buddha Lands between Amitabha Pure Land and this world. Actually how far
the distance between a Buddha land is unknown. This shows at the very that Amitabha Pure Land is
very far away.
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shows that the Amitabha Pure Land is not connected with this world, encouraging Pure
Land followers to concentrate on a distant place, ignoring the value of this world.
Nien-fo ~ An Easy Path
The Pure Land School teaches that nien-fo is an easy path for achieving rebirth in
the Amitabha Pure Land. The notion of an easy path is one of the factors, which have
granted the Pure Land School its popularity. Pratyutpanna-samadhi Sutra
IS) established the concept of nien-fo as the definitive model of an easy path in early
Mahayana Buddhism.21 It was adopted by the Pure Land School, but with a significant
re-emphasis of meaning. In the early Sutras, the Chinese word nien, which means
99 •
thinking or concentration, was used to advocate meditation. Through concentrating
on Amitabha, a practitioner would be inspired by his compassion and good deeds, and
could thus achieve a purification of the heart. The other meaning, more properly
written in the character P^;, denotes reading or recitation. This was the meaning
preferred by the patriarchs of the Pure Land School, who emphasised the practice of
continuously reciting Amitabha's name. In this manner, the recitation of Amitabha's
name became the fundamental practice of the Pure Land School.
Although nien-fo provides an easy path for all people to practice, it does so at the
expense of nurturing virtue through self-effort and heightens a dependence on an
external saviour. On both counts, the Pure Land School has been criticised for
deviating from traditional Buddhism. However, Pure Land leaders argue that since the
Buddhist age has already entered 'the period of the degenerate Dharma (7^ScE^fK0),'
which marks one thousand five hundred years from the death of Sakyamuni, the easy
path thus becomes the most effective way ofnurturing believers' virtue and attainment
ofNirvana. Because the practitioners focus only on calling on the name ofAmitabha,
they lack the time to think about or commit evil.23 Furthermore, they argue that
Amitabha's help does not eliminate the need for self-effort, because Amitabha Pure
Land is not the final goal but only an intermediate place, where the practice of the
Dharma becomes even easier, with the requirement that attaining Nirvana in Pure
Land still requires personal effort in practicing the Dharma once there. In this, the Pure
21
Yinshun, Pure Landand Chan (rev. ed., Taipei, Taiwan: Zheng-Wen Publication ("□
4t: 1995. 43-46.
22 Chinese word, (Fo) means Buddha.
23
Mochizuki, Shinry, The Doctrinal History ofChinese Pure Land Buddhism, trans. Shi, Yin-Hai,
Taipei: Zheng-Wen Publication, 1991, 296.
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Land belief declares that the easy path, nien-fo, and the salvation of Amitabha do not
deviate from original Buddhism.
The Assessment of Pure Land Belief
The central devotion to Amitabha as a doctrinal element are presented by the Pure
Land School as a response to the chaos and sufferings of this impure world, and are
based on the expectation of an ideal world. As mentioned, the popularity of the Pure
Land School among the Chinese people lies in its simple applicability as a way of
solving the problem of life and death (calledTin Chinese), eschewing the
complicated philosophical belief systems of other Chinese Buddhist schools.
Moreover, the Pure Land School's focus on other-worldly expectation is attractive to
people who are in the midst of suffering. The history of Buddhism in China
demonstrates that the Pure Land belief flourished when and where the suffering of the
ordinary people was most intense, illustrating that the expectation of an ideal Pure
Land brought comfort to those in despair.
However, this belief of the Pure Land School also brought about the
characteristics ofworldly renunciation in Chinese Buddhism. For though the belief in
Amitabha's salvation provides psychological comfort to suffering people, it also posits
a divine personal saviour, reducing the value of human virtue and moral conduct. The
distance of the Amitabha Pure Land from earth and its requirement of death for
admission present the Pure Land's total detachment from this 'impure' world,
encouraging the followers to concentrate on a distant place and to ignore the value of
this world. Notwithstanding the argument of the Pure Land teachers that the
achievement of the Dharma requires self-effort, the Pure Land School can be evenly
criticised for nurturing a tendency of downplaying the value of its followers' good
deeds. If a follower has to recite Amitabha's name tens of thousands of times each day,
there is evidently little time left for doing good works and exercising social
responsibility. Since nien-fo becomes a guarantee for rebirth in the Amitabha Pure
Land, good deeds are considered secondarily. In reality, little importance is given to
improving one's personal or social state in this world such is the pre-occupation with
the promised Pure Land of the future.
The Legacy of Pure Land Belief to Chinese and Taiwanese Buddhism
The above features demonstrate that, although Pure Land Buddhism provides
certain psychological comforts for Chinese Buddhists, they bring Chinese Buddhism
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into a sate of earthly withdrawal. In the beginning of the 20th century, Chinese
Buddhism's perceived tendency to renounce a concern for the affairs of this world
provoked the criticism of Chinese scholars, who were fighting to save China from
invasive Western colonialism. During the final years of the Qing Dynasty, the
corruption of government, social chaos, and Western colonial advances threatened
China with national disaster. To rescue the nation, Chinese intellectuals searched for
ways to revive the country. Buddhism was thought by many Confucian intellectuals to
be valueless in this fight. A representative criticism was from Liang Shuming
tH), in his 'Eastern and Western Cultures and their Philosophies,' Liang declares that
Buddhism 'focuses only on other-worldly affairs and ignores human present life. This
leads to the Buddhist incapability ofvitality and its irrelevance in the modern world.' 4
This element of Chinese Buddhism was passed on to traditional Taiwanese
Buddhism. Modern Taiwanese Buddhist scholars analyse the factors as to why
Chinese and Taiwanese Buddhism withdrew from interactions with the modern world.
A direct but over-simplified answer states that the decline ofChinese Buddhism in the
late Ming and Qing Dynasties, was because of government oppression and corrupt
Buddhist organisations.25 There is another view that is worth consideration, which is
that both Chan and Pure Land belief contains the element of withdrawing from this
world. This is why Taiwanese Buddhist scholar Yang Huinan argues that all the
elements of Pure Land belief combine to give Chinese and Taiwanese Buddhism the
character of a world-denying religion.26
Modern Reform Movements in Chinese Buddhism
Early Lay Reform Pioneers
In the late Qing period, some Chinese Buddhists recognised this problem and
stuck out to change this situation. The criticism of Confucian scholars prompted
Buddhists to rethink how Chinese Buddhism could contribute to modern China.27
These reform movements were started by some lay pioneers with the motivation of
affirming their ancient religious tradition as valuable part of Chinese culture, and of
24
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improving the public image of Buddhism through various devotional, educational, and
social services.28 Some of them, such as Yang Wenhui and Ouyang Jingwu
devoted themselves to the study of the Buddhist doctrines and contributed
greatly in inspiring young Buddhists to rediscover original Buddhist doctrines. Some,
such as Liang Qichao (^UIS) and Tan Sitong (|f|»I|HJ), related Buddhist belief to
practical movements of political and social reformation.
Master Taixu's Reform Movement
Among these Chinese Buddhist reformers, Taixu played a crucial role in greatly
influenced the reformation of this period, which also indirectly influenced the later
Taiwanese reformation. He was the first to advocate the concept of 'Humanistic
Buddhism,'29 claiming that it is a Buddhism of 'improving the society, promoting
30 •human progression, and reforming the world through Buddhist belief.' Taixu firmly
believed that the propagation of this modern form of Buddhism held the key not only
to saving his country but to promoting a just and peaceful global civilisation. He
commended to Mahayana Buddhism an ethical form ofpiety that centered Bodihsattva
practices not on the exercises of religious philosophy, sitting meditation, or ritual
observance, but on expressions ofenlightened social responsibilitywithin this world.31
In order to provide a Buddhism that could actively engage in Chinese social
reformation, Taixu proposed three revolutions of Chinese Buddhism: a re-thinking of
doctrine, a reform of the monastic system, and a redistribution of temple properties.32
However, since almost all the Buddhist temples in China were controlled by
conservative Buddhist leaders at that time, Taixu's advocacy was not accepted by the
monastic classes. In fact, his attempts at reformation caused tension between the
28
Don A. Pittman, Towards A Modern Chinese Buddhism: Taixu's Reforms, Honolulu: University of
Hawaii Press, 2001, 2.
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conservatives and progressives. Taixu admitted with sadness in 1936 CE that none of
these Buddhist revolutions succeeded.33 Modern Buddhist scholars have analysed the
factors of his failure. His reform movements were over-idealistic and too advanced,
and at the same time they lacked practical strategies.34 His ideas came up against
conservative opposition and left his reformation with only a little support from the
younger generation.35 In all, he lacked a solid theoretical foundation for this
reformation, one which could further the doctrinal transformation of Chinese
Buddhism.36
Legacy ofTaixu
Although his reformation was considered a failure at the time, his ideas sowed
the seeds for a later reform movement in Chinese Buddhism and would bring about
later success in Taiwan. Many young monks studied in the Buddhist colleges
established by Taixu. Under his instruction, these monks acquired a vision of Buddhist
and social reformation. These reform monks came to Taiwan in 1949 CE and
eventually brought about the Buddhist transformation and revival during the 1980s.
Some of them worked on doctrinal transformation, which provided a theoretical
foundation for this reformation. Yinshun is the most prominent figure in this respect.
Others led practical reform movements and acquired great success. Two leaders from
four of the Taiwanese Buddhist complexes, Shinyun and Shengyen, admit that their
ministries are influenced by Taixu and that they carry on his vision of 'Humanistic
Buddhism.'
Doctrinal Foundation of 'Humanistic Buddhism' — The Thinking ofMaster
Yinshun
Many Taiwanese Buddhist scholars assert that Yinshun played a crucial role in
the doctrinal transformation of modern Taiwanese Buddhism. His thinking on
'Humanistic Buddhism' provided a theoretical foundation through which this new
wave of Taiwanese Buddhism became socially engaged, in a way that has inspired
33 Ibid.
34
Jiang Chanteng, New Perspective on Modern Chinese Buddhism(fMft', Kaohsiung,
Taiwan: Jingxin Cultural and Educational Fund (□WffiSi: 1994, 140-154.
35
Don A. Pittman, Towards A Modern Chinese Buddhism: Taixu's Reforms, Honolulu: University of
Hawaii Press, 2001, 59-60.
36
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many Buddhist leaders to reconsider the Buddhist duty to the community. The aim of
the second section is to examine Yinshun's thinking; it will seek to discover how
Yinshun justifies 'Humanistic Buddhism' as an expression of the real substance of
orthodox Buddhist belief, how he interprets this substance, and how 'Humanistic
Buddhism' leads to the transformation ofTaiwanese Buddhism from world-denying to
world-affirming.
Biography and Origins of Yinshun's Doctrinal Reformation
BriefBiography
Yinshun was born in 1906 CE to a farming family in Haining, Zhejiang (fflilL,
$pfi). In his book, 'My Perspective on Religions Yinshun mentions
that he eagerly sought a religion to help him solve the problems of life and death in his
early years.37 After exploring Confucianism, Daoism, and Christianity, he finally
turned to Buddhism and found it to be the 'most reasonable and comprehensive
religion.'38 In 1928 CE, following the death ofboth his parents within a short period of
time from each other, which left him with a sense about the impermanence of life,
Yinshun thought about becoming a monk. Although unsatisfied with the status of
Buddhist temples and monastaries around him, he finally became a monk in 1930 CE.
One year after his tonsure, he moved to South Fukien Seminary a
seminary founded by Taixu, to begin his systematic study of Buddhist doctrine. From
1931 to 1945, he stayed at several Temples and Buddhist seminaries, read and reread
the entire Chinese translation of Buddhist texts, Tripitaka and studied
Buddhist doctrines with Taixu's students. It was in this period that he constructed his
own interpretation of Buddhist doctrine.
After the establishment of the Communist regime in China, Yinshun first moved
to Hong Kong, and then to Taiwan. In Taiwan, his criticism of Pure Land belief
brought objections from conservative Buddhist leaders and the suspicion of the KMT
government. After being oppressed in 1954 CE, Yinshun devoted himself to private
studies for a period of time and developed his thinking, seeking a mature and complete
system, and afterwards his writings were increasingly read by young Taiwanese
Buddhists. Large quantities of his writings were published and studied. With the
changing social circumstances in the 1980s, his concept of 'Humanistic Buddhism'
j7
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enjoyed an ever-increasing influence on Taiwanese Buddhism.
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Origins ofYishun's Buddhist Reformation
Yinshun's biography suggests that there were two main stimuli in his doctrinal
reformation. The first source was the instruction of Taixu. He became the main
successor to Taixu's thinking on 'Humanistic Buddhism.' Although he holds some
different doctrinal perspectives than that of Taixu, Yinshun always concedes his
indebtedness to his master.39 Like Taixu, Yinshun is primarily concerned with the
reformation of Buddhist beliefs and institutions in such a way so as to revive
Buddhism to be a constructive contributor to the present society.
The second source of Yinshun's reform thinking was his own experiences with
Chinese Buddhism. In his principal autobiographical work, 'An Ordinary Life (ZpK,
—4.),' Yinshun recalls that 'In the area I lived... the temples are full of burned
incense and lightened candles for the dead, and the monks are busy with chanting for
the dying and with the funerals... Through my shallow understanding of Buddhist
belief, I did not believe that these expressed real Buddhist Dharma.'40 It was this
disparity between his perception of essential character of Dharma and the popular
practice of Chinese Buddhism that provoked him to develop his reform thinking. In
particular, it prompted him to investigate the essence of Buddhist doctrine.
Historical Development of Indian Buddhism
Yinshun started his study with the development of Indian Buddhist history on the
grounds that Indian Buddhism provided the historical source for all the later
developments of Buddhist traditions in different parts of the world.41 His study of
Indian Buddhism was concerned with three facets. The first was to discern the original
character of the Buddhist Dharma. The second was to identify particular
characteristics that Buddhism developed in each period of its history. The third was to
discover how Taiwanese Buddhism could retrieve the essence of original Buddhism.
These three concerns constitute the intellectual framework for his concept of
'Humanistic Buddhism,' which he claims, re-expresses the essence of Buddhism in a
39
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The Cause of the Development of Buddhist Doctrines
Yinshun identifies a number of factors that spurred the change in the Sakyamuni
Buddha's original teachings. The first factor is Buddha's own acceptance of the
principle that each individual has to find a personal way of accepting and practicing
the Dharma particular to his or her own condition. Sakyamuni was the first person to
know, experience, and embody the Dharma in his own life, and thus he is the source of
instruction for people seeking release from sufferings of this world. However,
Sakyamuni was faced with the dilemma that not everyone possesses the wisdom to
comprehend the Dharma in the same way as he did. Therefore, he had to express the
Dharma in ways that ordinary people would understand. For instance, he borrowed the
Hindu concept of Karma to encourage people to perform good deeds, even though he
did not accept it as being essential in attaining Nirvana. He did not object to some of
his disciples like Mahakasyapa practicing asceticism, even though he thought it was
inessential to the Buddhist path. In these ways, Sakyamuni showed his tolerance
towards the variety ofDharmic interpretations and articulated his vision of the Dharma
as a broad path that could embrace various means of implementation. Yinshun
believes that the cost of this strategy is the inclusion of otherwise needless elements
into the practices of the Dharma.
The second factor leading to a change in the Buddhist understanding of the
Dharma is the fact that after the death of Sakyamuni, his followers yearned for him so
much that he was exalted and deified.43 Gradually, many sutras concerning
Sakyamuni's previous lives as Bodhisattvas and deities appeared, describing his
miraculous deeds and compassion. Furthermore, practices such as venerating his sarira
and relics, and the belief in the presence of Buddha in this world, became popular
among Buddhists. These cults of Buddha worship appealed to the psychological needs
of his earliest disciples, who missed him so much, and continued the practices
thereafter as an emotional facet of Buddhist religiosity. In this respect, the original
teachings of the Dharma accumulated many non-Buddhist elements as new people
were attracted to the Buddhist faith. Though noting that this was a factor in the
42
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successful cultural expansion of Buddhism, Yinshun rejects that the deification of
Sakyamuni was in any way of the original Dharma teaching.
A more general application of this argument is evident in Yinshun's acceptance
that contextualisation is an unavoidable and often necessary process in religion. In
extending his argument that Sakyamuni himself encouraged his disciples to adapt the
teaching of the Dharma to their own circumstances, he also accepts that the process of
contextualisation inevitably admits different cultural elements into the understanding
and practice of the Dharma.44 For instance, Hlnayana Buddhism could not avoid the
tendency of Hindu asceticism, just as Mahayana engaged with the influence of Hindu
philosophical pantheism. But Yinshun also argues that if Buddhism is to avoid
becoming enmeshed in different cultures at the expense of its own creative power, it is
necessary to distinguish those aspects of Buddhist beliefs which are of the essence of
the Dharma, from those which are the products of the various cultural contexts in
which Buddhism has taken root. Contextualisation therefore must not come at the
expense of the essence of Sakyamuni's original teachings.43
These factors show that in the development of Indian Buddhism, original
Buddhist doctrines were unavoidably distorted, resulting in the development of
various Buddhist traditions. In this, Yinshun declares the importance of returning to
the original essence ofBuddhism. The question is what exactly is the original doctrinal
essence, and Yinshun indicates that a historical study of Indian Buddhism provides an
answer.
Yinshun's Analysis of Indian Buddhist History
In his writing, 'Indian Buddhism,' Yinshun divides Indian Buddhist history into
five periods.46 The first he identifies is the period ofPrimal Buddhism (the fifth BCE)
that centers on the life ofSakyamuni and his disciples. Yinshun characterises this as a
period of denial of any supernatural element and an insistence on simply obedience to
the Vinaya. The spiritual goal of this period was to find release from the suffering of
this phenomenal world. In order to adapt the Dharma to existing Hindu asceticism, this
period placed the monastic group at the heart of the Buddhist community. Generally, it
shows a strong spirit of self-interest, though Sakyamuni himself lived in the example
of Bodhisattva's compassion 47
44








The second period is that of Sectarian Buddhism (the fifth to the first BCE), in
which the goal of release from suffering and monasticism remained the defining
characteristics, but it was at this time that reports of Sakyamuni's miraculous powers
began to circulate. HTnayana was gaining popularity while Mahayana remained
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undeveloped. These first two periods represent the origins ofHinayana Buddhism.
Yinshun divided Mahayana Buddhism into the third and the fourth periods, where
the third period (the first BCE to the first CE) saw the rise of Mahayana. The most
important emerging concept of this period was that of the Bodhisattva path. Whereas
the first two periods of Indian Buddhism emphasised the importance of self-effort in
the fulfillment of the Dharma, the Bodhisattva's compassion for saving people came
into the forefront.49 This also marked a shift from a monastic-centered Buddhism to
one that gave greater consequence to the lay people, in which, living a cloistered life
was not thought to be the sole means of attaining Nirvana. However, some
supernatural aspects, such as the concepts of Buddha's miraculous powers, ten
directions' Buddhas, and external salvation begun to appear.50 Yinshun is basically
appreciative of this period's developments.
The fourth period (the first to the fifth CE) is that of the later Mahayana. Yinshun
identifies the strong influence of Hindu pantheism in Buddhism, producing the belief
in numerous Buddha and of a heaven deified with Buddhas. Therefore, Sakyamuni lost
his unique place and was replaced by other deified Buddhas. The earlier understanding
of the Bodhisattva as a human who had achieved the state ofNirvana but instead chose
to defer his entry in order to save other mortals, changed to that of a heavenly
Bodhisattva, resulting in a Bodhisattva path that was qualitatively removed from the
human world.51 In addition, the concept of the Buddha nature existing within all living
beings reflects the Hindu philosophy of the relationship between Brahma and atman. It
thus became possible for all living beings to become Buddhas,32 a concept that allows
for an easy path in practicing Dharma and attaining Nirvana.53 Yinshun is quite critical
of the characteristics in this later Mahayana period, which embraced what he regards
as the negative elements ofMahayana Buddhism.
His criticism becomes more strident in his analysis of the fifth period (the sixth to









popular Buddhism and popular Hindu pantheism, particularly in the belief in the
instant attainment of Nirvana through Tantra, the quasi-miraculous techniques of
Buddhist practices.54 He characterises this period as the suppression of Mahayana
Bodhisattva's compassion by Hlnayana's self-interests and such practices like a
ritualised sexual union, which contradict the original Buddhist Vinaya.33 Yinshun
argues that such developments threatened to eradicate the original teachings of the
Dharma, and lead to a final disappearance of Indian Buddhism.
The Elements of the Real Essence of Buddhism
On the basis of his historical analysis, Yinshun is able to identify what he regards
as the real essence of Buddhism, that which should be adopted by Taiwanese
Buddhism. Yinshun gives primary importance to the Buddha's original historical life
and his own speeches.56 This procedure is not without its problems, since there is
lingering uncertainty about which sutras belonged to the original teachings of Buddha
and which belonged to its later developments. Nevertheless, Yunshin's purpose is to
offer what he defines as the elements of original Buddhist beliefs.
According to Yinshin, the first essential element of the Dharma belonging to the
Primal Period, is the exclusion ofany deity worship or supernatural power, because the
original state of Sakyamuni was that of a human being, living a human life in this
impure world without the aid of miraculous powers or divine elements.57 The second
element is the Bodhisattva path that was first established in the early Mahayana period.
Yinshun does not accept, as historical the sutras that describe, Sakyamuni's previous
lives being a miraculous divinity or a Bodhisattva, which become commonly accepted
as the origin of the Bodhisattva path.58 Rather, he thinks that Sakyamuni's examples in
his forty-three years' experience of propagating the Dharma and the display of
compassion in his life, constitute the factual origin of the Bodhisattva path.59 The third
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expressed in individual and collective ethical discipline. Yinshun emphasises that this
obedience requires observance of the Dharma in spirit as well as in external practice,
by which Buddhists live Bodhisattva's exemplary compassion for all living things.60 It
is these three elements that Yinshun identifies as the unchanging core of the Dharma.
Everything else, including the focus on self-release from this world's suffering, the
integration ofBuddhas and heavenly deities, and the belief in supernatural powers, are
seen as products of particular contexts that should not be regarded as essential to
Buddhism and that should therefore be disregarded from Taiwanese Buddhist practice.
The Contents of'Humanistic Buddhism'
In his writings, Yinshun often quotes a passage from the Ekottaragama Sutras (J#
sHIe^IS): 'All Buddhas are originated from the human world and no one attains
Nirvana in heaven.'61 This passage, he confesses, inspired him early in his exploration
of the essence of the Dharma and is also the primary source of his 'Humanistic
Buddhism.' His concept of'Humanistic Buddhism' can be summarised in stating: The
best way to attain Nirvana is to follow the example of Sakyamuni Buddha, who,
through the Bodhisattva path, attains Nirvana in the world we live. Based on this
concept, the details ofYinshun's thoughts will be described below.
Buddha Is in This Human World ({^^EAfal)
The first principle of 'Humanistic Buddhism' rests on the belief that Sakyamuni
achieved Nirvana as a human being in this impure world. Yinshun claims that as the
first historical figure who became a Buddha in this world, Sakyamuni is the figure that
offers the only reliable example for all Buddhists to follow.62 In describing
Sakyamuni's example, Yinshun excludes the mysterious and miraculous elements
attributed to Sakyamuni in the Buddhist tradition, and emphasises that the value of his
example derives from the fact that he was an ordinary man who, like all other mortals,
lived a human life. Sakyamuni suffered from bodily illness and had to struggle against
everyday temptations. The remarkable characteristics of his life were not his
supernatural substance or miraculous power but his sensitive consciousness of the
suffering of life, his courage in abandoning his inherited royalty, his perseverance in
conquering temptation, and his wisdom in comprehending the Dharma. It was through
60
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such endurance that he overcame the obstacles of this impure world and finally
achieved his enlightenment under the Bodhy trees.
After his enlightenment, Sakyamuni refused to immediately enter Nirvana and
continued living in this impure world. His purpose was to save all living beings from
63
suffering and to establish the way of compassion through propagating the Dharma.
Thus, he continued on for forty-three years post-enlightenment, until he finally
departed this world entering Nirvana forever. The precious thing he left in this world
was the Dharma. In this manner, Yinshun presents Sakyamuni as a person whose
human achievement provides an example for others to follow. People should learn his
teachings and follow his example, but should not overly exalt him as a deity.
According to Yinshun, it was not until after Sakyamuni's death that some of his
followers, in their grief, began attributing him with supernatural elements. This ability
was evident in the later sutras that attested to his miraculous power to save people, and
exhorted them to worship his relics.64 From this, came the idea that Sakyamuni did not
really attain enlightenment in this impure world but in heaven, and that his historical
deeds might just be illusory.65 As Yinshun puts it: 'Buddha was raised to the heaven.'66
He therefore emphasises that 'Buddha is in the human world,' through which he seeks
a return to Buddha as a human figure, ridding Buddhism of its supernaturalism.
The Uniqueness of the Human Being (AJl'ftf#)
The second feature of Yinshun's 'Humanistic Buddhism' is his insistence on the
unique value of the human being, evident in two respects. First, human beings possess
unique characteristics that raise them above the level of other creatures.67 Primary
among these is reason that enables people to think.68 The highest exercise of
reason lies in the human capability to sense the suffering of this world, to seek a
solution to human problems, and to comprehend the Dharma. In addition to reason,
human beings are uniquely endowed with conscience (;% frill),69 giving human
beings the senses of guilt, repentance and empathy. Conscience is therefore the basis
of morality and compassion. The third attribute distinguishing the superiority of
63 Ibid., 1-12.
64 Yinshun. The Origin and Development ofEarly Mahayana Buddhism (iUffijfCTfTfJIlffffjfBfjfffk
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human beings is endurance (ISIS).70 If reason gives human beings the wisdom to
set a goal for life, and conscience grants the means to attain it morally, endurance is the
unique ability to face and to overcome all obstacles that impede the realisation of this
goal. It is the combination of these three faculties - reason, conscience, and endurance
- that endow human beings uniquely with the potential to conquer all difficulties and to
attain Nirvana.
Human uniqueness leads to the fact that only humans can possibly attain Nirvana.
Yinshun asserts that although there are six realms in the traditional Buddhist
cosmology, and although abiding in heaven and in devas' realms can provide abundant
bliss, only human beings are capable of realising the Dharma to attain Nirvana.71 In
support of this argument, Yinshun notes that in the earlier sutras it is only human
beings that have the right to hear the preaching of the Dharma, and the creatures
dwelling in the realms of heaven and devas are not so qualified. In general, Yinshun
wants to emphasise the uniqueness of human beings so as to help people appreciate
their singularity in this regard while rejecting the idea of divine realms and miraculous
affairs, in order to encourage people to practice the Dharma in this world.
Attaining Nirvana through the Bodhisattva Path
Yinshun contends that of all the Buddhist practices the Bodhisattva path
represents the best way for rationally and morally capable human beings to attain
Nirvana. In the Buddhist tradition, its practices can be divided into three main paths:
the path of wisdom (jiPfl), of devotion (f§), and of compassion (fj). Of these three,
Yinshun's teaches that the Bodhisattva path sets forth the way of compassion as the
one most closely expresses the essence of Dharma. This path is hard, but the fastest. It
is one that human beings can follow through their power of endurance to attain
Nirvana.72
The Bodhisattva is one who stays in the impure world and shares in the suffering
of the people. The Bodhisattva shows compassion for all living beings and vows to
save them from the suffering. By following the path of compassion, a Bodhisattva can
eventually attain Nirvana. Yinshun's argument is that the real origin of Bodhisattva
concept lies in the example of Sakyamuni's life, leading to the emphasis that the
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insistence on the humanity of Sakyamuni, the original Bodhisattva, whose example
other human beings can emulate in their own lives, in contrast to the concept of deified
73
Bodhisattvas who leaves human beings dependent on a belief in external salvation.
Yinshun's interpretation of the Bodhisattva path is different from that of the
Chinese Buddhist tradition. With an accentuation on the deism of Bodhisattvas,
Chinese Buddhists believe that one first becomes a Bodhisattva through meditative
practices, and then later assumes the Bodhisattva's ministry of the salvation of the
living. This concept is problematic in that, unless one first becomes a Bodhisattva,
good deeds are only meritorious and are therefore in a secondary place in Buddhist
practice. Yinshun is of the view that every ordinary person can vow to practice the
Bodhisattva path, thereby permitting, good deeds and merciful acts to become popular
Buddhist practice.
The reason why Yinshun believes that the Bodhisattva path most closely fits the
essence of the Dharma is that he sees it to be the way of overcoming human craving,
the origin of human suffering. According to the Four Noble Truths, the absence of
craving is the way to eliminate suffering and attain Nirvana. Yinshun emphasises that
human craving arises from the human desire of self-possession and thus, the
way to cease craving is to vanquish the desire of self-possession. This is achieved
through the Bodhisattva path, not by passively keeping oneself from this world, but by
positive worldly participation and the care for those who are suffering therein.
The comprehensive process of the Bodhisattva path is too complex to discuss
here. But the following features constitute, according to Yinshun, its essential
elements while simultaneously characterising 'Humanistic Buddhism.' First, a
Bodhisattva is one who does not reject the reality of human troubles and sufferings,
but is one who chooses to conquer them. Bodhisattvas do not choose to abandon the
impure world, but to remain in it in order to struggle against its impurities. Second,
Bodhisattvas do not eagerly seek to attain Nirvana for themselves, but focus on the
interests of others. They acquire enlightenment by benefiting others. They eagerly
perform good deeds, not to accumulate merit for themselves but for the benefit of
others. Third, Bodhisattvas are those who do not live a life of withdrawal from this
world but, whether monastic members or lay people, live in a participatory way in it.
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Establishing the Pure Land in the Human World (Wu. k f!ffffi+)
Yinshun claims that the ministry of a Bodhisattva is to help to establish a human
Pure Land, where all living beings can dwell happily and practice the Dharma. He
agrees with the Pure Land School in viewing the Pure Land through the lens of human
hope for an ideal world, contrary to the imperfections of the actual world.74 Yinshun
argues that the Pure Land established in a distant, other world was developed in the
later Mahayana period, and marked a departure from the original essence of the
Dharma. In proof of this, he relies upon two references made about the Pure Land in
the early sutras.
The first describes the Pure Land as a this-worldly reality, where the land is ruled
by the Cakravartin, the Sage King, not militarily, but by way of the Dharma. This
kingdom of the Sage King is a place of prosperity, peace, and benevolence. Its
inhabitants are able to practise the Dharma and to attain Nirvana easily. However, the
earthly Pure Land ruled by the Sage King is not the complete fulfillment of the Pure
Land. The true Pure Land will only be fulfilled in the coming of Maitreya (jjBffjJX the
successor of Sakyamuni.75 According to the Maitreya Vyakarana Sutra
complete fulfillment of the Pure Land is a future reality. After the establishment of the
earthly Pure Land through the Sage King's ruling and the population's efforts,
Maitreya will come down from Tusita a heavenly and blissful realm, and
succeed Sakyamuni to become Buddha of this world. It is the combination of the rule
of the Sage King, the contribution of all people, and the teaching ofMaitreya that will
eventually and completely fulfill a real Pure Land in this world.
Without commenting on the historicity of these references, Yinshun relies on
them as a means of inspiring people in this world to build a Pure Land within the
parameters of human history. According to Yinshun's interpretation, the period of the
Sage King could be identified in several periods of India and Chinese history, such as
the period of King Asoka (reigning around 272-232 BCE) in Indian, Sui Wenti (PffNC
541-604 CE), Tang Empress Wu (5£M!K» 624-705 CE), and Ming Tai Tsu
H, 1328-1398 CE) in China, in whom Yinshun saw the potential of establishing the
Pure Land as an empirical reality, though each eventually failed.
The two sutra references show that the real fulfillment of the Pure Land should
include three characteristics. The first is that the Pure Land should be in this world
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rather than the external. The second holds that people are expected to participate in the
establishment of this Pure Land. The third is this establishment should be the common
goal of all Buddhists. Yinshun applies this teaching of a this-worldly Pure Land to
Taiwan. He does not address Taiwanese society in political terms, but clearly presents
an understanding of the Pure Land that is contrary to the traditional Pure Land School
withdrawal from this world. In so doing, he has laid the theoretical foundation, in
which Taiwanese Buddhist activists are able to engage directly their suffering world,
presenting a positive vision of a human Pure Land that embraces the eternal principles
of the Dharma all the while seeking the transformation of human society.
The Assessment ofYinshun's Thinking
The Comparison ofTwo Contrary Systems
Amitabha Pure Land belief and Yinshun's 'Humanistic Buddhism' today
represent two main communities of Taiwanese Buddhism. On certain elements of
Buddhist faith they are in agreement, as both seek Nirvana as the human final destiny.
They also agree on the basic Buddhist concepts ofNirvana, the Four Noble Truths, and
the Eight-Fold Path. They both agree that this human world is an impure land, full of
sufferings and troubles and both propose a practical religious goal, which is to seek an
ideal world, a Pure Land.
Yet despite these commonalities, they actually represent two contrary Buddhist
systems in Taiwan. The critical divergent in their viewpoints relates to the present
world of empirical human existence. Both regard it as impure; but as Amitabha Pure
Land belief deals with this impurity by opting to withdraw from this world,
'Humanistic Buddhism' opts to remain in this world and attempts to transform it.
Related to this fundamental difference are their divergent understandings ofthe release
from suffering and the attainment of Nirvana. Amitabha Pure Land proposes that
suffering is ended through bodily isolation from the causes of suffering in this world
by entering into an ideal realm, whose inhabitants are free from earthly troubles.
'Humanistic Buddhism', on the other hand, sees the manner of release from this world
to be that of the Bodhisattva path, whose followers mentally rise above earthly
suffering while maintaining the bodily struggle against its causes. Amitabha Pure
Land teaches a passive cessation of human craving as the way towards the elimination
ofsuffering, while 'Humanistic Buddhism' teaches an active way of living compassion
for others that eliminates self-possessive desire.
These divergent interpretations of fundamental Buddhist concepts result in
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different practical applications of Buddhist teaching. Amitabha Pure Land encourages
the withdrawal from this world in favour of rebirth in the very distant Pure Land,
relieving its followers of the duty to pursue the path of compassion. The choice of
'Humanistic Buddhism' to stay in this world results in a highest priority being given to
the path of compassion by participating in this world and caring for the benefit of
others. The two movements set their ideal world in different places: the Pure Land
School looks to a distant other world, utterly distinct qualitatively from this world;
'Humanistic Buddhism' believes that the ideal Pure Land can be achieved in this world.
Amitabha Pure Land disregards the value of this life and cares only for the ultimate
destiny of human beings, while 'Humanistic Buddhism' believes it is very possible to
fulfill human destiny through day-to-day compassion.
Some Issues Awaiting Further Exploration
Although Yinshun's 'Humanistic Buddhism' offers a transformed
reinterpretation of Chinese Buddhist tradition, his thinking contains some problems
that should be noted. As he repeatedly states, his 'Humanistic Buddhism' is intended to
both express the essence ofBuddhism and apply it contextually in Taiwan. His current
influence among Taiwanese Buddhists suggests that he has achieved significant
success in the second goal. However, his proposal about the real essence ofBuddhism
awaits further analysis. He also recognises that his teaching is based on the 'hard path'
of self-effort that affirms the highest ideals and requires the highest standards of
human achievement. Accordingly, his thoughts are often criticised as being too
idealistic and in neglect of the needs of ordinary people.76 This raises the question of
whether his 'Humanistic Buddhism', though popular today, is capable of retaining
popular appeal. This question becomes more pressing since Yinshun's work
concentrates on the realm of doctrinal exploration, yet lacks comparable attention to
the implementation of practical strategies.
Yinshun's Thinking—Theoretical Foundation for Buddhist Social Engagement
Notwithstanding these criticisms, there is no doubt that Yinshun has succeeded in
offering, at the theoretical level, the vision of a transformed Taiwanese Buddhism that
positively engages in this world rather than withdrawing from it in the manner of
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traditional Pure Land belief. His 'Humanistic Buddhism' turns Buddhist attention to
the human world and revives the spirit of Bodhisattva compassion for living beings.
Yinshun is the first scholar in the Taiwanese context to lay the doctrinal foundation for
the socialised understanding of the Pure Land as a reality that can be achieved in this
world.
The Practical Actions of 'Humanistic Buddhism'
Since the 1980s, Buddhism has asserted itselfwith a new vigour in Taiwan. Many
Buddhist institutions have thrown themselves into charity, social concern and even
political movements. Their social engagement not only contributes to the whole of
society, but also augments the number of followers. Many modern Taiwanese
Buddhist leaders and scholars suggest that these socially engaged movements are the
legacy of Taixu and were based by Yinshun's thinking. The positive approach of
'Humanistic Buddhism' in participating in Taiwanese society has resonated in its
influence among Taiwanese Buddhists. Establishing a 'Humanistic Buddhism' and a
Pure Land in this world have now become missions in three of the four Buddhist
77 • •
complexes. The leaders of these three complexes mentioned that their ministries are
in some way influenced by Taixu or Yinshun.78 Other applications of 'Humanistic
Buddhism' can be seen in the growing Buddhist concern for human rights, ecology,
and the purification of human hearts. The following paragraphs of this section will
introduce the practical ministries of'Humanistic Buddhism' from five aspects and see
how these actions reveal their humanistic characteristics.
Caring for the Underprivileged through Charity and Medical Works
Chapter Two mentioned that, since traditional Taiwanese Buddhism considered
acts of charity as just meritorious in acquiring a better reincarnation without direct
effects for attaining Nirvana, these charity works have not been their major concerns.
This condition has changed recently as lots of Buddhist institutions have devoted
themselves to the care for underprivileged people through charitable and medical
ministries. Among these institutes, Tzuchi started this wave and plays a leading role.
Its ministries of caring for the underprivileged have even become a symbol of the
Buddhist social movement and its development is considered 'miracle' in Taiwan.
77 Three of these complexes include Tzuchi Merit Society Dharma Drum Mountain L/L
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Master Chengyen played a crucial role in the ministries of Tzuchi. She founded
the ministry in 1966 CE because of a challenge from three Catholic nuns and of an
experience when seeing a sick tribal woman rejected by a hospital because of being
unable to pay the security deposit for surgery. She started by collecting money to help
those in poverty and affected by disaster. Because of her inspirational teachings and
merciful example, more and more people devoted themselves to Tzuchi's ministry. It
gradually developed into four tasks - charity, medicine care, education, and culture.
Recently, the charity was expanded to international disaster relief. This organisation
has to date, at least four million members, who regularly donate money for Tzuchi's
charity works or who volunteer to serve in nursing homes, orphanages, and Tzuchi's
related hospitals.
The factors that enabled Tzuchi to develop into such a splendid and successful
ministry are Chengyen's charismatic influence and her new perspective on good deeds
and charitable works, very in tune with those ofYinshun. Chengyen shifts the focus on
good deeds away from merit-making to the practice of the Bodhisattva path as the way
towards self-reformation. The latter direction will be described in the subsequent
paragraph. For the former, unlike the traditional concept of the Bodhisattva path,
which claims that the status of Bodhisattva is attained through meditation first and
then good deeds are practiced after becoming a Bodhisattva, she claims that the
Bodhisattva path, which means caring for and helping underprivileged people, is the
most superior path of practicing the Dharma.79 This emphasises the value of charity
and good deeds consequently encouraging Buddhists to pay attention to the practice of
compassion.
The Transformation ofCorrupt Human Conscience and Social Customs
The second task of 'Humanistic Buddhism' is the active participation in the
transforming the current chaotic and impure situation in Taiwan. Unlike traditional
Buddhism, the establishment of a Pure Land in this world is the common ministry of
'Humanistic Buddhism.' Facing the difficult reality in achieving this mission due to
the current social chaotic, the concept that 'those, whose minds are pure, see this
buddha-field as perfectly pure' in 'The Holy Teaching ofVimalakirti'80 becomes their
79 Lu Huishing (iHIMP), The Characteristics ofTzuchi'sModern 'Non-Temple Based'Buddhism ({;$${
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(Taipei, Taiwan: Council for Cultural Affairs, Executive Yuan (fxBt
1994,730.
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common conviction of establishing the Pure Land. This concept is interpreted from
dually. The first interpretation is deciding whether or not a pure world by our human
senses. If the world in our eyes is impure, this is because our minds are impure. When
our mind is pure, this world is pure. The second, which is closer to the Pure Land
movement, is that the foundation for establishing a Pure Land in the current chaotic
situation ofTaiwan is through the purification of the human heart. As Master Shinyun
(MBScffi) claims in his lecture,81 many humanistic Buddhists believe that Buddhist
belief is the best medium for people to acquire inner purification. This conviction
directs many Buddhist institutions in focusing their ministries on the purification of
human hearts by propagating Buddhist beliefs and spreading the teachings on
cultivating inner virtues and moral conducts.
This basic conviction is achieved in different ways by different organisations.
The foregoing paragraph has indicated that Tzuchi attempts to purify human hearts in
practicing good deeds. There are numerous examples in Tzuchi's publications
indicating how their volunteers experience personal transformation through charitable
works and caring services.82 Alternatively one is through meditation. Many Chan
Buddhist institutions, such as The Dharma Drum Mountain and The Middle Taiwan
Chan Temple, consider meditation a useful tool to help modern people to acquire
wisdom, and then to achieve mental and even physical transformation. They claim that
personal transformation is the source of the social reformation and they therefore hold
numerous programmes of meditative practices. Participating in these meditative
activities has become a popular religious activity in Taiwan. Others propagate the
Dharma through media and publications. Many Buddhist institutions consider the
media the most efficient way to spread Buddhist belief and have since invested large
amounts ofmoney towards establishing TV and Radio channels, producing Buddhist
programmes, and publishing a plenty of literary and electronic media. These media
and publications have spread many ethical teachings to encourage people to live moral
lives, and they have acted as a medium in encouraging people's conversion to
Mahayana Scripture, University Park, Pennsylvania: The Pennsylvania State University Press, 1976, 18.
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Buddhism. In addition, many Buddhist institutions see the importance of training
highly educated Buddhists to join the monastic classes that can effectively take the
responsibility of propagating the Dharma, and therefore can help the reformation of
the society and the expansion of Buddhism. They invest lots ofmoney in establishing
universities and Buddhist colleges, and in sending academically distinguished monks
and nuns overseas to receive advanced Buddhist education.
In all, the evidence presented shows that Humanistic Buddhists has made great
efforts towards the purification of the human heart and social customs. It is hard to
evaluate the effects of their efforts in changing the chaotic situation of Taiwan.
However, their works do depict their concern for the establishment of an ideal world
and their confidence that Buddhist belief can provide this social reformation.
Environmental Protection
The third prominent task of establishing a Pure Land in this world is by the
protection of the environment and living beings. This work pertains to the Buddhist
belief that the purity of environment is one element of Buddhist concept of Pure Land,
coupled with Buddhist concern about Taiwan's ecological ruin, which is due to
aggressive economic development. The early movements of environmental protection
were limited in their focus to activities like recycling advocacy and tree-plantings.
Propagating the concept of environmental protection also becomes the main ministry
in some institutions. In terms of protecting the living beings, advocating a new
perspective on the traditional Buddhist concept of'the release ofcaptured animals'
was an important task early on. However, these works were restricted to individual
events, without a consideration of the inherent structural ecological problems.
Since the 1990s, the establishment of a Buddhist theory of ecological ethics
received broad attention when it was discussed in related conferences. This task of
establishing Buddhist environmental ethics is relatively new and still awaits further
exploration. Currently, the theoretical foundation of Buddhist ecological ethics is
established mainly on the Buddhist concept of pratltya-samutpada dependent
• • 83
origin). Since all things in this universe are related to each other, it is important for
human beings to show compassion and protection of all the living beings in the
universe. Recent Buddhist works of ecological protection have also started to give
83 Lin Chaocheng The Dimensions and Consideration ofTaiwanese Humanistic Buddhist
Environmental Discussion (f^WSA . Contemporary, 173, November
2002, 59.
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attention to structural environmental problems, such as political appeals against air
and water pollution in industrial areas, participation in the anti movement nuclear
power, and the protection of the rights and dignity of animals. Ecological concern in
'Humanistic Buddhism' has therefore entered a new dimension, but this activism is
still just getting underway.
Social and Political Actions
A socially engaged Buddhist movement cannot avoid involving itself in the
political affairs of society. Some Humanistic Buddhists have thus expressed their
concern for the political climate in Taiwan. In the Nationalist period, some Taiwanese
Buddhists took on political roles in the service of the government with the government
granting some honourable government or ruling party positions to Buddhist leaders.
However, after the lifting of Martial Law, Buddhist participation in politics began to
vary. There are some Buddhist institutions directly involved in supporting certain
candidates or parties in elections. This backing not only draws steep criticism, but
election results show that Buddhist leaders endorsement of candidates does not
influence the votes of Buddhist constituents. Yang Huinan cites a public opinion poll
during the general election in 1989 CE, showing that only 7.1% of Buddhists elect
political candidates according to the instruction of the temples and masters.84 There
were also some Buddhist institutions advocating a clear political standpoint such as
seeking the independence or self-determination ofTaiwan.
Besides becoming directly involved elections, some Buddhist institution, without
taking a specific political standpoint, also actively participate in social and political
appeals, such as the movement legalised gambling, support for the 2-28 victims'
actions, and the abolishment of the death penalty. Although there were some Buddhist
institutions involved in politics in Taiwan, according to the study of Yang Huinan,
these events are few and most of the Buddhists distance themselves from political
affairs. 5 Besides, these political concerns cannot avoid a confrontation in the
discrepancy of political standpoint between different organisations, like the issue
Taiwanese independence, which can arouse tensions between different groups. On this
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issue in particular majority of the Buddhist institutions oppose Taiwan's independence.
In all, these movements display that the traditional Buddhist position of political
avoidance of staying away from gradually beginning to change.
The Inter-Buddhist Reformation
The close interaction between the society and Humanistic Buddhism has brought
about a reformation within Buddhist institutions. These reformations primarily include
the transformation of organisation's structures and daily activities. Using Tzuchi as an
example, Lu Huishing indicates that it has changed from a traditional Buddhist
temple-based format to a mission-driven basis in its institutional structure, from a
meditation and chanting focus to the activity-focus in its regular programmes, and
oz:
from a tendency to renounce this world to a socially-engaged one. Although the
monastic class still plays the leading role in Buddhist institutions and temples, lay
people have begun to play a greater part in the operation and advocacy ofministries.
A prominent reformation is displayed in the challenge of the traditional view on
the position of nuns and lay females in Buddhism. The influence of female Buddhists
in the mission of 'Humanistic Buddhism' and the feminism in Taiwanese society
brought about the reconsideration of the Buddhist Vinaya regarding the equality ofand
the interaction between nuns and monks. Some nuns such as Hengching and Huiyang
have mildly expressed in their writings their discontent about the inequality in the
87 •
monastery. Chaohui is the one who transformed this discontent into open actions. In
the Academic Conference of the Theory and Practice of Reverend Yinshun's Thinking
in 2001 CE, she asked some Buddhist leaders
and scholars to abolish the Buddhist 'eight vows of respect' (AlfcSc), a Vinaya rule
concerning nuns' subordination to the order of monks. This revolutionary action
aroused strong criticism and fierce arguments within Taiwanese Buddhism.88 These
reformations of the traditional Buddhist system show that a close interaction between
86 Lu Huishing, The Characteristics ofTzuchi's Modern 'Non-Temple Based'Buddhism in Essays of
Temples and Popular Culture s Conference, Taipei, Taiwan: Council for Cultural Affairs, Executive
Yuan, 1994, 745.
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See Hengching, Women of Virtues on the Bodhisattva Path (dtffffiiT FfFlMfrA), Taipei, Taiwan:
Dongdah Books, 1995; and Huiyang, Buddhist View on Female (fflfflfjfclffS!) in Humanistic View on
the Thinking ofPure Land (ff'A. flf'ttfgfft-ffiy-fB), Kaohsiung, Taiwan: Chunhui Publishing, 2000,
133-150.
88 Chaohui compiles some of these arguments, which are mostly her responses to the critics, to the
books, Shi Chaohui and Shi Xingguang (fffTliU ed., The Intonationfor Thousands ofYears: Buddhist
Female Perspective in the New Age (-f-ff/JLTf:#T, Taipei, Taiwan: Fajie
Publishing2001.
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'Humanistic Buddhism' and society also leaves an impact on Taiwanese Buddhism.
Conclusion—Actions of'Establishing a Pure Land in This World'
This overall direction towards a Pure Land is not only presented in 'Establishing
a Pure Land in This World', which is being claimed by many Humanistic Buddhist
organisations as the goals of their ministries, but also in their ministerial reflections on
the elements of the Buddhist concept ofPure Land. Based on the portrayal of the three
Scriptures and one larger discourse in the Pure Land School, Yinshun categories the
state ofa Pure Land into four features. In the ministries of'Humanistic Buddhism,' the
reformation of human hearts and social customs through propagation of the Dharma
are responses to the purification of human heart. Various charity works being
performed to improve the state of underprivileged people, and social and political
actions help to construct a society that improves people's physical and mental
wellbeing. Environmental protection is meant to fulfill the goal of purifying the
environment. These actions all provide supporting evidence that are consistent with
Yinshun's theory of actively participating in the reformation of this world and the goal
ofestablishing a Buddhist ideal world, a Pure Land, in this world.
Conclusion
This chapter has portrayed the transformation of Taiwanese Buddhism from its
traditional stance of worldly renunciation to the new teaching of reforming human
society by making the Pure Land a reality in this world. The seeds of this movement
were sown by Taixu and it was given theoretical elaboration in the work ofYinshun. It
has been on the basis of their writings that the Humanistic Buddhist movement has,
since the 1980s, changed the traditional image of Chinese Buddhism to make it a
dynamic force in contemporary Taiwanese society.
It can fairly be concluded from this analysis that the 'Humanistic Buddhism'
incorporates many characteristics of Chinese culture in its beliefs and practices. The
ethical value of altruism that is characteristic of Chinese Confucianism corresponds
with the emphasis on the compassionate practice of the Buddha and following the path
of the Bodhisattva that form the core of'Humanistic Buddhism.' This correspondence
is confirmed in practice by the devotion with which many Taiwanese Buddhists
commit themselves to social service among their fellow human beings. The analysis of
'Humanistic Buddhism' has also made clear that social services that seek to improve
human society are the ethical expression of an inward concern for the purification of
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the human 'heart' as the seat of spiritual and moral integrity. This spiritual dynamic of
'Humanistic Buddhism' finds its equivalent in the Confucian metaphysics ofTien/Dao
as that power that transforms the earth. The Humanistic Buddhist commitment to
reforming the morality and social behaviour of Taiwanese society reflects this same
89 •
concern for high moral attainment. Humanistic Buddhism's rejection of
other-worldly tendencies, and its teaching that the Pure Land can be established in this
world corresponds with Confucian concepts of purifying this world in the image of
Tien/Dao, and may suggest one reason for the widespread popular acceptance of the
numerous social-outreach activities of Humanistic Buddhist institutes. It is clear,
therefore, that as 'Humanistic Buddhism' is transforming Taiwanese traditional
Buddhism into a dynamic movement of humanistic and ethical concern, it is
responding to deep-seated values in Chinese culture. Some Buddhist scholars
themselves acknowledge this fact. Yang Huinan and Lu Huishing, for instance, point
out that, although there is no direct evidence showing that Humanistic Buddhist beliefs
have been directly influenced by Confucianism, the parallels between them are
significant and cannot be ignored.90
It is also evident that there has been a large increase in the numbers of Taiwanese
who adhere to Buddhism since the rise of the Humanistic Buddhist movement.
Although the connection between these two phenomena has not been scientifically
studied, it appears to the present researcher that they are related, ifnot directly, at least
in that 'Humanistic Buddhism' clearly responds to needs within Taiwanese culture.
This empowers 'Humanistic Buddhism' to make significant contributions to
contemporary Taiwanese society, and in the judgement of this researcher, begins to
eliminate some of the impediments that have obstructed Christian-Buddhist dialogue
in the past. The findings of this chapter therefore confirm the fifth hypothesis of this
thesis: that the contemporary influence of 'Humanistic Buddhism' shows that
Taiwanese Buddhism is in the process of transforming itself from renunciation of this
89 This kind of teaching is popular in Shinyun, Chengyen, and Shengyen. See Shinyun (MSiiffil),
Humanistic Buddhism Kaohsiung, Taiwan: Buddha Light Publishing, 1995;
Shengyen, The Dharma Drum Record by Master Shengyen 9 , Lin Qingxuan ed. (fk
S-TTili), Taipei, Taiwan: Jiuge Publishing(1991; and Chengyen, Buddhist Priestess
Chengyen's Meditation (MM/ififPifJcJaS), Taipei, Taiwan: Jiuge Publishing, 1991.
90 See Yang Huinan, The Place ofConfucianism in Master Yinshun's Humanistic Buddhism ({jmffftff
in The Expectation ofContemporary Buddhist Beliefs, Taipei, Taiwan:
Dongdah Books, 1991, 221-270; and Lu Huishing, The Mora! Significance ofTzuchiMerits and Virtues
Foundation(, Zhuchi Research and Development Center, Taipei,
Taiwan, 25.
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world to the reform of human society in the image of the Pure Land, and that this




The Actualisation of the Kingdom of God in This World—The Contextual
Movement of the Presbyterian Church in Taiwan
Introduction
As Chapter Five showed that the contemporary teaching of 'Humanistic
Buddhism' re-orientated many Taiwanese Buddhists to a consensus that the Pure Land
can be realised in this world, and has thus contributed to a new contextualisation of
Taiwanese Buddhism in relation to the humanistic ideals of Chinese culture, this
chapter explores the development of contextual theology among Taiwanese Protestant
Christianity. It asks similar questions of Taiwanese Protestants asked of Taiwanese
Buddhists in the previous chapter: does the Taiwanese Protestant understanding of the
Kingdom ofGod relate to the actual social needs of the Taiwanese people, and does a
Taiwanese contextual understanding ofGod's Kingdom address the humanistic values
of Chinese culture? To the degree that affirmative answers can be given to these
questions, the hypothesis can be confirmed that the contemporary contextual
movement of Taiwanese Protestantism parallels the emergence of 'Humanistic
Buddhism,' and invites a 'humanistic' dialogue of social action with Taiwanese
Buddhism that can enhance the quality of the Protestant contextual movement by
including the inter-religious dimension.
Since the 1970s a contextual movement1 has risen in the Presbyterian Church of
Taiwan (PCT) within the framework of a series of political statements that the Church
published in relation to the democratisation movement in Taiwan. Making these
statements that placed the PCT under government suspicion, leading Taiwanese
Presbyterian theologians recognised the need to develop a theological justification for
the church's position, both to respond to government pressure and to answer criticisms
raised by fellow Christians. This was the genesis of Taiwanese contextual theology
that developed around several themes: 'identification (M|q])' in the sense of the
church identifying itself positively with the history and people of Taiwan; 'homeland
emphasising Taiwan's distinction from China as the divinely-gifted land in
1 In interviews and writings, PCT's theologians normally call this movement and theological
development '$dhfh' or 'TLb-fl-ST' which is directly translated as 'nativilisation' and 'native
theology.' In English, they like to name this theological development 'Contextual Theology', which
might be adopted to declare the influence of Shoki Coe's thinking, though the meanings of PCT's
'native theology' are not completely the same as Coe's concept of contextualisation. To respect the
original usage ofPCT's theologians, this thesis adopts 'contextual theology' and 'contextual movement'
to name PCT's native theology and movement here.
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which the Church finds its local character; 'the Kingdom ofGod' that can be realised
locally in the homeland of Taiwan; and 'Chhut Thau Thi literally 'one
raises one's head' in the sense of 'self-determination (iJ$£).' These four themes
provided the theoretical groundwork for Taiwanese contextual theology since the
1970s, and gave the PCT a renewed understanding ofmission as 'the Actualisation of
the Kingdom of God in This World' (:), as the PCT's mission
programme came to be called. This contextual theology marked a transformation from
the Church's traditional focus on personal salvation to the salvation of the whole
society, in which the mission of the Church was now being identified with its
homeland, in which it was called by God to care for the future ofall Taiwanese people.
This chapter will explore the development of this contextual movement,
examining its historical origins, the content of its political statements and theological
justification, and its ongoing development through two mission initiatives, 'the
Mission of Kingdom of God' (1994) and 'the Mission in 21st Century' (1999). It will
be argued that this contextual theology positively answers the research question that
underlie this chapter, demonstrating that it positively relates the Kingdom of God to
the needs of this world in the contemporary Taiwanese homeland, in which humanistic
values of social wellbeing spring from a centuries-old Chinese culture.
This chapter draws primarily from three sources. The official records of the
PCT's political statements, the Confession of Faith that was adopted by the
Presbyterian General Assembly of 1986 CE, and the publications of the two mission
projects mentioned above are the main sources of the contents of this contextual
movement. In addition, the PCT's historical records, oral descriptions of the PCT's
leaders and historians through interviews, and theologian's publications on these
statements and mission projects help to understand the context of this contextual
movement. Lastly, the writings of PCT theologians have been consulted, especially
those of Wang Hsienchih, Huang Poho, and Chen Nanzhou, each of which gives a
clear exposition on this contextual theology.
Historical Section ofPCT's Contextual Movement
Historical Periods of PCT's Contextualisation
The PCT's contextual movement was gradually formulated during different
periods of the PCT's history. From the perspective the Church's contextualisaiton,
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Huang Poho divides the PCT's history into four periods.2 The first period is 'the period
of receiving (Hrj§:),'3 from 1865 to 1950 CE, during which the Taiwanese Church was
dominated by Western missionaries and a transplanted Western theology. 'The period
of formation (SUM),' from 1951 to 1970 CE, saw domestic Christians obtaining
leadership within the Church and the emergence of two theologians, Shoki Coe and C.
S. Song, who prepared the soil of later movements and theological developments. It
was in 'the period of the awakening (ft®),' from 1971 to 1985 CE, in which the PCT
started to identify Taiwan as the Church's homeland and stand with Taiwanese people
in seeking the security and future of Taiwan. It is this period, therefore, that was
viewed to be the most crucial period of PCT's contextual movement. The last is 'the
period of the re-confession (SbS),' from 1986 to present. Here, apart from its
original political movements, the Church broadened the spheres of its social ministries
and also sought to deepen the task of its contextual theology.
This chapter adopts Huang's view on the PCT's historiography in terms of the
development process of the PCT's contextual movement. Based on this historical
interpretation, the following paragraphs will describe each period of the PCT's
development, especially focusing on the period of awakening and re-confession so as
to express how the PCT's contextual movement presents humanistic characteristics
and this-worldly concern. The analysis will concentrate on the dimensions of the
PCT's works of contextualisation and social ministries, because these two dimensions
correspond with the purpose ofthis chapter. It was indicated above that the third period
of PCT history played the most crucial role of the PCT's contextualisation. However,
the first two periods will be briefly described to show how they paved the way for this
contextual movement.
The Period Dominated by Western Mission—The Period ofReceiving
'The period of receiving' started from the introduction of the Presbyterian
Mission in 1865 to 1950 CE. Missionaries in this period showed their identification to
Taiwan through learning Taiwanese, translating the Bible into romanised Taiwanese,
2
Huang Poho (it'fQfn), Don't Be Strangers: The Work Handbook ofContextual Theology in Taiwan
(SUfEPBftA- uMifisk Tainan, Taiwan: Church News Press (•£• ATiStHHStf),
1996, 41 -44, and also see Huang Poho, A Theology ofSelf-Determination: Responding to the Hope for
'Chhut Thau Thi'of the People ofTaiwan, Tainan, Taiwan: Chhut Thau Thi Theological Study Center,
1996, 13-19, 107-109.
All the English names of these periods are from Huang Poho, A Theology ofSelf-Determination:
Responding to the Hopefor 'Chhut Thau Thi'ofthe People of Taiwan, Tainan, Taiwan: Chhut Thau Thi
Theological Study Center, 1996, 13-19.
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wearing local clothing, constructing church buildings and singing hymns in the local
style.4 Chapter One has also indicated that in order to express God's love towards the
Taiwanese people, Christian missions developed social ministries as means of
evangelism. All these works show that there was no lack of contextualisation or caring
for peoples' this-worldly wellbeing.
However, contemporary PCT theologians comment that these works of
contextualisation remained very shallow, at the surface expression of Christian faith,
without reaching deeply into Taiwanese culture, because missionaries were still
negative in their views on native culture and did not see the importance of the
contextualisation ofChristian faith.5 Chen Nanzhou maintains that social ministries at
that period were considered as preparatory works of evangelisation, without being
seen as having independent value. Besides, the Church's social ministries focused
only on caring for the wellbeing of individuals without paying concerning itself with
the structural evils of the society, and playing a prophetic role in correcting the role of
the faults of society and its ruling authority.7 Although missionaries were willing to
support domestic churches on the issue of their independence, it was a period when the
Taiwanese Church was dominated by the Western mission. Furthermore, the PCT
theology was completed transplantedly from Western theology, without presenting a
the characteristics of the domestic cultures.
The Preparation of the Church's Contextualisation—The Period of Formation
The Independence of the Domestic Church
A series of events in the twentieth century prepared the emergence of the PCT's
contextual movement. First, the independence of the domestic Church, occurring with
the detention or expulsion of missionaries in the Second World War, forced native
Christians to take over the responsibilities ofthe Church's operations and ministry, and
put them at the head of church leadership roles. The domestic Christians acquired the
4 The editing group of'Knowing the Presbyterian Church in Taiwan,' Knowing the Presbyterian Church
in Taiwan, revised, Taipei, Taiwan: The General Assembly of the Presbyterian Church in Taiwan, 2000,
9-12. Also see Zheng Yangen (Establishing New Taiwanese Consciousness through the
Perspective of the Church History ofTaiwan in
History and Faith (MffcMfuiW), Tainan, Taiwan: Church News Press 1999, 65-70.
5 Chen Nanzhou, The Theology of Identification—Protestant Churches'Construction of Indigenous
Theology in the Context ofTaiwan, Logos, no 5, 2001, 77.
6 Chen Nanzhou, The Social andPolitical Ethics ofthe Presbyterian Church in Taiwan (




freedom to think about the development of its theology from their native Taiwanese
perspective.
A related event was the merger ofthe Northern and Southern Taiwan Assemblies.
In the nineteenth century, both the Scottish Presbyterian Mission and the Canadian
Presbyterian Mission arrived in Taiwan, establishing their own churches in the north
and south respectively. This historical development brought Presbyterian churches in
two different regions belonging to different Missions and possessing their own
denominational Assemblies. In 1951 CE, the two Assemblies finally joined to form a
united organisation, The General Assembly of the Presbyterian Church in Taiwan.8
Huang Poho points out that the merger of the two Assemblies signified a watershed of
the PCT's divorce from two Western Missions and meant that it acquired autonomy in
the Churches' operation.9
'Doubling the Church's Movement'—The Church's New Recognition
If the above two events helped domestic Christians to consider the Church's
contextualisation independently, a third event, the 'Doubling the Church's Movement
(fniJPjilS!]),' helped the Church to recognise and care for their compatriots and
homeland. In 1954 CE, in celebrating the Church's centenary (1865-1965), the PCT
proposed to double the number of its members and churches in ten years. Through the
efforts ofall the local PCT's congregations, this mission movement proved abundantly
fruitful by exceeding its original goal.10
Although the original purpose of this movement was evangelisation and church
growth, it is considered a crucial moment in the ongoing contextual movement. Huang
Poho indicates that the rapid increase of the believers' number resulted in the change
ofcongregational structure. The Church shifted from the Church of the middle class to
the Church for and even of the poor with more underprivileged people in the Church,
Christians started to engage with the people at the grass roots level, causing the Church
to identify and to care for the practical needs of the underprivileged." Chen Nanzhou
8 The Northern Assembly and Southern Assembly still exit as the sub-organisations of the General
Assembly.
9
Huang Poho (wffifU), Evaluating the Past and Future ofTaiwanese Contextual Theology through the
Church History in Taiwan (ffffjffffffflfffdfJfTf:Logos, no 1, April 2001,
38.
10 See the statistics in the editing group of'Knowing the Presbyterian Church in Taiwan,' Knowing the
Presbyterian Church in Taiwan, revised, Taipei, Taiwan: The General Assembly of the Presbyterian
Church in Taiwan, 2000, 29-30.
11
Huang Poho, Evaluating the Past and Future ofTaiwanese Indigenous Theology through the Church
History in Taiwan Logos, no 1, April 2001, 38.
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analyses the influences of 'Doubling the Church's Movement' indicating that while
eagerly preaching the gospel to Taiwanese people, Christians reached and evangelised
people from different social levels, and therefore started to recognise the importance of
the Church's relation to society and sense the needs and situation of their cmpatriots.12
The advocacy of this Movement caused the PCT to reach deeply and be rooted in
Taiwanese society.
The Inspiration of Pioneer Theologians
Besides the new Church leadership and new recognition, there was also
theological reconsideration emerging from domestic theologians. Chapter Four
mentioned the influences of Shoki Coe and C. S. Song in constructing the PCT's
contextual theology. Although they left Taiwan before the emergence of a contextual
theology, Coe's thinking of contextualisation and Song's appeals of 'establishing a
theology in domestic soil' engendered the later development of the contextual
movement and theology.
They proposed a concept that Christian theology has to relate to the context to
which the Church belongs. Its construction includes interaction with domestic culture
and history.13 Based on this conviction, Coe and Song both claim that the theology,
which was established in a Western context showing a Western philosophical and
metaphysical tendency, does not suit a third world context. The Third World Churches
have to construct their theologies from their own soils.14 Coe and Song's convictions
inspired the PCT to recognise the necessity of responding to and interacting with
Taiwanese people and culture, thus to seek a Christian theology and ministry in the
context of Taiwan. Moreover, both Coe and Song pointed out that the theme of
suffering under colonial or direct foreign oppression was the common experience in
the Third World and therefore became a common theological issue.15 This perspective
also inspired the Church to look after the Taiwanese people's historical sufferings and
to pursue their release from an oppression of foreign regimes.
12 Chen Nanzhou, The Social and Political Ethics ofthe Presbyterian Church in Taiwan (
Taipei, Taiwan: Yongwang Publishing 1999,
87.





The period of formation played a crucial role for later PCT transformation. This
transformation rose from the emergence of a new social context, the change of the
Church's structure, and the inspiration of theological reconsideration. These new
experiences helped the growth of the Church not only in the number of its members
and the churches, but also in the Church's independence in considering its own
ministry and theology from a new perspective. These new experiences sowed the
seeds of PCT's contextual movement and eventually brought about the Church's
involvement in a series of political and social movements in the next period.
The Period ofAwakening: PCT's Three Political Statements
After the 1970s, the PCT moved towards a period of awakening, in which the
PCT showed a strong tendency of caring for the present wellbeing of Taiwanese
people and society. From this, a series of contextual theologies were developed
together with social ministry. It was at this time that the PCT's social ministry
exhibited a strong political tendency mainly focused on three political statements to be
analysed at length. These political movements were pertained to the church's
perspective on the history of Taiwan, and on Taiwan's national and international
situations in the 1970s.
The Context of Three Political Statements
PCT's Perspective on Taiwanese History
Chapter One has indicated that in the previous four hundred years, Taiwan has
been ruled by six different regimes. There are two perspectives as to interpretation
these regimes. One perspective views the Dutch, Spanish, and Japanese as foreign
invaders. As for the Qing, KMT, and even Koxinga rule, Taiwan was at a state of
returning to the shelter of its mother country, China. But from the perspective of the
Taiwanese consciousness, all six regimes were foreign conquerors, because none of
them was founded according to the will of the island's residents and the rule of these
regimes focused on the exploitation of Taiwanese people.16 According to this
perspective, Taiwan is called 'the Asian Orphan and are always
16 The typical writings of the history of Taiwan that hold this perspective include Shiming (-TJifl), Four
Hundred Years'History ofTaiwanese People (ffMAPf, San Jose, CA: Pengdao Cultural pic
(ISIiXftTfPMTx nJ), 1980, and April C. J. Lin (fTSHD & Jerome F. Keating, Island in the Stream: A
Quick Case Study ofTaiwan's Complex History, 2nd ed., Taipei, Taiwan: Nantien Books, 2001.
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under the oppression of foreign regime.'17 The writings of PCT's leaders and
theologians show that PCT holds the second perspective on Taiwanese history.18
It is hard to determine whether the second view on the history of Taiwan was
popular before the return of Taiwan to China after the Second World War, because at
that time the Taiwanese people, including the PCT, sincerely expressed their eagerness
for the retrocession of Taiwan.19 However, the KMT government's corruption and its
soldiers' poor-discipline soon changed Taiwanese people's hope to discouragement.
The government's failures resulted in the deterioration of people's lives and economic
collapse. Taiwanese discontent finally erupted in a riot on the 28th of February 1947
CE. It is estimated that at least 10,000 Taiwanese people were killed during the
military suppression. Some of them were the Taiwanese elite and members of the PCT.
After the '2-28 Event,' some Taiwanese considered the Nationalist regime as
another foreign conqueror and began to seek the independence of Taiwan. When the
central KMT government arrived in 1949 CE, its political and ideological control
deepened the above perspective further strengthening the PCT's own conscience about
Taiwan's self-governance and self-determination.
The Diplomatic Setbacks in the 1970s
Taiwan's international situation in the 1970s was another factor that fermented
the PCT's political movement. The Cold War reinforced Taiwan's strategic geographic
importance and brought back economic and military aid from the United States in the
1950s. This support eased the crisis of the KMT government, while new political
control and economic reformation further helped Taiwanese stability. Even though the
consciousness of self-government existed in Taiwan, it was not actively implemented.
This international situation later changed, with the gradually widespread
intention of welcoming the People's Republic of China (PRC) back into the
international community after its long isolation. There was an attempt of
rapprochement between PRC and United States so as to oppose their common
adversary, the USSR. In this, the KMT government's inflexibility in their claims of
being the sole representative of China caused Taiwan difficulties in its international
relationships. Since the 1970s, diplomatic setbacks occurred one after another. This
17
The term,' The Asian Orphan' is from the fiction of Taiwanese writer, Wu Zhuoliu See Wu
Zhuoliu, The Asian Orphan, Taipei, Taiwan: Chienwei Publishing, 1969.
18
See Chen Nanzhou, The Social and Political Ethics of the Presbyterian Church in Taiwan, Taipei,
Taiwan: Yongwang Publishing, 1999, 3-24.
19
Concerning PCT's attitude see Ibid., 83.
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predicament made the Taiwanese people sense a crisis ofbeing conquered and ruled by
Communist China, meaning another occupation and oppression by a foreign regime.
In the shadow of an uncertain future, there grew a sense of responsibility for the PCT
to seek a release from these diplomatic straits.
Contents of the Three Statements
Influenced by the Third World theology, which considers politics to play a crucial
role in eliminating the evils of social structures and in liberating an oppressed people,
the PCT paid greater attention to its actions with respect to politics. The Church's
actions began by issuing three political statements in the 1970s. These statements
contain the common conviction that the Church should identify itselfwith Taiwan and
care for its people's wellbeing. They show the Church's discontent that the Taiwanese
people were deprived of their right to decide their future. They argue that, to be
rescued from the crisis in Taiwan, political control and oppression in Taiwan must be
changed. It would be found that these statements aroused suspicion and criticism from
both inside and outside Christian churches. Apart from these common features, each
statement reflected its own direct context and contained its own characteristics, to be
described in the following paragraphs.
The Statement on Our National Fate
On 25 October 1971 CE, the General Assembly ofthe United Nations (UN) voted
to allow the PRC to take the seat of the ROC, the official inter-national name of the
Taiwanese government. Minutes before the vote, the representative of the ROC
announced its withdrawal from UN. Accompanying this withdrawal was the
announcement of the United States President Richard Nixon's visit to China. This first
diplomatic setback astonished the Taiwanese people, but duly aroused their patriotism.
Numerous statements from communities within Taiwan give insight into how Taiwan
endured this crisis. The PCT also put forward 'The Public Statement ofOur National
Fate (PSONF),' which presents contents quite different from other proposals.
There were several features in this statement. The first is the faith conviction and
basic motivation of PSONF. The prologue clearly expresses 'PCT's extreme concern
over developments in the world, which could seriously affect the lives ofall, who live
20 All the English titles and contents ofthese three political statements are from PCT's official web page.
See http:/Ayww.pct.org.tw/english/statements.htm
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on this island.'21 The prologue also expresses that this concern is based on the belief
that 'Jesus Christ is Lord of all men, the righteous Judge and Saviour of the world,'22
clearly declaring the PCT's concern for the wellbeing and future ofTaiwan.
The second features on appeal to the international community. PSONF expresses
the concern that some countries might sacrifice the interests of Taiwanese people in
putting Taiwan under the rule of the PRC, through which exchanges their
rapprochement with the PRC. It objects to 'any powerful nation disregarding the rights
and wishes of fifteen million people and making unilateral decisions to their own
advantage.'23 In this, the statement claims that Taiwanese people have the right to
reject any involvement from the international community that harms Taiwan's
advantages particularly in having the right to decide its own future. This feature clearly
expresses the intention of striving for the right of self-determination.
The third feature is the suggestion of political reformation in Taiwan. PSONF
considers political reformation an effective way to protect Taiwan's international
reputation and to help Taiwan pass through the current crisis. The concrete suggestion
of this political reformation is to hold an election of all representatives to the highest
government to succeed the present representatives, who were chosen 25 years prior
and never faced an election since then. The intention here is to demand real democracy
in Taiwan.
These three features demonstrate the PCT's concern for the survival of Taiwan
and its self-determination for the people's future. PSONF also considers the basic
problem ofTaiwan to be its lack ofa true democratic system. Apart from these PSONF
reveals the PCT's standpoint of rejecting the rule of the PRC, as the Church rejects the
communist political system. At this moment, the concept of seeking the independence
ofTaiwan has not been expressed in this statement.
Our Appeal
The proposal ofPSONF brought down the suspicion of the KMT government and
the constant surveillance of secret agents. One of the open suppressions of the PCT
was to confiscate romanised Taiwanese and aboriginal Bibles. PSONT also incited
21
English version sees http://www.pct.org.tw/english/statements 1 .htm. The Chinese text is: 'HJAnJ
see the editing group of
'Knowing the Presbyterian Church in Taiwan,' Knowing the Presbyterian Church in Taiwan, revised,
Taipei, Taiwan: The General Assembly of the Presbyterian Church in Taiwan, 2000, 125.
22 Ibid. The Chinese text is:
23 Ibid. The Chinese text is: HI!
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criticism from Christians inside and outside the PCT. All the while, the relationship
between the United States and PRC was continuously moving towards normalisation.
This put Taiwan in a difficult situation. Motivated by the appealing for religious
freedom and of consistently caring for the future of Taiwan, the PCT published 'Our
Appeal' (OA) in September 1975 CE.
In OA, the PCT defends the proposition ofPSONF, explaining that it practices the
Church's prophetic ministry and cares for the future of Taiwan in helping the
government to survive its current crisis. OA points out that 'Only by speaking the truth
in love can we help in the developing of a democratic, just, and honest government.'24
OA urges the government to 'preserve the freedom of religious faith, which is
guaranteed to the people in the constitution' and 'to establish a relationship ofmutual
trust and confidence between the government and the Church.'25 Apart from protesting
government suppression, OA reinforces the conviction of PSOF, demanding the
government 'to help towards the reconciliation and working together of all people in
Taiwan'26 through 'eliminating the discrimination based on provincial origin or party
membership.'27 It also urges the government 'to help overcome our (Taiwan's)
isolation in foreign relations' and 'to preserve human rights and the welfare of
people.'28 OA appeals to Christians and other churches 'to give attention to the
problems that lie before us all" and 'to give expression to its true role of prophet and
priest'29 through 'giving honest expression of its concern for justice' and 'being more
30concerned for social justice and world problem.'
In general, OA is a defensive document, justifying the PCT's political concern to
carry out the Church's prophetic duty while expressing a genuine care for the welfare
ofTaiwan. It objected to all suppression ofthe PCT by the government, and in echoing
the conviction of PSONF, it consistently urges the government to work towards
political reformation. OA also reveals that PCT started to expand the mission of the
Church out ofmere evangelisation, claiming that 'beside participating in the spreading
24
English version is in http://www.pct.ore.tw/english/statements 3.htm. The Chinese text is: 'fUffA
25 Ibid. The Chinese texts are: and '^©CJfrftgfc#£5f§
538-'
26 Ibid. The Chinese text is:
27 Ibid. The Chinese text is:'
28 Ibid. The Chinese texts are: and
29 Ibid. The Chinese texts are and
30 Ibid. The Chinese texts are: 'IlilMlIfAliAffli#' and
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of the gospel and leading men to repent and believe in the Lord, it must express
concern for the whole nation, for society, and for the whole mankind.,jl
A Declaration on Human Rights
After the proposal of 'Our Appeal,' the government's surveillance and
suppression continued, and Taiwan's situation in international relations worsened
because of the normalisation progress between the United States and the PRC. In
August of 1977 CE, on the eve ofUS State Secretary Vance's visit to Peking to discuss
with the PRC's government the establishment of their relationship, the Taiwanese
government called for everyone in Taiwan to write a personal letter to US President
Jimmy Carter, begging him to look at Taiwanese people's human rights. At this
moment, the PCT proposed the third political statement, 'A Declaration on Human
Rights (DHR).'
Compared with the first two statements, DHR shows much stronger political
overtones. Several issues were presented in this document. The first was the issue of
Human Rights. Considering that President Carter claims 'Human Rights' as his
principle of diplomacy, the DHR requests that Carter uphold this principle and 'to
insist on guaranteeing the security, independence and freedom of the people of
• 32Taiwan.' The second issue is self-determination. Since Human Rights is the PCT's
conviction and that of the UN Declaration, in hoping to prevent Taiwan from being
invaded by Communist China, DHR insists that 'the future of Taiwan shall be
determined by the 17 million people who live there.'33 The third issue is the
independence ofTaiwan, in which, for the first time, the PCT urged the government 'to
face the reality and to take effective measures whereby Taiwan may become a new and
independent country.'34
Behind these political issues, there are three convictions in DHR expressing why
these political issues are the appeals of the PCT. The first conviction is the confession
that 'Jesus Christ is the Lord of all mankind.'35 The second is the belief that 'human
rights and a land in which each one of us has a stake are gifts bestowed by God.'j6 The
31 Ibid. The Chinese text is:
wfiii.'
32 See http://www.pct.org.tw/english/statements 4.htm. The Chinese text is: AK&tfiSr
33 Ibid. The Chinese text is: 'Sf
34 Ibid. The Chinese text is: 'BUS*,
35
Ibid. The Chinese text is:'fa
36 Ibid. The Chinese text is: '5SfSAai®P±®±BPJTl§.'
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third is 'to beseech God that Taiwan and all the rest of the world may become a place
where mercy and truth will meet together; righteousness and peace will embrace.
Truth shall spring out of the earth; and righteousness shall look down from heaven
(Psalm 85: 10-11).'37
Conclusion
The statements in this period featured sentiments, completely different from the
previous two periods. This was the first time that social concern stood at the centre of
the PCT's ministry, for these statements were also the first time the PCT's churches
became officially involved in social ministry. Furthermore, their social ministries were
quite political, something which rarely happened in Taiwanese Church history. Deep
involvement in political appeal enlarged the tension between the government and the
PCT, and therefore brought about renewed suppression. But, even facing suppression
from the government and opposition from society and other churches, the PCT still
insisted on its points, never withdrawing from these actions. The PCT's persistency
stemmed from its strong theological convictions.
The Theological Conviction in the Three Statements
The Sovereignty of God
PCT reaffirms the theological heritage of the Reformed tradition, claiming that
God is the Lord of the world and history.38 This conviction acts as the foundation of
faith in all three political statements. The prologue of PSONF indicates that this
conviction is conferred by the role of the Son of God, Jesus Christ.39 As Jesus Christ is
the Lord of all men, Chen Nanzhou points out that the implications of the lordship of
God can not be restricted to the Church, but should expand to the whole world.
Therefore, the Church cannot withdraw from this world, but must actively involve
itself in expanding the lordship of Jesus.40 This conviction is also applied to the
Church's assurance that the history, current situation, and future of Taiwanese people
are dependent on Jesus Christ's supremacy over history and the world. Because ofthis,
37 Ibid., 149.
j8 The editing group of'Knowing the Presbyterian Church in Taiwan,' Knowing the Presbyterian
Church in Taiwan, rev. ed., Taipei, Taiwan: The General Assembly of the Presbyterian Church in
Taiwan, 2000, 57.
39 The English version is in http://www.Dct.org.tw/enelish/statements 1 .htm.The Chinese text is: 'fSH
&mnm, see ibid., 125.
40 Chen Nanzhou, The Social and Political Ethics ofthe Presbyterian Church in Taiwan, Taipei, Taiwan:
Yongwang Publishing, 1999, 154-155.
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the Taiwanese people ought not to despair because of previous experiences of
suffering.41
Jesus is a righteous Judge meaning that righteousness is an attribute and principle
of God's judgement. Therefore, the Church has to play the role of prophet to correct
the current situation of Taiwan. This confession warns that the government and its
people should repent any unrighteousness so that Taiwanese people can face in God's
judgment.
Jesus is the Saviour of the world. The Saviour of the world means that the
salvation of Jesus is not restricted to personal salvation but also the salvation of society.
In such, the Church cannot ignore social reformation as a part of God's salvation
inherent to the Church's mission. This affirmation of God's sovereignty expands the
meaning of salvation and ministry of the Church. It provides the impetus of the Church,
especially when their actions face severe objections and challenges.
Homeland Is the Gift ofGod
The second theological significance in the three statements regards the claim that
human rights and homeland are the gifts ofGod. Chen Nanzhou interprets homeland to
be 'the land, the compatriots, peaceful lives, and sense of identification,'42 thus,
covering 'people and their social lives.'43 The conviction that homeland is a gift from
God is based on the doctrine ofCreation, as the PCT asserts in the Church News (|£
'The origin ofhuman dignity is because human beings were created in God's
image and the salvation of Jesus means to help the oppressed to restore their human
rights, which are given by God.' Through the affirmation that people in the world
and in Taiwan are created by God, the PCT affirms the Church's identification with
Taiwanese people and their homeland. This attitude of self-identification becomes a
motivation for the PCT to care for the lives and wellbeing of Taiwanese people. As
PSONF declares 'We are more aware of our common certainty and shared
conviction—we love this island and view it as our homeland.'43 The PCT claims that
41 Ibid.
42 Chen Nanzhou, The Social andPoliticalEthics ofthe Presbyterian Church in Taiwan, Taipei, Taiwan:
Yongwang Publishing, 1999, 174. The Chinese text is: 'P AK)iffe,
43
Ibid., 175. The Chinese text is:'P±1=3"l§ ?§■'
44 The editorial, The Bible and Human Dignity, Taiwan Church News, no. 1396, 3 December 1978, 2.
The Chinese text is:'
45 The English version is in http://www.pct.org.tw/english/statements 1 .htm.The Chinese text is: 'fScfH
—SScfFISKllolS. Alfcb^^p.' See The editing group of'Knowing
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any act of suppression of the dignity and wellbeing of Taiwanese people denies God's
will and the order of his creation. The PCT also claims that, as a gift given by God,
Taiwanese people have the right to determine their life style and future. This
conviction becomes the motivation for the advancement of self-determination and the
political reformation ofTaiwan.
The Ministry of the Christian Church
To justify the Church's three political statements, the PCT claims that social and
political ministries are central to the Church's ministry. OA suggests that 'the aim of
the church's existence is to communicate the message ofGod's love...so that the love
of God may truly be spread throughout the world.'46 Considering that most of the
churches in Taiwan viewed the Church's mission to be proclaiming the gospel so that
people acquire personal salvation, OA asserts that the Church cannot restrict its
mission to just leading men to personal salvation, but 'must concern for the whole
nation, for society, and for the whole of mankind.'47 However, among the different
spheres of the Church's social ministry, the PCT restricts its movements to politics.
This tendency is evident in the PCT's appeal of the three statements, in urging the
government's political reformation, calling for the establishment of a new and
independent country, and claiming that the people's right of self-determination. It
further shows in its consist support ofTaiwan's democratic movement since the 1970s.
Chen Nanzhou indicates that this tendency is because of the conviction that, 'to
establish a just political system is the foundation of social justice, for an unjust
political system is the source of social injustice.'48 Moreover, the three statements
point out that the ministry of the Church is based on the needs of the context, including
the current difficulties of the international situation, the threat of Communist China,
and the totalitarianism and political inequality within Taiwan. These contexts therefore
shaped the three statements to focus the PCT's ministry on appeals for
self-determination, human rights, social and political justice, and the independence of
the country.
the Presbyterian Church in Taiwan,' Knowing the Presbyterian Church in Taiwan, revised, Taipei,
Taiwan: The General Assembly of the Presbyterian Church in Taiwan, 2000. 125.
46 The English version is in http://www.pct.org.tw/english/statements 3.htm. The Chinese text is:
s . ■ -{£±3?wg
47
Ibid., 119. The Chinese text is:
48 Chen Nanzhou, The Social andPolitical Ethics ofthe Presbyterian Church in Taiwan, Taipei, Taiwan:
Yongwang Publishing, 1999, 224. The Chinese text is: S4^31Ait ®//n
mm,
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God's Attributes as the Source of Social Ethics
In focusing the Church's social ministry, social ethics became an important issue
underlying the PCT's three statements. When the Church made political appeals,
several norms of social ethics were principally highlighted for the Church to judge the
problems of the society in constructing an ideal state for the whole human community.
Each statement contains moral requirements for the Church and for the human
community. The expressed moral principles obviously originated from the PCT's
understanding of the moral attributes of God, including justice, love, and peace. The
scriptures, such as Micah 6:8 and Matthew 23:23, show that these morals are not only
the attributes ofGod but are also his demands to his people, whether Israelites in the
Hebrew Bible or the Church in the New Testament. In the statements, it is obvious that,
as a minority in the community, the PCT is not ashamed to declare these principles to
be the moral requirement for the Church and the outside community.
Conclusion
The above paragraphs ofthis section have briefly portrayed the contexts, contents,
and theological conviction ofPCT's three political statements in the 1970s. They argue
that, based on the conviction of the sovereignty of God, PCT expanded its ministry
from helping people to acquire personal salvation to concern for the collective
this-worldly wellbeing of the society. The statements also display PCT's identification
with their homeland and therefore show their concern for the wellbeing of Taiwanese
people. Moreover, they are not ashamed to play the role of God's prophets in judging
themselves and the society through the moral attributes of God. These three features
obviously reflect the humanistic characteristics presenting in Chapter four.
The Period ofAwakening—PCT's Contextual Theology
Accompanying the practical actions of the PCT's contextual movement and
social ministries, there was the emergence of the PCT's contextual theology. This
section will examine this theology, so as to acquire a more comprehensive picture of
PCT's contextual movement. The PCT's contextual theology emerged and developed
together with the above political concerns at the awakening period. Its construction
originated from the contributions of its two pioneer Taiwanese theologians, Coe and
Song. After circulating the three statements, with the purpose of defending against
suspicion, the General Assembly of the PCT invited Rev. Wang Hsienchih, the
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professor of Tainan Theological College and Seminary, to act as a theological
consultant. The expectation was for him to construct a contextual theology to explain
the theological significance of these statements, in the hopes of responding to the
suspicions arising inside and outside PCT.49 In 1979 CE, when Theological
Commission ofChristian Conference ofAsia (TCCCA) was held in Taiwan, the PCT's
theologians proposed two theological issues, homeland and Chhut Thau Thi, to be the
main theological issues of Taiwanese theology. According to Huang Poho, the
proposition of the Confession of Faith (fgfflfnrfi) in 1985 CE can be slated as a
summary of the theological developments in this period and the starting point for the
new period of re-confession.50
Holding the Bible and the theological foundation of the Reformed tradition to be
the foundation of its theological development,51 the PCT's contextual theology
especially focuses on its interaction with the domestic context and culture, and thereby
taking root in the domestic soil.52 Several theologians contributed to the construction
of this contextual theology by developing different but closely related issues that
include identification, homeland, Chhut Thau Thi/self-determination, and the
Kingdom ofGod.
The Theology of Identification (ISInl#^)
Identification as the Spirit of the Church's Mission and Theology
Chen Nanzhou indicates that behind the main issues of contextual theology,
homeland and Chhut Thau Thi, express the identity that lies at the heart of the PCT's
contextual theology. He asserts that the PCT's contextual theology is a theology of
'identifying with the suffering and hope ofTaiwanese people, and identifying with the
history and culture ofTaiwan.'53 The spirit of the Church's identification with Taiwan
and the Taiwanese people is also expressed in the PCT's Confession of Faith, 'We
believe that the Church... is both rooted in this land identifying with all its inhabitants,
49
Rev. Wang actually was the pastor and theologian of the Episcopal Church in Taiwan. At that time,
Episcopal Church in Taiwan was the partner Church ofPCT and all the ministers of Episcopal Church
were trained in TTCS. This is the reason that Rev. Wang taught theology there.
50
Huang Poho, Evaluating the Past and Future ofTaiwanese Indigenous Theology through the Church
History in Taiwan, Logos, no 1, April, 2001, 42.
51 Chen Nanzhou, The Social and Political Ethics ofthe Presbyterian Church in Taiwan, Taipei, Taiwan:
Yongwang Publishing, 1999, 138.
52
Huang Poho, Evaluating the Past and Future ofTaiwanese Indigenous Theology through the Church
History in Taiwan, Logos, no 1, April, 2001, 41.
53 Chen Nanzhou, The Theology ofIdentification, Logos, no 5, December, 2001, 88. The Chinese text is
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and through love and suffering becomes the sign of hope.'54 The Church's
identification with Taiwan is displayed in dual respects. In examining Taiwanese
history, it identifies with and cares for the suffering and hope ofTaiwanese people. In
respect to culture, it makes efforts to investigate the theological significance of
Taiwanese cultural fabric.
Biblical Foundation of the Theology of Identification
Chen Nanzhou indicates that the story of the Bible is a history ofGod identifying
himselfwith human beings. The most crucial event in the Hebrew Bible, the exodus of
the Israelites, is the event expressing God's identification with the suffering of his
people. God called on Moses to lead the Israelites out from under the enslavement of
Pharaoh. This exodus event not only presents God's attributes ofjustice and love while
also displaying his identity alongside the Israelites. This identification not only
liberated the Israelites and provide them with a new position, but also achieved the
Israeli identification with God's law as the guiding principle of their social and
individual lives, through which a new culture and community were created.55
Chen also points out the incarnation of Jesus Christ in the New Testament as the
chief example of God's identification with the people, expressing his love for all
human beings. This helps people perceive the value and dignity of humanity, and
establishes personal identification with Christ and his vision of the Kingdom of God.
They are therefore willing to follow him in his commitment to the actualisation of the
Kingdom ofGod.56
The Application of the Theology of Identification
The practical application of the theology of identification is in two fold,
obviously following from the work ofCoe and Song. The first is the identification with
the history and current situation ofTaiwan. The preceding paragraphs noted the PCT's
typical perspective on Taiwanese history, namely, that it is a history of oppression by
foreign conquerors, without ever obtaining the freedom to decide their own condition
and future. Therefore, to identify with the history and current situation in Taiwan
54 The English version is quoted from the official English publication of PCT. See
http://www.pct.org.tw/enalish/statements 5.htm. The Chinese text is: 'ficfflfH, ■■
ffc The editing group of'Knowing the
Presbyterian Church in Taiwan,' Knowing the Presbyterian Church in Taiwan, rev. ed., Taipei, Taiwan:
The General Assembly of the Presbyterian Church in Taiwan, 2000, 135.




means to recognise this situation and stand with these Taiwanese people commonly
striving for their liberation and self-determination.
The second respect in seeking identification with Taiwan is the stated conviction
of the importance of identifying the Church with Taiwanese culture, by interpreting
Christian theology from the perspectives and resources ofTaiwanese culture. Based on
the theoretical foundation of Song's thinking, 'doing theology from the soil of Asia,'
there is a theological tendency of integrating the story and culture of the Taiwanese
people as the sources for a theological construction. In this, some young theologians
have devoted themselves to the construction of this new method for Taiwanese
theology, with this new direction of the PCT's contextual theology becoming one of
the focuses during the period of re-confession, which will be mentioned next.
Homeland Theology
Basic Concept of Homeland Theology
As one of two main issues in the PCT's contextual theology, the homeland is the
subject that the Church is more concern with. Homeland is considered the gift and
commission of God. As the declaration of the PCT's Confession of Faith, 'We believe
that God has given human beings dignity, talents and a homeland, so that they may
share in God's creation, and have responsibility with Him for taking care of the
world.'57 Homeland theology was first proposed by Wang Hsienchih one year after he
had been commissioned as the PCT's theological consultant. Wang points out four
themes in homeland theology, which are people, land, power, and God. Through some
biblical paradigms, the covenants between God and his people, Wang appropriates the
status of these four elements into their respective relations, and then applies these
paradigms to Taiwanese history.
Biblical Foundation of Homeland Theology
The first paradigm Wang proposes is the Noachic Covenant (Genesis 9:1-17).
The purpose ofGod establishing a covenant with Noah is that 'reverence for life is the
will ofGod for all creatures.'58 One of the most important covenants is the Abrahamic
57 The English version is from the official English publication of PCT's Faith confession. See
http://www.pct.org.tw/english/statement 5.htm. The Chinese text is: 'ficfflfa, Jl'SrSljlaA-fiftf1®, T"
lb, fSAWf&K'jii-feWiiJS, ftJffilUilffe—See the editing group of'Knowing
the Presbyterian Church in Taiwan,' Knowing the Presbyterian Church in Taiwan, rev. ed., Taipei,
Taiwan: The General Assembly of the Presbyterian Church in Taiwan, 2000, 135.
58
Wang Hsienchih, Some Perspectives ofHomeland Theology in the Taiwanese Context in Frontiers in
Asian Christian Theology: Emerging Trends, R. S. Sugirtharajah ed., Maryknoll, New York: Orbis,
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Covenant (Genesis 17:1-14). Wang points out that the story about Abraham is an
archetype for all peoples on earth, presenting a symbol that people have to flee from
Babylon, a signifier ofoppression. This implies that Taiwan must struggle to free itself
from the oppression of foreign invaders. Furthermore, the promises of God to
Abraham include land, a great nation with many descendants, and blessing and mutual
blessing between Abraham's descendants and other peoples.59 The four themes of
homeland theology are highlighted here, indicating that people, land, and national
power are God's gifts and have to be properly administered under his sovereignty.
Moreover, the purpose of God's blessings to a certain man and his people is to bring
these blessings to other people rather than conquest and oppression.
The Mosaic Covenant (Exodus 19) is the enlargement of the Abrahamic
Covenant. The salvation ofGod in the event of'the exodus' once again symbolises the
people's liberty from oppression and God's blessings to the people through the gifts of
land, abundance, and the establishment of a nation. These blessings to the Israelites
were the commission of God for the blessing of other people in this world, but the
Israelites misunderstanding God's original intention, caused them to establish the idea
ofnationalism, with exclusive attitudes to and conflicts with other people. The bloody
conquest ofCanaan is a clear example a powerful people's distortion of the will ofGod:
examples like this appear consistently in the history ofTaiwan.60
Wang indicates that the Davidic Covenant (2 Samuel 7) is the continuation of this
concept of nationalism with the action of oppressing weak people. David's
appointment of Solomon as his successor equated the Israelite rejection of God's
sovereignty, which eventually led to the split of the kingdom. The exile caused the
Israelites to reconsider their deviation from the covenants of the patriarchs and brought
about the concept presented in second Isaiah, the identification of the house of Jacob
as a servant to bear witness to Yahweh's justice, peace, and love among the all nations.
(Isaiah 41:8-10; 43:18) However, the rise ofnationalism among the Jews from the time
of Second Isaiah to Jesus' birth brought solidified the idea of ethnocentric political
messianism.61
Jesus offered a completely different perspective in his beliefs of the suffering
servant. In his mind, the power to dominate should be radically transformed into the








covenants should be transformed to the universal symbol of Abraham as the father of
faith in God. Inherent in the paradigm of Jesus' servant politics is a new world order,
including a new humanity and a community in accordance with the power to serve and
love. This new covenant in Christ becomes the model and hope of the people in the
world and contemporarily for the people of Taiwan as well.62
Main Features of Homeland Theology
In homeland theology, Wang gives his interpretation of several biblical
paradigms referring them to the context of Taiwan, especially to its history and
political situation. This theology maintains first that human beings are created in the
image of God and that the reverence for human life is the will of God. Second, the
homeland and blessings are the promises ofGod, and are the legal rights ofall people.
Thirdly, as human history is typically the story of people striving for freedom from
oppression hoping to possess God's promises and blessings. Fourth, the purpose of
God's blessing is to call people to serve and love others instead of dominating or
subjugating them. This purpose is to establish a new world order, one in which there is
mutual blessing between nations. These features of homeland theology provide a
theoretical foundation for the Church and Taiwanese people to establish a new
identification with their homeland, setting forth a vision of opposing oppression from
inside and outside Taiwanese society.
The Theology of 'Chhut Thau Thi'
The Meaning of 'Chhut Thau Thi'
Standing by these Taiwanese people striving for 'Chhut Thau Thi' is the central
goal of the PCT's contextual movement. Huang Poho adopted this issue as the main
theme ofhis theology. 'Chhut Thau Thi' is a popular Taiwanese proverb and is literally
interpreted by Huang as meaning 'to raise one's head out of darkness to see the blue
sky and breathe the spring air.'63 Normally Huang translates it as, 'liberation' or
'salvation,' but C. S. Song translates it as 'self-determination.'64 Its original meaning
is to search for 'a utilitarian success,' which is considered by Huang 'the ethos of
selfishness and individualism,'63 or a hope for liberation from suffering and
62 Ibid., 192.
63
Huang Poho, A Theology ofSelf-Determination: Responding to the Hopefor 'Chhut Thau Thi' of the
People ofTaiwan, Tainan, Taiwan: Chhut Thau Thi Theological Study Center, 1996, 10.
64
C. S. Song, ed., Self-Determination: The Casefor Taiwan, Tainan, Taiwan: Taiwan Church Press, 2nd
ed., 1998.
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Huang Poho, A Theology ofSelf-Determination: Responding to the Hope for 'Chhut Thau Thi' of the
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oppression. Huang applies the third meaning to the current situation of Taiwan in the
demand for democracy and autonomy of Taiwanese people.66 The reason that 'Chhut
Thau Thi' becomes the main issue of the PCT's contextual theology is because it is
considered to be a unifying struggle containing a profound hope for Taiwanese people.
'Chhut Thau Thi'—A Common Hope for Taiwanese People
The conviction that 'Chhut Thau Thi' is the common hope for Taiwanese people
is based in Taiwanese perspectives of their own history, mentioned earlier. Huang
indicates that the immigrant characters of the Taiwanese people especially formulated
the hope for 'Chhut Thau Thi.' There were various waves of immigration throughout
the history of Taiwan. These immigrants all shared the same experiences of fleeing
from political oppression or poor material conditions on the Chinese Mailand,
searching for a new promised land but in their struggling to settle down, becoming the
curse of the earlier inhabitants, and being oppressed by later immigrants and
struggling for the survival under the oppression. These universal immigration
experiences of Taiwanese people formulated the common hope for 'Chhut Thau Thi,'
liberation from oppression and enslavement. For Taiwanese immigrants, 'Chhut Thau
Thi' was the original purpose of their immigration to Taiwan, evident in their
continuous struggle and hopes. After the '2-28 Event', the totalitarian rule of the KMT
government and the threat from Communist China made the realization of 'Chhut
Thau Thi' to hold a focus on self-determination, democratisation of the nation, and
autonomy from the control of foreign countries.
The Theological Significance of'Chhut Thau Thi'
From a Christian perspective, Huang presents the parallel between Biblical
Israelite history and Taiwanese people's immigration experience, in which both are
striving for liberation, so as to point out the significance ofthe Christian faith engaging
in the struggle of Taiwanese people. The biblical examples mentioned in his writings
include the story of Abraham, Exodus, and Ruth.67 He indicates that if in Genesis 12
and 28, Exodus, and Ruth 1, God called Abraham, Jacob, Moses, and Ruth to leave
their original situations of oppression to being a journey of liberation, God also calls
on the ancestors of all Taiwanese people to leave their own situations and to seek out





'Chhut Thau Thi.' Therefore, 'Chhut Thau Thi' is a call and promise from God,
because liberation is his everlasting promise.68 It is also the current mission of the
Church in Taiwan and a way for the Church to express its identification with
Taiwanese people.
The Implications of'Chhut Thau Thi' in Taiwanese Theology
Therefore, the Christian mission in Taiwan has to restore the self-determination
of the Taiwanese people. Examining the definition of self-determination, obtaining
freedom to make autonomous decisions, Huang asserts that it consists of three
implications.69 The first and most popularly recognised is the political one. This
dimension includes searching for a democratic political system so that people can
decide their government and political leaders, and gaining the independence ofTaiwan
which means permitting the people total freedom to decide their future. All of these of
self-determinate actions help the Taiwanese people to be free from the threats of
foreign regimes. However, Huang considers this political implication to be on surface
level for there are cultural and religious implications of'Chhut Thau Thi.' The cultural
dimension of self-determination means being a responsible person, one that acquires
the freedom to make decisions by oneself and then to be responsible for one's own
personhood, dignity, and life. The religious dimension means to be 'a being of God,
one to face God and to be responsible for God, the Creator.'70 These aspects of
self-determination show that, although the direct implication of the theology of
self-determination is political in its relationship to the current situation in Taiwan,
Huang actually intends to construct a theology that can be applied to the sphere of
individual reformation and, by extension, to a more comprehensive social one.
The Theology of the Kingdom of God
The Kingdom ofGod as the Vision of PCT's Mission
Although these three theologians do not state that the Kingdom of God is the
main theme of their theologies, this concept plays an important role in the PCT's
mission and contextual theology. Its importance is evident in the final part of








justice, peace, and joy.'71 It is also displayed in the PCT's mission movement, the
Mission of the Kingdom of God in 1994 CE, to be introduced in the
next section. The actualisation of the Kingdom of God is the vision and hope of the
PCT, thus becoming the centre of the Church's mission.
This-worldly Characteristic of the Kingdom ofGod
George Ladd asserts that there are three typologies about the thinking of the
Kingdom of God in the history of Christianity.72 The first is the eschatological
typology, which maintains that the Kingdom of God refers to a future apocalyptic
reality. The second is a 'non-eschatological' understanding, holding the view that the
Kingdom of God has already arrived. The third is a synthetic interpretation,
emphasising the progressive and dynamic character of the Kingdom, a reality that has
already become present in history yet needs to attain its complete fulfillment in the
future. The above quote from the Confession of Faith clearly shows that the PCT holds
a strong conviction of relating the Kingdom of God to this world. Besides, three
theologians, Chen, Huang, and Wang, all claim that the realisation of the Kingdom of
God in this world and in the current context of Taiwan is the common vision of the
PCT's mission.73
Eschatological Characteristic of the Kingdom ofGod
However, Chen and Huang also claim that this does not mean that the PCT rejects
the eschatological characteristic of the Kingdom ofGod.74 They indicate that the PCT
still retains the conviction of the final fulfillment of an eschatological Kingdom at the
time of Jesus' Parousia. This conviction is also expressed in the Confession of Faith
71 The English version is from the official English publication of PCT's Confession of Faith. See
http://ww\v.pct.org.tw/english/statements 5htm. The Chinese text is:
4s ft®IPC See the editing group of'Knowing the Presbyterian Church in Taiwan.' Knowing the
Presbyterian Church in Taiwan, rev. ed., Taipei, Taiwan: The General Assembly of the Presbyterian
Church in Taiwan, 2000, 135.
72 The division and terms of these three typologies are from George Ladd. See George E. Ladd, Crucial
Questions about the Kingdom ofGod, Grand Rapids, Michigan: WM. B. Eerdmans Publishing Co.,
1952,21.
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'so that we may bear witness among all peoples until the Lord comes again.'75 Chen
indicates that simultaneously declaring the eschatological and the this-worldly
characteristics of the Kingdom of God is not contradictory, because the Kingdom of
God in Jesus' declaration in fact contains both. He also indicates that the this-worldly
characteristic of the Kingdom helps the Church pay attention to its this-worldly
mission, and its eschatological characteristic further strengthens the driving force of
the Church's this-worldly ministry. It provides a hope for the Church to confirm the
eventual success of its this-worldly mission, while preventing the Church from
becoming self-satisfied with what it has already done and encouraging it to move
toward its ongoing ministry.76 Chen and Huang's perspectives show that the PCT
attempts to integrate these two concepts to construct a foundation for its ministry of
this-worldly reformation.
The Kingdom ofGod—The Actualisation of an Ideal World
Maintaining a this-worldly characteristic of the Kingdom of God does not mean
that the PCT intends to establish a visible and political Christendom through political
actions. Chen claims that the PCT respects the principle of the separation of Church
and State and, that the PCT does not consider it appropriate to become directly
involved in the formation of the nation's political policy or to acquire political power
in the government.77 To actualise the Kingdom ofGod in this world means to assert the
sovereignty ofGod through seeking the actualisation of an ideal world that can reflect
God's principles and attributes.78 The preceding section ascribed some of God's
attributes as justice, love, and peace because these attributes are particularly relevant
to contemporary Taiwan. In general, PCT's belief in the Kingdom ofGod is that of an
ideal society which should be actualized in this world.
Conclusion
The theologies developed by Chen, Huang, and Wang compose the main body of
the PCT's contextual theology. The three theologians each develop different but
75 The English version is from the official English publication of PCT's Faith confession. See
http://www.pct.org.tw/english/statements 5 html. The Chinese text is: HE5!J
See the editing group of'Knowing the Presbyterian Church in Taiwan,' Knowing the
Presbyterian Church in Taiwan, rev. ed., Taipei, Taiwan: The General Assembly of the Presbyterian
Church in Taiwan, 2000, 135.
76 Chen Nanzhou, The Social andPolitical Ethics ofthe Presbyterian Church in Taiwan, Taipei, Taiwan:
Yongwang Publishing, 1999, 275-276.
77 Ibid., 272.
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related theories, and each of these, together with the concept of the Kingdom of God,
portray a full picture of contextual theology in Taiwan. It can be concluded that the
identification of the context to which the Church belongs presents the spirit behind the
PCT's contextual movement and theology. Therefore, the homeland, Taiwan and
Taiwanese people, become the most important concern of the Church. Based on the
experiences of previous Taiwanese history and the contemporary situation, striving for
Chhut Thau Thi/self-determination becomes the central goal of the Church's ministry.
All these actions are based on the belief that actualising the Kingdom of God in this
world is the mission of the Church.
These issues of contextual theology contain the common characteristics of
constructing their theologies in the soil of Taiwan. The construction includes
interpreting Christian beliefs and the Church's mission through the views on
Taiwanese history and its modernity, and through the sources of domestic cultures.
Furthermore, these contextual theologies display strong this-worldly tendencies and
the characteristics of altruism. These commonalities are evident in their enthusiastic
caring for the this-worldly wellbeing of Taiwanese people and are also shown in their
desire to actualise a this-worldly Kingdom of God. These tendencies present a great
breakthrough in the PCT's mission and theology, and result in the PCT's making great
leaps towards the contextualisation of the Church.
The Period of Re-confession: New Challenges and Restart
The proposals of the Confession of Faith in 1985 CE are considered a milestone
for the PCT's contextual movement, because it is the conclusion of the PCT's
contextual movement and theology in the period of awakening and signifies the start
of a new period. Huang Poho gives this period the name 're-confession.' Besides the
dimension of theological development, there are fresh social and political situations
that bring fresh challenges to the PCT and push the Church to reconsider its social
ministry. They cause the Church to propose a more comprehensive understanding of
its mission.
New Social and Political Situation
Since the 1980s, Taiwan's democratisation experienced a breakthrough. The
government allowed the formation ofan opposition party in 1986, lifted martial law in
1987, held new elections for all the seats of the representatives of the central
government in 1991, permitted a direct presidential election in 1996, and witnessed the
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election of the first non-KMT president, Chen Shuibian (PUzRjii) in 2000. This
political liberation achieved one of the PCT's two political appeals. Nevertheless, this
achievement also forces a reconsideration of the PCT's social ministry.
After achieving the goal of democratisation, what is the next movement of the
PCT's political and social concern? It is obvious that the other political appeal, seeking
the self-determination to reject the invasion of foreign regimes, remains an unfinished
task. The PCT has to adapt its role in national political affairs. But more fundamentally,
the fact remains that even after achieving political reformation Taiwan's social
problem are far from over.
In the vein that seeking political reformation is the most effective means to solve
the problems of society, political actions become the focus ofPCT's social ministry in
the awakening period.79 However, while political reformation can claim some basic
victories, the social situation has not gotten better. On the contrary, as Chapter One has
indicated, after the 1980s, the political and social change caused the collapse of the
value system and moral chaos in Taiwan. As the PCT's project of '21st Century New
Taiwan's Mission Movement' declares:
Under the influence and rapid development of information technologies,
the international society has moved towards economic globalization. The
people in Taiwan through exposure to internal and external pressures and
tensions, are experiencing identity distortion and social disorder. Human
relations are destroyed, and their spirituality decayed and polluted.80
This does not mean that the previous efforts of political reformation were in vain, but
the condition at least reveals two implications. First, when entering the new stage, the
whole Taiwanese society has to face the new challenges, such as globalisation,
reconstruction of value systems, materialism and moral corruption, which still await
the Church's attention. Furthermore, the deterioration of the social situation means
that, along with political actions, the Church cannot ignore the other spheres of its
79
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social ministries, which have been neglected by PCT in past decades.
The widespread Pentecostal movement in Christian churches in Taiwan also
reveals the spiritual shortage inside the Church. There is no direct evidence that paying
too much attention to the political movement resulted in the Church's neglect of its
spirituality. However, Huang Poho indicates that 'it is recent emergence of the
charismatic movement within the church circle that has brought to light that weak
point, the lack of attention to individual spiritual needs.' 1 This means that the Church
can no longer ignore the ministries of spiritual formation. The former General
Secretary ofthe PCT, Yang Qishou (jHHKI) clarifies the relation between spirituality
and social ministry, claiming 'while striving for freedom and justice, we often feel
hopeless and frustrated. Therefore, we need the power of the Holy Spirit to help us to
move forward.'82 Spiritual formation is another issue that must occupy the PCT's
attention.
The Mission of the Kingdom of God
The concept of'the Mission ofthe Kingdom ofGod' is the main principle guiding
the PCT's mission in its re-confession period. This concept is expressed through
'Biblical Foundation and Theological Standpoint to the Gospel Movement for the Year
2000 an article written by the PCT in
response to the Gospel Movement for the Year 2000 'n '^94
CE. This article is based on the conviction that the actualisation of the Kingdom of
God is the consistent vision of the PCT's mission.83 It 'centers on the sovereignty of
God and seeks that all the hearts of individuals, and all the social and political
structures are submitted under the rule ofGod.'84 It points out that the strategies of this
mission should contain both internal and external dimensions. The internal dimension
includes elevating Christians' spirituality through local church teachings and nurturing
ministries so that the Word of God might present practical influence in Christians'
daily lives. The external dimension is to seek the integration of evangelisation and
social ministries into the Church's mission. Through these two dimensions, Christians
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can actualise the Kingdom ofGod, as 'yeast makes the dough grow' (Mt. 13: 33). The
final part ofthe article points to the Christian mission ofclaiming that the actualisation
of the Kingdom ofGod in Taiwan should be the common goal of the Church in Taiwan,
so as to 'make all Taiwanese people commonly possess God's justice, peace, and joy
through the Church's efforts in witnessing to Jesus' salvation.'85
The above paragraphs show the main features of the concept of 'the Mission of
the Kingdom of God.' There is consistency of conviction between the periods of
awakening and of re-confession in claiming the Kingdom of God to be the vision of
the Church, in paying attention to its this-worldly dimension, and in expressing strong
concern for the context of Taiwan and for social ministry. While facing the new
challenges, this article further asserts the importance of spirituality in its mission and
the place of evangelisation in the Church. Though this article does not mention much
by way of practical strategies, it provides a theoretical foundation for the Church's
mission in this period and brings about the '21st Century's New Taiwan Mission
Movement (21
21st Century New Taiwan Mission Movement
The 21st century new Taiwan mission movement was proposed in 1999 CE for the
upcoming century. It is based on 'the Mission of the Kingdom ofGod' and attempts to
develop practical aspects of the earlier mission statement. The consistency between
these two articles is expressed by the actualisation of the Kingdom of God in this
world as the common vision of the PCT's mission. Three dimensions of the above
mentioned mission are highlighted to be developed as practical projects. The theme of
this movement is 'To Actualise the Kingdom ofGod through Building Koinonia (ffj|f
✓ nIrHsIj Which means that the Church's active involvement in the
community/tribe87 will be its primary focus.
The interior dimension of the practical projects are of 'renewing spirituality and
deepening the faith (Sup jliiff, This project is based on the conviction
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that deepening Christians' faith and spirituality are the keys for Christianity's
commitment to the reformation of society. The practical action of this ministry
includes two aspects. The first is the 'Reading the Bible with New Perspective
Movement This movement is designed for deepening the insight
of believers in their acquaintance with the Scriptures and in their familiarisation with
the contexts of Taiwan in the light ofGod's plan of salvation. The second is spiritual
formation, including the renewal of Christian worship and inter Christian fellowship.
The basic conviction of these projects is to rekindle the spirituality of Christian
communities through spiritual renewal so as to bring about the reformation of the
whole society.
The external dimensions in this movement are two pronged. The first is to reclaim
the importance of evangelisation in the PCT's mission, while the other focuses on
'Transforming the communities and reconstructing human hearts (flK-fefitl',
M).'89 Based on churches' experiences of koinonia, this dimension is meant to
encourage churches' active participation in the community/tribe so as to promote the
spirit of koinonia and to carry out their reformation.
The practical projects can be classified into several spheres. The first is the care
for the family. This sphere claims the importance of the family to the whole society
and points out the real crisis of familial breakdown in Taiwan. Its practical projects
include education about family relationships, single parent support groups, caring for
seniors, and childhood/adolescent development. There is also the concern for
ecological protection, which represents the PCT's belief in caring for the homeland
environment, in light of the recent ecological crisis in Taiwan. Its projects include
recycling, caring for forests and reforestation. Next is the preservation of cultural and
historical heritages, which originated from the PCT's conviction that the loss of
cultural identity resulted in the current collapse of value systems and the popularity of
materialism in Taiwan. This includes activities of reliving the history, customs, and
traditions of different peoples in Taiwan. Last, there is the care for the underprivileged
people of society. This sphere represents the PCT's conviction of actualising God's
attributes ofjustice and love, including appeals for gender equality, caring for benefits
of aborigines, participating in the works of of alcohol and drug abstention, and caring
for the homeless.
These projects show that '21st Century New Taiwan Mission Movement' has
broadened the spheres of the PCT's ministries. Besides affirming spiritual formation
89 Ibid.
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of Christians and evangelisation in the mission, the Church has expanded its actions
from political concerns to different spheres of social ministries. However, it can be
argued that these projects of social concern are too broad and fragmented. Since this
mission movement just started with an active focus on the grass roots level of local
churches, it is hard to assess the effects of this movement thus far. In general, the
PCT's mission movement is still consistent with their this-worldly and homeland
focus, while moving forward towards other social agendas.
Political Concern
The beginning of this section mentioned that after democratisation has acquired a
breakthrough, the PCT had to consider what would be the next step of its political
concerns. The PCT is continuously concerned with the progress of democratisation,
such as appealing for the new election of the parliament and a direct election of
presidency. They also promote public statements expressing their concern for the
rights ofaborigines, the release of political prisoners, the reversion of2/28 Event, and
opposing the construction of nuclear power stations.
Seeking self-determination in rejecting foreign countries' interference in the
future of Taiwan is still an unfinished task. This political appeal developed from
simply seeking self-determination to an official proclamation for the independence of
Taiwan. This appeal is best shown in the PCT's 'Statement of the Independence of
Taiwan's Sovereignty' in 1991 CE and also in the 'Movement of Joining the United
Nations with the Name of Republic of Taiwan.'90 Openly appealing for the
independence ofTaiwan does arouse suspicions both inside and outside the PCT. Yang
Qishou raised the question that whether insisting on the independence of Taiwan
contradicts the conviction of self-determination, as the possibility exists that most
Taiwanese might consider independence harmful to the interests of the Taiwan. 1
Besides, before Chen Shuibian was elected president in 2000 CE, the PCT has
consistently stood along side the opposition party, the Democratic Progressive Party,
(DMP). After the DMP built its regime, the PCT faced a decision ofwhether to keep
90 The Chinese names of these two statements are:'
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on identifying with the new ruling party, or to steer away from political alignment,
opting to play a prophetic role. Regarding this issue, Yang Qishui asserts that 'at the
moment that the previous associate acquires political power, the Church should keep a
distance from the current regime and continuously play a critical role.'92 But, a more
popular view within the PCT maintains that, thus far, the Church should show its
sympathy and tolerance for the difficult situation of new ruling party, and blame the
opposition. The PCT's general secretary, Lo Jonkuang, said in an interview that "So far,
the so-called 'transition of the regime' only means the change of the president and the
cabinet. The whole government's bureaucracy is still under the control of the KMT.
These bureaucrats normally respond to the new government's policy in a perfunctory
manner and even boycott it openly...Therefore, currently we need to support the new
government so that they can implement their policy smoothly."93 These opinions show
that, in the new political situation, there are discrepancies within PCT as to its role in
political participation.
Theological Development
Huang Poho points out a new direction of the PCT's theological development in
this period, claiming that if the awakening period witnessed the PCT's seeking
contextualisation of the Church through identifying with the context and history of
Taiwan, the re-confession period shows the PCT's identification of the Church with
Taiwanese culture, in its hopes of re-confessing the faith and theology in this context.94
Based on this direction, there are several aspects oftheological development, called by
Huang Poho an 'emerging theology.'95 Some articles representative of 'emerging
theology' are published in 'Logos'(M), a periodical documenting the current trends of
the PCT's theological development. One issue of these emerging theologies is
aboriginal theology, a theology of understanding and interpreting Christian faith and
theology through the aboriginal arts, heritages, and stories so as to seek the
92 Ibid., 32. The Chinese text is:
93 The Chinese in interview is: 'fAS
AIT, fSiff-RAAA ffifl ■' The similar expression also shows in his writing, Lo Jonngkuang (H^A),
The Legislative Yuan Is on the Wrong Path in Prayingfor Taiwan (MaiWMfM),
Taipei, Taiwan: Wangchunfong Publishing 2001, 200-202.
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contextualisation of Christian theology in aboriginal culture.96 Another issue is
feminist theology, which attempts to interpret the image of women in the Christian
faith from a new perspective, then applying it to contemporary gender issue in
Taiwan.97 There is the response to the impact of globalisation, which explores its
characteristics and impact on the economics of the Third World and its influences upon
QO
local cultures, then seeking a response from Christian theology. Besides the
aboriginal theology, the other two issues do not really show an interest of deeply
interacting with Taiwanese culture, but concentrate reflecting the new social situation.
These emerging theologies were initiated in the 1990s and are still under construction.
Therefore, these works have not yet resulted in tangible achievements.
Conclusion
PCT's contextual movement shows consistency in its attempt to identify
Christian faith with Taiwan in the emphasis of this-worldly concern and in the
Church's caring for the wellbeing of Taiwanese people and society. The specific
characteristics in the period of re-confession are that the political issues are still the
main concern of the Church, but their social ministries actually have expanded to other
spheres, covering building good families and communities, exploring cultural
heritages, protecting environment and ecology, and caring for underprivileged people.
Furthermore, the recovery of Christian spirituality also becomes another primary
ministry. Although the practical effects of these actions wait for further observation,
their social concern evidences a closer relation to the society and a deeper connection
with people's daily lives.
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The analysis offered in this chapter of the emergence of the PCT contextual
theology, and socially engaged ministries evidences the transformation that has taken
place in Taiwanese Protestant thinking over the last quarter of the 20th century. It
marks a transformation from an other-worldly understanding of salvation to a
this-worldly concern; from a hostile view to the domestic Taiwanese culture to the
commitment of identifying the Church with its 'homeland' as the primary condition of
its being the local church; from focusing the Church's mission exclusively on
individual salvation to the recognition of its missionary obligation to Taiwanese
society as a whole, of which the social, economic and political institutions must be
challenged to respond to the Gospel in addition to the Gospel's demand on the lives of
individuals. It has been shown that this new theological orientation was accompanied
by the renewed ministries of social outreach in Taiwanese society, at the time when
Taiwan was undergoing profound political change from dictatorship to democracy.
The vision of the contextual movement centres upon a renewed understanding of the
Kingdom ofGod, no longer perceived exclusively as a future promise pertaining only
to the afterlife, but as an ideal capable of being realised in part in this world, as the
'first fruits' ofwhat remains to be fulfilled in heaven.
From a religio-cultural perspective it can be seen that this contextual movement
reflects many of the humanistic values that inform traditional Chinese culture. For
example, the values of altruism that figure so prominently in Confucian ethics, are
reflected in the contextual theologians' criticism of traditionally pietistic forms of
soteriology that concentrate Christian concern only on personal preparation for an
other-worldly salvation, and cultivate passivity towards this world that is perceived
only in terms ofevil. The altruism ofcontextual theology calls upon Christians to think
first of the salvation of the homeland of which they are part, of the wellbeing of the
society ofwhich they are members, and of the good of all their fellow Taiwanese. It is
an altruism that forbids the Church in Taiwan to identify the Kingdom ofGod with its
own institutional existence, or to think of mission merely in terms of expanding the
institutional church: 'the Church has to become a glorious Church not through
glorifying the Church herself, but through glorifying God and actualising His
Kingdom.'99
99 See Xue Bozan, The Mission and the Kingdom ofGod, Tainan, Taiwan: Taiwan Church Press, 1996.
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Taiwanese contextual theology also attaches great importance to high moral
attainment as the foundation of its social ethics. Justice, peace, and love are standards
that the Church must live up to itself, and demand from all the peoples of Taiwan. To
reform and renew society in ways that reflect the moral attributes of God has become
the goal towards which the Church must strive. This entails the belief that the world
can be transformed, that it is capable ofbeing perfected, and that the Kingdom ofGod
can be actualised in a new earth as well as a new heaven. It has been shown that this
vision has become the foundation of the PCT's social ministries, through which the
Church has identified itselfwith the Taiwanese homeland and its transformation. Once
again, this social commitment to the moral good of society as a whole reflects
traditional Chinese values, and has enabled the PCT to present itself credibly as a local
Church with a Christian identity that is no longer perceived as alien to Taiwanese
culture.
While these are examples ofpositive ways in which PCT contextual theology has
changed the identity of the Church and its understanding of its mission, this chapter
has also drawn attention to certain inadequacies in contextual theology. These are most
evident in the failure of the PCT theologians to give more than notional recognition of
the religiously-plural composition ofTaiwanese culture. Although theologians such as
Huang Poho and Chen Nanzhou emphasise the importance of the Church's identifying
itselfwith local culture, their analysis ofculture privileges social-political aspects, and
fails to develop a coherent approach to inter-religious dialogue. As a result, the PCT
has made little effort to enter into dialogue with the other religions ofTaiwan as part of
the process of contextualisation. This has been pointed out by the religious-studies
scholar, Jiang Chanteng, who observes: 'Since the 1970s, PCT did not develop a real
contextual theology because their works on contextualisation are only in the social
level and contain only a surface form without really reaching the core of Taiwanese
culture.'100 The charge of superficiality may be unfair in terms of the socio-political
thinking of the PCT, but it is cogent in drawing attention to the secularised view of
culture that inheres in most of the PCT contextual theology movement. It is evident
that barriers and impediments to inter-religious dialogue that were identified in
Chapters Two and Three of this thesis have not yet been overcome by the PCT leaders
Jiang Chanteng, interviewed by Juta Pan, tape recording in Taiwan University Hospital, in Taipei, 20
December 2002. The original Chinese speech is: 'JDclEfl 1970
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and theologians.
In fairness to these theologians, there are some who see inter-religious dialogue
as a challenge in the continuing development of Taiwanese contextual theology. It
should also be recognised that, if they have been slow to take up this challenge, the
same may be said of the Humanistic Buddhist movement. In terms of the theoretical
analysis of religious pluralism that was proposed in Chapter One of this thesis, there
exists a common feature of the contextualising movements that have been re-shaping
both Taiwanese Buddhism and Christianity in recent decades, in that, they continue to
approximate the pole of separatism, both in their teaching and practice. From this we
have to conclude that the fact that each ismoving in the direction ofrealising its ethical
ideals in the transformation of Taiwanese society does not mean that either feels
compelled to enter into dialogue with the other. Dialogue continues to be obstructed by
the issues examined in Chapters Two and Three, especially the tendency towards
theological exclusivism that is evident in both religious communities. It is in
recognition of this inhibition that our research has drawn attention to the fact that
Protestant contextual theology and 'Humanistic Buddhism' find significant
convergence not in the domain of beliefs, but in their inheritance of, and interaction
with the humanistic values of their shared Chinese cultural legacy. It is on this basis
that the two religious communities may find a sustainable foundation for
inter-religious dialogue that their respective emphases on realising the Kingdom of
God and the Pure Land in Taiwan invites, but has not yet made possible.
Chapter Seven
Actualising An Ideal Society Together—An Approach to Contextual
Christian-Buddhist Dialogue in Taiwan
Introduction
The purpose of this final chapter is to build on the evidence presented in earlier
parts of this thesis, and to propose a contextual Christian-Buddhist dialogue in Taiwan
that addresses the empirical situation of Christian and Buddhist communities, while
offering a vision of the future that is grounded in contextualising trends within both
communities.
The hypothesis on which this model is constructed can be simply stated: that the
this-worldly focus that has emerged in the religious/theological thinking of the
Humanistic Buddhist movement and the contextual theology of the Presbyterian
Church in Taiwan presents a parallelism that roots each tradition firmly in the
Chinese/Confucian values of historic Taiwanese culture, and responds to the social
needs of the whole ofTaiwanese society in the rapidly changing conditions of the late
20th and early 21st centuries. This chapter will argue that these parallel developments
of the realisation of the Pure Land and the Kingdom ofGod create a new opportunity
for Christian-Buddhist dialogue in which the mutual suspicions that have distanced the
two communities in the past can be replaced by shared commitment to the moral
transformation of Taiwanese society through a 'dialogue of social action' that respects
the distinct religious/theological identity of the two communities, but facilities
co-operation in the ethically pragmatic traditions of Taiwanese society, under-girded
by a conceptual understanding of dialogue itself.
The development of the argument in this chapter follows the pattern that is
evident in the approach of both Taiwanese theologian, C. S. Song, and the Sri Lankan
theologian, Lynn de Silva. Each in his own way adopts a dialogical approach to
Buddhism that explores doctrinal aspects; while they appear to give greater attention
to the doctrinal similarities between the two religions rather than their differences, the
approach in this chapter will attempt to strike a more accurate balance between
convergence and divergence. Then, while recognising that doctrinal issues may divide
religions communities, each seeks to explore the inner spiritual concerns that underlie
such differences. Ultimately, they seek to apply doctrinal and spiritual perspectives to
the practical dialogue ofaction and life, focusing on ethical and social issues.
Following this pattern the chapter focuses on a comparative discussion of the
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doctrinal understanding of the realised Pure Land in 'Humanistic Buddhism' and the
Kingdom of God in the contextual theology of the PCT. From this it will be deduced
that, notwithstanding differences of doctrinal understanding, the two religions share a
common vision of the transformation of this world according to the values of the ideal
world. This entails the inward transformation of the human heart, that we may call 'the
dialogue of spirituality,' and the outward transformation of human stewardship of the
natural environment and of human society, that we may call 'the dialogue of social
action' both provide a theoretical foundation for common action in the reformation of
Taiwanese society. These are not proposed as separate categories, but as perspectives
of inter-religious dialogue that penetrate and inform each other in a 'spirituality of
action.'
From the perspective of these shared humanistic values, the chapter will then
examine the contemporary social situation in Taiwan that calls for the attention of
Christian-Buddhist dialogue. Since the 1980s Taiwan has been in process of transition
from totalitarian dictatorship to democratisation. The deconstruction of old ideologies
has resulted in disorder and confusion while a new social identity is being
constructed.1 Therefore, social problems such as the crisis of national identity,
economic injustice, natural and environmental damage, the decline ofmoral standards,
and the decay of social custom, have become urgent issues waiting for solution. These,
it will be suggested, set out an agenda for Christian-Buddhist dialogue of humanistic
concern.
While this aim of this entire thesis has been to develop an understanding of
Christian-Buddhist dialogue that responds to the contextual values and needs of
Taiwanese society, and may therefore be termed a 'contextual Taiwanese
Christian-Buddhist dialogue,' it is important to avoid the danger of presenting this
model of dialogue as being merely of local validity. As Shoki Coe, the architect of
contextual theology, tirelessly emphasised, it is essential that every theological
contextualisation should be informed by, and remain in critical debate with other
contextual theologies. Therefore, the concluding part of this chapter will take account
other views of interfaith dialogue that correspond with the approach that has been
developed in this thesis. Special attention will be paid to the 'dialogue of global
1 The resources in this section adopts the writings of Chang Maukuei Chen Fangming
Hfl), Charles Kao Huang Meiying (m305), Lao Siguang Li Chao (T=ra), Lin
Benshyuang (#^'JS), Nanfang Shuo Chiu Heiyuan (SMM), Yang Du (fHig), and Yang
Zhao (j#®). These figures cover the spheres of politics, economics, religions, sociology, media, and
history.
responsibility' advocated by the US theologian, Paul Knitter.
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Christian-Buddhist Dialogue Based on theWorks of Previous Chapters
Now that this program of research has come to its finality, a clear picture for
potential Christian-Buddhist dialogue has been presented. This picture is expressed in
the statement that the two religions' mission of social reformation has become a
promising issue ofChristian-Buddhist dialogue in Taiwan. This proposal of a possible
Christian-Buddhist dialogue in Taiwan is based on the work of the previous chapters.
The following paragraphs of this section will advocate this direction of
Christian-Buddhist dialogue in Taiwan through reviewing several features presented
in the previous chapters.
Inter-religious Dialogue—A Necessary Ministry in Taiwan
Chapter One portrayed the historical development of religions in Taiwan,
indicating that religions in Taiwan show distinctive pluralistic characteristic. This
characteristic is developed from the syncretistic tendency of folk beliefs in the early
period which encourage the co-existence of separate institutional religions later. This
pluralistic characteristic demonstrates the necessity of inter-religious dialogue in
Taiwan. It points to an issue of how, in this society of co-existing religions, religions
should deal with their inter-religious relationships to both avoid conflict and even
cooperate with each other in promoting the wellbeing of the Taiwanese people.
While studying the history of the Christian Church in Taiwan, Chapter One also
demonstrates that, since the Christian faith's introduction to Taiwan, the Church has
failed to recognise this pluralist characteristic of religions in Taiwan and has been
hostile to the domestic religions. This attitude caused the Church to remain marginal in
Taiwanese culture and society, and to be considered a foreign religion by Taiwanese
people. Inter-religious dialogue therefore becomes an important means for the
Christian Church's contextualisation. If Christianity intends to be recognised by
Taiwanese people as indigenous, it must involve itself in inter-religious dialogue.
Furthermore, because of the social transformations that happened in the 1980s,
Buddhism underwent a revival and became the most prominent religion in Taiwan. Its
primary position and doctrinal transformation caused the Christian Church to consider
Buddhism as the primary subject for inter-religious dialogue. This revival of
Taiwanese Buddhism also makes this research view Christian-Buddhist dialogue as
the starting point of inter-religious dialogue for the Christian Church in Taiwan.
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Current Condition ofChristian-Buddhist Dialogue in Taiwan
Although inter-religious dialogue has been proven a necessary task through
investigating the characters of Taiwanese religions, the qualitative research presented
in Chapter Two and Three shows that the practical situation of Christian-Buddhist
dialogue is still in the initial stage and contains barriers as yet awaiting breakthrough.
Compared with the previous stage, the current interaction between Christians and
Buddhists certainly displays positive characteristics, including the improvement of
previous tensions between the two religions and in their appreciation of each other,
especially with respect to each religion's contribution to the society in their social
ministries.
However, although some leaders and scholars in both religions have committed
themselves to inter-religious dialogue and enthusiastically advocated this task to their
religious adherents, practical application of inter-religious dialogue have been few and
yet to be officially sanctioned or popularly accepted by the broader communities in the
two religions. In general, the dialogues that have had the best acceptance are those of
social action. The dialogue of doctrine and spiritual experience seldom happen and
exist only in the scholastic sphere. Chapter Three has analysed some factors that
impede the occurrence of Christian-Buddhist dialogue in Taiwan. Besides lacking
recognition of the importance of inter-religious dialogue, the barriers of
Christian-Buddhist dialogue include the sense of uniqueness in doctrinal premise and
doctrinal discrepancies between the two religions. These barriers show that contrary
doctrines play a crucial role in hindering the dialogue between the two religions.
Therefore, to promote Christian-Buddhist dialogue in Taiwan, one has to find an
alternative approach outside the doctrinal dimension.
A Contextual Christian-Buddhist Dialogue in Taiwan
Two Taiwanese theologians, Shoki Coe and C. S. Song, provide a constructive
means in finding an alternative approach to Christian-Buddhist dialogue in Taiwan.
Coe's thinking on 'contextualisation' and Song's 'establishing Asian theology in the
soil ofAsia' assert the importance of the contextualisation of the Christian Church and
its theology in Taiwan. Their thinking also contends that the Church's dialogue with
Taiwanese domestic religions is necessary in attempting to establish a Christian
theology with Taiwanese features. Furthermore, they both elaborate that the Christian
Church in Taiwan should establish a contextual inter-religious dialogue. This model of
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dialogue, unlike Western theology, which focuses on philosophical presuppositions
and contains strong metaphysical characteristics, should seriously consider the
pragmatic and ethical approach, which is the approach best reflecting Taiwanese
characteristics and meeting the current needs ofTaiwan. Moreover, this is an approach
most likely to overcome the barriers of doctrinal discrepancy. Nevertheless, though
Coe and Song point out a direction for Christian-Buddhist dialogue in Taiwan, they
have not worked directly on inter-religious dialogue, especially with reference to the
context of Taiwan, because of their long absence from the country. They cannot
provide practical examples ofChristian-Buddhist dialogue, especially ones containing
Taiwanese characteristics. To discover a contextual model of dialogue is the ongoing
work of this thesis.
A Christian-Buddhist Dialogue with Humanistic Characteristics
The second section of Chapter Four further asserted that, to seek a
Christian-Buddhist dialogue with Taiwanese characteristics, one must seek the
underlying cultural elements of Taiwanese people and these two religions. As a
country with residents who are mostly Chinese immigrants from different historical
periods, humanistic ethical characteristics presented in Confucianism are the common
cultural elements of the Han Taiwanese and can be considered as the common ground
of Christian-Buddhist dialogue in Taiwan, since Confucianism has been the mainstay
belief system of China for two thousand years. These humanistic characteristics
include altruism, high moral attainment, and concern for this world. Although
Confucianism has declined in its external form because of its perceived alignment the
KMT government, Confucian elements of humanism have permeated the lives of Han
Taiwanese and have become the core elements ofTaiwanese religions.
Working within the humanistic characteristics of Confucianism,
Christian-Buddhist dialogue in Taiwan may proceed in a direction where the two
religions can cooperate in serving the interests of Taiwan. Not only does the
exploration of elements in Confucianism point to this direction, but the study in the
other chapters of this thesis also proves that a dialogue aimed at reforming society can
serve as a promising model for Christian-Buddhist dialogue in Taiwan. While tracing
the history of religions in Taiwan, Chapter One also divined pragmatism is another
important characteristic ofTaiwanese religions. This pragmatism means that people in
Taiwan care more for the pragmatic value of religion to their present lives over
metaphysical ideas and issues of final destiny. This tendency of religions is displayed
either in satisfying people's immediate desires and daily needs, or in providing an
ideology to help people find meaning in their lives. This pragmatism proves that a
dialogue focusing on people's this-worldly lives makes believers of the two religions
more willing to work together.
The qualitative research in Chapter Three also demonstrates that the interviewees
in the two religions find it easier to accept the dialogue of social action, especially for
those interviewees who belong to the religious groups paying greater attention to the
this-worldly wellbeing of people. These interviewees maintain that this form of
dialogue does not contradict their own beliefs and meets their conviction of
contributing to the wellbeing of society. Besides, the qualitative research shows that,
among current events ofChristian-Buddhist dialogue in Taiwan, the dialogue of social
action is the dialogue happening most frequently. These features in the empirical
research provide evidence that a dialogue based on humanitism, which means
enhancing humanity and promoting the cooperation between religious groups for
improving human this-worldly wellbeing, is the most promising form of
Christian-Buddhist dialogue in Taiwan.
Humanistic Characteristics in Christianity and Buddhism in Taiwan
The above statement suggests an elemental problem of whether there are
humanistic characteristics existing within the two religions, which may become the
common ground for inter-religious dialogue. Chapter Five and Six have proved that
'Humanistic Buddhism,' a contemporary Buddhist movement which has become the
mainline Taiwanese Buddhist group, and the Presbyterian Church in Taiwan, a
Christian denomination containing forty percent of the membership of the Taiwanese
Protestant Christian Church2, both experienced a transformation of doctrines and
mission, and clearly present humanistic characteristics in their beliefs. These
characteristics are particularly evident in the two religions' vision of devoting
themselves to Taiwanese social reformation. The vision of the PCT is derived from the
concept of actualising the Kingdom of God in the homeland, and in 'Humanistic
Buddhism' is the fulfillment of the Pure Land in this world. Holding the beacon of
social reformation, the two religious groups have actively participated in this
reformation over the last few decades. The actions of the PCT were at first limited to
2
According to the statistic of Chinese Christian Evangelical Association in 2001, the members ofPCT
are 227,937, which are about 44% of the total 516,992 members of Protestant Church and 1,203
congregations, which are 38.5% of the total 3142 churches of Protestant Church. Information is from
http://www.ccea.org.tw.
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political movements with a later expansion into other spheres of society. In
'Humanistic Buddhism' the focus began with charity and environmental protection,
moving later to a concern for structural social problems. These convictions and actions
present parallels between the two religious groups, and therefore become a foundation
of Christian-Buddhist dialogue. The above summation therefore comes to a
conclusion that the parallel concept of the two religions, the Kingdom of God in
homeland and Pure Land in this world, is appropriately adopted by this thesis as the
main issue of the two religions' dialogue, which produces their dialogue of common
actions for the reformation of the society.
Dialogue of the Concept of an Ideal World in the Two Religions
An Asian Procedure of Inter-religious Dialogue
After demonstrating the promise of a dialogue based upon Christian concept of
the Kingdom of God and Buddhist concept of Pure Land, the next step is to analyse
how this common issue provides the common ground for Christian-Buddhist dialogue.
The proposal for this dialogue works through three levels, which are the dialogue of
doctrine, the dialogue of spiritual experience, and the dialogue of social action.
Chapter Four has indicated that the works of C. S. Song and Lynn de Silva
provide the model for Christian-Buddhist dialogue in Taiwan. Although these two
theologians individually developed their models of the dialogue, there is similarity in
their procedures. These procedures include discovering possible parallel issue in the
two religions, fleshing out the parallels of the issue, and actively applying this issue to
people's wellbeing. Though Song and de Silva were not directly involved in
inter-religious dialogue in Taiwan, the common situation in different districts of Asia
still implies that the procedure of inter-religious dialogue developed by them can
basically be applied to the context of Taiwan. Therefore, the steps to enact this model
will be adopted here and presented in the next three sections of this chapter.
While adopting these steps, problems in Song and de Silva's model should be
mentioned in advance. Chapter four mentioned that their works of inter-religious
dialogue emphasise parallels between concepts of different religions, but often ignore
their differences. However, a real dialogue must sincerely present the whole spectrum
of a certain issue in the belief of each religion, and should not be afraid to face the
differences and contradictions between the two religions. The dialogue below will
rigorously adhere to this principle. The second section will initiate dialogue between
concepts of the Christian Kingdom ofGod and the Buddhist Pure Land, inclusively of
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their parallels and differences.
Christian Concept of the Kingdom of God
The Kingdom ofGod stands as a main feature of Christian belief and is also the
central issue of Jesus' teaching. Throughout Christian history, this issue also portrays a
confusing picture, as different Christian scholars give divergent interpretations to its
meaning. These discrepancies include a present or a future realm, an abstract idea or a
concrete reality, and a purely ethical system or the transcendent rule ofGod. In spite of
these various interpretations, there are some features which can be viewed as the
common elements of the Kingdom ofGod.
The first element is that its basic meaning is the reign ofGod, who is the Creator
and Savior of world and human beings. The reign of God here especially means the
complete display and practice of God's attributes. Christian monotheism vigorously
affirms the first element. Second, Jesus plays a critical part in the fulfillment of the
Kingdom ofGod, whether this is interpreted to mean his death providing salvation, his
life exemplifying the principles of God's reign, or his life setting an example for
people as the children of God. Third, the Kingdom of God means a new world order,
through which a society is constructed for people to acquire happiness and to dwell in
peace. Although not all scholars agree that the Kingdom of God indicates simply an
ethical system, ethical characteristics, which are based on Christian understanding of
God's moral attributes, stand out as prominent features in the Kingdom ofGod. Fourth,
the actual isation of the Kingdom ofGod has become a primary expectation of people,
including both Israelites in the period of the Hebrew Bible and Christians after the
period of the New Testament. Whether its fulfillment contains an eschatological
dimension or not, the Kingdom of God signifies people's expectation for the
fulfillment of an ideal world. Fifthly, the arrival of the Kingdom of God demands a
transformation for people. The basic demands for response to the arrival of the
Kingdom of God in the Bible are to 'repent and believe the gospel' (Mark 1:15,
Matthew 4:17). The meaning of repentance is commonly considered as a
transformation of the self so as to live a new life. Thus, personal transformation,
building to the transformation of society, plays an important part in the fulfillment of
the Kingdom ofGod.
Based on the above elements, the PCT's beliefs regarding the Kingdom of God
hold some particular features. Chapter Six has indicated that, in terms of the
actualisation of the Kingdom of God, the PCT tends to hold the perspective of its
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progressive and dynamic element, claiming that it has already been presented in
history yet needs to attain its complete fulfillment in the future. On the one hand, the
PCT does not reject its eschatological dimension because its Confession of Faith still
maintains faith in the final fulfillment of an eschatological Kingdom at the Second
Coming of Jesus Christ.3 While the other hand, the PCT pays more attention to its
this-worldly characteristic, which is expressed by the Church's claim that its
actualisation in this world and in the current context of Taiwan is the PCT's common
vision. The PCT declares that the actualisation of the Kingdom ofGod does not entail
the establishment of a visible and political Christendom in Taiwan, though the PCT
paid attention in its social ministry to political movements. PCT maintains that the
actualisation of the Kingdom of God means the furthering of God's spiritual and
symbolic reign rather than the establishment of a political reality. The actualisation of
God's reign in this world means pursuing a society which in every sphere collectively
reflects God's attributes and principles, such as justice, peace, and love, so as to enable
every person in society to enjoy his blessing. The PCT asserts that the actualisaiton of
the Kingdom ofGod in this world is the primary mission of the Christian Church and
therefore has been the vision and motivator of the PCT's ministry.
Buddhist Concept ofPure Land
In traditional Buddhist beliefs Pure Land means Buddha's dwelling place, which
is established when a Buddha attains his or her enlightenment. It is a place where
Bodhisattvas and arhats listen to Buddha's preaching and practice the Dharma without
disturbance. In the beliefof the Pure Land Sect, Amitabha Pure Land stands out as the
most tremendous place among other Pure Lands to become the common expectation of
destiny for the Pure Land followers. All the Pure Lands that have been mentioned in
Buddhist scriptures exist in realms outside the present world. Therefore, all the Pure
Land's adherents have a basic tendency to withdrawing from this world, focusing
mainly on seeking rebirth in that other-worldly place. This causes Pure Land belief to
be become detached from this world.
The Pure Land belief presents a faith which depends on external salvation. This
feature is best shown in the concept that the establishment of the Pure Land is
completely dependent on the miraculous power ofBuddha. People's rebirth in the Pure
3 The editing group of'Knowing the Presbyterian Church in Taiwan,' Knowing the Presbyterian Church
in Taiwan, revised, Taipei, Taiwan: The General Assembly of the Presbyterian Church in Taiwan, 2000,
135.
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Land is largely dependent on nien-fo, calling on Buddha's name, to access salvation.
Therefore, people do not directly take part in the establishment of the Pure Land.
The rise of the concept of establishing a Pure Land in this world signifies a
revolution in traditional Pure Land beliefs. 'Humanistic Buddhism' moves the Pure
Land from an other-worldly realm to this world claiming that the Pure Land should be
established in this 'impure world.' Unlike traditional Pure Land belief, 'Humanistic
Buddhism' asserts the importance of people's common works for the establishment of
Pure Land. This provides a motivator for Buddhists to pay attention to their
responsibilities towards reforming this world and promoting people's wellbeing. The
establishment of this Pure Land is connected with Buddhist final destiny in two
respects. The first respect is people's works of establishing a this-worldly Pure Land
are practices of the Bodhisattva path, a Buddhist practice that is claimed by
Humanistic Buddhists to be the most effective path of reaching Nirvana. The second is
that the establishment ofa this-worldly Pure Land is meant to be a means for all living
beings to practice Dharma easily. Therefore, while focusing their works on a
this-worldly task, 'Humanistic Buddhism' does not give up Nirvana as the human final
destiny.
This transformation of Buddhist belief about the Pure Land has successfully
provided the motivation for Buddhists in Taiwan to devote themselves to the
reformation of society. Originating from the depiction of the Pure Land in traditional
Buddhist scriptures, these actions include purifying inner human characteristics,
purifying the environment, and establishing harmonious human relationships and
social systems. 'Humanistic Buddhism' still retains the Buddhist concept ofexpecting
an ideal world, only shifting it from an other-worldly realm to the present world and
transforming people's passive anticipation for an external salvation to an active
participation in its establishment.
The Differences of the Concept of Ideal World in the Two Religions
The foregoing paragraph has pointed out that a genuine inter-religious dialogue
should not only focus on the parallels between the two religions, but should also face
their differences. Chapter Three has indicated that there are doctrinal discrepancies
between Christianity and Buddhism. Therefore, the two religions' substantial and
doctrinal differences unavoidably result in discrepancies between their concepts of an
ideal world. As part of the dialogue of doctrine, their differences will be presented in
the following paragraphs.
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Substantial Differences—Their Origins and Meanings
There are substantial differences in the two religions' concepts of an ideal world,
indicative of the differences oftheir concepts ofUltimate Reality. For Christianity, the
Ultimate Reality is of the one and personal God, who created and is sovereign over all
his creation. For Buddhism, it is the Dharma, which is an impersonal principle
embodied as Buddha. These two concepts of 'Ultimate Reality' are different not only
in their names and in the monotheistic and atheistic concepts, but also in the two
religions' perception of their attributes. Because of the differences in their concepts of
the 'Ultimate Reality,' their concepts of the ideal world are not easily identified with
each other. For Christianity, the Kingdom of God signifies the reign of God. For
Buddhism, the Pure Land is the dwelling place of Buddha. Buddhists believe that 'the
Kingdom of God' is only in the level of the heaven realms, and is far below the Pure
Land, in a realm that has far transcended the six realms of Samsara, because the
Buddhist concept of God is solely relegated to the highest level of Samsara. A
simplified solution, as some religious pluralists such as John Hick's claim, is to
interpret the 'Ultimate Realities' as one noumenous reality, which is perceived and
expressed in different ways, because Reality is versatile and inexhaustible.4 In this,
God and Buddha in the two respective religions are actually the same figure
recognised as different. However, this claim is not accepted by the two religious
groups in Taiwan because, in their practical opinion, concepts of the Ultimate Reality
in the two religions are widely different.
The Two Religions' Final Destiny
The expectation of an ideal world also presents differences in the two religions'
conceptions of final destiny. In Christianity, the Kingdom ofGod has always been the
central theme, because this goal has been the human final destiny in Christian belief,
whether its meaning is interpreted to be an ethical system in an earthly society, a new
heaven and new earth established after the end of the present world with the second
coming of Jesus Christ, or the symbolic reign of God throughout human history. The
PCT continuously expresses that the actualisation of the Kingdom of God is their
utmost concern.
In Buddhism, Pure Land is normally considered the medium for Buddhists to
attain their final destiny, Nirvana. As a means for Buddhist practices, Pure Land
4 John Hick, God and the Universe ofFaiths, New York, New York: St. Martin's Press, 1973, 131-132.
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logically stands secondarily in Buddhist belief in its preparative functions for the final
destiny. Even though current 'Humanistic Buddhism' regards it as the primary vision
of Buddhist mission, the possibility exists that when the establishment of a
this-worldly Pure Land is viewed as less valuable in attaining Nirvana, the Pure Land
might fall by the wayside. Furthermore, the final destiny in Buddhism is still a realm
showing a characteristic of detachment from this world. The characteristic of
withdrawing from this world does not completely disappear in 'Humanistic
Buddhism.' Comparing Pure Land with the Christian goal of the Kingdom ofGod, it is
clear that these two visions ofan ideal world are still not in a parallel in their seeking of
final human destiny.
Difference of the Place ofHuman Efforts in the Establishment of an Ideal World
Although both religions claim the importance of people's participation in the
establishment of the ideal world, there is a difference between external help and
self-efforts in this establishment. The PCT holds the view that God's salvation plays
the crucial role of the arrival of the Kingdom ofGod, and its establishment was due to
God's salvation fulfilled by Jesus Christ. Its complete actualisation is also the
fulfillment of God's salvation at the Second Coming of Christ. It is the time between
the initiation and the final fulfillment of the Kingdom ofGod when human beings have
the privileges and responsibility to participate in this task. The PCT also
conceptualises that, even in this period, the main resources of power to participate in
this difficult mission are from the help ofGod and are closely related to human relation
with God. Therefore, the PCT's conviction shows that the actualisation of the
Kingdom of God is primarily through God's work with some reliance on human
efforts.
Buddhists hold the conviction that there is no help from a Creator or Saviour, the
establishment of a this-worldly Pure Land being solely through human effort.
Although there had been elements of external help in traditional Pure Land beliefs,
Humanistic Buddhists consider that this belief of dependence upon Amitabha's
salvation to be deviant from original Buddhist beliefs, and therefore they claim the
importance of returning to the belief in self-effort. The basic method motivates
Buddhists to devote themselves to their ministry through self-cultivation. As a form of
Buddhism, which was a tradition ofsyncretism between Chan and Pure Land, the most
popular way for Taiwanese Buddhism to help followers to acquire power is through
the practice of meditation. Numerous programmes for meditative training are
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widespread in Taiwan. Another prominent way of acquiring power is through the
experiences ofpractical action. All these ways maintains the importance of self-efforts
and reject the possibility of external help, though Amitabha devotion still exits at the
popular level of Humanistic Buddhists. The above analysis therefore argues that there
are discrepancies between the two religious communities as to self-efforts and external
help, and in their different ways of accessing the power while participating in the
establishment of the ideal world.
The Differences in Previous Actions
Besides the above conceptual differences, in early decades, the two religions
proved their distinctive emphases in their practices of social ministries. The three
political statements and related political movements described in Chapter Six have
clearly shown that the PCT promoted active political concern after the 1970s. The
reason that the PCT focused on this aspect of social engagement was the Church's
conviction that the evils in the social structure are the origins of human suffering, and
politics plays the crucial role among the different spheres of social evil. In order to
eliminate human evils, political justice occupied the primary position of social action.3
Although the PCT has expanded the spheres of their social ministry after the 1990s,
the general impression held by Humanistic Buddhists of the PCT is that they are
heavily involved in politics.6
Contrary to the PCT, Humanistic Buddhists place the transformation of human
hearts as their primary ministry. Chapter Five indicated that this emphasis clearly
expresses the conviction that the foundation of establishing a Pure Land in the current
chaotic situation ofTaiwan is the purification of human heart through propagating the
Dharma. However, compared with the many efforts towards the purification of human
hearts, Buddhist social ministry remains limited to the realm ofcharity works, without
considering the deeper roots of social problems. Recently, Buddhist scholars such as
Yang Huinan and Lin Chaocheng and monastic leaders such as Chaohui,
have started to notice this shortcoming and have attempted to develop Buddhist social
5 Chen Nanzhou, The Social andPolitical Ethics ofthe Presbyterian Church in Taiwan, Taipei, Taiwan:
Yongwang Publishing, 1999, 224.
6
At least two Buddhist interviewees, Huiyang and Chaohui, expressed this impression in my personal
interviews. Chaohui even kindly suggested that PCT should make efforts to eliminate this impression so
as not to rouse suspicion. See Chaohui, interviewed by Juta Pan, tape recording in Hongshi Buddhist
College He), in Kuanyin, 23 December 2002, and also see Huiyang, interviewed by Juta Pan,
tape recording in Fenshang Lotus Buddhist Society (JHfLlSli), in Funshan, 9 December 2002.
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ethics. But, these works are only in an initial stage and have not acquired tangible
achievements. Besides, as a religion that emphasises the importance of harmony,
Buddhism has always cautiously avoided actions that would arouse conflicts in society.
Therefore, an image of striving for political rights through protesting and appealing is
not accepted by Buddhism in Taiwan. This causes Buddhists to be suspicious of the
PCT's active involvement in opposing the government and hesitant to have a
connection with the PCT's social ministries.
Conclusion—The Necessity ofTransforming the Focus
The above paragraphs have analysed discrepancies between the concepts of
establishing an ideal world in the two religions. These differences are realities and, to a
certain degree, the difficulties for Christian-Buddhist dialogue in Taiwan. Most of
them, except the fourth difference, unavoidably precede the dialogue. While
acknowledging these differences in other religions, can these two religions recognise
and respect the existence of these differences? The above description indicates that the
main differences between the two religions' concepts of an ideal world belong to the
doctrinal sphere and pertain to religious final destiny. If the focus of the dialogue
changes to the sphere of a this-worldly dimension, there are still parallels that can
serve as the foundation for the two religions' common actions.
The Parallels in Their Common Humanistic Characters
Notwithstanding the differences mentioned above, there is still a promise of
Christian-Buddhist dialogue in their parallels regarding actions of social reformation.
These parallels are based on their commonly hope for furthering an ideal world. When
viewing their hopes from the perspective of final religious destiny, their hopes of an
ideal world contain discrepancies in their substance, in the ways of its complete
fulfillment, and in the means of entering this realm. However, when viewing their
hopes from a this-worldly dimension, there are parallels between the two religions.
The following paragraphs will analyse these parallels of two religions' hope for an
ideal world, especially from the aspects of the contents of this ideal world and of the
common humanistic elements in it.
The Parallels in the Contents of the Ideal World
The parallels in the two religions' hope for the actualisation of the ideal world
firstly show their common concept about this ideal world. According to the scriptures
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of Pure Land beliefs, 'Humanistic Buddhism' clearly portrays the contents of the Pure
Land as including the purification of the environment, the purification ofhuman hearts,
and physical abundance and mental happiness in a harmonious society.7 Basically,
these features can also be found in PCT's concept of furthering the Kingdom ofGod.
In the description of the condition of the Pure Land, the beauty of the
environment, the magnificence of architecture, and the vitality and the harmony of
nature not only attract people to long for gaining rebirth in it, but also provide
Humanistic Buddhists a theoretical foundation and blue print for environmental
protection. The concept of purifying the environment in 'Humanistic Buddhism'
agrees with the PCT's concept ofthe Kingdom ofGod, especially with the significance
of Creation theology, in which human beings are commissioned as stewards of God's
creation and therefore must treasure and take care of the homeland.8 Taking good care
ofour dwellings therefore becomes a common conviction ofactualising an ideal world
in the two religions.
The second feature of the content of the Pure Land, the purification of human
hearts, is also in agree with the PCT's conviction ofmoral and ethical elements in the
Kingdom of God. For 'Humanistic Buddhism,' cultivating the purity of human hearts
is a crucial path for Buddhists to acquire progress towards Nirvana and towards the
fulfillment of the Pure Land. In the PCT's concept, the actualisation of the Kingdom of
God entails practicing God's moral attributes in the society. This concept especially
refers to human beings' reflecting God's attributes in their individual and collective
lives. Therefore, the moral and ethical elements play an important part in both
religions' concept of the ideal world.
The third common feature is their searching for the mental and physical
happiness of human lives. Physical abundance and mental happiness are part of the
main features of the Pure Land. This moves Humanistic Buddhists to care for human
interests, especially for the underprivileged, paying much attention to charity works.
The PCT's conviction is based on God's love for the world and his justice, especially
expressed in caring for the economically and politically oppressed. Therefore, the PCT
focuses on seeking to establish a socially and politically just society, so that every
7
Yinshun, Pure Land and Chan, rev. ed., Taipei, Taiwan: Zheng-Wen Publication, 1995, 9-15.
8 Lin Chongming (ff'S'Ll), Ecology and Faith in Taking Care ofthe
Earth—Participating in the Establishment ofthe Ethics ofEarth in Taiwan
Sfdii&fmfS), Center for Taiwanese Ecological Theology ("a e<L Tainan,
Taiwan: Renkwang Publishing, 1996, 9-12.
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person can have equal opportunities to achieve a better life. Although both religions
have a different focus in their actions, they commonly hold the conviction that caring
for underprivileged people, so as to help them acquire physical abundance and mental
happiness, is their primary concern. Besides, Chapter Five and Six have presented
later developments, which show that their actions are gradually becomeing similar.
The Parallel in Their Common Humanistic Characteristics
The parallel of the PCT's concept of the Kingdom of God and Humanistic
Buddhists' concept of the Pure Land is also evident in their common humanistic
characteristics, which, as Chapter Four proved, are common characteristics ofChinese
and Taiwanese culture. Chapter Five and Six have indicated that these humanistic
characteristics are expressed in three features.
Firstly, the concern for this world is obviously shown in the two religions'
emphasis on the this-worldly dimension of the ideal world. Traditional concepts of
expecting an ideal realm in the two religions focused on their other-worldly
significance in which they therefore ignored the present interests of society. The
transformation of the two religions in the previous decades has changed this tendency.
The this-worldly characteristic has stood out prominently in the two religions' social
mission. This common dimension makes the two religions, though previously
hindered by doctrinal discrepancies, discover a common this-worldly goal, which is to
devote themselves to the reformation of Taiwanese society so that their compatriots
can live better lives. Therefore, transforming the focus of the ideal world from the
other-worldly expectation to a this-worldly dimension bridges the gap between their
original differences.
Similarly, altruism is clearly expressed as the key factor in establishing the two
groups' concept of the ideal world. With this establishment the primary goal of their
ministries, both religions call for their followers to devote themselves to the
construction of this ideal world. Those who respond to this call have to possess a
strong altruistic spirit and must be willing to commit themselves to the happiness of
Taiwan. Therefore, spreading the message of altruism becomes an important ministry
in the two religions. This means, compared with other religions in Taiwan, these two
groups express greater altruistic tendencies in their beliefs and actions. With this
parallel element, the two religious groups can easily express their appreciation ofeach
other's altruistic spirit and will be more willing to cooperate in the works bringing
benefits to Taiwanese people.
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Thirdly, high moral attainment stands at the centre of the two religions' concept
of the ideal world. This characteristic is clearly expressed in the Humanistic Buddhist
claim that the purification of hearts is a crucial factor for establishing the Pure Land.
'Humanistic Buddhism' starts with purifying human hearts, through which it seeks to
construct a high moral model to believed by in society. This formulation is very much
in tune with that of Confucianism, as mentioned in Chapter Four. Although the PCT
seems to focus more on actualising the Kingdom ofGod through the transformation of
social structures, elements ofmoral requirements still play the role ofmotivating these
actions. Moral attainment, which originates from God's moral attributes, becomes the
driving force and foundation of the PCT's social actions. Furthermore, moral
attainment is also expressed in the collective moral achievement of society rather than
in an individual state. Though there might be different tendencies in the role of
constructing an ideal world between the two religions, claiming the importance ofhigh
moral attainment becomes the common concern in the two religions and is considered
an effective path to fulfill their goals.
Conclusion—Parallels Make Cooperation Possible
The above paragraphs therefore show that transforming the conviction of the
ideal society to the dimension of this world provides the possibility of
Christian-Buddhist dialogue. While focusing the conviction of the ideal world on a
this-worldly dimension, there are parallels in the goal of their missions and in their
actions ofachieving it. These parallels provide the common goal of the reformation of
contemporary society and the possibility of common actions. With this conviction of
an ideal world and with so much in common, the Christian Church and Buddhism in
Taiwan have the possibility of working together for the reformation of their society.
Therefore, setting aside differences about final destiny and focusing mainly on the
parallels of the this-worldly dimension, the Christian concept of actualising the
Kingdom of God and the Humanistic Buddhist concept of establishing a Pure Land
will bring about the possibility of cooperatively constructing a better society in the
current context ofTaiwan.
Actualising an Ideal World in the Current Situation in Taiwan
The first two sections of this chapter have indicated that actualising the two
religions' concept of the this-worldly ideal world is the common vision of PCT and
'Humanistic Buddhism.' This vision leads to possible common actions of social
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reformation in Taiwan. However, it has to be realised that these common actions are
not achieved in a vacuous context. The practical situation in Taiwan has to be seriously
considered so as to develop a realistic action plan that meet the needs of society.
Therefore, the third section will briefly examine Taiwan's situation, especially in the
period after democratisation. To give a comprehensive picture of this period is a
complicated work and is not the main purpose here. This section only attempts to find
out what the two religions can do to help the current situation of Taiwan and move it
forward to an ideal society.
A Period of Deconstruction (j$PHt) a°d Reconstruction (MM)
Scholars and social observers analyse that the contemporary state ofTaiwan is in
a period of deconstruction and reconstruction.9 The old centralised political,
economical and ideological system has collapsed. A variety ofperspectives and norms
have flooded the society. From a positive aspect, this deconstruction of the traditional
system has resulted in a society full of vitality. As Chen Fungming HJi), a
socialist and democrat in Taiwan, indicates, 'all the energies of the society burst out in
this period...throughout the history of Taiwan, there is not a period when thinking,
speech, and actions are so flourishing.'10 Nevertheless, this transition also brings
social chaos and confusion.
The years from 1986 to 1990 CE were a crucial period of this great change,
because critical political events, such as the formation of the first opposition party, the
lifting of Martial Law, the lifting of the ban on publishing newspapers and journals,
and the general reelection of central government representatives happened here. A
senior media worker, Yang Du (j|§j§0 analyses that this series of political changes
originated from the economic and social development of earlier years. He indicates
that, in the 1960s and 1970s, Taiwan had grown from an economic system of
9 The concepts of'deconstruction' and 'reconstruction' are commonly expressed in the writings of
social observers such as Lao Sikuang CTjISt'c:), Nanfang Shuo (r£j7j$J), Yang Du Yang Zhao
(HIIH)- See Lao Siguang (UStfcX Legislation and the Release ofSpelling Taipei,
Taiwan: Sanming Books, 1991, 185-188; Nanfang Shuo '}] $]), Sighs in a MadAge
Taipei, Taiwan: Sanming Books (ZiKilr/lj), 1991, 9; Yang Du The Years ofDeconstruction
and Split (fffl-fSftSfflfTffQ, Taipei, Taiwan: Sanming Books (ZiKlfMj), 1991, 1-4; and Yang Zhao
The Perspective from a Wanderer (MMMM&, Taipei, Taiwan: Zili Evening Paper Publishing
1991,231-232.
10 Chen Fungming (HslfTj B§), The Prologue in The Perspectivefrom a Wanderer (MMSkfM&, Yang Zhao,
Taipei, Taiwan: Zili Evening Paper Publishing (g jxS&IEiBHStf), 1991, 1. The Chinese is:
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agricultural production and manual trade to an industrialised society. During this
development, traditional political and social models were unable to meet demands of
new society. Therefore, there were contradictions between the new economic and
social realities and the old model of political control.1 Potential civic powers rose to
demand the reformation of the political system, the reconsideration of national identity,
and the reconstruction of social and cultural value systems. The political liberation in
the 1980s became the landmark of this reformation. Together with the collapse of the
traditional political system came the deconstruction of traditional values and social
systems. Taiwan has entered a transitional stage and awaits reconstruction in every
sphere so that it keeps up with the contemporary era. This transition unavoidably
results in vast changes to the social value system creating brand new social problems.
The Deconstruction of the Social Value System
The Deconstruction of Ideology
The first feature is that the termination ofKMT totalitarian rule brought about the
collapse of traditional ideology. Chapter One and Four indicate that Confucianism had
been the main value system of Chinese and Taiwanese culture. The way in which the
KMT established the legitimacy of its regime was to claim national identification with
China and to advocate the restoration of Chinese culture, which subsequently meant
the restoration of Confucianism. This entailed that, although considered shallow and
empty, Confucianism provided the main ideology of Taiwanese values for in decades
while providing social stability and individual guidance. However, along with
resisting the KMT's totalitarian rule, Confucianism in its external form aroused
suspicions and warned up losing its dominance place after democratisation. The loss
of the traditional ideology caused Taiwanese people to abandon the spirit of altruism,
which has been one of the humanistic characteristics in Chinese culture, and gradually
to move forward to secular materialism. People were unenthusiastic about committing
themselves to any ideology, preferring only to strive for power and money. The loss of
ideology causes apathy towards the common interests of each other's needs, with a
focus only on material interests. This tendency also leads to political corruption and
economic injustice, which will be described below.
The Descent of Morals
''
Yang Du (|§§tX The Years ofDeconstruction andSplit (Taipei, Taiwan: Sanming
Books 1991, 4-8.
The loss of ideology also causes the decline of morals in people's lives. As
mentioned in Chapter Four, a high moral requirement is an important humanistic
element of Confucianism, although the KMT government's advocacy of Chinese
culture is often criticised as empty. The moral norms declared by Confucianism still
display their influences in restraining people's daily lives and in maintaining the
stability of the society. The decline of Confucianism causes the decrease of its moral
influences. When the old moral norm cannot restrain people's lives any more, and
without a new moral norm to replace it, the society shows a situation ofmoral disorder.
A social analyst, Nanfang Shuo indicates 'since there is no God (ideology),
everyone does as he/she likes.'12 This moral disorder not only is evident in personal
lives but also in the collective situation. Charles Kao an economic scholar,
indicates that in the 1990s Taiwan was in a state, where the 'original criteria of right
and wrong, the principle of promotion and demotion in the government, the norm of
law, and the morality and ethics, which was respected by everyone, are completely
overturned.'13 This loss of moral consciousness results in political corruption,
economic injustice, and disorder of public security. Therefore, Lao Siguang
a sociological scholar, calls Taiwan a city of decay This designation
might be too harsh for Taiwan, but serves to point out the urgency of reconstructing its
moral norm.
The Inconsistency between Pluralistic Reality and Centralised Consciousness
There is also the incapability of adjustment from a centralised system to the
co-existence of plural cultures. In previous decades, Taiwan was in a situation where
one political entity, the KMT government, and one ideology, Confucianism,
dominated the whole society. This centralised system produced a closed but stable
society. After the deconstruction of the original centralised system, multi-cultures
brought vitality to the society. However, as Yang Zhau (H§MX a social observer,
claims, though there might be various voices in the society, the consciousness of
centralisation is still strong in people's minds. There is no respect or tolerance for
different voices, leading the spirit to sense the value of pluralism, but an attempt to
12
Nanfang Shuo (phi TjUTI), Sighs inA MadAge(fSS~F^fMlSi), Taipei, Taiwan: Sanming Books (H.S
#D), 1991, 34. The Chinese content is: —WgnSM.'
13 Charles C. H. Kao, The Path ofNew Taiwanese—To Construct a Clear Society, Taipei, Taiwan:
Commonwealth Publishing, 1999, 192. The Chinese content is: ftJAMI'J,
immm,
14
Lao Siguang (§§■.§?, ;)fc), Legislation and the Release ofSpelling (j£Z£M/0¥sl), Taipei, Taiwan:
Sanming Books, 1991,3.
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compete with other voices in making absolute their own thinking.15 Therefore, in the
face of social and political discrepancies, there is always resistance and opposition
rather than communication and compromise. This brings about conflicts between
different groups or value systems, and making originally stable and harmonious
society disturbed and disordered.
The Discrepancy ofNational Identification
The discrepancies over national identification has invisibly existed in Taiwanese
people and is exposed with the deconstruction of the traditional political system.
Chapter One and Four both indicate that, in order to legitimatise its regime, the KMT
worked hard to make Taiwanese people identity themselves with China. However, this
attempt at Sinonisation proved unsuccessful because of the distance of Taiwan from
China in time and space. Moreover, the disappointment over the KMT's totalitarian
rule and the discontent with the government's focusing on the preparation ofmilitarily
regaining Mainland China with resources of Taiwan also weakened Taiwanese
people's identification with China. Therefore, reconsidering the self-identity of
Taiwan, rather than identifying themselves with a distant realm, has become the
current tendency of the Taiwanese people.
However, this tendency ofseeking self-identification brings about a rift in Taiwan.
For about two million mainlanders, to cut their national identification from China
means to lose their roots, which for them is intolerable. Furthermore, the claim that the
KMT is a foreign regime, which oppressed the Taiwanese people, brings about tension
and conflict between mainlanders and the earlier residents. In addition, as the biggest
ethnic group, the people originally from South Fukien (fUllW) arrogantly identify
Taiwan with the race and culture of South Fukien. This perspective brings about the
discontent of other minority ethnic groups, such as Hakka and aborigines.16 The
confusion ofTaiwanese self-identification results in the split between different ethnic
groups. Defining the meaning of'New Taiwanese (§FrnWA)' and establishing a new
identity for Taiwan becomes an important issue for all the Taiwanese residents.17
Social Problems Resulting from the Deconstruction of the Value System
15
Yang Zhao The Perspectivefrom a Wanderer Taipei, Taiwan: Zili Evening Paper
Publishing (gtyfclgaiJigfi), 1991, 215.
16 Li Chao The Ugly Appearances ofTaiwanese People (cdMsffifMftBW), Taipei, Taiwan:
Qianwei Publishing 1988, 135-158.
17 Ibid.
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The transformation of society brings about the deconstruction of the original
value system. This change is viewed as a necessary process for transforming the
situation that matches the path of contemporary era. However, the preceding
paragraphs have indicated that the deconstruction of traditional values unavoidably
causes disorders of human consciousness, which results in many social problems. The
following paragraphs will present some of these problems from different aspects.
Political Corruption Due to Incomplete Democratisation and the Loss of Ideology
Taiwan is always proud of its moving through the process of democratisation
without experiencing military revolution and severely violent conflict. Nevertheless,
although an initial democratic system has been established, Taiwanese has not
cultivated a mature democratic consciousness yet. This is principally shown in the
people's remaining in the Confucian political philosophy of expecting the appearance
of a 'sage king' to bring about the country's benefits. Being in a democratic society,
when a politician is considered a 'sage king,' all political powers will be rendered to
him without considering whether a good operating political system and a balance
between power and duty are more important.
Political parties do not recognise that the spirit of democracy is following the
'playing rules' and respecting people's choice in an election. Since winning the
election means winning unlimited power, all the parties make every effort, legal or
illegal, to win the election. After the results of the elections, there are usually conflicts
arising which bring about social disturbance. This means that whenever there is an
election, there is always division and opposition between different political or social
groups in Taiwan.
The loss of ideology and the lack of an appropriate operative political system
ensure political corruption, such as the collusion between government officers and
private businesses, and illegal lobbying. This situation happened when the KMT held
power and is believed to be without change after the transition of regime. In this
situation, to cultivate the consciousness of democracy, to establish a completely
operative political system, and to formulate a legal political system are important tasks
in eliminating political corruption and social conflicts.
Social Disorder Due to the Loss of Ideology and Political Conflicts
There are also social disorders during this period of transition. Firstly, the descent
of morals and the loss of ideology corrupt social customs and bring about the
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deterioration of public security. Politeness and friendliness, which had been cherished
as the virtues of Chinese culture, are not the norms for human relationships any more.
Worse still, the political corruption mentioned in the last paragraph serve as bad
examples for the whole society, which 'legalise' and 'rationalise' illegal and immoral
behaviours on the popular level. The increase of illegal events and criminal acts
worsens public security and makes people live in distress and despair.
The preceding paragraphs has indicated that the confusion regarding Taiwan's
self-identification brings about the arrogance of Fukien-originated Taiwanese, the
suspicion of mainlanders, and the discontent of other minor ethnic groups. This
situation causes the conflicts within Taiwanese society, and shows the necessity of
redefining the meaning of'Taiwanese,' so as to acquire a new national identity among
different ethnic people and the reconciliation of their relationships. Before achieving
this goal, the intimidation of the PRC and the opposition caused by diverse political
standpoint about the independence of Taiwan, enlarged the fissure between ethnic
groups. This confrontation between different political standpoints reached a climax in
the presidential election in 2004 CE. The division made in that election will take long
time to heal. The above conditions become the two most crucial factors of social
disorders in Taiwan. To deal with reformation of social values, it is necessary to
reconstruct ideology and morals. To achieve reconciliation between ethnic groups,
forgiveness, tolerance, and mutual trust are indispensable. Both of these tasks are
complicated and difficult, but they are also pressingly urgent.
Economical Decline and Its Influences
Taiwan also faced an economic crisis that previous decades had never
encountered. The economic growth of China and the failure to upgrade industrial
technology produced an economic recession the last two decades. Many businesses
moved to China and Southeast Asia to acquire cheaper labour creating a rise in the
unemployed rate. Lots ofdomestic labours feared losing their jobs. In reality, although
the economic development in Taiwan has declined, the real situation is not such a bad
way. However, since the previous economic development made people accustomed to
luxury and material comforts, when the standard of living descends, people feel
frustrated and lose sight of the meaning of life. This condition shows that the real
problem ofeconomic decline is interior perception rather than external reality.
It's not only the loss of the value system that makes people seek material
pleasures and be unable to stand the descent of the living standard. Myopic viewpoints
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and the loss of diligence, another traditional Chinese virtue, cause people in Taiwan
not to believe in seeking better lives through diligent works any more. Speculative
investment in the stock and property market, and even illegal businesses became the
most efficient ways to amass wealth. This situation brings about an unjust economical
structure and enlarges the disparity between the rich and the poor. The disappointment
with social and economical justice deepens people's discontent with society and the
government, and therefore increases the unrest mentioned in the last paragraphs.
Injustice in economic structures has already existed in the past and caused the
underprivileged to have been ignored. While industrial development has declined and
economical injustice worsened, the situation of the underprivileged becomes dire. The
solution to the external factors of economical decline might depend on the
government's new economical policy. Internal reformation is also necessary in helping
people to pass through this crisis.
Ecological Destruction
Ecological and environmental destruction becomes an issue related to
economical development and it is especially alarming in Taiwan. These ecological
problems have existed invisibly for many years and have become are exposed recently.
Like many other Third World countries, Taiwan's ecological problem basically
originated from a previous sole focus on economical development while ignoring the
ecological damage it brought about. In recent years, all the problems of ecological
destruction became suddenly apparent. These problems include the pollution of river
and reservoir due to not properly treating industrial and agricultural waste water, acid
rain caused by air pollution, garbage treatment because of the overuse of plastic
articles, shortage ofelectrical power and debates about building nuclear power stations,
and issues of soil conservation caused by the over-development ofmountain areas and
the over-logging of forests. Besides the lack about consciousness of environmental
protection in the past, the residents' lack of regard for public affairs, for respecting
nature, and for caring for human beings aggravate the environmental problems. There
are buildings built with steel containing radiation and with concrete made with sea
sand. There is rice with cadmium content. People's torture of this lovely land makes
Taiwan a country of high income, with a poor living environment.18 To re-identify
with the homeland and love its resources become an urgent issue in solving Taiwan's




Conclusion—the Role of Religion in the Current Situation
The situation of Taiwan portrayed above does not mean there is no positive
features during this period of transformation and self-adaptation. The reason this
section focuses mainly on the negative situation is to consider what Christianity and
Buddhism can do to help society in achieving its tasks of reconstruction. Religions
need to hold the conviction that, in light of the current disorders ofTaiwan, there must
be some spheres to which religions can contribute. Nevertheless, while considering
how religions can contribute in helping Taiwan to get through this period of
reconstruction, it is unrealistic to think that religions can solve all the problems of this
society. An appropriate attitude is to consider how religions can play their roles and
work with the whole society to achieve an immediate transformation.
The above portrayal has shown two aspects of the problems, the external and the
internal, it also shows that, although there are many social, economical, ecological,
and political issues which are closely related to the structure and systems of society,
the fundamental problems at this period are the collapse of traditional ideology, the
loss of the value system, and the descent of morality. These dimensions are where
religions can make contributions. Therefore, reconstructing ideology and value
systems can be considered the common goal of Christian and Buddhist contributions
to the current society in Taiwan, and the starting point ofChristian-Buddhist dialogue.
Besides the reformation of people's inner consciousness, some participation in social
movements, with which the two religions have already worked, also provides possible
common grounds. The ongoing sections will suggest possible constructive action,
especially from the dimensions of spiritual reformation and practical action.
The Dialogue of Spirituality and Social Action—The Reformation of Spirituality
and Society
The Reformation of Human Spirituality
As religions that contain abundant spirituality, this dimension of reconstruction of
spirituality is what Christianity and Buddhism can together provide. Chapter Two and
Three have indicated that previous Christian-Buddhist dialogue of spiritual experience
in Taiwan pays more attention to sharing religious experiences of connecting with
Ultimate Reality, and this direction achieved little results, because there is rarely a
common concept of 'Ultimate Reality' in these two religions. Nevertheless, if the
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dialogue of spiritual experience means to cooperatively reconstruct Taiwanese
spirituality, which can be defined as the common goodness in humanity, this
alternative direction becomes more promising and meets current Taiwanese needs.
Former Taiwanese president Li Denhui (^§15) has advocated 'The Reformation of
Human Heart in the 1990s, pointing out the importance of reconstructing
human consciousness for the reconstruction of Taiwanese society. However, without
the foundation of spirituality, this movement did little to reform society. C. S. Song
indicates that religions in Taiwan should be responsible for bringing human renewal
and growth through spiritual renewal and growth.19
Reconstructing Ideology through Providing a Blueprint of an Ideal World
The first aspect is to reestablish a Taiwan's ideology and its enthusiasm in caring
for public affairs through advocating a vision of an ideal society. In Chinese history,
Confucianism has portrayed the picture of'The World of Unity and Equality
If)' in the Book of Rites (tUlS) as the vision of an ideal world. Together with
Confucian humanistic characteristics, the condition of this ideal world provided the
model and norms of Chinese people's social lives. The actualisation of this world
formulates the common ideology of society and moves people to devote themselves to
the collective wellbeing. When the traditional value system was deconstructed, the
ideology formulated through the traditional concept of the ideal world was blurred.
Therefore, as people lose their ideology and lean towards secularity, and focus only on
seeking individual interests. To reconstruct the ideology of Taiwanese people, it is
necessary to provide a vision of reestablishing the ideal world, so as to reaffirm the
Taiwanese people's altruistic spirit.
It has been demonstrated that the two religious groups possess the well defined
visions of an ideal world. The common characteristics and contents of their vision can
provide a practical vision for Taiwanese people in which to reconstruct their ideology,
which had existed in their Han culture but was lost over time, and therefore can
become the source of reinspiration in their enthusiasm of caring for others.
In this dimension of spiritual reformation, some problems exist that await further
solutions. In order to commonly advocate a vision of an ideal world properly
connected with the current situation of Taiwan, these basic concepts wait for further
development with respect to more practical concerns. Moreover, if the picture of an
19 C. S. Song, The Believing Heart: An Introduction to Story Theology, Minneapolis, Minnesota:
Fortress Press, 1998, 233.
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ideal world is to be accepted by the two religions, and even then by the whole society,
it has to be a reduction of their religious elements, such as setting aside the technical
names used in the two religions, so that only the humanistic and moral elements stand
out. Through sketching a blueprint for Taiwan's future, the two religions can inspire
the Taiwanese people to abandon their selfishness and to rediscover their orphaned
altruistic spirit.
Cultivating the Spirit ofAltruism through the Compassion/Love in Two Religions
The second aspect in which the two religions can help to cultivate the spirit of
altruism is by their public demonstration of caring for people's wellbeing, which is
reckoned as their primary motivation for establishing the ideal society. The paragraphs
in the third section have indicated that currently Taiwan is struggling in apathy and that
people only care for their individual interests. The two religions both contain the spirit
ofcaring for other people, which in Buddhism is the Bodhisattva Path originating from
the example of Buddha's compassion to all living beings, and in Christianity is the
identification with the homeland from the example ofGod's incarnation and of Jesus'
sacrifice on the cross. Chapter Five and Six have indicated that these elements in both
religions are motivators for the followers of both religions to show their compassion
and love for Taiwanese people. In a selfish society, witnesses of an altruistic life style
will bring inspiration to the Taiwanese people and stir their spirits of altruism.
Lifting the Moral Standard
The third aspect of spiritual reformation is the reaffirmation of people's morals.
The third section has indicated that the loss of ideology causes the decline of morality
and the decay of ethical customs. Morality stands in a prominent place in both
religions' concept of actualising the ideal world. Master Shenyang claims that Vinaya
is the important path for the purification of human hearts and the purification of
society.20 He also indicates that the observance of the Vinaya must consider the
contextual situation, meaning that the inner moral conscience is more important than
the external norms.21 The Christian concept of the Kingdom of God also strongly
emphasises the place of moral attainment, which is based on God's moral attributes
and is the Christian motivation for actualising the Kingdom ofGod. In both cases, the
20
Shengyen, Vinaya and the Establishment ofthe This-Worldly Pare Land (ItftAASASUf'/AA:lAjSAAS),
in This-worldly Pure Land and Modern Society (AfWffiAASfM/SSjtt0), editor, Huiming (HHRSSC),
Taipei, Taiwan: Dharma Drum Cultural Inc, 1998, 48-52.
21 Ibid., 32-38.
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realisation of these moral attributes is the key to this ideal world. Therefore, the two
religions' consciousness of high moral attainment serves as appropriate tools in
championing the morality in Taiwan.
Establishing a New View on the Value of Life
The fourth aspect is to provide Taiwanese people a different view on the value of
life. The loss of social consciousness has driven people to materialism. Taiwanese
people view the meaning and purpose of their lives as being the pursuit of material
interests, wealth, and life of luxury. Besides eroding the social customs and upsetting
public security, this sense of the meaning of life makes people feel frustrated during
the time of economic decline. While the economical situation is not as successful as
the previous period, many people can not bear this prospect of loss and therefore
choose to make money through illegal methods. This situation results in many
tragedies, such as dysfunctional family and suicides. Therefore, Taiwanese people
need to reexamine the value and meaning of their lives from a new perspective, so as to
help them to overcome the current distress.
In Buddhism, viewing the phenomenal world from a different perspective is the
essential concept of wisdom. Christian faith tends to transform the dissatisfaction by
providing a higher purpose for their lives. Although the two religions tend to solve
Taiwanese dissatisfaction through different approaches, they can commonly help
Taiwanese people at least realise their distressful situation from a new perspective and
hopefully build up a more optimistic view of life, to help guide them through current
difficulties.
Ways ofAchieving the Reformation ofSpirituality
The above paragraphs list four aspects of spiritual reformation that can meet the
current needs of Taiwanese society and the two religious groups can commonly
provide. The following paragraphs then turn to the issue of how the two religious
groups can help in achieving this spiritual reformation. There are three aspects of
action including propagating the convictions of spiritual reformation, providing living
examples of spiritual reformation, and participating in common actions of social
reformation.
The first aspect is to propagate the convictions of spiritual reformation, with
special emphasis to the four aspects listed above. Chapter Five and Six have indicated
that propagating the faiths of each religion and their visions of ideal world have been
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the main task of the two religious groups. However, to commonly advocate a vision of
an ideal world properly connected with the current situation of Taiwan awaits further
practical development. The two religious groups preach messages that help people to
reexamine their perspective on their lives with the aim ofachieving a new lifestyle. In
his speeches, Shenyang delivers practical messages, such as ways of eliminating
troublesome—facing, accepting, dealing, and then putting down, and the ways of
attaining a harmonious society—diligence, thrift, family love, and duty.22 William Lo
(Lo Jonkuang), general secretary of the PCT General Assembly, writes in his books,
'Praying for Taiwan ( -q }8f jjjff fit),' advocates three Christian elements:
faith—placing the trust in 'Ultimate Reality,' righteousness and justice, and other
people; hope—optimistically expecting and being assured of a better future; and
love—establishing sense of caring and supporting each other, and protecting the
underprivileged.23 These visions and messages have been spread to the people by the
two religions. To strengthen their influence, unified actions are needed in propagating
these convictions.
An effective method of achieving people's spiritual reformation is presenting the
two religions' ideology through leaders and lay believers' testimonies on living a
different way of life. This is because, in a society full of information and cognition, a
more inspiring and convincing way of establishing Taiwanese people's ideology is to
spread these concepts through practical examples. If the two religions' followers
present complementary, but different views on their values and morals in their daily
behaviour, their examples can inspire other people of the society to help them to
establish a new perspective on life. A typical example of this is the compassionate and
sacrificial life ofChengyen, the founder ofTzuchi. Through her life examples, she has
garnered the respect of the whole society in Taiwan. Under her guidance, Tzuchi's
followers have contributed to the reformation of customs in the society and have
formed a trend of social altruism.24 Longstanding actions of caring for the
22
Shengyen, Enlightenment: The Reformation of 'Heart' 'f]'IfEfi'M/Jj), Taipei, Taiwan:
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Taipei, Taiwan: Wang Chun Fong Publishing (SI#®ttjlt5it), 2001, 149-151.
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underprivileged people also help the PCT acquire a good reputation in Taiwan.25
These examples show that when religious people reject the trend ofmaterialism, their
life examples actually cultivate people's ideology and inconspicuously correcting the
values of society. Therefore, the PCT and Humanistic Buddhism's cooperation in
commonly advocating new ways of life will be helpful in the spiritual reformation of
Taiwanese people.
The third aspect is the two religions' cooperation in their social action. Besides
their religious followers' individual examples, common action of charity and rescue
works not only provide for the needs ofnumerous underprivileged people and victims,
but become a living example to teach the greater masses of society. A typical example
is the emergence relief after the 9/21 earthquake in 1999 CE. Public
religiously-motivated actions in saving the victims urged more people to care for these
earthquake victims. There are other practical examples related to religious common
social actions and to be described in the second part of this section.
Common Actions of Social Reformation
Besides seeking the spiritual reformation ofTaiwanese people so as to reconstruct
the ideology, it is also appropriate for the PCT and 'Humanistic Buddhism' to become
active in helping the physical reformation of Taiwanese society. Common action
working towards social reformation in Taiwan is another important dimension of
dialogue for the two religious groups, because they have both actively participated in
social ministries in previous decades. This does not mean that the two religious groups
have the capability to participate in all the spheres of social actions in Taiwan, but
actions listed in the following paragraphs are those that two religious groups have
already engaged in individually. Therefore, these actions contain possible starting
points for Christian-Buddhist dialogue of social action.
Establishing a Harmonious Relationship between Ethnic Groups
The foregoing paragraphs indicate the crisis of division between ethnic groups in
Taiwan. Differing perspectives of the history of Taiwan, experiences of previous
oppression in the totalitarian period, and divergent viewpoints in seeking Taiwan's
national identity resulted in tensions between different ethnic groups. The split was
often enlarged when the elections for government offices were held, and was
25
Huang Maiying (JtJIJi), The Fault ofTaiwanese Culture (fTfffC'ft&f/S), Taipei, Taiwan:
Daoshiang Publishing 1990, 32.
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heightened in the presidential election of2004 CE. The gap between ethnic groups has
become a time bomb, which may explode at any time and bring about an
uncontrollable destruction in the society. Considering the severity of this ethnic
problem, there has been a call for 'Great Reconciliation in Taiwan. The
formation of the 'New Taiwanese (§Tc3WA)\ a united ethnic group including all the
current residents no matter what are their original ethnic groups or arrived date in
Taiwan calls reconciliation very important in solving the ethnic conflicts of this society.
But sadly, these voices are weak and usually drowned out by political passion.
At this moment, it is the responsibility of religions to promote the concept of
ethnic reconciliation. Among the religions in Taiwan, the Christian Church and
Humanistic Buddhist groups are considered to be more involved in the political affairs
than other religious groups. Facing this invisible crisis, what Christians and Buddhists
can do is to spread concepts ofjustice, love, forgiveness, and tolerance so as to heal
this historical trauma. Based on the above convictions, the two religions can cooperate
in holding activities promoting social harmony and providing hope ofan ideal world in
the collective consciousness. The two religious groups can also play the role of 'the
son of peace' urging leaders of different ethnic and political groups to meet and,
possibly bring about the reconciliation of their relationship.
In reality, some religious groups hold different political standpoints, which hinder
the possibility of their cooperation. For example, the PCT conspicuously supports the
DPP in elections and some main Buddhist groups quietly or openly support the KMT.
In this situation, religions have to view the harmony of society as urgently, and be
willing to make this a priority over the political tendency of each religious group.
Therefore, to stand in a neutral position so as to provide a convincing advocacy of
reconciliation is currently a way that Christians and Buddhists can commonly help to
eliminate the opposition between the ethnic groups and prevent inner social chaos.
Common Actions ofCaring for Underprivileged People—Two Dimensions
The economic development of the Nationalist period brought about the increase
of wealth, but resulted in the instability of economic structures and the disparity
between the rich and the poor. Recent economical decline has worsened the situation
of economic inequality &hd greatly increases the suffering of underprivileged people.
Therefore, those who are at the bottom of society should be the subject of primary
concern for the two religious groups. There are two dimensions of this ministry in the
Christian Church and 'Humahftfic Buddhism' in Taiwan. One is the charitable works
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that directly care for these underprivileged people, with the other being social
movements, which appeal for the economic justice in the society.
The foregoing chapters indicate that caring for underprivileged people has been
the traditional social ministry of the PCT and is the main task of Humanistic Buddhist
institutions. From the quantitative aspects of scale and influence, Buddhism stands out
prominently, but, based on the foundation of a long and abundant Christian social
ministry, though with less financial and human resources, some Christian charitable
institutes such as of the Eden Social Welfare Foundation (fjNiJ ) and
The Garden of Hope Foundation (®'|?!S3fejz11r)26 have gained a reputation for the
depth and breadth of their works. The cooperation of Christian experience and
Buddhist resources will bring about much greater influences in their charity.
It is regrettable that, though both religions pay attention to ministries ofcaring for
underprivileged people, these institutions of social ministries seldom share their
experiences and often compete in these common missions. Rev. Zhou Lianhua, the
president of World Vision in Taiwan, mentioned that though the two religions both
established institutions in helping drug addicts and are physically situated next to each
other, they have never made any connection or shared resources to promote drug
abstention,27 showing that the cooperation of charitable works between the two
religious groups awaits further development.
Since the 1970s, seeking social and economic justice through social movements
for underprivileged classes such as farmers, labours, and aborigines, has been the main
concern of the PCT. These consistent works helped the PCT gain recognition and
admiration from social activists outside the Church. Despite holding a perspective that
harmony is one of the most important individual virtues for social relationships,
Taiwanese Buddhists traditionally adopt a suspicious attitude towards the social or
political movements. Recently, a few Buddhists have started to participate in social
movements, such as the anti-nuclear movement and efforts to ban legalising the casino.
Nevertheless, the appeal for social and economic justice through petition or protest is
still a new experience for Buddhists in Taiwan. The experiences of Christian social
movements in the PCT can supplement what Humanistic Buddhist lacks. However, to
make more Buddhists recognise the importance of social movements requires still
26 Both Christian social welfare foundations obtained numerous awards in the past decades. The Garden
of Hope Foundation just won the 'Asia Pacific Non-government Organisation' Award in September of
2004.
27 Zhou Lianhua, interviewed by Juta Pan, tape recording in the office ofWorld Vision in Taiwan, 22
November 2002.
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more effort. If Buddhists will accept that transforming social injustice is another path
to improve the lives of underprivileged people, cooperation between Christians and
Buddhists will bring far greater influences than their current achievements. The
integration of the experiences of the Christian Church in social ministries and the
abundant resources of'Humanistic Buddhism' will bring about sweeping benefits for
economically underprivileged people.
Ecology and Environmental Protection
The preceding paragraphs have also indicated that focusing solely on economical
development in the previous decades produced lots ofecological problems in Taiwan.
Environmental protection has recently become an important issue and ministry in both
PCT and 'Humanistic Buddhism,' because concepts of environmental protection are
important elements in the two religious concepts of the ideal world. In Buddhism,
there is the concept of the purification of the environment. In PCT, there is the concept
of loving and treasuring our homeland, since it is the commission ofGod.
From the aspect of scale, the most influential movements in 'Humanistic
Buddhism' are the Tzuchi and Dharma Drum Mountain. Although these organisations
show great influences because of their abundant resources, recently there are critiques
within Buddhism claiming that these works contain two problems. According to Yang
Huinan, the first problem is that most of these works lack an insightful doctrinal
foundation, being loosely based on the traditional Buddhist concept of 'cherishing the
happiness (fa ■?§)•' Thus far, there were only a few scholars, who have started to
propose a theoretical foundation for environmental protection based on Buddhist
doctrines.28 Related to the first issue, all the works of Buddhist environmental
protection have remained shallow, such as the recycling of resources and the release of
captured animals (WL-fe), without touching upon more comprehensive aspects of
structural environmental protection.29
Compared with Buddhism, the PCT has established a more complete theoretical
foundation and a more comprehensive scale ofpractices. A Christian study group, The
Study Center for Taiwanese Ecological Theology (-q ^as
published a handbook on environmental protection, 'Taking Care ofthe Earth
ittl)' to advocate environmental protection among Christians. This book contains
28
Yang Huinan, A Review of the Concept ofEnvironmental Protection in Contemporary Taiwanese
Buddhism Contemporary 104 December 1994. 32.
29 tu:^I
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comprehensive contents including the theoretical foundation of Christian ecological
ethics, current environmental problems and their urgency in Taiwan, practices of
environmental protection in different spheres, and the plans and materials for
educating and propagating the concepts and practices.30 Besides, the PCT also
consistently takes actions on issues concerning structural ecological problems, such as
the anti-nuclear movement and protesting industries' waste water and poisonous gas.
But again, the shortage of the resources is still a problem for the Christian Church in
Taiwan resulting in the limited impacts of the PCT's actions. The situation is similar
with respect to its economic ministries, in that the theoretical foundation and
experiences in Christian Church need to be united with the resources in Buddhism, so
as to rescue the ecological crisis in Taiwan. Both religious communities should gather
to share their religious conviction and experiences regarding environment protection,
to explore together the current problems ofTaiwan's environment, and to cooperate in
common actions of environmental protection.
Practical Suggestions for Christian-Buddhist Dialogue
The preceding paragraphs have presented a proposal for contextual
Christian-Buddhist dialogue through the concepts of the Kingdom of God and Pure
Land in the dialogue of the conceptual sphere and practical actions. But how can this
proposal move beyond a vision, and be transformed into practical actions? In his
writing 'One Earth, Many Religions,' Paul Knitter, a Christian theologian who has
devoted himself to inter-religious dialogue for a long time, raises the same question
and gives some practical suggestions. This thesis considers Knitter's suggestions to be
relevant in the practical process ofChristian-Buddhist dialogue in Taiwan.
Knitter's Dialogue of Global Responsibility
Knitter considers the best way to carry out a multifaith dialogue is through a
globally responsible dialogue, which means a dialogue based on ajoint commitment to
promoting the eco-human well-being ofearth and humanity,3' because he believes that
'all religions take on global responsibility as the central ingredient in their efforts to
30
See: Writing groups of the Center of Taiwanese Ecological Theology
edit., Taking Care of the Land: Participating in the Establishment of the Ethics ofLand in Taiwan (M
BMffff:0MM. >L fifftfjfJth/md1}!), Tainan Taiwan: Renkuang Publishing, 1996.
31 Paul Knitter, One Earth, Many Religions: Multifaith Dialogue andGlobal Responsibility, Maryknoll,
New York: Orbis Books, 1995, 181.
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understand themselves and other religious communities.' ' Knitter claims therefore
that the 'dialogue', by which he means the conversation about the doctrine or spiritual
experience, is a second step. The encounter should 'begin on the level of some form of
liberative, engaged praxis.'33 Though not completely based on the same theoretical
foundation, there are parallels between Knitter's proposal for inter-religious dialogue
and that of this thesis.
Four Cyclical Movements
Knitter's suggestions about practical movements of global responsible dialogue
are appropriately applied here. Knitter proposes 'four spokes' or 'four movements' as
the model of inter-religious dialogue. The first movement is compassion, which is the
condition for the possibility of liberative dialogue. The dialogue of global
responsibility has to start with participants of inter-religious dialogue feeling
compassionate for those who suffer or for the earth, so that participants will be bonded
to those who are victims, and to those who show similar compassion. The second
movement is conversion, which is the real response of compassion. Compassion
makes demands on participants' lives and on searching for others who are also seeking
similar responses. This makes for a genuine coming together—a meeting ofminds and
hearts. The third movement is collaboration. The same concern makes members of
different religious communities feel themselves called to act together. These actions
include the analysis of the origin or cause ofthe problems they are concerned with, and
therefore they take actions to solve these issues. The fourth movement is
comprehension. Through the last three steps, participants can begin the task of
comprehending or understanding each other. Having acted and suffered together,
participants of different religions will now reflect and talk together about their
religious convictions and motivations.
Dialogue Taking Place in Community
Knitter also points out that this dialogue of global responsibility can take place
only in a community, a model he adopts from Christian communities in Latin America
but claims that this must be expanded to a multifaith community. With this concept,
Knitter claims that inter-religious dialogue can not be carried out by people who come




people who are coming together to act and reflect.34 The spirit of the concept that
Knitter indicates here is that inter-religious dialogue should not be a fragmentary or
casual act, but has to be consistently and deeply rooted in the lives of the participants.
Besides, through the formation of a community, participants can bind together and be
related with each other. Knitter lists some examples in India and Sri Lanka to claim
that this model of inter-religious dialogue works in some areas. An example includes
the Dalit Dialogue in India, which is religious peoples' common concern for the
suffering of Dalits, the outcastes, and striving for their rights. In Sri Lanka, there is the
establishment of a community pre-school program for helping hearing-impared
children, which has been composed by people of different religious and the parents of
children.
The Application of Knitter's Proposal to Christian-Buddhist dialogue in Taiwan
The proposal ofChristian-Buddhist dialogue in Taiwan developed in this thesis is
not completely based on the same theoretical foundation as that of Knitter's globally
responsible dialogue, for the context in Taiwan is different from those of India, Sri
Lanka, or South America. However, the parallels of the common claim that the
dialogue of social action is the primary step of inter-religious dialogue results in the
relevance of adopting many of Knitter's suggestions on Christian-Buddhist dialogue
in the context of Taiwan. These suggestions include the practice of Knitter's four
movements: religious communities' compassion for the struggles ofTaiwanese people
resulting from the issues listed above, participants' conversion of attitude regarding
those who are struggling and thus finding solidarity with those caring for the same
issue, working collaboratively to analyse the problem and to find compelling actions
for its solution, and comprehending the religions' concept of humanistic concern by
learning from each other. Therefore, if the issue noted earlier, have been raised by the
two religious communities, who then take the first steps mentioned above,
Christian-Buddhist dialogue on the practical level becomes promising. Knitter also
seeks to remind us that this action of dialogue should be practiced through the
formation of the community, which will always be defined differently in different
societies, and this is also an important feature in the action. This idea suggests that the
participants of the dialogue should relate closely with other participants and that the




Caring for the Dignity of Life -A Dialogue Parallel with Knitter's Model
While attempting to adopt Knitter's proposal as practical steps towards
Christian-Buddhist dialogue in Taiwan, one should seek to discover whether there is a
Christian-Buddhist dialogue already happening which displays similarities to
Knitter's model, to serve as an example for further dialogue. Among the previous
Christian-Buddhist dialogue events, the dialogue between Chaohui of Hornshi
Buddhist College and Lu Jungyi ofDongmeng Presbyterian Church, in terms of their
common actions of caring for the dignity of life, presents parallel to Knitter's four
movements, and displays the spirit of long-term commitment by the close relation of
their daily life.
Chapter Three has indicated that the common action between Chaohui and Lu is
mainly in their common concern for the conditions in areas where the dignity of life
has been spoiled. With their own religious background in mind, they both maintain the
importance of respecting the dignity of life as being an essential dimension of their
faiths. Holding this conviction, they display compassion for animals and are therefore
concerned about the cruel custom of "chicken hunting", which is held by a folk belief
temple. This common compassion makes the clergy of different religions unite
together uniting for the care for these chickens. Their gathering eventually brought
about actions of demanding the termination of this cruel custom, and through their
perseverance, this program was abolished. The above action is inclusive of Knitter's
first three movements. After this initial joint event, later socially conscious actions
were carried out, and in every event, Knitter's first three movements are repeated in
their common actions. Comprehension, the fourth movement in Knitter's proposal,
occurs through the two religious communities' ongoing interactions, such as visits and
sharing programmes for sharing the concepts of the two beliefs. Although there is no
formal community formed, their interaction presents a continuity in their common
actions and mutual interactions. Without realising beforehand the model provided by
Knitter, this dialogue between Chaohui and Lu genuinely displays similarities with
Knitter's model and exist as the pioneer action of Christian-Buddhist dialogue in
Taiwan in their actions on social reformation. The above description therefore marks a
direction for Christian-Buddhist dialogue in Taiwan that can be carried out between
existing communities of the two religions based on their common care for the
wellbeing ofTaiwanese people and through the processes suggested by Knitter.
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Conclusion
This chapter has outlined an approach to contextual Christian-Buddhist dialogue
in Taiwan that attempts to overcome the mutual suspicions that have so far hindered
the development of a dialogue between the two religious communities, and to present a
way forward that respects their identities as separate religious communities while
indicating how it is possible to co-operate in shared humanistic concerns.
The approach that has been advocated rests on what can be imagined as a
two-level platform. The top level is the striking parallelism that has emerged since the
1970s in the contextualising trends of reformation within the Buddhist and Christian
communities, with the growth of Humanistic Buddhism on the one hand, and of
socially-contextual Christian theology on the other. While it would be ignorant of the
doctrinal differences between these two movements to suggest that they are
convergent, in the sense of moving towards a commonly-agreed goal, they share a
common commitment to realising the ideals of the Pure Land and the Kingdom ofGod
in this world, and thus share a common commitment to the transformation of
Taiwanese society.
The lower level of the imagined platform on which a contextual
Christian-Buddhist dialogue can be constructed is the legacy of Chinese cultural
values that inform Taiwanese society, today as in the past. This chapter has argued that
it is these values of this-worldly idealism, nurtured through altruism and moral
improvement, that provide a bridge between the parallel movements of 'Humanistic
Buddhism' and contextual Christianity. Precisely because these are parallels, they do
not converge on a common point. Indeed, this chapter has given due consideration to
their doctrinal differences. But it is the argument of this thesis as a whole that these
differences are mediated, albeit unconsciously-and therefore at a lower foundational
level - by the humanistic values of traditional Chinese culture that each shares.
This approach to Christian-Buddhist dialogue has been caracterised as a
'dialogue of social action.' This prioritises the pragmatic nature of dialogue,
distinguishing it from more intellectualist definitions that give priority to doctrines and
theological debate. The empirical research on which Part Two of this thesis is based
indicates that neither the Buddhist nor Christian communities in Taiwan are ready to
engage wholeheartedly in such theological dialogue, although some beginnings have
been made in theological institutes. This in part reflects a history of mutual
apprehension and suspicion. In more positive assessment, however, it may also
suggest that the pragmatic character of religious pluralism in Taiwan, which was
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discussed in Chapter One, is impatient with a metaphysically-orientated dialogue that
does not first address the pragmatic needs of Taiwanese society. In contrast therefore
to the ancient Greek notion ofdialogue as a form of philosophical debate, a Taiwanese
approach to dialogue should, on the evidence of this research, emphasis its
praxiological value: 'diapraxis' rather than 'dialogue.'
It has been argued, however, that this does not exclude a spiritual dimension. In
Chinese culture the spiritual dimension of religions infuses issues of daily life as lived
in this world. As has been demonstrated in the case of Confucianism, the
transformation of this world to the ideals of heaven/Dao is brought about through the
inner transformation of the human heart that is expressed in the values of altruism and
moral achievement. This inward dimension is an important element of the contextual
model of Christian-Buddhist dialogue proposed in this chapter, and it seeks to break
down false dichotomies between the spirit and the world. Contextual
Christian-Buddhist dialogue in Taiwan is therefore holistic in its analysis of the nature
of society, of religion, and of human responsibility for the natural environment and
human community.
As many Taiwanese who agreed to be interviewed in the course of this research
made clear, there is little excitement in the idea of dialogue as conversation between
two religions, among people who wish to find a common ground of doctrinal
agreement. This may be a caricature ofdialogue, but it is an empirically-proven reality
that needs to be addressed. The model of Christian-Buddhist dialogue that has been
proposed in this chapter, therefore, seeks to propose a different dynamic. A contextual
dialogue in Taiwan should not present itselfmerely as a bilateral conversation between
two parties; rather, by taking the Greek word dialogos in its literal sense, dialogue is a
dynamic process through which each party (two or more) engages common social
challenges "through" (dia) its respective faith-based view of the world (logos). The
aim is to transform the world, in this case Taiwanese society as it undergoes its current
dramatic transition from totalitarianism to democracy, and the struggle for national
identity distinct from yet related to the People's Republic of China, both of which are
accompanied by a collapse of ideology and a chaotic social situation. In dialogue,
Taiwanese Christians and Buddhists each bring their spiritual and ethical resources to
engage the social challenges that face them both. Rather than addressing themselves to
these challenges 'monologically', each ignoring the contribution of the other, a
dialogical approach entails each being open to the insights of the other, and willing to
engage with the other in the practical struggle of social transformation. It is in this
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sense that Christian-Buddhist dialogue in Taiwan gives priority to the dialogue of
social action, and as Taiwanese Christians and Buddhist become more experienced in
this dimensions, a 'dialogue of doctrines' in the bilateral sense of religious discussion




This thesis has offered an inquiry into Christian-Buddhist dialogue in Taiwan,
and has reached four general conclusions.
Firstly, because Taiwanese society and culture have been steeped for hundreds of
years in religious plurality, and have developed pragmatic means of co-existence,
dialogue among religions is a way of forging a principled approach to religious
pluralism that avoids the dangers of careless syncretism.
Secondly, because of its resistance to syncretism, Christianity in Taiwan has
tended to distance itself from engaging with the religious plurality of Taiwanese
society, with the result that it tends to be perceived by the other religious communities
in Taiwan as foreign, and alien to Taiwanese culture. Dialogue therefore offers
Christianity a way of integrating itself more deeply into Taiwanese culture and of
indigenising itself as a Taiwanese religion.
Thirdly, amidst the massive changes that have been taken place in Taiwan since
the 1980s, and the rapid growth of secularisation, there has been a tendency for
Taiwanese religions to identify themselves as separate from each other, and to retreat
into mutual isolation and competition, with the result that inter-religious dialogue is
not considered very important, even if it is enthusiastically espoused by individuals.
Fourthly, given the pragmatic nature of Taiwanese culture, the form of
inter-religious dialogue that is being most profitably pursued by individual Taiwanese,
with greatest promise for its future applicability, is 'the dialogue of social action' that
enables adherents ofdifferent religions to co-operate in the social sphere, showing that
Taiwanese religions continue to have relevant contributions towards the betterment of
Taiwanese society.
Within this general understanding of the need for inter-religious dialogue in
Taiwan, this research has pursued questions that pertain specifically to dialogue
between Christianity and Buddhism, the two most important religious communities in
contemporary Taiwan. These questions have been considered primarily from a
Christian point of view, as the researcher himself is an ordained Christian minister and
committed to encouraging churches to enter into deeper and more co-operative
relations with their Buddhist neighbours. In this regard, the most important conclusion
to be drawn from the study of religious pluralism in Chapter One is that the churches
have, as yet, shown little willingness to engage in inter-religious dialogue. Under
Western missionary influence in the late 19th century, they have identified themselves
against the pluralist and pragmatic traditions of Taiwanese religious culture, in favour
of an exclusivist and other-worldly theology. This thesis has argued that this is one of
the reasons why Christianity is perceived as foreign to Taiwanese culture, and
remained marginal in Taiwanese society.
This conclusion, based on historical analysis and reflection, was confirmed by the
qualitative research that has been reported in Part Two of the thesis. The evidence
presented in Chapter Two demonstrates that, while Christianity and Buddhism show a
broadly tolerant attitude to each other, active dialogue between them is impeded by
mutual suspicion and indifference, and that initiatives taken by individual Christians
and Buddhists have yet to stimulate support within their respective religious
communities. These findings of the qualitative research, while giving a realistic
impression of the actual situation, are complemented by others that give grounds for
some optimism in terms of the future ofChristian-Buddhist dialogue in Taiwan. Many
of the subjected interviewed in the course of the research suggested that the most
productive way forward for Christian-Buddhist dialogue in Taiwan may lie in the
realm of cooperative social action - the 'dialogue of social action.' They saw this as a
practical way of overcoming mutual ignorance and indifference, and re-situating
doctrinal differences in the sphere of shared socio-ethical concerns. While it was clear
from the empirical evidence that such dialogue of action has hardly yet begun, it
challenged the researcher to explore this possibility, both in terms of recent
developments within the Christian and Buddhist communities, and in terms of a
general theory of Christian-Buddhist dialogue in Taiwan that responds to indigenous
possibilities rather than simply borrowing models of dialogue from the west.
The Third Part of the thesis therefore undertook the task of constructing a
theoretical approach to Christian-Buddhist dialogue in Taiwan that might commend
itself to Christians and Buddhists as a way forward for the future. The argument was
been based on three premises.
Firstly, Chapter Four proved that dialogue with Buddhism represents an essential
part of the search for Taiwanese Christianity to contextualise itself in the
contemporary realities ofTaiwanese society. Building on the insights of Taiwan's first
generation of contextual Christian theologians - Shoki Coe and C. S. Song - it has
been argued that Christian-Buddhist dialogue, in order to root itself in Taiwanese
culture, should embrace the ethical values that infuse that culture. These culture
elements may be identified with Chinese tradition, or Confucianism, and involve
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altruism, moral attainment, and concern for the betterment of this world. These
representative values that are held by all Taiwanese, irrespective of the particular
religion to which they belong, and inviting Christians and Buddhists to bring their
spiritual and ethical teachings into a shared discourse rooted in the Taiwanese culture
itself. In one sense, this is to appeal to the historic tradition of religious coexistence
that has shaped Taiwanese society through the centuries, and it also identifies cultural
element that gives specific character to the contextual nature of Christian-Buddhist
dialogue in Taiwan. It reminds Taiwanese Christians and Buddhists alike that bilateral
dialogue in the religiously plural context ofTaiwan needs not only to be open to other
religions, but can be founded on a third reality: that of a shared Chinese-Confucian
legacy of values that embrace all Chinese peoples. This legacy, moreover, is one that
addresses both the personal nature of religious ideals, and their relevance to the public
dimensions of the life of the whole of society. Invoking this legacy is not, therefore, an
appeal to the past as much as a challenge for the future.
The second premise on which this thesis proposes for contextual
Christian-Buddhist dialogue takes account of the very important transformation that
has been taking place within Taiwanese Buddhism since the 1980s in the development
'Humanistic Buddhism,' based on the teaching ofMaster Yinshun. Chapter Five has
offered a careful analysis ofMaster Yinshun's ideas showing that, under his influence,
Taiwanese Buddhism is in process oftransforming the traditional understanding of the
Pure Land to focus on this-worldly priorities. This has resulted in a proliferation of
Buddhist social services that are in various ways developing Master Yinshun's ideas
through practical implementation.
Two conclusions may be drawn from this analysis that are relevant to the
argument of Part Three. Firstly, while Master Yinshun does not explicate reference to
the Chinese Confucian tradition, there is an implicit correspondence between elements
of his ethical teaching and Chinese Confucian values. This may be one of the reasons,
we suggest, for Humanistic Buddhism's popular appeal among the Taiwanese people.
Similarly, Master Yinshun makes no specific reference to Christianity or
Buddhist-Christian dialogue. But, to the degree that adherents of 'Humanistic
Buddhism' may identify parallel, if not identical, socio-ethical concerns among
contemporary Taiwanese Christians, it may be expected that 'Humanistic Buddhism'
may dispose Taiwanese Buddhists to an interest in Christianity that was previously
ignored.
Chapter Six pursues this last expectation further by examining the contextual
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theology movement that has been an influential feature of the Presbyterian Church of
Taiwan over roughly the same period as Humanistic Buddhism has grown in the
Buddhist community. Our analysis has shown that what began as 'Contextual
Theology' has succeeded in refocusing Christian understandings of the Kingdom of
God in relation to the social and political challenges of Taiwanese society. This
parallels the trends in 'Humanistic Buddhism,' and invites a 'humanistic' dialogue
with Buddhism that promises to enhance the quality of Christian contextual theology
by including the dimension of inter-religious dialogue. Once again, it must be admitted
that the PCT contextual theology has not explicitly engaged this dimension thus far.
For political reasons it has been critical of the appeal to Confucianism that was made
by the former KMT totalitarian regime that the PCT so strongly opposed. It is
important therefore to draw a distinction between Confucianism as an institutional
ideology, and Chinese-Confucian values and ideals. If this distinction is granted, it is
fair to point out that the socio-ethical emphases of the PCT contextual theology may be
compared with the Confucian values that in here Taiwanese society, and to suggest that
this is a genuine part of the contextual isation process as was the political opposition to
institutional Confucianism that the KMT favoured.
The third premise of the argument in Part Three has been that the parallelism
between 'Humanistic Buddhism' and contextual PCT theology creates an opportunity
for Taiwanese Christians and Buddhists to build a practical dialogue around their
respective approaches to the realization of the Pure Land and the Kingdom of God.
Chapter Seven explored the similarities and differences between the two, and without
trying to diminish the latter, argued that the parallelism is itself the basis for
constructive dialogue. Given the comparison between the values of the realised Pure
Land and the Kingdom of God on the one hand, and the this-worldly concerns of
Chinese-Confucian values on the other, it can be argued, firstly, that
Christian-Buddhist dialogue is rooted in common principles, even though Christianity
and Buddhism elaborate these in different ways according to their respective systems
of belief. Secondly, if it is accepted - as argued in Chapter Seven - that dialogue is not
a question of two parties finding agreement on issues over which they differ, but that
dialogue is a process of each partner bringing its /ogay-values to bear upon shared
problems, engaging the latter through (dia) its respective belief systems, but in a
manner that accepts the legitimacy of other religious perspectives in a
religiously-plural society, it follows that Christian-Buddhist dialogue in Taiwan does
not presuppose doctrinal agreement, but invites practical willingness to struggle
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together with the challenges of Taiwanese society with the insights of Humanistic
Buddhism and contextual Christianity.
The general theory of contextual Christian-Buddhist dialogue in Taiwan that has
been argued in this thesis can therefore be expressed as follows. Contextual
Christian-Buddhist dialogue responds to the historic tradition of Taiwanese religious
plurality that respects the distinct doctrinal identities of Christianity and Buddhism,
while encouraging each to affirm its cultural roots in the shared legacy of Chinese
Confucian values, and to co-operate in a practical way that relate their respective
ethical world views to the common task of reconstructing contemporary Taiwanese
society in ways that are inspired by their visions ofthe realisation of the Pure Land and
the Kingdom ofGod.
The Significance of This Thesis to Inter-religious Dialogue
The 'dialogue of social action' that has been recommended in this thesis is firmly
set in the context of every day life both of individual Christians and Buddhists, and of
Taiwanese society as a whole. It is concerned with community. Its aim is to improve
relations between the Christian and Buddhist faith traditions by encouraging
co-operation in the social sphere of their common existence, enabling them together to
contribute to the transformation of contemporary Taiwan. This kind ofdialogue might
better be termed 'dia-praxis,' in order to emphasise the praxiological character of the
kind of engagement that is envisaged. At the same time, however, this thesis has not
ignored the doctrinal differences between Christianity and Buddhism, least of all in
terms of their respective understanding of the Kingdom ofGod and the Pure Land. The
thesis has argued, however, that these doctrinal differences should not be allowed to
remain a barrier to Christian-Buddhist dialogue. Rather, if dialogue is initiated on a
practical basis, the real experience that Christians and Buddhists enter into together
will comes to have 'praxiological' value: i.e. praxis generates a shared experience on
which Christian and Buddhist may reflect, together and separately, and which in turn
provides a new context in which to discuss, reconsider, and perhaps reformulate the
doctrinal issues that characterize the two religions. This has been termed the 'dialogue
of the word.' It has been the argument of this thesis that such dialogue should not, and
cannot be avoided, but that it should be placed in the context of the 'dialogue ofaction'
that engages the social life of the community. Furthermore, it is within this approach to
the dialogue of the word within the framework of socially-focused dialogue that it is
possible for each religion to 'witness' to the other, in the sense of sharing its
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understanding of Truth. This is no longer an adversarial approach to witness and
proclamation, but one that relates them both to the challenge of reconciliation and
community building.
It is the considered opinion of this research that such an approach to dialogue has
the probability of commending itself to the Christian and Buddhist communities in
Taiwan. It promises to overcome the problems ofmutual suspicion that have alienated
the two communities in the past, and continue to cause tension today. It invites each
community to see the other as equally committed to the reconstruction of Taiwan
society. As Taiwan continues to undergo its profound change with its rapid economic
growth, traditional society is in many ways collapsing leaving most Taiwanese
increasingly living in a spiritual vacuum. This is exacerbated by uncertainties over
Taiwan's political future: whether it remains an independent state, or it is re-connected
in some way with China. This is the urgent context in which a 'dialogue of the spirit' is
called for, as Christians and Buddhists witness to the deepest values of life in a society
that needs to retrieve a spiritual and moral basis.
Areas for Further Research and Development
The last point leads us beyond what it has been possible to include in the research
that underlies this thesis. There is as yet very little evidence of spiritual dialogue
between Christians and Buddhists in Taiwan. Within the framework of the dialogue of
social action, and reflective 'dialogue of the word,' it is to be hoped that such 'dialogue
of the spirit' might grow.
In the first instance, however, the outcomes of the present research project need to
be tested in practice. The model on which the present research has been conducted is to
start with empirical analysis as a basis for theorisation. While it can reasonably be
claimed that the theoretical view of Christian-Buddhist dialogue that has been
advanced in the thesis is founded on empirical considerations, the next step must be to
bring the theories back to critical examination and assessment in the context of the
lives of the two communities of faith. As theory derives from practice, it is essential
that it is tested in practice.
If the theory of dialogue offered in this thesis seems to hold promise for
Christian-Buddhist dialogue, this begs the question ofwhether it holds equally true for
Christian engagement with other religious communities in Taiwan. This is a dimension
of research that it has not been possible to include in the present project, but the need
for which is raised by what the thesis has tried to establish.
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Finally, it would be interesting to compare this approach to Christian-Buddhist
dialogue that has been advanced in this thesis with situations of Christian-Buddhist
dialogue in other parts of Asia. If the emphasis in this thesis has been laid upon
dialogue as a process of contextualization, reconciliation, and transformation, it might
be asked how this compares with the link that has been made between dialogue and
liberation in, for example, South Asia.
In short, this thesis does not assume that the approach to dialogue that it has
propounded is in any sense universal. On the contrary, it has tried to be specific to the
context, legacies, and challenges of Taiwan. It has not been assumed that it is
legitimate to generalize from this, or any other specific context. It would be valuable,
however, to compare emerging approaches to Christian-Buddhist dialogue in different
parts ofAsia in the research for 'inter-contextual' understandings ofcurrent trends and
future possibilities.
A Personal Voyage of the Dialogue
The introduction of the thesis included a word about the researcher's personal
motivation in undertaking this research in terms of his desire to start a voyage of
dialogue with other religions. This thesis can therefore be read as the researcher's
personal dialogue with the three religious traditions of his native land, and his
reflection as a Christian minister on the significance of inter-religious dialogue. This
journey has been disciplined by field research, in which the researcher has dialogued
with Taiwanese Buddhists as well as Christians. Not every experience of these
dialogues was comfortable especially when some people rejected the request to be
interviewed, or used the interview as an opportunity to try to proselytise the researcher.
Not every meeting was peaceful, especially when the issues of doctrinal disagreement
were raised. However, many of dialogues were pleasant experiences in which ideas
were discussed with sincerity and enthusiasm, friendships were built, and the common
emphasis for human wellbeing was exchanged. Through these dialogues, the
researcher learned a great deal more about Buddhism in Taiwan and much about his
own Christian faith as well, in ways that have enriched rather than diminished his
personal belief. As a result, the researcher has grown in the conviction that people of
faith should broaden their sights and seek to dialogue with each other. Through the
dialogue, people will build up mutual relations, enrich each other, and commonly
make contributions to the human wlefare.
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Ecumenical Cooperation). Interviewed by Juta Pan, tape recording in Bishop
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H), 18 December 2002.
Huang Poho (liffSfn, president of Tainan Theological College and Seminary).
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2002.
. Interviewed by Juta Pan, tape recording in president's office, Tainan
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November 2002.
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Taipei, 21 November 2002.
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the Cathedral of our Saviour, Kaohsiung, 11 December 2002.
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Glossary of Selected Chinese Words
The following list includes technical terms that have been used in the thesis more
than once. Each entry begins with the term as it appears in English transliteration in the
text of the thesis. This is followed by the term in its Chinese form. Where appropriate
an English translation is given, and in all cases there is a brief definition or
interpretation of the meaning of the term. Chinese transliterations follow the United
Nations Phonetic Symbols, and the Chinese original is also given. The author has
allowed himself some discretion in English translations of Chinese terms, either
adopting existing translations, or providing his own.
21st Century's New Taiwan Mission Movement. 21 A
mission movement of PCT since 1999 CE.
Amitabha. A Buddha, who is considered in Pure Land belief to have the
miraculous power to save his followers for rebirth in Pure Land.
Amitayurdhyana. the Contemplating Amitayur Sutra: one of three main
sutras of Pure Land belief.
Analects. «§§: A text about the life and teachings of Confucius compiled by his
disciples shortly after his death.
The Asian Orphan. 55M55655H55.: A name used to describe the history and suffering
of Taiwan given by Taiwanese writer Wu Zhuoliu in his book, 'the Asian
Orphan. '
Biblical Basis and Theological Standpoint to the Gospel Movement for the Year
2000. WSSbfiPjS/ll'fSStofl'PlTfS: A Theological Statement given by
the General Assembly ofPCT in response to the Year 2000 Movement.
The Book of Rites. iHtfE: One of Confucian texts containing the instruction for the
performance of various rites of social life.
Buddha Light Mountain. One of four contemporary Taiwanese Buddhist
'complexes' founded by Master Shinyun.
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Caodong Sects. WMzk: One of the sects in Chan Buddhism, popular in southeastern
China and Japan, and the originator of Taiwanese Chan Buddhism.
Chan Heavenly Master. (Steffi): The founder of the Zheng Yi Sect, Doaism.
Charity Hall. A Taiwanese religious sect mixing elements ofConfucianism and
folk beliefs popular in the Japanese occupation period.
Chen Shuibian. |$C7j<.|li: Current President of Taiwan, who was also the first
non-KMT president.
Chengyen. jyEjH: The founder ofTzuchi Merit Society.
Chhut Thau Thi. one of themes of PCT contextual theology, literally
meaning to 'raise one's head to see the sky.'
Chiang Kaishek. WYYBi' The leader of the KMT government from 1917 to 1975.
China Lutheran Seminary. The Lutheran Seminary in Taiwan.
China Religious People Association, cf3 10 th Wi Wo "H": An inter-religious
organisation established in Nanjing, China during World War II, and resumed in Taipei
in 1951 CE.
Chinese Buddhist Association. The national Buddhist association in
Taiwan in the KMT period.
Chou Dynasty. An ancient Chinese Dynasty from 1122 to 249 BCE.
Chunghwa Institute of Buddhist Study. A Buddhist academic
institute founded by Master Shengyen.
The Commission for Inter-religious Dialogue and Ecumenical Cooperation.^
CCT official organisation for the inter-religious dialogue
founded in 1991 CE.
The Conference of Religions and Peace in Taiwan.
An organisation for inter-religious dialogue founded in 1994 CE.
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Confucianism. The Chinese belief and value system founded by Confucius that
became the mainline value system in China for 2,000 years.
Confucius. The Chinese thinker who found the Confucianism
Dahang Park. A city park in Taipei. Kuanyin statue in this park became
the cause of the conflict between Buddhism and Christianity in 1992 CE.
Dao. j|f: The name of the Ultimate Reality in Daoism and Confucianism though each
interprets the concept differently.
A Declaration on Human Rights. AllilElf: The third political statement proposed
by PCT in 1977 CE.
Democratic Progressive Party. S^ljt/DPP: The opposition party in the Nationalist
period in Taiwan that became the ruling party when Chen Shuibian was elected in
2000 CE.
Dharma and Vinaya Delivery, A Buddhist rite: when one becomes a
monk or nun, he/she has to accept the delivery of Dharma and Vinaya from the master.
The Dharma delivering apart from textual teachings. ifcASLlflT An important
concept of Chan Buddhism indicating that there is an alternative way of delivering
Dharma, which is through meditation rather than textual teachings.
Dharma Drum Mountain. Sci£[_Lj: One of four contemporary Taiwanese Buddhist
'complexes' founded by Master Shengyen.
Doubling the Church Movement. foJOSffi]: AMission ofPCT during 1955-1965 to
celebrate the centenary of the Church.
Confession of Faith of the Presbyterian Church in Taiwan. p)U§i[|
fflc=f S: A PCT Confession of Faith in 1986 CE signifying a new stage of PCT's
contextualisation.
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Fujen Catholic University. ffAAH: One of the Catholic university in Taiwan
Fukien. IgiH: A province of China in southeastern China, where the South Fukien
people are from.
Gwangdong. ItjfT A province of China in southern China, where the Hakka people
are from.
Hakka. One clan ofChinese Han People, the second biggest ethnic group in
Taiwan.
Han Dynasty. IH#j: An ancient Chinese dynasty from 206 BCE to 220CE
Han People. MM (A): The predominant ethnic group in China and Taiwan
Homeland. one of the names that PCT call Taiwan to express the Church's
identification with the place it belongs to. It becomes one of the issues of PCT's
contextual theology.
Homeland Theology. MM 'W 91' A theological issue proposed by Taiwanese
theologian Wang Hsienchih. This theology expresses PCT's identification with
Taiwan
Humanistic Buddhism. AFdHI%%%:• The reform Buddhist movement originated from
Master Taixu, established its theoretical foundation by Master Yinshun, and acquired
its success in Taiwan.
In the Name of 'the Republic of Taiwan', Walk Taiwan's Own Path
f? i=iWi$r'- A PCT's political statement proposed in 2002 CE initiating the
independence of Taiwan.
King Ping. The first king of East Chou, he moved the capital to the east in
722 BCE and marked the start of the East Chou.
Koxinga. The officer ofMing Dynasty. When Ming dynasty was replaced by
Qing, he retreated to Taiwan and drove out the Dutch.
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Kuanyin. Ilefls $§: One of the most popular Bodhisattvas in Chinese Buddhism,
viewed as the symbol of compassion
Laotze. A Chinese thinker in East Chou, the founder of Daoist
philosophy.
The larger Sukhavativyiiha. AH'MKIWthe longer Land ofBliss Sutra: One ofthree
main sutras of Pure Land belief.
Li. H/ Rite: A Confucian concept means the rules of proper behaviour.
Li Denhui. The former president ofTaiwan from 1988 to 2000 CE.
Linji Sects. One of the sects in Chan Buddhism, is popular in southeastern
China and Japan, and the originator of Taiwanese Chan Buddhism.
Literary Club. >Ct£: One of the social clubs in the Japanese occupation, which is
considered as the institute ofadvocating Confucianism.
Luan Hall, A religious sect intermixing the Confucianism and folk beliefs.
Luan means the presents of deities. In Luan Hall, the rites that the deities possess the
spiritual medium so as to give the oral devices to people will be held
Mainlander. A- the people, who comes to Taiwan from China with the retreat of
the KMT government in 1949.
Maitreya Vyakarana Sutra. "Hi iilT IS: A Buddhist sutra prophesising the
Maitreya Bodhisattva who will descend to earth and establish a Pure Land in this
world.
Mencius. A Confucian thinker from 321-289 BCE, who is considered to be the
most important follower of Confucius
Ming Dynasty. A Chinese dynasty from 1368 tol644 CE
Mission of the Kingdom of God. JA PCT mission held in 1994 CE
claiming the actualisation of the Kingdom of God in this world is the misson of the
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Church.
Mission to Community. A PCT mission held in 1999 CE emphasing the
importance of the Church's service in the community.
Modern Chan Society. A modern Taiwanese Buddhist group founded by Li
Yuansong in 1989 CE.
Mountain People. or MfiJs;: Taiwanese aborigine.
The Movement of Restoring Chinese Culture. A cultural
reformation movement advocated by the KMT government so as to claim the
legitimacy of its regime.
Nanying Buddhist Association. A national Buddhist organisation in
Taiwan during the Japanese occupation.
Nationalist Party or Government (KMT). (BCifT) : The political party
founded by Sun Yatsen, that declared the Republic of China in 1911 CE. Defeated by
Communists in the civil war, it retreated to Taiwan and continued its regime. After the
democratisation in Taiwan, KMT lost power and currently functions as the opposition
party.
New Taiwanese. iFfa'WA: A concept advocated by some sociologists in Taiwan
claiming that while searching for the self-identification of Taiwan, it is important to
redefine the meaning of 'Taiwanese' that covers all the inhabitants and to bring the
reconciliation between different ethnic groups.
Nien. ^ or tit;: reciting or concentrating
Nien-fo. BtCalling the name of Buddha, the practices that acquire the salvation of
Amitabha.
Our Appeal. The second political statement of PCT proposed in 1975
CE.
The Period of the Degenerate Dharma. According to Buddhist view of
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history, this refers to the third Dharma period, 1,500 years after the death of
Sakyamuni Buddha. This period is also the period of last day in which the society is so
corrupted that human beings find it too difficult to accept the Dharma. Therefore, Pure
Land belief considers it is necessary to provide an easy path to help people to practice
Dharma.
Poem Club, One of the social clubs in the Japanese occupation, which is
considered as the institute of advocating Confucianism.
Pratitya-samutpada. JE /dependent origin: Buddhist view of conditioned
experience
Puli. A small town in the middle ofTaiwan, the location of 921-earthquake.
Qing Dynasty, The last dynasty ofChina from 1644 to 1911 CE
Reading the Bible with New Eyes Movement. PCT's movement
of scripture reading, which is one of the projects of the 21st Century New Taiwan
Mission Movement.
the rebellion of Shi Lai Temple. A rebellion of Taiwanese people to
Japanese occupation, which was led by religious people
The Reformation of Human Heart. 'UMBj/IpL: A social movement advocated by
former Taiwanese president Li Denhui claiming the importance of the reformation of
human heart in contemporary Taiwanese society.
Ren. human beings
Ren. The basic essence of human virtues in Confucianism usually translated as
benevolence or goodness.




Shan Guoxi. jp.HU: The Cardinal and Archbishop ofCCT
The Smaller Sukhavativyuha. |SJMP'6IM/the shorter Land ofBliss Sutra: One of three
main sutras of Pure Land belief.
Southern Fukien. The south part of Fukien Province, China, where the
Southern Fukien people are from.
Statement on Our National Fate. The first political
statement of PCT proposed in 1971 CE.
The Sukhavativyuha Abhidarma. ftAIfi/the discourse of the Land of Bliss: A
Buddhist discourse, one of the texts of Pure Land belief.
Sung Dynasty. AfA A Chinese dynasty from 960-1279 CE
The syncretism of Chan and Pure Land beliefs. The tendency of
Chinese Buddhism after the Sung Dynasty, means two main Chinese Buddhist Schools,
Chan and Pure Land, integrate the other's practices into their own.
A syncretistic combination of five religions. *: The basic elements of Unity
Sect in Taiwan claiming that this belief is the syncretism of five religions, Buddhism,
Christianity, Confucianism, Daosim, and Islam.
Taixu. Alifi'- The Chinese reforming Buddhist monk in the beginning of 20th century,
who sowed the seeds of contemporary Taiwanese Buddhist reformation.
Tang Dynasty. HffH: A Chinese dynasty from 618 to 907 CE.
The Theology of 'Chhut Thau Thi\ iAMA(S=l One of the theses of PCT
contextual theology proposed by Huang Poho claiming the mission of PCT is to seek
the 'Chhut Thau Tih' or self-determination of Taiwanese people.
The Theology of Identification. §^J(n]!^lp: One of the theses of PCT contextual
theology proposed by Chen Nanzhou claiming the essence ofPCT contextual theology
is to identify the Church with Taiwanese history and people.
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Theory of 'the goodness in human nature'. A Confucian concept proposed
by Mencius claiming that human beings receive from Heaven the gift of innate
endowment of human nature, especially the faculty ofmoral discernment.
Three Ages. A period of Chinese history composed of three ancient dynasties,
Hsia, Shang, and West Chou, which is often considered as the golden age ofChina.
Three States. HIS: A disunity period of China when three states, Wei, Wu, and later
Han coexisted from 220 to 280 CE.
Tien. Heaven; A general name of the 'Ultimate Reality' in the concept of Chinese
though different religions and philosophy give 'it' different meanings. In
Confucianism, Tien means an impersonal Reality, which show human inner virtues
and external ethical principle.
Tzuchu Merit Society. '■ One of four contemporary Taiwanese Buddhist
'complexes' founded by Master Chengyen.
Unity Sect. —■ One of the Chinese/Taiwanese folk beliefs claiming the
syncretism of five religions.
Vegetarian Sect. one of Buddhist sects in Taiwan but is disowned by orthodox
Buddhism because it does not have monastic system.
The World of Unity and Equality. An ideal world in Chinese culture
especially proposed by Confucianism. The contents of this ideal world were recorded
in the Book of Rites.
Xiao. Filial piety, One of the important virtues in Chinese culture.
Yongchian Temple in Gu Mountain. A Buddhist Chan temple in
Fukien, the origin ofTaiwanese Buddhism before Japanese occupation.
Yu Bin. pp®: The late cardinal ofCCT, is considered as the one who founded China
Religious People Association.
Zheng Lijing. A Christian, who was originally a Buddhist nun, but converted
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to Christianity later and became the researcher ofChina Lutheran Seminary.
Zheng Zaifa. A bishop ofCCT and current chairperson of the Commission
for Inter-religious Dialogue and Ecumenical Cooperation
Zheng Yi Sect. IEZ,f£: One ofthe sect in Daoist religion and popular in Southeast of
China.
Zhingshing. : current president of Chinese Buddhist Association and the
Conference ofReligions and Peace in Taiwan.
Zhuyun. A Buddhist monk who aroused the debates between Taiwanese
Buddhism and Christianity in the 1950s.
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English Version
The Executive Committee of the Presbyterian Church in Taiwan, which speaks
for 200,000 Christians in Taiwan, wishes to express its extreme concern over
developments in the world which could seriously affect the lives ofall who live on this
island. Based on our belief that Jesus Christ is Lord ofall men, the righteous Judge and
Saviour of the world, we voice our concern and our request, and in doing so we are
convinced that we speak not only for the church but for all our compatriots.
To All Nations Concerned
We the people on Taiwan love this island which, either by birth or chance, is our
home. Some of us have roots here going back a thousand years; the majority count a
residence of two or three centuries while some have come since the Second World War.
We are all well aware of our different backgrounds and even conflicts, but at present
we are more aware of a common certainty and shared conviction. We long to live here
in peace, freedom and justice. And we do not wish to be governed by Peiping.
We note with concern that President Nixon will soon visit the Chinese Mainland.
Some member countries ofthe United Nations are advocating the transfer ofTaiwan to
mainland rule, while others insist on direct negotiations between Taipei and Peiping
which means substantially the same betrayal of the people on Taiwan.
We oppose any powerful nation disregarding the rights and wishes of fifteen
million people and making unilateral decisions to their own advantage, because God
1 The Chinese text is from The Editing Group of 'Knowing the Presbyterian Church in Taiwan,'
Knowing the Presbyterian Church in Taiwan, revised, Taipei, Taiwan: The General Assembly of the
Presbyterian Church in Taiwan, 2000, 125-126.
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ordained, and the United Nations Charter has affirmed, that every people has the right
to determine its own destiny.
To the Leaders of the Republic of China
Our nation has recently become the victim of international political bargaining in
world affairs. If this trend is not soon reversed, some day in the near future the people
on Taiwan may share the tragic fate of people in countries of eastern Europe which
have been oppressed by communism. In order to maintain our position and reputation
in the international community, we therefore, request our government and people
better to grasp the opportunities available to raise our demand for justice and freedom,
and for thorough internal renewal.
Recently the government has stressed the use of new people in official positions.
Therefore we earnestly request that, within the Taiwan area, it hold elections of all
representatives to the highest government bodies to succeed the present
representatives who were elected 25 years ago on the mainland. The Federal Republic
ofGermany is not yet unified with East Germany, but its people have been able to elect
a new representative government under a temporary constitution. This is an example
which our government might consider. Such a political system has enabled the Federal
Republic of Germany to find an honourable place among the world nations, even
though so far it is not a member of the United Nations.
We believe that such demonstration of renewal and progress will give the people








2 The revised English translation was sponsored by the Committee on World Church Relations of the
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1 Our Appeal was adopted unanimously by the Executive Committee of the General Assembly of the
Presbyterian Church in Taiwan on 18 November 1975 expressing the position of the Presbyterian Church in
Taiwan. The Chinese text is from The Editing Group of'Knowing the Presbyterian Church in Taiwan,'
Knowing the Presbyterian Church in Taiwan, revised, Taipei, Taiwan: The General Assembly of the
Presbyterian Church in Taiwan, 2000,126-132
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English Version
When the Presbyterian Church in Taiwan issued its 'Statement on OurNational Fate'
at the end of 1971, it attracted considerable attention and aroused a warm response both at
home and overseas. The issuing of the "Statement on OurNational Fate" was based on our
church's faith in the Lordship of Jesus Christ over the world, and was concerned for
human rights for all people in Taiwan, and indeed for the destiny of our nation. Although
some, both within the church and outside it, misunderstood or opposed the Statement, our
church, as its conscience dictates, has continued to stand by this firm expression of its
faith. In the few years since then our church, in accordance with the principles and faith of
the Statement, has repeatedly advocated that no external world power should interfere
with our nation's destiny. Only our own people have the right to determine our own destiny.
Our church has not moved from this original purpose, and firmly believes that only if all
the rights which are guaranteed under the constitution are actually observed-which would
mean a political reformation - can we have a really democratic government. Our church
has not been negligent in its efforts to achieve this goal.
Conditions change very rapidly; our nation has become isolated in its relations with
other countries, and we face an impending world economic crisis. In these circumstances
the church must not carelessly take its ease and abandon the role of prophet. We know that
if we only praise what is commendable, this is not adequate expression of the church's
responsibility to the nation and is no way to help the government overcome present
difficulties. Only by speaking the truth in love can we show positive concern for our
nation's future; only thus can we help in the developing of a democratic, just and honest
government.
In view of the danger in which our country stands at this time, the church must take
responsibility with regard to the nation's survival, and once again honestly express to the
government our church's position on the national fate. We must, at the same time, appeal
to the church itself to get rid of a psychology which is concerned only with the individual.
In order to save the nation in this time of crisis we in the church must be really united so
that we can fulfill our responsibility to promote justice, liberty and peace. Then the church
may be worthy to be called a servant ofChrist for these times.
Because of this we appeal to the government to view with concern several problems
closely related to our national destiny, and we earnestly request the government to accept
these proposals:
1. To preserve the freedom of religious faith which is guaranteed to the people in the
constitution.
The people in every nation in the free world enjoy full religious liberty. Thus every
person should be able to enjoy the freedom to use his own language to worship God and to
express his own religious faith. Most regrettably, Bibles published in some of the local
languages by the Bible Society have been investigated and confiscated. When this
happened it was a great shock to people both here and abroad. The authorities concerned
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regard the printing of the Bible in local languages as a contravention of the policy to
promote the use of the National language and this is their reason for suppressing it.
However, one such decision can never contravene the basic spirit of the constitution. Now,
although after several negotiations the old edition of the Bible in Roman characters has
been returned, we are continuing to press this matter with the government in the hope that,
in order to preserve the constitutionally guaranteed freedom of faith, the new translation
of the romanized Bible may also be returned; but most important of all we urge that the
freedom to continue to publish and distribute the Bible in any language be guaranteed.
2. To help overcome our isolation in foreign relations.
Since our government withdrew from the United Nations, our nation's foreign
relations have suddenly sunk into a state of isolation. Now the government is encouraging
people at every level positively to develop foreign relations and to promote cultural and
economic contracts. Therefore it ought not to prevent the church participating in the
World Council of Churches and other church organizations of an international nature.
Because some of the views held in such organizations may not be the same as those ofour
government, we cannot abandon the opportunity of participating in these international
church bodies.
3. To establish a relationship ofmutual trust and confidence between the government and
the church.
It cannot be denied that the church is a powerful force in helping to promote the
nation's progress and security. Between government and church there must be an
atmosphere of trust based on respect for each other.
We suggest that the government should establish a direct relationship with the church
authorities, and that both sides share their views of the future of the nation and the
reforming of society honestly together. This is the only way in which we can achieve this
mutual trust and confidence.
4. To help toward the reconciliation and working together of all people living in Taiwan.
At this time and in this place we should not permit differences, arising out of one's
place of origin and whether one is a member of a Party or not, to create unfortunate
divisions which would ruin our living and working together.
Immediately before us is a very difficult situation, and it is only as we realize that we
are all in the same boat that we can weather the crisis. In order to eliminate discrimination
based on provincial origin or party membership we should not countenance any feeling
that one person is superior to another. Everybody should enjoy the opportunities of equal
privilege and responsibility. Basically, we are all brothers and sisters living together in
Taiwan and we ought to treat each other in an attitude of understanding, help and
acceptance.
5. To preserve human rights and the welfare of the people.
The economy ofTaiwan has grown and developed very quickly and it has, of course,
brought with it an affluent society, but has also brought a loss of personal worth, moral
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decadence, rampant pollution, a wide gap between the rich and the poor, and the
increasingly serious problem of public peace and order. The church, on the basis of its
mission to protect human rights and preserve human dignity, appeals to the government to
strengthen the development of society, to focus its attention on the problems of the
atmosphere of corruption in society, of unequal distribution ofwealth, of avarice, public
peace and order and pollution, and to adopt effective measures to safeguard human rights
and the welfare of the people.
In order that the church may take up its mission for today we also appeal to it to give
attention to the problems that lie before us all, and we beseech the help of the Holy Spirit
to lead us and to enable the church to give expression to its true role ofprophet and priest.
1. To give honest expression of its concern for justice.
It is very easy for the church to seek to avoid giving offense and causing trouble, and
so fail to be sensitive to the question of social justice. If the church is concerned only for
its own interests and ignores its conscience it will become paralyzed. We must constantly
be subjecting ourselves to re-examination by the standard of the spirit of Christ.
2. To promote unity within the church and to call the church to a better understanding of its
own faith.
Recently a divisive spirit has been eroding the unity of the church and positive action
needs to be taken to ensure observance of our regulations and to deal strictly with any
behaviour that threatens the order and unity of the church.
Because ministers and church members are confused and uncertain about their faith
and the position of their church they have often been easily influenced and misled by other
groups. It is right that we should cooperate with other denominations, but it is very
important that we first understand our own doctrine and church order. There must be an
attitude of mutual respect among the churches before any real cooperation can be
achieved.
3. To strive for the independence of the church.
Although we have a history of over one hundred and ten years and local
congregations have reached self-support, the General Assembly as a whole has to admit
"We are still a receiving church". From now on we must put forth greater effort to become
"a giving church". This is not in relation to finance only, but has to do even more with the
whole missionary task of the church. We must move from a position of dependence on
overseas mission boards to one of independence andmutuality in which we share together
with the world church in the responsibility for mission. And on the basis of our own faith
we must be prepared to proclaim God's justice and uphold freedom and peace in our own
land.
4. To establish a close relationship with the church in the whole world.
A lack of confidence in the world-wide church has been a cause of division within
our church, but in our confession of faith we profess to believe in the holy catholic church.
The various churches throughout the world ought to respect each other's opinions while
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accepting each other and working together towards a greater unity.
We appeal to our own church members to pay attention to, and try to put a stop to, the
kind of harmful activity that damages our relationship with the world church. We should
seek to enter into an exchange of personnel and work with other branches of the world
church so that we can understand and support each other better.
5. To be more concerned for social justice and world problems.
The church should become the servant of justice and truth; the aim of the church's
existence is to communicate the message of God's love, and because of this the church
must, in the spirit of real love, get involved in the actualities of modern society and
through service seek to change the conditions of society.
The world today is full of the fear of injustice and war. Humanity's greatest suffering
is the result of its own selfishness in the world. The world's problems of hunger,
overpopulation and human rights still urgently call for concern and solution. Our church
here and the church in the whole world must stand together to extend a helping hand to
each other, so that the love ofGod may truly be spread throughout the world.
The church cannot, here and now, keep silence, sitting by and watching the world
sink into ruin; besides participating in the spreading of the gospel and leading men to
repent and believe in the Lord, it must express concern for the whole nation, for society,
and for the whole ofmankind. Only in this way will it not fail to live up to the mission
entrusted to it by God.2
'Our Appeal' was adopted unanimously by the Executive Committee of the General
Assembly of the Presbyterian Church in Taiwan on 18 November 1975 expressing the
position of the Presbyterian Church in Taiwan.
Signed by
N. J. Wang




2 Its English version is quoted from http://www.pct.org.tw/english/statements 3.htm.
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1 'A Declaration ofHuman right" was adopted unanimously by the Executive Committee of the General
Assembly of the Presbyterian Church in Taiwan on 16 August 1977 expressing the position of the
Presbyterian Church in Taiwan. The Chinese text is from The Editing Group of 'Knowing the
Presbyterian Church in Taiwan,' Knowing the Presbyterian Church in Taiwan, revised, Taipei, Taiwan:
The General Assembly of the Presbyterian Church in Taiwan, 2000,133.
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English version
To the President of the United States, to all countries concerned, and to the Christian
churches throughout the world:
Our church confesses that Jesus Christ is Lord of all mankind and believes that
human rights and a land in which each one ofus has a stake are gifts bestowed by God.
Therefore, we make the declaration, set in the context of the present crisis threatening
the 17 million people ofTaiwan.
Ever since President Carter's inauguration as President of the United States he has
consistently adopted 'Human Rights' as a principle of his diplomacy. This is an
epoch-making event in the history of foreign policy.
We therefore request President Carter to continue to uphold the principles of
human rights while pursuing the 'normalization of relationships with Communist
China' and to insist on guaranteeing the security, independence and freedom of the
people ofTaiwan.
As we face the possibility of an invasion by Communist China, we hold firmly to
our faith and to the principles underlying the United Nations Declaration of Human
Rights. We insist that the future of Taiwan shall be determined by the 17 million
people who live there. We appeal to the countries concerned - especially to the people
and the government of the United States of America - and to Christian churches
throughout the world to take effective steps to support our cause.
In order to achieve our goal of independence and freedom for the people of
Taiwan in this critical international situation, we urge our government to face reality
and to take effective measures whereby Taiwan may become a new and independent
country.
We beseech God that Taiwan and all the rest of the world may become a place
where 'Mercy and truth will meet together; righteousness and peace will embrace.
Truth shall spring out of the earth; and righteousness shall look down from
heaven.'(Psalm 85:10, 11) [KJV]2




Moderator of the General Assembly
H. K. Weng
Deputy Moderator of the General Assembly
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We believe in God, the only true God, the Creator and Ruler of human beings and all
things. He is the Lord of history and of the world. He judges and saves. His Son Jesus
Christ, the Saviour ofhumankind, was conceived by the Holy Spirit, born a man of the
Virgin Mary and became our brother. Through His suffering, crucifixion, death and
resurrection He manifested God's love and justice, and through Him we are reconciled
to God. His Spirit, which is the Holy Spirit, dwells among us, and grants us power, so
that we may bear witness among all peoples until the Lord comes again.
We believe that the Bible is revealed by God, the record of His redemption and the
norm of our faith and life.
We believe that the Church is the fellowship of God's people, called to proclaim the
salvation of Jesus Christ and to be ambassador of reconciliation. It is both universal
1 The original Romanised Taiwanese text was authorised by 32nd General Assmebly, the Presbyterian
Church in Taiwan. Both Romanised Taiwanese text and Chinese version are from: The Editing Group of
'Knowing the Presbyterian Church in Taiwan.' Knowing the Presbyterian Church in Taiwan, revised,
Taipei, Taiwan: The General Assembly of the Presbyterian Church in Taiwan, 2000, 134-135.
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and rooted in this land, identifying with all its inhabitants, and through love and
suffering becoming the sign of hope. We believe that through the grace ofGod, human
beings are brought to repentance, their sin forgiven, that they may glorify God through
lives of devotion, love and dedication.
We believe that God has given human beings dignity, talents and a homeland, so that
they may share in God's creation, and have responsibility with Him for taking care of
the world. Therefore, they have social, political and economic systems, arts and
sciences, and a spirit which seeks after the true God. But human beings have sinned,
and they misuse these gifts, destroying the relationship between themselves, all
creatures, and God.
Therefore, they must depend on the saving grace of Jesus Christ. He will deliver
humankind from sin, will set the oppressed free and make them equal, that all may
become new creatures in Christ, and the world His Kingdom, full ofjustice, peace and
joy-2
This translation, based on the original Romanized Taiwanese text authorized by the
32nd General Assembly, was officially adopted by the General Assembly Faith and
Order Committee on 10 January 1986.
2 The translation was adopted by the General Assembly Faith and Order Committee on 10 January 1986.
It is available from http://www.pct.org.tw/english/faith.htm.
